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Foreword I first started to write fiction seriously in the early 2000s. I had moved to Chicago in 2001 to pursue musical interests (which did not pan out), but being a full-time writer is something that has always been—and still is—a goal of mine. During my days there I didn't have much to do aside from work, so I spent a lot of my free time reading and writing, working and studying the craft. One of the ways people try to break into print is via short stories. It's also a good way to learn how to write concisely and to learn how to plan and draft a storyline better. Because (most of the time) you have to cram a satisfying story into a small space, you learn to make every word count and to streamline content. So I embarked upon my quest to write short stories and get them published.



Critters I wrote of number of stories over the next couple of years. I joined an online critique group called Critters (critters.org, still going strong today) in 2001 in order to get feedback on my work. This was a great experience and I recommend all aspiring writers try it out. In order to get your work critiqued, you have to critique other writers' works. Writing critiques for others is another way to learn, and I found this to be a pretty invaluable tool at the time. I participated in the group for over a year and 9 of the 13 stories in this collection went through the Critters queue during that time.
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Towards the end of my participation in Critters I stopped being anal about how people perceived my writing from a technical standpoint, and just looked for general impressions from readers. I felt I had learned quite a bit over a year and had learned that no matter how good you think the story or writing is, the critiquer will always have something "bad" to say or some issue, because that, inherently, was the purpose of the program. So at that point I felt I wasn't learning much anymore, and stopped participating. Some of the short stories I wrote were good, some bad. This collection contains, obviously, the good ones—the ones I feel strong enough about to throw into cyberspace—and part of that is due to what I learned as a member of Critters. So I thank them for that.



Publishing Many of these stories I sent off to various publications, but all were rejected. One of them, Water Burner, was included in an eBook compilation called Fear Itself (compiled by Mickey Stroda) that didn't go anywhere. I really had not expected it to go anywhere, but when you have nothing to lose you'll let anyone promote your work. I was disappointed that I couldn't sell any of these stories. In hindsight I probably could have tried harder, but it is disappointing, nonetheless. I think many of them are quite good, and were better than some of the stories those publications were publishing at the time (any writer will tell you this). I believe I sent at least half of these stories to The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, the biggest short story publisher in the fantasy / science fiction market, but they wouldn't bite. I don't know why.
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Anyway, over the years I started to write longer works and a few novels, and stopped doing short stories. These have been sitting on my hard drive for 10 years now, and with the advent of e-publishing and devices like the Kindle, I decided that it wouldn't hurt to dust them off, get them out there and let readers decide for themselves whether they are good or not. I am also publishing my early novels on Kindle, some of which were inspired or expanded from some of the short stories in this collection. Every story has been revised once more during the past year for this publication, to bring them up to my current writing standards and style where necessary.



The Stories In this collection, I preface each story with a little history, a bit about what I was doing then, what I was thinking when I wrote it, etc. They are not necessary to enjoy or understand each story, so you can skip them if you like, but since this collection is somewhat of a retrospective of how I learned to be a better writer—my practice if you will—it seemed appropriate to give some background and context for each one. You will notice that there are a number of occult-style stories, at least in the non-traditional sense. I was fascinated with vampires and occult at the time as I read a lot of Anne Rice and Clive Barker during that period, and I was attempting to come up with some unique takes on vampires, werewolves, witches, that sort of thing. Some are a bit off the wall, but I was young and experimenting.
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Most all have some sort of double meaning to them, or a second underlying theme that plays off the title. I'm a big fan of early M. Night Shyamalan films (The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable, The Village), and I tried to use some of the same techniques in my stories that he did in those films—namely hidden and layered meanings for extra depth or taking a mundane or inconsequential event and turning it into something profound and very meaningful for a specific person. Other stories are just my attempt at trying something completely different on purpose and hoping they worked. I think most of them do, and I hope you find this collection entertaining and worth the read. In the end, it's interesting to myself to go back and read all these stories and wonder what the hell I was thinking when I wrote them. Brad Murgen January 25, 2012
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Beyond the Giant's Breath (May 2002—March 2003) This story is one of my few attempts at strict science fiction. I am more comfortable writing fantasy since I can take more liberties with the world and rules, but I don't mind delving into science fiction when I have a promising idea. I had to do a little research on this one, but having been a Biochemistry major in college it wasn't too hard to get any facts straight. From there it was just a matter of making it believable. This was the last story I put through Critters and represents a lot of what I learned from that group over a year's time. I feel this is one of my best short stories, which is why I've decided to lead off the collection with it. __________________________________



Nijka straightened and shook her narrow head, moved away from the bed on which Lon lay. "It is the Long Famine," she said without emotion. "He is dying. We told you not to stay here. Only our people are true believers." Alyssa looked up at the eight-foot tall mystic, pale body swathed in furs, hair tightly braided into a dozen queues, eyes the color of coal. Nijka had been reluctant to come to the Ship, to see Alyssa and her dying husband, to set foot in the sterile metallic environment. Alyssa had not known what to expect from Nijka. She spent more time studying the flora and fauna of this distant planet than communicating with its only indigenous people: the Aliz, lone survivors of an ancient plague they called the "Long Famine." That was Lon's job. He was the
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anthropologist, the theologian. She could barely speak their elaborate language. Digging into her memory, she made the attempt. "But—but how could he get it? I checked the food we eat. Nothing wrong. We stay from you—well, I do." She hoped that's what she had said. Lon was much better, but could not speak at the moment. "Ocxuu knows when there are strangers," the mystic replied. Ocxuu—their name for the planet. They believed it was alive. In fact, the Aliz believed in a lot of odd things, chief among those being reincarnation. Their lives were based around the religion. Alyssa didn't believe in religions. They had died on Earth long ago, many centuries before her birth. Lon, however, was still fascinated by primitive belief systems. And when they had been offered an assignment to study the newest alien life contacted, to learn all they could about their society and planet—the couple had jumped at the chance. Sure, there were risks involved. That was part of exploration and discovery. No matter that they had to stay for ten years, Earthtime. It was worth it. But now? Alyssa swallowed tears, forced her gaze to remain on Nijka's thin face, avoided Lon's swollen head. She took another stab at the Aliz tongue. "He dies then? There's nothing to do?" "Since the Long Famine avoids us, there is nothing we can do." Nijka paused, hesitated. "Cannot this 'cy-ens' of yours help?" "I don't know. If I could take your blood—" "No! No such thing can occur. True belief cannot be taken from others. You must realize it for yourself." "You just can't wish something away," Alyssa protested weakly in English. Nijka stared, not understanding. Oh, not the tears again. Hold it together, woman! Lon doesn't like it when you cry. Alyssa turned away, moved to the far end of the bedroom. Their
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Ship had been converted into a home upon arrival and would be taken away once the Earth transport arrived again—in another eight years. Like it matters now. If we die, who cares when they come back? "I will leave now," Nijka said finally. "It would be wise if you stayed away from the Giant's Step." Alyssa knew it was because of Lon's sickness. Cursed for interfering. The mystic left the cluttered bedroom. A few electronic journals stood along the walls, data discs stacked in piles near them. Shelves were laden with a variety of plant life, pictures and personal objects. A large digital clock silently ticked away the time of both Earth and Ocxuu. The foam floor was soft and warm. Lon shifted, moaned; the bed covers slid past his upper chest. Alyssa bent near, pulled them back up to his neck. She looked briefly at his swollen face, turned away with a shudder. It was the same Lon she had always known, but the sight of him like that...it made her skin crawl, dulled her emotions. It just didn't look like him. You're being shallow, she accused herself. No. I'm in denial. She rubbed her red-rimmed eyes and lumbered out into the chill Ocxuu day. * *



*



Journal Entry 46B-9: Oral lore of the Aliz, as told by Defhi of Yuekel Naigt, concerning the 'Time of Giants.' "At the beginning of all time there was only Ocxuu. In that age Ocxuu was nothing but dead rock, barren land—uninhabitable. One day he tired of this and called to the Moon, asking for a seed to fertilize
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him. The Moon heard his plea and sent the seed in the form of a Giant, crashing into Ocxuu's surface. He began to walk the breadth of the desert world. Where his feet fell great valleys appeared, water gushed forth from the cracked rock, oceans and mountains alike formed in the thousand years that the Giant traversed the globe. Such a journey is tiring, and he expelled much breath, forming a cloud about Ocxuu that has yet to abate. "So his steps became our homes, our lives wax and wane on the same path he took to form our world. His breath shelters us, swirls and flows above in the constant cloud cover. This is all that remains of the Giant who once trampled Ocxuu. And when he died, Ocxuu punished him for running rampant, and he came back not as a Giant again, but as the lowliest creatures: from the reptiles of the stormy oceans to the hard-skinned beasts who dwelt among the crags of forbidding mountain ranges. The Giant was within all and some of those beasts learned to exist as Ocxuu wanted them to, learned to pass on the knowledge of their initial folly in hopes of attaining the heights of the Giant again, of surmounting the clouds once more. "We are all pieces of the Giant, children. How we carry ourselves in this life resonates to the next. Once we were small, hardly the equal of the rocks and bushes. Now we tower above them and threaten the trees themselves. As this knowledge travels from generation to generation we move closer and closer to the Giant's Breath..." Alyssa looked up from the bluish screen of the journal, stared down into the idyllic valley where the Aliz lived. Yuekel Naigt. The very name was a variation of "Giant's Step" in the Aliz language. Other towns in other valleys had similar names, all meaning the same thing. Alyssa tried to imagine an immense giant
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striding across the land, each footstep crushing the earth to form a valley. She shook her head with a smile. And the Giant's Breath. Up into the dreary night sky she gazed, into the cloud cover that forever held reign over Ocxuu. The planet was quite far from the system's sun—a star humans designated Deryn IV— and thus endured a "summer" that reminded her of an Earth autumn and a "winter" worse than any she had experienced. It also didn't help that the Ocxuu year was 481 days, each day 28.5 Earth hours long. The last winter had seemed to go on forever. Alyssa hugged Lon's journal to her, comforted by his words and the warm hum of the powercells. He had a tendency to get lost in his work, she recalled with a wan smile. At times she hadn't seen him for weeks on end. Down in the valley, forever in search of knowledge. She sighed and lowered the journal, scrolled the text down with a cold-numbed finger. There, one of his side notes: ...Birth control is the key to the Aliz steady state population. From what I gather, their numbers have stayed relatively the same for dozens of generations. Young Aliz, usually males, switch valleys at puberty to encourage a good mixture. And though the sexes engage in the carnal arts numerous times a week, the women only get pregnant once or twice in their lives, depending on the death rate within each valley. The cause of this is unknown. Even the Aliz profess ignorance. Perhaps they can voluntarily control their reproductive systems. Perhaps a woman has only two or three eggs at birth, as compared to the thousands in human women. All this is pure speculation, of course, as the Aliz refuse to let either Alyssa or I take tissue samples... Alyssa glanced up again, thought of the towering Aliz and the
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peace and confidence in their bearing. If only I could analyze their blood and compare it to Lon's! She had found nothing odd in his blood, which was confusing in of itself. If she could isolate this Long Famine "virus," perhaps something in their medical stores could destroy it. She knew by heart every item they had in deep freeze and sterile storage, every solution premixed and ready for use. Why wouldn't the Aliz help her? Lights appeared down in the valley, torchlight weaving between the squat bungalows of Yuekel Naigt. Willowy shapes merged with deep shadows. A break in the clouds revealed the thick yellowish sliver of the large Moon of Ocxuu. It would be new in two night's time. Alyssa suddenly felt cold and alone, realized if she didn't find a cure for Lon, she would be here for eight more years—by herself. She wouldn't admit it to anyone's face, but she was scared. She heard Lon's moan even over the wind and headed back into the Ship. The least she could do was to be there for him. * *



*



Alyssa pushed away from the terminal, rubbed her strained eyes. Hair fell down her cheek and tickled without mercy, she growled and pulled it back into a messy ponytail. This was going nowhere. All the tests she ran on his blood turned up nothing. The infection seemed to be localized solely around the head, particularly the oral cavity. It made no sense. No virus or bacteria she had seen in all her years of biology and microbiology acted like this. But then again, they weren't on Earth. Though the Aliz were carbonbased and Ocxuu had an atmosphere nearly identical to home, all similarity ended there.
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She gnawed on the raggedy nails of her right hand. Lon hated that habit of hers. He would get such a disapproving frown on his face that she could barely refrain from laughing. She sighed, thinking about the old times on Earth, the day during their trek across the Himalayas when he had asked her to marry him, had slid that cool band of precious gold over her finger as the world sprawled below them. She looked at it now, felt tears coming again—and stood up, sniffed, wiped her eyes with a forearm. No, no time for crying. I have to find a way to save him. Back and forth she paced across the soft foam floor, faster and faster. The shallow prints in her wake swiftly regained form in time for another pass. Localized solely around the head... An idea struck and she rushed into the bedroom, to Lon's side, inspected his swollen face intensely. Flecks of foam covered bloated lips. He turned his head and spittle ran from the corner of his mouth. His eyes flickered open for an instant: a gaze of recognition. Alyssa grabbed the towel she kept on the nightstand, wiped at the drool. "It's okay, sweetie," he soothed. "Stay strong. We'll figure this out. Shhhh..." Lon gibbered something, she straightened and contemplated his prone figure. Lots of infection, mostly around the mouth. Perhaps something to do with his excessive saliva production. She nodded, went to get the tools she needed to take a sample. Saliva was important in controlling oral bacteria. Alyssa knew this, also knew that a reduction in saliva could trigger a bacterial explosion. Upon further examination, Lon's salivary glands, particularly the submandibular, where horribly swollen. Of course, this went against everything she knew, but the Long Famine had to be connected
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somehow. Samples were fed into the analyzer. The terminal winked into life, a myriad of soft glowing colors in the darkness of the Ship. Pictures and stats of the microscopic content of Lon's saliva soon appeared. She scanned them, the computer listed ion and enzyme content, posted scans of plaque and other bacteria that normally inhabited a human's warm mouth. The terminal buzzed and her heart skipped. There—a different type of bacterium not normally found in saliva. Highlighted red on the screen, she stared at it without recognition. She had never seen anything like it and frowned at its thickened cell wall and large coils of genetic material. She stood and paced the room. That had to be it. That was the Long Famine. But how to kill it? From what Nijka said, Lon only had a few days to live. Not enough to conduct tests on all their antibiotics and medicines. She shook her head. What was she thinking? She had to try! Lon would do the same for her. He was always so determined, had never given up on a project—not even her. For three years he had chased her, made passes, did everything he could to grab her attention. He had always loved her—had from the very first day they met, he said—and wouldn't accept nothing less from her. She had been the stubborn one, the rejector, putting her work and studies before everything else. She had no time for a relationship, much less a husband. Lon had shown her different. "Alyssa, you spend so much time looking through microscopes at things so small as to be invisible, that you forget about what's right in front of you." "Nature never questions me, yells at me, gets mad," she had retorted, trying hard to resist feelings she knew were there.
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"But nature will never love you the way I do, see the way your hair nestles into the hollow of your neck and shoulder, or hold you firmly—" He stepped near, slipped his arms about her waist. She didn't resist, and he continued, "Nature has never desired to kiss you the way I have since I first met you—" She accepted the kiss, trembling more from relief than fear. She had always been afraid of commitment, afraid to trust people to be dependable and do the right thing. It was hard to find anyone that fully understood another. Yet Lon was that man. Is that man, she corrected herself. She swallowed hard, found her mouth dry, went to get some water. She realized she hadn't eaten all day and fixed a quick meal, ate in silence. Afterwards, she sat at Lon's side and rubbed his sweaty arms. He looked much worse, cheeks puffed out like cotton candy. Lon would know what to do. Lon never gave up on a project, gave every last bit of effort that he could. Alyssa sighed, then sobered. It's my turn now. I have to take Lon's place. I can't give up on him. Determined, she worked long into the night and fell asleep at the desk in the small hours of the morning. Wind whistled over the grooves in the Ship's hull, rocked their home gently, rose up into the Giant's Breath that hid the stars. * *



*



Nothing. Alyssa had found nothing; no cure, no solution. She sat near the door of their bedroom, stared at Lon's unmoving form. He had died sometime in the night, whisked away by an ethereal breeze. And strangely enough, she had no more tears to cry. Her throat was dry again. The underside of her chin itched. She ignored it, ran thin
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fingers through tangled and dirty hair. She hadn't washed in two days. Lon's head was nearly the size of a watermelon. His eyes and tongue bulged. Saliva covered the bottom half of his face and had soaked a good portion of the sheets. The throat had swollen shut, cut off his airway. Suffocation—while she slept. Guilt permeated her being. Anger and fury for being weak and falling asleep. The helplessness that she had sometimes felt in life, the loss that tore at every valve of her heart, this pain—this was why she had never liked commitment or trust, never fully gave herself to anyone until Lon. She knew exactly what he would say to such thoughts. "There is no love without pain. You cannot have one without the other, dear. Balance is inherent in all things." A few hours later she went outside. The Giant's Breath was sporadic today, more than usual. Not that she cared. Blue sky stole a few glimpses of her, but she didn't acknowledge them. Yuekel Naigt held her attention, squat bungalows situated in concentric ovals. Smoke rose from several fires in the valley. A few of the tall Aliz moved about with precise, measured steps, furs dragging on the ground. It would be wise if you stayed away from the valley. Nijka's words at their parting. They didn't care, for Lon or her. She shivered, sneezed into her hand, wiped the wetness on her shirt and went back into the Ship. Lon would have to be buried. Can't keep a corpse in our home. * *



*



Alyssa frowned, peeked into the bag. It was Lon's bag, the one he carried his journal and data discs in. Partially kicked under the bed, she
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had missed it earlier. Inside were the ubiquitous journal and discs, no different from those in the Ship, except that these were his most recent. Alyssa pulled the journal out, flipped it on and stared at a list of entries, titled by number. At random she picked one near the top, hungry for his words, anything that he had created. He may be gone, but part of him still lingered here in the circuits of this machine. Journal Entry 83J-2: Concerning the Giant's Sleep, an Aliz ritual. On every new Moon the men and women—indeed every Aliz in the valley—congregate in the center of the town, at the firepit which is normally maintained nightly. But on this night, and only this night, the fire is not lit as the Aliz gather, huddled in their vast array of furred clothing. Even with the rarely broken cloud cover that masks the Moon most nights, they know what day it is. They call this Moonless night the 'Giant's Sleep,' for his probing eye closes, making it safe to pass on their lore. They recite their entire history then, each person dutifully sharing his or her portion. They refused to allow me to observe—it has to do with their belief in reincarnation—but I snuck up as close as I could and recorded some of the recitations. A transcript of that recording follows this entry. It is an eerie feeling to sit in utter darkness and listen to the sibilant voices of the Aliz speak with detailed quickness. I plan on attending every subsequent Sleep in order to record more of the history of these amazing people. Alyssa could just see Lon fumbling in the darkness with the
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recorder, hiding at the edge of town, so hungry for knowledge that he didn't acknowledge possible dangers. She laughed, thought of the way he would get excited when he figured something out for the first time, just like a little kid. She shook her head, held back the tears and made a note to listen to the recording of the Aliz during the Giant's Sleep. Lon had mentioned the ritual before, and she distinctly recalled the fireless nights in the valley, perhaps the recitations too—but she had been too busy with her own work to pay attention. They had lived in different worlds the last year, Lon and her. Lon with his Aliz, she with Ocxuu. She suddenly wondered if they would have lasted the next eight years or gone crazy long before then. No way to know now. She sneezed again, wiped at her mouth. She took some medicine for allergies and returned to Lon's journal. The current data disc contained nothing more than entries on their rituals and some of the transcribed history. She paged through them, lost herself in Lon's rambling, didn't realize night had fallen until a tendril of drool splashed onto the screen and refracted its radiant glow. She blinked and wiped it away, then fumbled in the dark toward a wall lamp. Her mouth felt clammy and sticky. She struggled into another room for some water. The liquid went down fast, three full glasses. Gasping for air, she turned and bumped into a mirror, stood face to face with a haggard woman. Uncombed dark hair, blue eyes encircled by gray sunken skin, puffy cheeks. Lines across a small forehead. Alyssa stared at the image and could not believe it was her. Her fingers crawled up cheeks, poked malleable flesh. I need to wash. I look horrid. She did so, took something for a
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sudden headache and settled down to sleep on the foam floor. She couldn't sleep in the bed where Lon had died. * *



*



The next morning, when she awoke to a puddle of saliva about her face, she realized she had the Long Famine. The signs were unmistakable. Saliva overproduction, mouth swollen, tongue thick and chalky, neck slightly larger—just like Lon the day after his return. Alyssa stared in the mirror, hardly able to believe it. How? Was it airborne? No, it couldn't be—the bacteria were only found in his saliva. So how...? A bit of spittle snaked down her chin. She spat and smashed the mirror with a swift fist, ignored the glass embedded in her knuckles, rushed out to Lon's grave—a simple mound of dirt a hundred meters from the Ship, a lone rock placed at the head. Cold and windy as always. The Giant's Breath hung lower today, thicker, and weighed down on her. She shivered uncontrollably without her furs and tried to ignore the sensation. The rock that marked Lon's head stared back at her—impassive, unruffled by the fierce wind. "Lon—" she started, nearly choked from her tightened throat, suddenly felt sick. Nausea threatened. She knelt down over the recently disturbed dirt. Saliva dripped unchecked, turned into dots of mud. She couldn't talk anymore. It took great effort just to get up, much less get back into the Ship. She refused the bed and fell onto the floor. Her hand found a discarded towel, placed it to her dripping mouth. I will not give up. I will not die like he did. She crawled and crawled, bumped into Lon's still open bag. Inside were a few data discs.
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Her slick hand reached out and caught one, fumbled it close. She cleaned it, exchanged the current disc in the journal. A press of a button and the screen lit up; a directory of unlabeled entries appeared. I need you, Lon. Now more than ever. How did this happen? At random she touched an entry and read it: Eight more years. I wonder if Alyssa and I will make it. Such a long time to be on an alien world, light years from home, with only each other. We've managed two years, but eight more? It's going to be tough, I think. We've got the Aliz, but they have such a fixation on reincarnation and attaining Giant stature that they might as well not be here. It's difficult to relate to any of them. Alyssa avoids them entirely. I don't blame her. They can be frustrating. I haven't talked to her in weeks now. Time passes slowly here. Alyssa blinked away tears, sweat—she couldn't tell. They were Lon's personal entries. She knew he kept them—any thorough scientist did, herself included, because you never knew when a breakthrough would come—but had never asked nor wanted to read them. Everyone had to have some degree of privacy. The directory reappeared and she contemplated putting it away. Lon might have written things she did not want to know. Everybody had secrets—did she really want to ruin her view of him? She shook her head and gasped for air, tilted her head back to open her swollen throat. After a moment she regained control and scrolled the journal directory. She chose one of the last entries. Perhaps he had left some type of clue. It felt very strange to kiss someone with a bifurcated tongue,
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especially an inexperienced one like Eqsa's. She didn't know anything about kissing—the Aliz don't perform this ritual, for they do not find it pleasurable. Their equivalent of kissing is simply rubbing the back of each others' necks. I subsequently tried this with Eqsa, but she quickly pulled away. A flush rose beneath her pale Aliz skin and she immediately asked me to leave. She seemed quite uncomfortable... Alyssa stared at the screen, stupefied. Kissing? An Aliz? She knew about their bifurcated tongues, but what had possessed Lon to do such a thing? Confused, she went back a few entries, to one written three days before. She scanned the entry with bloodshot eyes. The words jumped out at her: The sexual, or reproductive, rituals of the Aliz are very intriguing. Though not normally my field of study, I thought I might as well look into it as the opportunity arises. The Aliz engage in intercourse, like most humanoid alien life, but they have an amazing control of their reproductive systems. The women initiate sexual encounters with the men and are capable of performing multiple times. Yet they only get pregnant once or twice in their lives. When I mentioned birth control, they stared at me blankly. It's a mystery that I plan to explore further. I will approach Eqsa on this. She has been my liaison here in Yuekel Naigt and is very nice. I also find her a bit attractive, in a strange, alien way. Alyssa would not approve of this, I know, and I probably shouldn't write it down, but if we are able to learn from this it will be well worth it... Alyssa tried to laugh, but could barely breathe. The Aliz were
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dormant carriers of the Long Famine. And Lon had kissed one, exchanged saliva. And he had kissed her as well, passing it on. She remembered now: he had come back to retrieve a couple of new data discs. The symptoms had not been evident yet. He had kissed her briefly—a peck on the lips, really—but apparently it had been enough to exchange a bit of saliva. That evening the swelling had started, and Lon had never gone back to Yuekel Naigt. She pushed the journal away, buried her face in the foam floor, wet from her leaking mouth. Neither sad nor angry, she lay there, felt the tightness around her throat build. There was no point in being angry. How could she have known? Or Lon for that matter? Death had never worried her, even after coming here, knowing they couldn't leave for ten years. It was not something she dwelt on, so she just avoided it. All things must end, she knew—but so unexpectedly? And with such ignominy? How could something like this be justified? We told you not to stay here. Only our people are true believers. The Aliz did not approve of their presence on Ocxuu, but left them alone as long as they did not interfere with their society and rituals. Humans had nothing to fear from such primitive folk—a simple warship could wipe out their entire race in a few heartbeats—but out here, with only two humans amidst thousands of Aliz, one made sure to respect their wishes. Alyssa lay there and thought of Lon beneath the earth, realized she would join him—but only if an Aliz were to bury her. Aliz did not bury the dead. They burned them. * *



*
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She awoke at night. The digital chronometer glared across the room, date and time seared through blurred vision. Her head felt like it weighed a ton. But she could move. She found strength enough for that. Pulling herself along, through the scattered journals and discs on the floor, past the door and across the entryway, she made her way from the Ship. She couldn't stop death, but could choose the place to meet it—and she wanted to be outside, beneath the Giant's Breath, amidst the unending wind of Ocxuu. In the grasp of Nature, not sequestered in a sterile Ship. The Giant breathes easy tonight, she noted wryly as stars appeared through large breaks in the clouds. A very unusual sight on Ocxuu, it was the clearest she could ever remember. Alyssa moved in a combination of crawl and drag, edged around the bulky rear of the Ship to the worn path that led down into the valley. She didn't want to look at the dull metal of the Ship, the reminder of elusive home. Stars shone, but no moon. The Giant's Sleep, she recalled through the haze of oxygen deprivation. Her throat was getting tighter, eyes nearly swollen shut, cheeks heavy as sand bags. Air fought its way into her lungs, her breath rasped. Muscles ached. Wind into exposed flesh, numbness vanquished the aching. Soon I will sleep, like the Giant. She could not see Yuekel Naigt in the valley below. It was extremely dark. No fires or torches were visible. Alyssa relaxed, panting, moving in and out of consciousness, and thought she heard voices over the wind: the Aliz, reciting their history while the Giant slept. Lon, are you there, waiting at the edge of town? Waiting, for me? She grasped at the voices, thought of reincarnation, of dead Aliz coming back to life—and gave herself over to the idea. Please, Lon. Be there!
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But she had to know. She had to go down there, no matter what it took. Numb, floating, somehow her body moved—no, she distantly felt the ground move beneath her, as if propelled by the wind. The world shifted around her, some sounds growing closer and louder, some retreating, others at a constant lull. Only darkness existed. And the sweet air, oxygen that struggled to find its way into her lungs. Then the darkness melded into colors, a rainbow in her mind's eye, the hallucinations of suffocation. She did not have much time left. Had she reached Yuekel Naigt? Could Lon truly waiting for her? Voices now, subtle changes in volume as her body moved again. Stark cold. Another body, in contact, or perhaps just a numb sensation. She did not know. "...are a piece of the Giant, each one of you," she heard in the language of the Aliz, ahead and behind, beneath and between. Suddenly she understood the sibilant words. Undulant. Wavering. "...and each piece must give voice to itself, before the Moon finds us again, before we hide and wait for our true selves to be known..." Silence now. Alyssa lost the battle with respiration and drifted into colors and warmth. The voice did not speak again, and she imagined all of the Aliz sitting about the great fire, eyes fixed on the intruder, impassive. Then she imagined herself among them, waiting for her chance to speak. To tell her story and linger in the memories of those who would come after. Gradual murmurs, quick and light, lulled her to sleep. Voices of the past floated near, voices that never forgot. Voices hoping to be born again, to be given another chance, to return as something greater: ascension. To become that perfect Giant and find a way beyond the Giant's Breath that normally clouded the world but choked tonight,
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revealed the space and stars—a multitude of worlds near and far, past and future, living and dead.
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To Bury Arms (May 2002—July 2002) This is one of those stories where I was purposely trying to do something different. I made it graphic on purpose, being inspired by an extremely graphic short story by Piers Anthony called On the Uses of Torture (found in his Anthonology short story collection). It was a wild story and I wanted to explore similar graphic elements, though instead mold it around a scenario of opposites and failure. In this story, both Sadruu and Ishto want to be "normal" and part of their society, but they are flawed, and because of that flaw they are put on a different path against their will. They are alone in their respective societies, feeling like they don't belong and that no one will understand them—yet find peace when they discover at the end that there is someone else like them, that they are not alone. __________________________________



Despite his private shame, the proudest moment of Sadruu's life came when his father Onsaan cut off his left arm, and he became an Outhen warrior. Held down in the sacred spot—the spot where he would rest and await the forging of his ghyl, his armsword—he could barely feel the pain of a warrior's journey into manhood. In a numb haze from twenty full days of tattooing, he watched his father's own ghyl descend in a blur of white, saw the crafted bone slice through his own, sensed the sudden emptiness at his left shoulder. He felt nothing. They took his arm away while a female dabbed his forehead with a moist cloth. One of the kods who had tattooed him approached, a smoky
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torch in one fist, long intricately braided hair wrapped about his tanned waist. The kod smiled, rested a hand on Sadruu's chest and pressed the flame to his open wound. Sadruu caught the scent of burning flesh, sensed intense heat and heard the stump cauterize with a sickening crackle. He did not faint—a sure sign of strength. Slowly, he turned his head and watched his arm being prepared. A fire roared a dozen yards away, warriors gathered round the cracking logs. His father held the arm up in his single hand and shouted at the sky. He implored the gods of Earth and Flesh to let Sadruu's spirit join with theirs, to let his strength remain in the bones. The others cried out and danced and sang about the flames until sunset. Flickering shadows covered the warriors. With glassy eyes Sadruu observed the kods cooking his arm to a crisp. Every warrior male partook of Sadruu's flesh. Then the bones were cleaned and handed over to the warrior chief, a burly man named Gritiin. He blessed the bones and gave them to those who would craft the sword hiding within. They vanished and Sadruu finally entered the healing sleep. At dawn, four days later, his father Onsaan came before him, shiny new ghyl in his hand. Sadruu's eyes lit up with awe. His bones had been carved and fitted masterly, the seams barely visible. Dried resin and glue from goat hooves coated the joints. Finger bones decorated the hilt, which was wrapped with Sadruu's own shorn hair and dipped in hoof resin. Carefully polished, it gleamed in the rays of the rising sun. As tradition dictated, the warriors of the tribe dug into the dry ground with their own swords, dug a hole four feet deep. At midmorning they placed Sadruu's armsword in the hole and covered it up. Then, over the spot where his ghyl was buried, he rested for twenty
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days and nights. A silken tent was erected over him. He prayed to the gods of Earth and Flesh, prayed for them to keep his secret shame forever hidden from his father and fellow warriors, buried in the depths of his mind like the arm in the ground. Silent females brought him food and water every day. No other visitors were allowed. On the twentieth day he stood, tore down the tent and proceeded to dig for the ghyl with his bare hand. The warriors stood impassively, watched the dirt rise and fall, watched the Earth open up, watched the sword that was once an arm appear, brought forth by the steady and sure hand of the warrior Sadruu. * *



*



On the same day that Ishto discovered his psionic powers, he fell irrevocably in love with his cousin, Ysia. They were in the great park of Kep, deep in the secluded center where very few people ventured, just off the main path. Ysia's sudden scream tore through the air of the copse. Ishto looked up from the hunk of wood he was carving with an old hunting knife, and between the trees saw a group of three upper class ragan bullies approach and try to lift her skirt with long sticks. Enraged, Ishto dropped wood and knife without thought and sprinted towards them. "Stop it, will you? Stop it!" Ysia screamed, close to tears. The ragan, three short and stocky lads whose fathers were just as—if not more—prominent on the city's Trade Board as Ishto's, merely snickered and continued to prod at her. She batted at each stick, whirled in an effort to keep track of them all. Her golden hair flared in a frantic arc. Finally, working together to achieve a common goal—something which couldn't be said about the Trade Board—all three youths poked and
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lifted at the same time. Slim, adolescent legs appeared, as did silken panties. "Get away from her," Ishto growled as he reached the group. He rounded on the nearest ragan, a sharp-nosed boy nicknamed Hawkhead, and clocked him in the very beak that gave him such a moniker. Hawkhead went down, blood and stick fell to the grass. Ishto enfolded his sobbing cousin in his arms. "Hey!" cried one of the others, Rence, a year older than Ishto. He brandished his twisted stick. Two bent leaves were still attached to the end. "You can't do that!" "I just did," Ishto returned coldly. Though Ysia clung to him awkwardly, he bent over and retrieved Hawkhead's discarded stick. "Leave her alone. She's just a girl." "Oh yeah?" the third one sneered, the biggest ass of the bunch: Roduch. His father was Head of the Trade Board. Ishto's father, Ackman, hated him with a passion. "What you gonna do, wheat boy? Harvest some grain?" Ackman dealt mostly in grains and vegetables, moved them from outlying towns to the shops in their city of Kep. Ishto tolerated the jokes with detached amusement, hardly caring what others thought. His family was one of the wealthiest in Kep. "Right now, I'm going to do nothing. If you try it again, though— I'll bloody your face worse than Hawkhead here." As if on cue, the fallen boy rolled over and sat up, hand clamped to bleeding nose. He cried mutely, tried to wipe away tears before his friends saw. "Yeah, let's see you try it." And Roduch snatched the stick from Ishto. He deftly rapped him on the temple with the end. It happened so quick, Ishto could do nothing but stagger to the ground. Rence
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scampered by and grabbed Ysia, whose screams began anew. "Shut up, girl!" he hissed and tried to cover her mouth with a dirty hand. She bit into the flesh; he yelped in pain and let go. Through the throbbing of his skull Ishto heard Ysia run away. Rence started to go after her, but Roduch held him back. "No, let her go. We've got something else to play with." Knuckles cracked loudly. They took turns holding and beating him, punching him in the stomach so many times he thought he would never breathe again. They threw him to the ground and continued with kicks. And while they beat him, while the pain faded to an annoying numb sensation, Ishto felt something awaken inside him. A hum—a steady, controlled hum—that pressed against every wrinkle on his brain. Surged into the folds. Yearned to be released. The same hum that had always appeared at night, just before he went to sleep. Ishto opened his swollen eyes, saw all three bullies leering down at him. Roduch made ready to kick again. Drop dead, he thought vehemently and concentrated on the youth. He envisioned an ethereal claw snaking into Roduch's forehead and crushing his brain in one vicious squeeze. Leave me be! The hum turned to a buzz, his skull ached, vision grew blurry, he cried out and they laughed—and then it was gone, flung from his head like a rock from a slingshot. Into Roduch. The youth crumpled without a word, hit the ground hard. Silence fell. Just before he lost consciousness, Ishto saw the other two bullies stare in disbelief, then run for their lives. He awoke at sundown to a large group of people surrounding him, arguing heatedly. Roduch lay dead at his feet, seemingly untouched.
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Roduch's father stood nearby, enraged, and demanded that Ishto pay for the murder with his own life. An elderly man confronted him and declared in a cool voice: "This boy is nemhen. He is above you now, ragan. He can no longer be touched. Respect the sacrifice your son made in order to reveal another nemhen to us." Roduch's father, furious, could do nothing but fume and clench his meaty fists. Nemhen were not to be crossed. Ishto's own father bent near and helped him to his feet. Ishto stared at the elderly man. Nemhen, he called me nemhen. His people were the Nacoi, spread across the northern lands. They consisted of the upper class ragan and lower class pleben. Nemhen though, were considered above class, or not of it. They were feared, almost untouchable. Nemhen: those who could transform their thoughts into physical action—psionics. And this old man must be a psina. One who taught. The psina turned and smiled, lightly touched his forehead. "Welcome, Ishto, to the ranks of the nemhen. I am Obmea. I will come to you when you are ready." Ishto nodded. He felt at peace when Obmea removed his hand. His father Ackman said nothing, merely helped him walk home. But Ishto could feel pride flowing from the trader. And Ysia was there; she fretted at his side, apologized the entire way back. Her blue eyes were red and puffy from crying, golden curls tangled about her shoulders. Ishto gazed at her in awe. She had never looked prettier. In that moment he realized he loved her, though such thoughts were forbidden. "It's all right," he assured her. He had done it all for her— defending his own blood, maintaining his family's pride. He kept quiet
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until Ackman deposited him unceremoniously on his soft down bed at home. The older man pushed Ysia out of the room. She had lived with them ever since the sudden death of her parents when she was three and obeyed Ackman as if he were her true father. "Your cousin told me what happened," he said. "I didn't mean to—" "Don't feel sorry for what happened. You are nemhen now; you will not be punished for his death." Ackman drew close and squeezed his shoulder warmly. "We are proud of you, son." They left him alone that night to sleep it off. He tossed and turned, his bruised ribs ached, the hum began again in his head. When he finally did sleep, he dreamt of kissing Ysia and felt no guilt at having done so. * *



*



Sadruu shielded his eyes from the intense sun and scanned the veldt. The land was much more fertile and inviting here, far to the north of where his people, the Outhen, lived. His tribe of Ulde was one of the northernmost tribes and planned on moving even further north. But not too far: odd white-skinned people inhabited the plains and forests there, people who did not believe in the gods of Earth and Flesh and did not modify their shells, did not try to reach veno, the state of physical bliss. Their bodies were pale and whole, souls trapped within. Grass stirred behind him; he turned to see Seadag approach swiftly, ghyl sheathed at his belt. Both wore complex warrior's tattoos, but Seadag had more sun-cycles decorating his bald scalp. Which only made sense—he had been a warrior longer. The two one-armed men gazed north for a while. "Iishardi has not
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returned," Seadag said finally. "No." "Perhaps we should find him?" Sadruu shook his head. "He will return in time. Do not doubt." The warrior grunted, changed the subject. "Was the hunt successful?" Sadruu indicated the ground ahead. Four large snakes lay coiled in the dry grass, headless, nearly invisible with their chameleon-like colors. "Hmmm," Seadag observed, covering his mouth to hide the smile Sadruu knew was there. "Pickings are small." "Your hand is empty." "But the ground behind us is not. Two burrow beasts, fat and lazy, much meat for the fire. Two spans back." Sadruu snorted to hide the fact that he was impressed. "Burrow beasts are tricky." "Yes," Seadag agreed smugly. They waited for Iishardi to return. And when he did at high noon, he was not alone. Two pale-skinned northerners were in tow—one male, one female, both with dark hair—expertly bound with hemp rope. The man's face was bloodied and he had a rough limp. The female sobbed and refused to look up, but obeyed orders without question. Iishardi barked at them to sit down when he reached the two warriors. Northerners spoke a different language than them, but they had quickly learned those words, it seemed. Iishardi drew himself up with a broad grin. "Two more," he declared. "Two more umu for the tribe. Ulde is blessed." "Where did you find them?" Seadag demanded, jealous. The capture of umu was a status symbol among the tribe.
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"Five spans to the north. They were...playing together." All three stared at the kneeling pair. Northerners had sex more for pleasure than reproduction. To the Outhen, it was a blasphemous misuse of the shell. They wanted to be free of flesh, not enslaved by it! "I don't remember them ever coming this far south before," Sadruu remarked. "Nor I. But we move north, as well." They all nodded; it made sense. The woman whimpered, the man glared with bloodshot eyes. Iishardi abruptly kicked him in the face. He fell with a groan. A frightened cry escaped the woman. "She still has her tongue," he said in disgust. "Time enough for that back home," Seadag said. "A hobbling feast will be held. They will soon learn the joy of being umu. It is their lot in life, now." Sadruu strung his kills around his neck. Seadag retrieved his own on the jog back, the furry burrow beasts covering his entire chest. By the time they reached the camp, the captured folk could barely stand and wheezed horribly. The male fell to the dusty ground as a welcoming party of warriors and kods appeared from nearby lean-tos. The female hunched over, drenched in sweat, bedraggled hair plastered to neck and shoulders. Their clothes were torn and bloody. "Praise be to the gods," Sadruu's father, Onsaan, announced in a booming voice. "Praise be to Ord and Fer, gods of the umu, the Captured Ones." "Hobbling!" many warriors cried, armswords raised on high. A second chorus sounded, then a third. The kods, with their uncut hair wrapped around their bodies, came forward to take the northerners and prepare them for passage into umu. The many kills of the day were given to the women, rendered tongueless in childhood to ensure that
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their souls did not take flight through unending chatter. A bonfire was constructed in the center of the camp and warriors gathered around in anticipation. The sun slowly set. They ringed the fire with their armswords, planted them in the ground pointwise. Nearly all three hundred Ulde were in attendance. Umu and Outhen slaves moved in and out, bearing earthen cups of water and camel's blood. Exploits of the day's hunt filled the air, none told more often than Iishardi's capture of the umu. He had a large crowd to himself and gesticulated wildly with his one arm as the story unfolded for the fifth time. Sadruu stood to the side, gazed at the massive fire. His father Onsaan appeared and clapped him on the back with a calloused hand. Brown eyes shone in the flickering flames; a slight breeze from the west had arisen. "The gods are watching us, Sadruu, drop of my soul." "Yes." "We have taken many umu in the past year. Many more than before." "They come south, like flocks of birds." Onsaan grimaced. Swirling sun-cycle tattoos covered the whole of his scalp. Old was he, and soon he would rebury his ghyl, prepare for the journey to Gi, the soul-freeing. It would be a great day. "Yet they do not go back, when the weather turns. They are confined to their flesh. They are slaves to it. They propagate madly. Something will be done soon. I hope I am around when that day comes." Sadruu said nothing. Secretly, he worried about the northerners. On visits to other tribes, he had heard that they lived in large settlements near the forests, where it was cold for half a sun-cycle. They had
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mastered the land, took food from the very dirt they walked upon. Their warriors retained their left arms and swords were made of metal from deep underground. And their women—allowed to keep their tongues, unhobbled, free to copulate with whomever they pleased—abominable! No wonder there were so many. "Look, they come," Onsaan said, interrupting Sadruu's thoughts. The warriors gathered round; the kods led the northerners out into the firelight. Naked, hands tied behind them, they shivered uncontrollably. The woman's hair had been shorn to a respectable level, breasts sagged, hips attractively wide. Good childbearing hips, Sadruu observed, though no male would touch an umu. The man walked hunched over, bruised over chest and stomach. The warriors cheered as they were brought before a piece of wood, as long as a thigh bone, resting on the packed earth. Both were clearly frightened. "These two stand ready, in their quest to reach veno and Gi," a kod declared in stentorian voice. "Blessed be." "Blessed be," the warriors murmured, praising the gods of the umu. Silence, but for the popping of firewood. They brought the man forth first. Two burly warriors threw him to the ground, the piece of wood placed between spread ankles. He struggled and another warrior rested a knee on the northerner's chest to keep him still. A kod with a large club of fused camel bones came forward, kissed the end and lifted it to the stars. "Gods of Earth and Flesh: Sud and Mas, Dem and Rom, Ord and Fer—two more come before you. Two who would be umu and attain veno. Bless them in their journey!" All murmured the appropriate responses. The man on the ground grew wide-eyed as the kod lifted the club, aimed at his restrained ankles.
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He fought to move, but warriors held him tight. The woman screamed, pleaded in their harsh language, started toward her bound companion. Sadruu saw Iishardi emerge from the crowd and bludgeon her in the face. She fell without a sound. Sadruu stared at the motionless woman and thought of his first encounter with one: the dark-haired beauty that he had been required to impregnate before he could earn his warrior's tattoos. Meek and submissive, like all the fertile females, she had lain there, ready for Sadruu to proceed. And he could do nothing. His groin did not stir, nor did he get aroused. She took his member in hand, kneaded it gently: no response. It was his deepest shame, the secret he had hidden from all, especially his father. In truth, he was a false warrior. She had not looked down at him, nor curled her lip in disdain. Rather, she stretched out, made him lay down and rested a hand on his chest. She smiled weakly—something Outhen females rarely did. Sadruu supposed she was glad to have this brief respite between pregnancies. Though very young, he could tell she had already had a couple of children: stretch marks were clearly evident. She kept his secret; they slept and parted in the morning. Eight days later she revealed her pregnancy and the kods began to tattoo Sadruu. Uneasy, he let them proceed and privately thanked the gods of Earth and Flesh for his good fortune. He knew it was not his child. The fierce crunch of the bone club striking the man's left ankle brought him back to the present. The foot twisted, the man screamed in agony and fainted. Weak, murmured the gathered warriors, displeased. The right ankle soon followed. The woman did not struggle when it was her turn. Sadruu watched
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in distracted silence, head filled with memories of his first woman. * *



*



As Ishto soon learned, the most important thing to a nemhen was his skin. If it was ever severely broken, the power of the mind would leak through, cohesiveness lost. In other words: rendered almost powerless. When Obmea first told him this, he thought about it a while then said, "But what about your mouth, nose and ears? Those are breaks in the skin." The old psina smiled tolerantly. "Those openings service the body. They are permanent parts of it. But a cut—such a thing is not meant to be there, which is why it heals. And very deep cuts take time to heal. Lots of blood is lost. It's the only medium where mind and body unite. Blood brings your mind life. Without it..." He trailed off with a shrug. Once, months into his training, Obmea sliced Ishto's hand to demonstrate this loss of power. Within an instant control vanished, everything seemed to ooze from the large wound with the blood; he could affect nothing. Wispy fingers of thought grasped at wavering ideas and concepts, moved through them like smoke. Obmea nodded to himself, pleased, then bandaged the hand. It took a week for Ishto's full potential to return. After that, he took great care around all sharp objects. Learning as intricate a craft as psionics took a long time, yet Ishto excelled in every aspect, surpassed others his age. He could move small objects, locate hidden ones, control animals—even read people's thoughts. Non-nemhen, that is. He grew in power every day. Obmea warned him not to let it go to
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his head. "Power wielded by an amateur or impetuous hand can be deadly." Ishto nodded and agreed in Obmea's presence, then spent much of his free time practicing mind control. He didn't want to hurt anyone. He just wanted his cousin to love him. Not love him as a relative—as something more. Romantically. He thought of her often, examined her every feature when she wasn't looking, dreamed of holding and kissing her deeply, of running his fingers through her luxurious golden hair. His father Ackman introduced him to many young ladies, hoping for a good marriage, but he merely ignored them. In time they left, and despite Ackman's disapproval, he could do nothing. As a nemhen, Ishto had the right to marry whom he wished. He drifted apart from his childhood friends and spent most his time alone, following Ysia. She liked to go to the ponds that dotted the great park of Kep and sit on large rocks, bare legs dangling in the cool water. Ishto would hide in nearby trees and watch for hours. Sometimes young ragan men sat down and talked with her. Ishto glared at them, pushed into their brains and made them go away in much the same way he made a horse lie down or whinny. Obmea had warned him against practicing on humans, but as far as Ishto was concerned, what he didn't know wouldn't hurt him. He tried subtle things on some, made them perform harmless involuntary actions. It pleased him to do this. Soon he began to plant suggestions of love in Ysia's mind, but they were just that: suggestions, not permanent feelings. Such things were not possible, according to Obmea. Ishto wanted to prove him wrong. He continued the work and bided his time. Someday, Ysia will be mine, he vowed. I am nemhen. I am above class.
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On his twentieth birthday, after approval by Obmea and ten other psinas, Ishto was granted his own Fetch. Most nemhen commanded a Fetch: a group of ragan men that guarded the towns and frontiers of the Nacoi lands. They also hunted down escaped criminals—mostly pleben, the lower class Nacoi who worked the open fields. Ishto liked to travel, but hated the constant company and the separation from his cousin. He worried that she would fall in love when he was gone and forget all about him. His first time back, Ysia greeted him with a broad smile. "Oh, I didn't realize how much I missed you until you were gone, cousin!" He hugged her tightly. He wished she wouldn't call him "cousin." It was too cold, too distant. "You are a sight for sore eyes, Ysia," he replied softly. She patted him on the cheek and disengaged to help her aunt with the evening meal. Ishto watched her go, his empty arms yawning like the abyss of moonless night. Covertly, while he ate, he watched and probed her mind. It was filled with images of a young man—a trader's son—with an oily smile and dark hair. Ysia's current love interest: someone he had to remove from her mind. He sent subtle suggestions at her, ones intended to make her lose interest in anyone else. Ishto did these things quickly, almost sloppily, for he got the sense that someone was watching. As if Obmea were there, just over his shoulder. Ysia looked preoccupied when the meal ended and Ishto slept peacefully that night, his dreams filled with her sweet softness. He soon took his Fetch out for another patrol, but left lingering desires in her—desires intended to drive her mad and make her all but his when he returned. Smiling, he rode out of the gates of Kep, Fetch at his back.
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They headed south, past the towns of Seraf, Crol and Daleten, and the forested plain of the north gradually changed to flat grasslands. It grew warmer each day. Ishto was to scout for the southern nomads, the tribal warriors called Outhen. They saw nothing for days. Then, on a cloudless afternoon, a telltale breeze in the air, one of his men, Fyon, pointed something out. In the distance two figures sprinted south. They were not Nacoi. "Shall we chase after them?" Fyon asked, excited. "What were they doing?" "Nothing," another man shrugged. "They looked to be standing around, but when they spied us they turned tail and ran." Ishto squinted, sent a delicate probe out over the veldt. He latched onto one of the minds—and recoiled in disgust. Images of torture, arms being cut off, weapons made of bones—all these assailed him at once. He saw tattooed Outhen dancing around a fire. Outhen with hair longer than a woman's, wrapped about their waist, drug naked Nacoi to the fire, mutilated them, made them their slaves. Old Outhen, tattooed skin faded and wrinkled, lay in beds of fine furs, arms and legs gone, expressions of utter bliss on their faces. Gravid women with their tongues cut out, walking on broken ankles. All these he saw in the second before he drew back. Ishto blinked, grabbed the reins to hide his shaking hands. "What did you see?" Fyon asked tentatively. Ishto swallowed, watched the Outhen merge with the heat haze of the distant horizon. "Horror. Those people are beasts." "Pleben from both Crol and Daleten have vanished recently. Perhaps they—" "Took them? I have no doubt." Ishto turned his horse. He wanted out of this dry heat, wanted back into the humid air of the forests. His
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nose itched. "Back to Daleten." "We're leaving?" "We're going to catch one of those freaks." They caught two a couple weeks later. Two female pleben from Daleten, when offered a variety of free goods from Kep, agreed to trek out into the veldt alone as a lure. Beyond a few nearby hills, the last before the land flattened out into absurdity, the Fetch waited patiently while Ishto sent out tendrils of thought. Ishto saw it in his mind: two Outhen appeared from almost nowhere, chased down the helpless women. They were caught, thrown to the ground and tied. All this the tattooed warriors did with one hand. Ishto would have been impressed if he weren't so disgusted by their appearance. He signaled his men, they ran down the Outhen with their horses and snared them beneath weighted nets. Ishto then sent a quick thought into each mind, put them to sleep. He avoided their grimy thoughts and let the Fetch secure the warriors and free the shaking women. They were taken to Daleten, weapons and armor confiscated. Ishto examined their strange leathery breastplates with some of his men. They appeared to be leather—but weren't. Brittle and quite thin, yet still formidable. Brown as the Outhen, they almost resembled—human skin. "Skin?" Fyon scoffed as he fingered the material. "You'd have to have thick skin to make armor like this." "What, they take the skin from their own people for armor?" another snorted. "Really, now." "We'll find out," Ishto said grimly. He kept the Outhen under with his psionics, took them to Kep. The authorities were impressed and rewarded him with a manor in the town of Seraf. Obmea clapped him on the back after the meeting with
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the city officials. "You are doing well, Ishto, very well. Your family is pleased. As am I." "Yes," Ishto agreed distractedly. Glad to get the filthy Outhen off his hands, he had something else on his mind: Ysia. He had to see her. It had been too long. "More Fetches are being assembled. Outhen have been sighted near all southern towns. Something will have to be done soon." Ishto heard enough to take his mind off Ysia for a moment. "What do you mean? War?" "Possibly. But who knows? Too early to tell. Those two Outhen though—they will provide much information." "They don't speak our language," Ishto remarked. Obmea lost his smile. He tapped Ishto's left temple. The touch burned. "There are ways." Back home, Ishto found Ysia waiting at his door. Her face lit up like a thousand candles and she flew into his embrace. "Cousin dear, I've been so lonely without you. There's been no one to talk to." She clung to him tightly. He smiled. Now my powers are beginning to manifest. Obmea was wrong. Pulling back, he kissed her forehead. "You should come see my new manor, Ysia. We will be the first to see it, you and I." * *



*



Not long after the Ulde tribe moved many days north, Sadruu's father became an Elder and embarked on the path to veno: holy bliss. To begin that, a warrior renounced his status and returned his
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armsword to the Earth from whence he retrieved it. The solemn ceremony was held at sunset, just outside camp. Warriors surrounded Onsaan, Sadruu to his immediate right. All day had Onsaan dug the hole, made it as deep as his torso. And as the sun sank below the edge of the world, as yellow turned to orange then red and purple, he placed the old weathered ghyl into the ground and buried it quickly, without hesitation. Sadruu placed a special stone of his choosing over the spot to mark it. He had great respect for his father; once a warrior's armsword had been reburied, he could not show weakness and take it back. Veno was a path that went in only one direction. The day before, Onsaan had presented his son with the skinarmor of his own father—the armor he had donned the day that grizzled warrior's soul finally left the flesh and attained Gi. That was before Sadruu could remember, but Onsaan had told many great stories of him. Sadruu's hands shook in reverence as he held the stiff breastplate. Old, but strong as ever, it exuded a strange warmth. He bowed his head, partly in thanks, partly from the shame that his father still did not know. I don't deserve this, he wanted to say. I am not a true warrior. I cannot create others with drops of my soul. But he said nothing, avoided Onsaan's eyes. He didn't want to disappoint him. "This is the skin of my father, Cienhu, given to me on the day he passed into Gi. The kods spent two moons rendering this skin—and it has not failed me once. It is now yours. On the day that I pass into Gi, you will find the stone you placed and bury Cienhu's skin above my ghyl so that he can find me. My skin will then become yours, and someday your son's." Sadruu nodded uneasily. He thought of the female who had eventually given birth to "his" daughter, and wondered if he would attain a son the same way. He was too embarrassed to try. Where will my
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shell go when I reach Gi? But he couldn't tell his father. Onsaan deserved to move on in peace. So now, after Onsaan had reburied his ghyl, the kods led him to a camel skin tent nestled in the Elder's Circle. The others housed Elders in different stages of veno—some nearly there, some halfway, a few just beginning, like Onsaan. They sequestered him for ten days of preparation. Sadruu donned the skinarmor with tinged pride, went out on the hunt with his fellow warriors and continued to think about the day when it would be his turn and he still had no male son. The others congratulated him for his father, but he acknowledged with courteous detachment. Four days later, two warriors disappeared. They had gone north into the lands of the pale-skinned and never came back. All the warriors said prayers to the gods of Earth and Flesh, mourned their trapped souls. Without kods to assist them to Gi, the two would be cursed to endlessly wander the Earth as spirits of the wind that lurked in the dusk of summer days. Some were outraged, some not. Some wanted to retaliate, but many cautioned patience. "Not all are chosen to attain veno and Gi. We must accept this," one of the older warriors, Huuwar, proclaimed. Protests turned to subdued grumbles. Iishardi vented his fury on their next hunt. "We should invade their fields and make them all umu. Surely they cannot stand against the might of our ghyl." "There are many more than you think," Seadag said calmly. "Huuwar is wise to counsel patience. The more we know, the better." "What else do we need to know?"
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"How they think. How they fight. We have never seen one of their warriors up close. Who knows what they are capable of? The umu we capture wear finely crafted coverings, so they might excel in other areas as well." "They ride the plain runners," Sadruu said, referring to the large four-legged beasts upon which a few had seen the northerners mounted upon. "They can move swiftly, like burrow beasts from our ghyl—even faster." "Bah! There is no truth behind that." Iishardi glared all around him. "Such beasts cannot be ridden. They are wild, untamable." "It is true," Sadruu insisted. "My father saw them with his own eyes." "Regardless, I do not fear the northerners. They are weak to the flesh. We will triumph in the end, mounted or on foot." Sadruu shrugged and soon lost interest, thoughts preoccupied with his father. The kods began their work on Onsaan. A little at a time, they released his right leg. Allowed to watch, Sadruu sat within the smokefilled tent and muttered prayers under his breath as they carved away each toe, slow and precise. The aroma of the cured veldt brush the kods burned for Onsaan made him dizzy and all feeling vanished from his body. Onsaan lay completely still and did not move as the blood flowed. After the toes came the foot, skin and muscle removed piece by piece until stained bone glistened in the candlelight of the Elder's tent. Reverently they prepared the flesh and doled it out to Sadruu and other designated warriors. He ate the meat with shaking hands, mind fuzzed with brush smoke. Will someone eat me one day, someone falsely born my son? Exposure of such a hidden lie would lead to banishment, forced to die like the northerners: trapped in his shell, unable to free his
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soul. Seasons passed. Sadruu had new sun-cycles tattooed on his head, one for each that he lived through. He rose in the ranks, attained more status. Onsaan continued his journey, the kods loosing the shell around him, freeing his soul. Sadruu stopped visiting when his father's eyes took on a glazed look and stared unblinking into the shadows of the tent roof. It only served as a reminder of the lie that gnawed at his insides, that grew with each rising sun. All of that changed one afternoon. Returning from a brief hunt in the south with Seadag and Iishardi, he noticed plumes of smoke where the sky met the earth. Confused, worried, they sprinted to the camp and found chaos. Flames engulfed tents and lean-tos, women fled with garbled moans, bodies were strewn about the place. Northerners, mounted on the plain runners, swept through the camp and knocked over torches, cut down kods and warriors alike with their metal swords. Sadruu and the others charged, uttering war-cries to the gods. There were very few warriors about—most were still off on hunt—and they had to do all they could to drive the attackers away. But the northerners fought sparingly, and retreated when more warriors appeared. None had been taken down, none injured. They galloped to the north and vanished from sight, too fast to follow. Sadruu stood amidst the carnage that had been his home, ghyl dangling in his hand. Nearly every structure lay in ruins. The tongueless women moaned eerie grief. A kod, sliced crosswise across the gut, twitched not four steps away from him, blood mixing with dirt to form a gooey paste. "The Elders!" someone yelled in anguish. "The Elders have been killed! All of them..." In a daze, Sadruu found his father's beheaded body. He had died
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trapped in the shell, had not attained veno and now was cursed to wander this realm for all eternity. Sadruu knelt down, touched the remaining torso lightly. The legs had been removed by kods now dead. They would have started on the arm soon. Halfway, he thought bitterly. He had been halfway to veno. Sadruu could not find his head. Anger the likes of which he had never experienced grew in him. Anger at the northerners and their foul, despicable ways. Enraged, he stood, heard a few male umu laughing at stunned warriors. Hefting his armsword, he found the nearest one and cut off his grinning head. The umu were slaughtered, even the females. And when they finished, Sadruu addressed those remaining with bloody ghyl raised to the afternoon sun. "Send runners to the other tribes. The northerners have cursed our people for generations with their actions. Now we will bury our arms deep into their shriveled hearts." His father would never see Gi, but at least Sadruu could send some pale-skinned ghosts to him, let him avenge his death. Shame and secrets forgotten, Sadruu rallied his people and prepared to make war. * *



*



Ishto's father was the only one who suspected his secret. Ysia had visited his manor in Seraf so many times during the last few years that she started to live there permanently, helping to run the place. She befriended the pleben in the fields, walked among them, laughed with them. They loved her and worked diligently. Seraf soon became the highest producer in the south. He had never been happier. Subtle suggestions here and there in Ysia's mind kept her close. Obmea had always said that total mind
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control could never be fully achieved—that part of the original person always remained no matter what and could resurface at any time—but Ishto spat on such words. Powerful and determined, he did not doubt his skill. And so far it had worked. Ackman, though, was worried: both Ishto and Ysia refused every marriage proposal he sent their way. There was no proof, yet he remained suspicious. He mentioned the subject during his most recent visit. "You must marry, Ishto. You or Ysia—one of you! My holdings cannot go to a nemhen; you have earned your own position. But Ysia— she must have a husband to handle such things. She cannot do it herself." "Yes, sir, I'm aware of that." The two of them sat on their horses, on the edge of a broad field. Pleben worked nearby, traversing rows of corn stalks, pulling tassels to encourage cross-fertilization. "Why does she keep coming here?" Ackman pressed. Ishto shrugged. "She likes it here. I don't know. Let her do what she wants." She wants to be with me now, father. The other clicked his tongue in exasperation. "Sometimes you just can't do what you want. I have my holdings to worry about." "And I have the Outhen to worry about. They are more determined than we thought. Tribes are massing to the south, even after our raids on their camps." "All the more reason to take Ysia back home. What if they come here first?" "Don't worry. If they do come, we'll be ready. But until then—no reason to panic." Ishto kept his voice steady, though he did worry. Seraf was too far south. He'd seen the Outhen many times himself, while out with his Fetch. It was almost certain they would come to Seraf
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first. Ackman grunted, but let it drop. Later that season, after years of refining his craft until there could be no doubt as to what Ysia felt—Ishto made his move. Ysia sat beneath the stars on a clear night, near a small pocket of trees split by a bubbling stream. Ishto joined her, put his arm around her. She nestled into him and sighed. "Ishto, I love your manor. It's so peaceful here, much more than Kep. Lots of open space." "Yes," he agreed. He probed her mind: she was thinking of him. Good. He tightened his grip. "I don't think I ever want to leave." No, you don't. You love me. You want to kiss me. Turn your head just so, bring it close to mine. Each command snaked into her brain. "Neither do I," he whispered, watched her head come around just as he had ordered. A frozen moment—eyes met, bodies tensed, breath quickened— then lips touched each other, tongues twined about. A deep kiss; Ishto thought it lasted an eternity. When they finally broke Ishto tasted the pleasant sweetness of triumph. They met again, hungrily. Her fingers gripped the hair on the back of his head, held him close. Inside, Ishto exulted. Obmea was wrong. It can work! All the years he had loved Ysia, she had never returned the sentiment until now. "I've wanted this for so long," she breathed against him. That night they copulated three times, Ysia arched triumphantly over her cousin, breasts aglow like twin moons in a sky of marble flesh. Afterward, exhausted, they finally fell asleep, entwined. For Ishto, it was the most peaceful sleep in his life. He did not dream, not even of
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Ysia. His mind was silent, blank, dark—utterly relaxed. He awoke to find her sitting naked on the edge of the bed, regarding him with disgust and shock. Confused, he blinked the sleep out from his eyes and said, "Something wrong, dear?" "Dear?" she responded. "How can you call me that?" "What?" He tried to keep calm, joined his thoughts with hers—but bounced back from a barrier around her mind. What was going on? Angry, he sat up and tried again: nothing. Like a solid wall of ice it was, and each ethereal thread of his mind slid across the surface, found no purchase, did not penetrate. She was closed to him. Ishto jerked back to reality when she yelled at him. "You sick bastard! How could you do such a thing?" She threw a pillow at him. "I'm your cousin, how could you do this?" She stormed from the room without a stitch of clothing. "Ysia! Get back here!" Once again he tried to order her back and failed. Obmea's words returned, mocked him from the past: Mind control is not exact. Only simple suggestions can be made. You cannot change what a person is at heart, only the outer shell. He slammed his fist into the feather pillow she had thrown. Damn Obmea! And damn these psionic powers! What good were they if he could not have her? He quickly got dressed and followed his cousin. She was already gone, off to the south, naked on a fine horse. Ishto cursed and struck one of his Fetch with a mind blow. The man collapsed unconscious to the ground. Ishto was tempted to burst the man's brain, but instead demanded of the others, "Why didn't you stop her?" They looked at each other, then at the ground. One gathered up his courage, swallowed and said, "It's not every day we, uh, see a naked
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woman barge in and ride away on a horse. We—we weren't sure, uh—" The nemhen snarled and ordered them to ride. South they went at a furious gallop, following Ysia's obvious trail. An hour passed, the land turned into a half-desert, storm clouds massed to the west and approached with sickening speed. The wind picked up, blew dust and desiccated bushes across their path. Ishto stared ahead like one possessed and ignored the protests of his Fetch. I can try again. I can do it better next time, more forcefully. There has to be a way. There has to be— He drew up short. There, in the distance, stood a riderless horse. And just beyond, between two one-armed warriors, was Ysia: naked and bound, struggling to keep their harsh pace. Ishto roared. The mutilated bastards! How dare they touch her! He kicked his horse, slapped the rump with the flat of his blade. The sound shot through the dusty air like thunder. The beast leapt in surprise and left the others behind. All Ishto could think of was Ysia, his dear cousin, his love—he had to get her back. He had seen what Outhen did to prisoners. Suddenly they were all around him, Outhen warriors rising from shallow depressions in the veldt. Bone swords glared death at him as he fought his spooked horse. He managed to dig into the nearest Outhen mind, snatched at the brain stem, gave the order—and watched the warrior's head explode in a fountain of blood and brains. The others faltered, then crowded near, hoping to overpower him with sheer numbers. There had to be at least forty of them. An ambush! Their warriors are moving north, just like we thought. But it's too early! For a split second Ishto was torn: on one side stood Ysia, headed for tongueless slavery, on the other were the Nacoi, unaware of the evil that approached with the storm.
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He did not hesitate. Thick clouds loomed overhead, a rare desert storm about to unleash with full force. Ysia. He laid about him with his sword, too enraged to concentrate on a single mind, but eventually managed to burst another Outhen head before they engulfed his skittish horse. They tore him from the saddle. The leather reins whipped through his bare hand, burned and scraped the skin. His sword fell into the surging mass as he slammed to the ground. Tattooed faces appeared and disappeared, the dreary sky swallowed by their impassive figures. From somewhere, he heard the horse whinny. Ishto barely had time to think. Thunder roared and rain fell in fat drops as Outhen stepped on him, pressed him into ground that turned to mud in a matter of seconds. He sent his frantic mind out and seized the closest alien thought. He sensed rather than saw the warrior's head explode. His clawing hand landed on something: the hilt of a sword— his sword? But before he could bring it to bear someone snatched him from the mud. Crafted bone surrounded him, edges sharper than eagle's eyes and coated with the tears of the desert sky. My Fetch, where are they? Ishto searched, realized they had abandoned him and fled back north. Cowards! he screamed. With a swift thought another warrior's head exploded. Gore flew onto dozens of tattooed Outhen faces and covered the fearsome whorls and patterns radiating out from the space between their eyes. They wore that strange cured armor, light brown and cold to the touch. And those hideous white swords, rumored to be made from the bones of each warrior's amputated left arm— Can't let them break my skin, can't let them break— Ishto spun around, swung his weapon and felt it dig into decorated
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flesh, felt the violence and rage that comprised the sickened thoughts of the warriors. Again he turned, tried to clear a space about him but stumbled in the mud. The rain fell heavier than ever, stinging his exposed skin. Two more headless Outhen went down. Their bodies crumpled amidst splattered brains. Ishto slashed at one to his left, slashed to his right, saw a white blade from the corner of his eye, lunged to meet it— —and took the Outhen's bone sword directly in the gut. The expressionless tattooed face neared, a mere five inches away. A long moment passed before Ishto realized his own sword rested in the enemy's chest, just above and to the right of the heart. Near the stump of the left shoulder. What should have been attached to that shoulder was buried in his own stomach, had passed right through his body. Ishto shuddered, felt a few other Outhen swords slice into his arms and legs, the world spun and tilted, the soggy ground careened into them both. Silence but for the rain. Ishto saw the warriors step back and regard their dying bodies. His skin had been broken. The only weakness of the nemhen. Protect yourself, at all costs, Obmea had said at the very beginning of it all. Never let the circle of flesh be broken. And as Ishto lost control of his mind, as rain and the roar of thunder seeped into the leaking dam of thought, as all six senses squeezed through the openings in his skin, he realized they were stuck. Him and the Outhen, weapons buried in each other. The pain was too intense; Ishto dared not move. But the Outhen did. The man began to edge back, to slide off Ishto's sword. It looked difficult with only one arm, but he somehow made progress. Ishto watched in a haze of agony. One only had to look at the
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Outhen, from the intricate tattoos that covered half of their dark bodies to the amputation of left arms, to see that pain was something they did not fear. The Outhen abruptly stopped, halfway down the sword. Discomfort registered on his face for the first time, though hard to see beneath the myriad tattoos. Thick blood oozed from his wound. Ishto realized the Outhen could not free himself. It made him feel better to know the enemy suffered. He knew he was going to die soon, knew he would leave this world facing a hated Outhen, knew their weapons would never be free of each other's flesh. Never again would he see Ysia. He relaxed, thought of her, and his body relaxed with him. Unconsciously, his thoughts bled along his sword, infiltrated the Outhen's body and crawled along the nerves and up the spine to the brain. To the centers of thought. Unable to control his dying senses, sounds faded in and out, colors whirled from bluish tattoos and new thoughts ran along a sword that was once an arm and entered Ishto's open mind, completed the circle; memories were exchanged, secrets were revealed...and through their hate they began to understand...each other... * *



*



...Sadruu watched his cousin Ysia down by the lake, watched her dip her petite feet into the water, watched her raise her face to the magnificent sun. So beautiful, he thought, reaching down into his breeches, grasping his hardness. So beautiful... ...Ishto reared over the mute female, then hesitated. Something wasn't right. What was he to do?
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The female touched his member and kneaded it gently. It did not respond. Frustrated, he moved away, turned to hide sudden tears. I cannot perform. I am not worthy of a warrior, of my people. Shame hit him, a shame he buried so deep no one would ever know... ...Sadruu beckoned the young pleben girl with his mind and she came and entered the barn with him. They went back to an empty horse stall, shadows thick despite the relentless sun outside. Sadruu closed the door behind them. He settled down in the hay, sent another wave of suggestions at her, smiled as she began to undress involuntarily. His patience with Ysia would eventually be rewarded, but until then, why not enjoy his powers, use them for pleasure instead of work... ...Ishto looked around, saw that the immediate plain lay empty; no one was in sight. Crouching, he waited for the burrow beasts to finish off the snakes, then jumped suddenly. The anxious beasts scattered and forgot to take their kills with them. Ishto grabbed the snakes and sliced their heads off to make it look like his work. I am a failure, he thought, a sham. I was not meant to be a warrior. I am not allowed to kill or mutilate living things. He headed back to find Seadag and Iishardi. I should not be a warrior... ...Tears of rage stung Sadruu's cheeks as he watched the one-armed Outhen lead Ysia away. The mutilated bastards! How dare they touch her! She was a part of him, as he was a part of her; they were not meant to be separated. His groin still burned from their nocturnal union. Sadruu roared and gave chase, barely acknowledged the storm clouds gathering in the distance...
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...Ishto led a group of warriors north to harry the nearest northerner town. True, he was a false warrior, but the ignoble death of his father boiled the blood in his veins. His tattoos throbbed, his shoulder stump tingled. He and forty other hungry Outhen gripped their ghyl with determination. Suddenly, from the north, came a rider: a naked woman, with hair the color of the sun. She cried out in short sobs, slid off the bareback horse and to the ground. Trembling hands stretched out to them, tears streaked her pale face. The warriors felt only rage, as did Ishto. He lunged forward, shoved her face in the dirt and ordered another to tie her. "We will kill this one first," he declared beneath the clouddarkened sky. "Look!" Seadag yelled. He pointed north. "Another comes!" "Quick, hide!" Ishto sent two warriors to decoy the rider then took to a shallow depression, waited for the enemy to cross his path... * *



*



...The visions dissipated as swiftly as they had come. These weren't the only things the two saw; they saw everything. Ishto blinked, Sadruu blinked—and they relaxed. They had shared memories; Ishto's loosed mind powers had engulfed them both. Ishto and Sadruu were hardly aware of the world around them. At some point the Outhen warriors had left. Rain continued to fall. Sadruu's armsword twitched in Ishto's stomach. Their eyes met in understanding. Better to go now. One last surge of strength, one last push. Both swords drove into
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opposing flesh. Bone into pale. Metal into dark. Skin touched, spasmed, blood mingled. The patter of light rain. Wind whipping, one last distant rumble of thunder. To the west the clouds struggled to break, and warm sunlight fought to reach the cold, wet ground.
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Transfusion (May 2002—June 2002) I wrote this for a vampire zine that was looking for non-standard vampire stories (it wasn't accepted). I was working the night shift at an ER in downtown Chicago at the time (Northwestern Memorial Hospital), and this was directly inspired by my interaction with a variety of regular patients there. It wasn't just a vampire story, though—it was also a disguised commentary on the Medicare / Medicaid system that I often encountered in my job (registering patients and getting insurance information). Many poor and indigent people would completely take advantage of government benefits and not really try to better themselves. It bothered my young idealistic mind at the time and this was my retaliation. __________________________________



"I figured it out, Doc." "Oh? What did you figure out, Curtis?" "I'm a vampire." Dr. Ramirez suppressed a smile. This was a new one. "And what makes you say that?" The black man eyed him a moment. Normally outlandish and vulgar, Curtis was strangely relaxed today, almost—sane. "Blood make da pain go 'way." "Well...yes, it's true that a blood transfusion can alleviate the pain of sickle cell, but that doesn't mean—" "I tried it, Doc. I drank blood. It helped." The last words were a
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whisper, Curtis' eyes completely clear—not the usual jaundiced yellow or the alcoholic bleariness—but clear and intense, penetrating. Ramirez stared, taken aback. Curtis Johnson was a regular at the Emergency Room, a homeless sickle cell patient. During the winter months the whole flock of them appeared nearly every other night. "And whose blood did you drink?" he asked to humor him. Curtis tensed and did not answer, looked away. He pulled his skullcap farther down his head, completely covering his nappy salt and pepper hair and the deep ridges of age that graced his forehead. "Okay," Ramirez said after an uncomfortable silence, "why did you come here tonight?" The homeless man shrugged. "My legs hurt. Ya know." "Why aren't you at the shelter? It's cold out." Curtis' head shot up, infused with new life. Or new blood, Ramirez thought dryly. "Muthafuckas be robbin' people there, know what I'm sayin'? I ain't down with that—" "You're not still sleeping in the Lake Shore Drive tunnel, are you?" "Aw c'mon, Doc... Damn..." His voice trailed off into a grumble that was soon swallowed by the constant buzz of the ER. Dr. Ramirez shook his head. "Alright, Curtis. Alright. Just lay back and relax, we'll get you something for the pain. But remember," he said with an outthrust finger, "this is gonna keep happening if you don't find someplace warm to sleep. You have to start taking care of yourself, okay?" "Ain't no thing," Curtis mumbled. He stretched out on the bed. "The nurse will be with you in a minute. Then I'll be back later to talk." The doctor turned to go, then stopped. "Do you want something to eat or drink? A sandwich or something?" Curtis' crinkled face bobbed up and down. "Yea, yea, thanks
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Doc." "Okay." Dr. Ramirez stepped from the small room, drew the curtain closed. He headed over to the island in the middle of the ER, found the chart for Curtis Johnson. Life in the ER. How exciting. Those TV shows are not even close. He wrinkled his nose. Curtis probably hasn't washed himself in months. How could anyone live like that? One of the nurses sidled near—Lynn, a rather attractive young woman with blonde hair up in a banana clip and brown eyes that perched atop a pert nose. She wore the same dull green-blue scrubs as everyone else, but managed to make them look good. He had not talked to her much, but knew that she spent nearly every weekend biking or camping—a fitness and health nut. She glanced at the chart and sighed. "Curtis Johnson again?" Her voice had a rich Southern drawl. Though new to the job, she had already come to hate the constant stream of homeless and drunks that came through the ER regularly. "Yea, I know. Go ahead and start an IV. Get him some morphine—we'll make him happy tonight. And a sandwich." He began to write an assessment on the chart. "Getting the royal treatment, huh?" By her tone, Ramirez could tell she was less than pleased. He shrugged. "It's our job. As long as the state continues to pay for these people... Besides—the guy's got sickle cell. Not something I would want. Not fun at all." He laughed. "He believes he's a vampire now. Of all things! Though he did sound quite serious about it." "They live in a world all their own," Lynn said. She headed into Curtis' room. "Don't I know that," Ramirez muttered to himself. The other ER
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doctors usually moved the sickle cellers through at a rapid pace, doling out bits of medicine and food before sending them back on the streets, problem only temporarily relieved. But he liked to talk to them, try to help them any way he could. And that's what a lot of them really wanted: someone to talk to. They're still people. They breathe the same air I do, eat the same food, have the same feelings— Ramirez sighed and continued the assessment. It was frustrating. He did all he could to help these people: urged them to go to the shelters and missions that dotted the city, urged them to enter rehabilitation and back-to-work programs so they could get off government money— money that could be used for the benefit of the whole state. But they just didn't care. Why work for something you can get for free? Ramirez kept at it though, sat down and talked to every struggling individual that came through the ER doors. It made him feel like he was doing something worthwhile, lackluster results aside. He finished the assessment, moved on to the chart for the room adjacent to Curtis'. Louis Bettendorf: long history of gastroenteritis, HIV positive for seventeen years, full-blown AIDS for five, in for his second bout with pneumonia in the past month. Ramirez remembered seeing him before—a gaunt face barely able to hold up glasses that had once fit, lethargic eyes, spotted lips. He looked over the nurse's notes, saw nothing untoward, and decided to go get some coffee before they got slammed with the four a.m. bar rush. Up the elevator to the cafeteria, a 32oz cup filled with an inch to spare for cream, four sugars, $1.35 to the cashier and back down the elevator. He sipped at the scalding brew. Hmm. Good ol' bland cafeteria coffee. The second he stepped back into the ER a scream erupted from the
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AIDS patient's room—Bettendorf—but the scream wasn't his. Female, with that Southern slant. He nearly dropped his coffee as Lynn stumbled out of Bettendorf's room, splattered with blood. She screamed again as two other nurses scrambled to her side. One of them spied him. "Doctor, quick!" The other had donned some latex gloves and was trying to get a hold of Lynn. The young blonde started to panic, eyes wide and scared. "Oh God!" she wailed. "His blood got on me!" Ramirez set down the coffee and ran to her side, careful not to touch her. "What? Whose blood is that?" "Bettendorf's," the gloved nurse said. "Shit!" he muttered. "Quickly now, get her to the shower room. Strip her down, scrub it off her exposed skin. Go, now!" As the nurse led the crying Lynn away, a moan came from Bettendorf's room. The curtain was partially closed but Ramirez could see blood spots on the wall and floor. He suddenly noticed Johnson's empty room, curtain flung aside, bed rumpled and dirty. He charged into Bettendorf's—and there was Curtis, bent over the man's arm, cracked lips plastered to the back of his hand. The tubing of the IV swung loose, the tip dripping a mixture of blood and glucose onto the floor. The plastic catheter in the crook of his elbow, where they had drawn blood, had been torn away and discarded. Blood flowed freely from the resulting hole—HIV positive blood. The same blood that had splattered on Lynn and the rest of the room. The same blood—that Curtis was now drinking. "Curtis," he started in a strangled tone, "Curtis, what are you doing?" He sensed another nurse approach behind him. The black man pulled away from Bettendorf, blood on his lips,
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eyes wide and calm. He smiled, exposed red-stained teeth. Bettendorf moaned again and shifted on the bed. "What are you doing?" Ramirez repeated. Curtis advanced, licked his lips. He didn't hunch like he normally did and his movements were sure and precise. Ramirez backed away. "Get security!" he yelled behind him. There were shouts and loud footfalls on tiled floor. The sickle celler reached out with a gritty hand caked with Bettendorf's blood. "I tol' ya, Doc. I tol' ya—" "Curtis. Stop for a minute. You're not thinking straight. It's the sickle cell, the anemia—you're having delusions. Put your hand down." He swallowed hard as Curtis drove him into the central area of the ER, towards the island. Two security guards appeared, hesitant, unsure of what to do. Thank God they have gloves on. "Grab him, but be careful—that blood's HIV positive." The guards came near, flexed their latex-clad hands. Curtis took no notice of them. "You do know that, right Curtis? That blood's tainted. It's just going to make your life worse, make you more sick." The guards were three feet away. Ramirez was flush against the central island. Nowhere to go. Curtis stopped and regarded the ER— the tense and horrified faces, the sudden calm in what was a regular madhouse—then said, "When I come back, Doc, you'll see. Ain't no thing." And he turned and ran. Nurses and EDA's scrambled to avoid his bloody touch. Security gave quick chase, but Curtis was fast—way too fast for a diseased homeless man who hadn't eaten a good meal in months. Ramirez stared in stunned disbelief. The black man fazed the guards at the sliding doors with his bloody hands and vanished into the chill January night. The guards were hot on his trail, but somehow
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Ramirez knew they would not catch him. Sound snuck back into the ER. Nurses clamped hands to mouths in shocked horror. Alarmed patients drew the curtains to their rooms closed, hid within the movable walls. Dr. Ramirez stared at poor Bettendorf, still lying in his bed, blood congealing on both the back of his hand and the inner elbow. Spots of dried blood were everywhere. "How—how's Lynn?" he asked someone, anyone. The nurse next to him, a rookie whose name he didn't know, said, "She's being decontaminated. They—they'll test her blood soon after." Ramirez sincerely hoped she wouldn't contract HIV. Such a shame, for someone so young. Curtis must have ripped the IV and catheter out, spraying blood on her in the process. And Bettendorf had been too weak to help. He said a quick prayer for Lynn, knew she was in competent hands. With a deep breath, he re-entered Bettendorf's room. "Mr. Bettendorf, it's Dr. Ramirez. Are you hurt?" He suddenly realized what a stupid question it was. "I mean, are you—" "I'm—fine." The man's voice was like gravel. He looked worse than before, skin pale, body unbearably thin—but he still lived, still breathed the sterile hospital air. The monitor above his bed displayed a strong, even heartbeat. "Somebody get in here and clean this up!" he yelled at the halfdozen still stunned nurses that stood outside. "He said—" Bettendorf coughed, a thick and harsh sound. The man had been alone for the last four years. Disowned by his family, fired from his job, life savings spent on gargantuan hospital bills— nothing went right in his life anymore. All hope destroyed. Ramirez couldn't imagine being in such a position. It took a second for Bettendorf to catch his breath. "What,"
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Ramirez urged softly, "what did he say?" "He said the blood...would help him. Make him feel better for a while. I've always liked helping people." A ragged sigh. "He said he'd be back, when he needed more." "More?" Doesn't Curtis know this blood will kill him? "I heard...through the wall. When he said he's a vampire." Ramirez shook his head. "No. No, he's not a vampire. The man is delusional—" "He'll need more. Vampires in the movies always need more blood." Dull eyes peeked through thick glasses. "Don't they?" The doctor straightened as a cleaning lady trundled near and pulled some cleaning solution from her cart. He let her come in, spied the nurse whose name he didn't know and gestured to Bettendorf. "Clean him up. Get him another bed." A few moments later, frazzled nerves under control, he found his coffee and drained a good portion of it. He ignored his burned tongue, ignored the sudden heartburn, watched the blood spots getting wiped away. He'll need more. Yes, he would. Ramirez thought of the homeless man coming back to the ER, complaining of pain, looking for some relief. Bettendorf was right. They always came back.
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Born of the Forest, Dying With You (October 2001—November 2001) This is another story I wrote during work in the Chicago ER. It was the exploration of the "beast in man"—kind of like the old werewolf stories or therianthropy, the belief that a human can have an animal nature. I deliberately wanted to explore man and beast coupling, but I wanted to make it believable. I think I somewhat succeeded. This story grew entirely out of the title, which I thought of first. It also has inspired a longer work that I plan to publish in the near future, called The Distant. __________________________________



Tak rested her furry hand on his smooth arm. "Do not be 'fraid," she said. Sylan was hardly comforted, though her touch was pleasant. "It's not that, it's just—" "Miss home?" "Well..." She smiled, the fur lining her mouth rippling. "I here. Is no fret." Sylan stared into her amber eyes, his human face of thirteen years reflected on the glistening surfaces. The soft firelight of the cave thrust their shadows against the far wall, the images agitated as if trying to escape the imprisonment of light, the confinement of definition. "Thank you," he said, not knowing what else to do. He did miss his home now that he thought about it. But however hard he tried to forget it, his father's parting words ran through his mind, over and over. Take that half-wit furry bitch and get out of this village before I kill
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you with my bare hands. His mother crying, burying her face in her hands. Tak's whimpers of anguish as they dragged her mother away to the pits. The urging of Tak's brother Ket to leave, leave now, get as far away as they could while they still had the chance. Take that half-wit furry bitch— His father's words were harsh, but Sylan had not failed to notice that he had given them time to leave. Beneath his disgust, he had given them that chance. That one last gesture was all Sylan had left of his family. Tak must've sensed the tension in his body. Or perhaps smelled it. Houlves were good at that. "San—" she started. Sylan smiled. Houlves identified things by single syllable sounds. Using two for one was considered wasteful. Therefore, she had never been able to say his name correctly. "It's ok," he assured her, pulling her closer. Her body was pleasantly warm and he wondered how humans had survived without fur. She melted into him, curling her forearms and hiking her back legs up. Her impishly cute head nuzzled the space between his neck and shoulder and he smiled again as a soft pointed ear twitched, tickling his delicate skin. "I'm glad you are with me," he sighed contentedly. Nights were so much better with someone else. "I too," she murmured. His hand stroked the fur on her flank. "When will we get there tomorrow?" "Cel-ak-ka-tan be half sun far." Half sun. Half of the daylight. "Cel-ak-ka-tan," he said softly.
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"The sky opens wide," he translated. Tak had taught him some of the houlf language during the past year. "Yep." Her breathing steadied, growing long and deep. He followed soon after, sleep claiming him, forcing the bad memories of home into an inaccessible part of his mind. * *



*



The sky opens wide. The forest ended so abruptly Sylan almost fell on his face. Tak, loping ahead, stopped and rose up on her hind legs, concern painting her face. "I'm fine," he gasped, grabbing a tree at the forest's edge to steady himself. Keeping pace with a houlf was extremely tiring. Humans were not made for such exertion. "There," Tak said, pointing with both arms. Sylan worked up enough saliva to swallow and surveyed the land before them. Finally, a break in the interminable western forests of the One Continent. A rocky plain swept down into a valley, where a small stream wound its way between haphazardly placed boulders. Thick brush was scattered along its banks. On the far side, halfway to the horizon, the forest began again, rising into low foothills. Mountains could be seen even beyond that, faint purple and white shapes peeking above the treetops. Mountains. There were no mountains where the humans lived, in the center of the Continent. Only vast, level plains of grass. Certainly nothing this breathtaking. "Cel-ak-ka-tan," Tak said smugly, indicating a large array of boulders to their left, not too far from the forest's edge.
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Sylan peered at them. "I don't see any houlves," he said. "They be here," she returned confidently, starting down the slope. Sylan was forced to follow. It wasn't that he doubted her, it just looked like a pile of rocks clustered around the stream. The world felt larger as he moved out from under the trees. The sky does indeed open wide, he observed, ignoring the persistent ache in his side. It would be good to stop; they'd been running all day. A sudden whoop and a growl brought them to a halt, yards from the fringe of boulders. They were monstrous this close, with jagged edges and surfaces scoured by eons of rainfall. Tak's haunches rose, ears cocked forward. A houlf head appeared from behind a boulder—a male—his growls directed at her. She snarled back, then said, "Ark to-man tak-ah." The houlf's amber eyes trained on Sylan. He rumbled deep in his throat and Sylan felt the hair on his neck slowly rise. The houlf's wariness was understandable, since many of his kind had died as slaves to humans. Tak began to speak again, placing herself in front of Sylan protectively, but the houlf's snarls overpowered her. He disappeared and moments later furry bodies were popping up all around the rocks, their light gray coats hard to distinguish from the landscape. They bounded toward the human and houlf, baring sharp canines. Sylan turned cold with fear. Tak growled at them, but they paid her no heed. She whimpered in frustration then turned to embrace the human, wrapping all four limbs about his surprised body. The houlves hesitated. A few shrugged and continued, but others broke stride and snarled at them viciously. Some sort of argument ensued; evidently the majority did not want to harm Tak. Sylan held on to her tightly, the musky scent of her fur filling his nostrils.
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"What's happening?" he asked, voice quavering. "No 'fraid," she whispered, breath hot on his ear. "Oh-kay." Sylan was uneasy, but he trusted her. He had saved her life back in his home village; she knew full-well what she owed him. The conversation was becoming more heated and a few houlves began clawing at each other. Then there was a large roar from the direction of the stream. All sound ceased, heads whipping around. Tak craned about to look as well, still clutching to Sylan. An old, grizzled houlf descended from a high rock. One ear was torn, the ragged edge standing erect. His fur was mottled and one eye lagged behind the other as he gauged the situation. Yet despite his appearance he exuded strength, power and wisdom. Sylan could tell immediately that this was their leader. The houlves parted and the old one inched toward the odd pair of human and houlf. An exchange ensued between him and Tak. Sylan was soon lost, knowing only basic houlf words. Partway through Tak disengaged and clutched one of his arms possessively. She sounded angry and frustrated, on the verge of tears, but the old houlf was stoically firm. Tak finally slumped in defeat and pulled Sylan back the way they had come. "What's wrong?" he asked, eyeing the houlves. Tak said nothing, leading him back to the forest. The houlves let them go, eyes glittering in the midday sun. "Tak? What did he say?" He began to get worried. Tak had evidently disagreed with the old houlf and could not sway him. Or had she been bargaining for his freedom? Once they were safely within the trees, she turned to face him. "Can no go," she divulged sadly. "Why not?"
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She shook her head and her eyes filled up. He reached for her shoulders but she evaded him, crouching down. "Go more far. Ta-roctap." "Ta-roc-tap," Sylan repeated. The only word he recognized was "tap," which meant "forest." "By sea," Tak murmured. "Forest by the sea?" "Ta-roc-tap," she agreed with little enthusiasm. Sylan grew scared. "The sea? I don't want to go there, Tak." He was only thirteen, but even human adults feared the sea. A neverending expanse of water, always moving, unable to be controlled... The thought of so much untamed water put even the meanest men in tears. Which probably explained why humans lived in the center of the Continent. They didn't like things they couldn't control. "Must," she said. "But why? Why can't we go into Cel-ak-ka-tan?" He was scared, because along with the possibility of the sea, Tak seemed unsure of herself for the first time. Did I do the right thing? Taking her from my village? He shook himself. Of course I did! She would be dead if not for me... "San," she said, grabbing his hand. She rubbed it against her furred cheek. "Come. Ta-roc-tap. Oh-kay." What else was he going to do? He couldn't survive in the forest by himself. This was houlf country, highly dangerous for lone humans. "But the sea..." he tried again. "No 'fraid." She stood up, looked him full in the face. "I no 'fraid." She pressed soft hands to his chest. "Must go. Oh-kay?" Sylan could not help cracking a smile. Tak was so good to him, so sweet...how could humans be so callous to houlves? He ran a hand
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down her flank, pausing at the spot where some of her fur did not grow. She flinched but held her ground. Sylan could still hear the crack of his father's whip, striking her unprotected flank. Take that half-wit furry bitch and get out of this village— Crack! He pulled his hand away. "Ok. Ta-roc-tap." Tak smiled with relief. * *



*



The mountains of the west were cold, but the movement during the day and Tak's embrace at night kept Sylan warm. They saw some snow and had to hole up in a deep cave for three nights, waiting for it to pass. Tak foraged for food, finding no meat but producing roots and surprisingly tasty leaves by the armful, along with branches for a small fire. She told him about the houlves of the One Continent, telling the story of the three Ert-daiv and how they had pulled the land up from the bottom of the ocean at the beginning of time. Kaot was the Father, gripping the western shore. Tiek was the Mother, gripping the eastern shore. And Ruyn, the sexless child, stood in the center, guiding its parents. They emerged from the depths of the sea, pulling the protesting land up into the sky. Kaot, being male, pulled on the land with greater strength and so the mountains of the west came to be. Tiek, being female, pulled strongly as well, but her efforts only generated the eastern foothills. Ruyn stood in the center, straddling the vast forests. The houlves were the first race to live upon the One Continent, which was completely covered with trees. They settled, living peacefully, praising the Ert-daiv and communing with them through the
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smoking of dried ku-tad leaves. For hundreds of years the Ert-daiv smiled upon them. But then the humans came hurtling down from the sky in great balls of fire, crashing into the center of the Continent. The flames of their coming destroyed vast stretches of forest and formed the central plains. The humans spread and killed many houlves and though Ruyn, the sexless child, was furious and destroyed many humans through sickness and disease, most survived. They enslaved houlves when they refused to cooperate with their controlling natures. So great was the human disbelief in the Ert-daiv that their powers faded and they could not help the houlves in their plight. Sylan was near tears when Tak finished. "I feel ashamed," he said as he lay in her warm embrace. "I thought it was bad now, but..." She patted his chest in understanding. "Oh-kay. No hate San." He was hardly reassured. A hundred years of torture—for what? A small expanse of grassland in the center of the Continent. The houlves had managed to keep the humans out of the forests so far, but it was probably only a matter of time until they grew bolder—when they grew confident in numbers. Sylan hoped he would not see that day. He relaxed, trying to forget about such things for the time being, concentrating on enjoying his time with Tak. It baffled him how she could be so nice to him after everything humans had done to her family and people. He hugged her as close as he possibly could, caressing her luxuriant fur, letting her warmth sink into his bones. She told no more stories and soon they drifted off into peaceful slumber, their pitiful fire dying out, the absolute darkness of night filling the cave. They slept for a long time, far into midday of the next morn, and Sylan had a dream that he was running alongside Tak, his dark gray fur complimenting her own light gray. She grinned houlvishly, canines
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bared, and would brush by him as they traveled, sending ripples of pleasure through him. In this dream they stopped near a stream, not much different from the one at Cel-ak-ka-tan, and drank the cool water while glancing at each other from under bushy brows. The closer they got the more Sylan quivered in anticipation. Something was happening—something he couldn't control. Nature was taking over. Dusk found them in a small grove of pines, sprawled together amidst dry needles that littered the ground, amber eyes locked with lust. Tak smoothed his fur gently; he returned the sentiment, her softness so pleasant beneath his claws. Then she straddled him as the moon began to rise and soon Sylan was throwing her roughly onto her stomach, approaching from behind, caught in the throes of passion. He pumped and she moaned and the moon shone through the trees, their bodies awash in silvery light. Sylan howled— —and awoke to a warm, sticky wetness within his leather breeches. His groin was on fire and he panicked, jerking and trying to extricate himself from Tak's embrace. She woke with a grunt, looking at him in bleary-eyed confusion. Sylan realized one of her hands was resting just below his belly button and when she moved it, it sent such a sensation through him that he could do nothing but spasm uncontrollably. What was happening to him? "San?" Tak asked worriedly as she let him go. He stumbled out into the frosty air. Sunlight blinded him, refracting off a million snowflakes. He clutched at his groin, breathing heavily. What had Tak done? Kneeling in the snow, ignoring the cold, he relaxed and let his body settle down. There was the crunch of footfalls behind him. "San? Oh-kay?" The strange sensation was gone with the biting cold, leaving an
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uncomfortable mess in his breeches. Keeping his back turned he peeked inside them. Suddenly he realized what had happened and looked away, wondering how he was going to get this congealing goop out of his clothes. Tak's soft hand touched his shoulder. He turned and smiled weakly, hiding the stain from his companion. "It's ok," he assured her. "Just a bad dream." She looked unconvinced, but nodded anyway. Her nose started twitching and Sylan jumped up and headed into the snow before she could say anything more. "Just have to clean up, that's all. I'll be back." Tak didn't follow, thankfully, but if he had thought to look back, he would've seen a knowing smile cross her hirsute face. * *



*



Sylan knew he was a man in body now, if not mind, but he didn't feel it. His life was still in Tak's hands and under her careful guidance they descended the mountains in two days. The forested hills were warmer, but biting winds blew in from the west almost continuously, coming from the sea that grew closer with every step. Silence reigned for those two days while Sylan came to terms with his onset of puberty, speaking to Tak only when necessary. He refused her embrace the first night, huddling on the opposite side of the fire, hiding from her questioning eyes. Things were different between them now. Tak let him be and said nothing, keeping her feelings and thoughts to herself. Sylan wandered off alone as they rested for a day after the descent. He found a tiny stream and settled down beside it, watching minnows dart through the clear water as they played some kind of secret game.
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The tinkle of the waters relaxed him and before he knew it, he woke up to find Tak crouching on the opposite bank, picking over her fur. He sat up with a start. How long had he been asleep? "Hi," he said roughly. How long had she been watching him? "Fine sleep?" she said, amused. He shrugged. Honestly, he couldn't remember falling asleep, but if she said it was so, then it must be. He stared at the stream while she continued to preen herself. What was he to do? He couldn't go back home, not after what he had done. Taking a houlf was considered stealing by human law, no matter what the circumstances. Even so, what would they go back to? Tak's family was surely dead by now, taken to the pits, where houlves slowly starved to death as their human masters sneered from above, spit down curses and dumped bodily waste upon them. Sylan's father had taken him to the pits many a time, encouraging his son to join in the degradation. Half-heartedly he had cursed them while his innards writhed in shame. The filth-covered houlves looked up at him with liquid eyes, the amber dulled to a sickly orange. He remembered the time he had helped feed their houlves, bringing table scraps to Tay and Kar, Tak's parents. Tak and her brother Ket had been little more than pups at the time, just learning to walk upright and forming their first houlvish words through burgeoning canines. The two gazed at him innocently and he was so struck by their childish purity that he approached them, holding out some food. "Sylan!" his father said sharply, boxing him on the side of the head. He almost dropped the plate of scraps. Tak and Ket whimpered and shrank back. Tak's father Kar began to growl, his haunches rising, but Tay cut him off with a nip to the neck. His father angrily snatched the food from his hands. "Don't give it
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to them on the plate! They'll get their diseases on it! Just dump it on the ground." And he overturned the plates, letting the food plop onto the beaten dirt. He kicked some loose gravel over it for good measure. Some of it flew into Tak's face and she sneezed and backed away, eyes watering. Sylan could not help looking back as his father dragged him away, lecturing on the proper way to raise houlf pups. He felt the same way now, strangely enough. He had been ready to offer his heart, his life, to Tak forever—before he even knew what that really was. He had held it out and had it snatched away by blossoming awareness. Looking at Tak across the stream, he thought it was time to offer it again. Would she take it? "Tak," he began, voice cracking, "I want—" The houlf suddenly rose on all fours, ears cocked. Sylan froze, aware that her sense of hearing and smell was much more acute than his. His eyes roamed the trees. It was growing dark and shadows lengthened across their bodies, broken only by small, oddly-shaped patches of light that danced along with the ethereal breeze. "Tak—" She sneezed, a whooshing sound like the rustle of leather over a rough stone. He started and she grinned back sheepishly, eyes bright. "Itch," she murmured. "Hmm." He didn't know what to make of the interruption, so let it be. * *



*



Tak set an easy pace through the forest beyond the mountains, allowing Sylan to jog alongside easily. The exertion did wonders, keeping him warm despite the increasing cold of fall. He also felt better than he ever had before, the aches of the first days of their journey
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merely distant memories. He did not sleep in Tak's embrace that night out, though he did lay next to her, her exhaled breath caressing the back of his neck. She seemed satisfied with that and slept with a half-smile on her face. In the morning Tak caught a rabbit sometime before dawn and was getting a fire ready to cook his portion when he woke. Houlves preferred raw meat—something he learned from visiting Tak as a pup— and she was happily chewing on a grisly strip of tendons as she stoked the flames. Sylan watched for a while then gestured for the half-eaten carcass. "Tak. Here, you don't need to cook it." Her energetic chewing slowly ground to a halt. "No cook?" "I—want to eat it the way you do. Like a houlf." Why observe human customs if he would no longer be with them? Tak seemed unconvinced but tossed over the rabbit. Sylan caught it clumsily and blood squirted onto his cloth jerkin. Fighting down sudden revulsion he smiled at Tak weakly and turned the carcass over, pulling matted fur from gleaming muscle. He brought it to his mouth and paused. On one hand his human upbringing recoiled in disgust. On the other, some deeper, base instinct was rising, filling his mouth with hunger. Submit to it, an ancient voice said from within his bones. Taste the substance of life —that which your mind propels. He bit down and tore at a muscle—and tore harder—and succeeded only in having the meat snake out of his dull teeth and snap back onto the bone. Droplets of blood shot into his eyes and he cursed, dropping the carcass. He rubbed at the burning orbs then cursed anew as he realized his hands were slick with blood as well, exacerbating the situation.
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Tak laughed with houlvish aplomb. Disgruntled, Sylan stumbled away, searching blindly for the nearby brook. He tripped on a dead branch and fell onto crinkled leaves, setting off another wave of laughter from Tak. "Will you stop laughing?" he yelled in frustration, completely blind, sprawled on the floor of a forest that had no name. Tak did finally stop and cleaned his face for him, chuckling occasionally. Then she sat him down, tore off pieces of raw rabbit meat and fed them to him one by one as if he were a child. The stuff was chewy to the point of absurdity and tasted like salty rubber, yet he managed to stomach his entire portion. He felt sick later that night but said nothing, for Tak had a glow about her the likes of which he had never seen. He let her curl up next to him that night. * *



*



Sylan watched the trees while Tak drank her share from the spring. They were still out there, the houlves that had appeared two days ago, pacing them as they headed inexorably closer to Ta-roc-tap and the sea. They stayed just in sight, ghostly shapes flitting between the ancient trunks of massive trees, making no sound upon the leaf-strewn ground. The first day he saw them he had stumbled and fallen, calling out to Tak. But she had merely nodded as he gestured with shaking hands and said, "I know. Here last sun." Suddenly furious despite his fear he had yelled at her, "Why didn't you tell me?" Her brow furrowed. "No cause." He apologized later, understanding that it wouldn't have mattered. He soon got used to the shadowing houlves, though his curiosity had not
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abated. He asked Tak about it when they rested at night. "Are they from Ta-roc-tap?" "Yes." "What are they doing?" "Watch." Her answers were curt, almost as if she were uneasy about the subject. "What's wrong?" Tak shifted in his arms, turning her face away. The motion gave him that odd yet pleasurable feeling in his groin again. His member was growing. He tried to ignore it. "Tak? Please, I must know. I have given up everything to be with you. I have a right to know." "They watch. You, me. Think." "They think about us?" She shrugged. He looked into the oppressive night. Leaves rustled in the breeze and nightbirds called in hushed, lonesome voices. Were the houlves of Ta-roc-tap watching them right now? Yes, surely they were. Then he remembered something. "Tak, why haven't they attacked us yet? Humans do not come here. The houlves in Cel-ak-ka-tan wanted to kill me." She nodded. "Yes, no like them." "But now—?" She squirmed again. "I guard you." He was silent a while. "You're not telling me something. What is it?" Tak was growing warmer, fidgeting, making him ache with need. Is this love? Is this what it feels like? "Sleep," she urged, but her body said otherwise. Her backside
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pressed against his groin. Sylan could not control himself anymore. He whipped her around and planted a firm kiss on her thin lips. He had never kissed anyone before, but somehow he knew exactly what to do. A tingling sensation shot into his brain and the world spun. "Tak—" he murmured. She silenced him with another kiss then reached down into his breeches. Her fur was like satin on his exposed skin. The entire world vanished and there was nothing but Tak and her soft hands. As the night wore on she began to pant, murmuring over and over into his ear, "Ras-to tap, ka-nom San!" Sylan did not know what it meant, but found himself saying it back to her with equal passion. "Ras-to tap, ka-nom Tak!" She sighed in pleasure when those words escaped his lips. He woke sometime later, in the small hours of morning, to a mournful sound. It was a houlf, howling to the spirits of the Ert-daiv. Sylan was lying naked with Tak and refrained from waking her. She slumbered peacefully, nose twitching from some secret dream. The howl came again and was joined by others, slowly melding into a subdued chorus of sorrow. Sylan didn't know whether to feel scared or not. He fell asleep again before they stopped and this time he dreamt of the Ert-daiv pulling the One Continent from the center of the world. They gave birth to the houlves, breathing life into their heavenlycrafted bodies. How he wished he could inhabit one of them. * *



*



The cold seemed to steadily diminish, though the fall wore on. Daylight hours spent running and nights exerting his new-found love
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with Tak kept his body in peak condition. He discarded his shirt and shoes, running beside Tak in only his nondescript breeches, stained from the efforts of their lovemaking and the rigors of travel. Sylan felt alive—more than ever before. The wind was sharp, but pleasant against his pale skin. The scents of the forest assailed him with each step. The sounds—there were so many, he could hardly differentiate between them. How had he missed all this before? Houlves from Ta-roc-tap continued to pace them, but never approached. Sylan wanted them to. Tak did not. Their nights together were magical, and Sylan didn't want them to end, but there was an increasing nervousness about her. She would evade all his questions, like a fish taunting a hungry houlf pup, squirming out of its grasp, avoiding all capture. "Tak, I'm getting worried." "No 'fraid," she said automatically. He decided to try another way. "No, not of the houlves. The sea." In truth, he was still afraid, but the thought of being there with Tak alleviated that fear. If something happened to her... She turned in his embrace until they faced each other. "Just wet. Sea there." "But there's so much of it! Always moving, always threatening the shores..." She looked confused. "So?" "So—" Sylan stopped abruptly. What was he afraid of anyway? The superstitions of humans? They were approaching the sea, but did that mean he had to go in it? Was Ta-roc-tap even near it? Suddenly he felt a whole lot better. "Tak," he said, softening, "what would I do without you?" "You die," she replied.
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Sylan laughed, but Tak wasn't amused. She was being serious. "What do you mean, 'I die?'" "Safe with me," she said, patting his arm. "Sleep now. Ta-roc-tap next sun. Ras-to tap, ka-nom San." She still hadn't told him what that phrase meant. Something about the forest. He just assumed it was some kind of "I love you" in houlvish. "Tomorrow? We'll be there tomorrow?" So soon? He didn't want the journey to end. "Next sun." He sighed. "Ras-to tap, ka-nom Tak." * *



*



The smell of the sea was making him sick. Sharp and bitter, it made his mouth sticky, like when one woke from a long sleep. The winds had picked up as well and the trees were thinning out. They were getting close. The ubiquitous houlves paced closer than ever before. They surrounded Sylan and Tak, herding them toward the sea, towards the edge of the One Continent, where Ta-roc-tap lay. Where Sylan would find his place in this world. That's what he had been looking for all along. Sylan had never felt entirely comfortable in the human village. Tak and the other houlf slaves had opened his mind up to new possibilities at a critical age. He had been searching for his path and knew the way begun with Tak. And it could very well continue in Ta-roc-tap. He shivered, but not from the cold. He could feel the Ert-daiv hovering around him, feel the hand of Kaot as he pulled this side of the land from the ancient sea. He was beginning to see the world.
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Tak halted as they approached a steep slope that led down to sea level. A mass of dead trees lined the edge, blocking the way. Their houlf escorts stopped and tightened their circle, sniffing at them curiously. A few growled deeply. It was an eerie counterpoint to the hush of the forest. Tak clutched his arm. "Must wait," she whispered. One of the houlves jumped forward. He grunted in the houlf language. Tak replied steadily, though Sylan could feel her hand shaking. Again, the houlvish dialogue lost him, for they were talking fast. These houlves also seemed to have an accent, for many familiar words sounded odd. He waited nervously as the exchange went on. The houlf finally quieted and approached them, dropping to all fours warily. He eyed Sylan carefully and brought his furry countenance just inches from the human's, sniffing, probing the stranger's eyes. Sylan swallowed, hardly daring to move. This houlf was formidable and could probably tear him apart with little or no effort. The houlf bared his slimy teeth and Sylan flinched involuntarily. Hatred of humans was strong here. Then the houlf shifted to Tak and sniffed her. When he reached her backside he suddenly straightened, eyes gleaming with fury. He roared at Sylan, who stumbled back and tripped over the uneven ground. Tak roared back, standing over her fallen human, but the houlf leader was not swayed. On a snarl from him, the surrounding houlves closed in on Sylan. The leader grabbed Tak and roughly pulled her away. Sylan shook with fear. The houlf had smelled him on Tak. That had to be it. A human-houlf union was undoubtedly as taboo among houlves as it was among humans. Was that what Tak had been uneasy about? Did she know this was going to happen?
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Tak was gone from his sight, but he could hear her pleas from outside the circle of houlves. He couldn't let them take her away from him. She was all he had left. Claws gripped his naked chest and arms. He tried to pull away. "Tak! Damn you, you cannot take her from me!" The houlves ignored his cries, tried to secure his body. "Ras-to tap, ka-nom Tak!" Everything froze. The apparent words of affection had a profound effect on the houlves, who looked at each other questioningly. The leader shouldered his way back through the houlves, Tak in his wake. She ripped her arm from his grasp and fell upon Sylan, proclaiming, "Ras-to tap, ka-nom San!" And she kissed him. The houlves muttered uneasily. Some snarled. The leader reached for Tak again. Sylan held on to her tightly, but then the others joined in and overpowered him. "Tak!" he cried as they pried her off his immobilized body. She growled and snarled and hissed and it took five houlves to carry her away. "Tak!" Struggling did no good. There were just too many. What were they going to do to him? He was pulled to his feet and placed before the leader, who sized him up with a feral sneer. He flexed his claws. Sylan could not see Tak. Where had she been taken? "What do you want?" he demanded grimly, trying to show them that he was unfazed. "You don't scare me. Nothing you can do will destroy my love for her." Did they even understand human speech? "Ras-to tap, ka-nom Tak!" he yelled in defiance, the words carried away by the quickening wind of dusk. The houlf leader roared and raked his claws across Sylan's chest. Pain shot through his body and he screamed. Then he was clubbed on the head and knew no more.
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* *



*



He was wet. Thinking he had had another dream about Tak he groaned in frustration, then stopped when he realized his face was wet, not his pants. In fact, he wasn't even wearing pants. What...? He opened his eyes. It was very dark, but not pitch black. He heard the sound of rushing water and something splashed against his face. Startled, he lifted his head—and nearly passed out from sudden pain. A cursory search revealed a large bump near the base of his skull. It all came back. Arriving at Ta-roc-tap, encountering the houlves at the dead tree blockade, the leader taking Tak away, getting knocked out... Where was he now? He tried to get up again, but the world would not stop spinning. Water lapped at the edge of his senses. "You...shouldn't try to stand," a gruff male voice said, laboring over the words, almost as if it wasn't his native tongue. "You have quite a...wound?" Sylan turned to look at the speaker. He was in a strange cave, with a sandy floor and water dripping from the moist ceiling. The rock walls were highly convoluted, creating a myriad of passages along the main area, which itself stretched perhaps fifty feet. At the far end, shrouded in half-darkness, squatted an old naked man who peered at him intently. "Who are you?" he asked, hoping his headache would go away. "Fes," he replied slowly. His muscles tensed, almost as if he were going to jump, then relaxed. "Where am I?" "Ta-roc-tap." Sylan was waiting for him to say more, but the strange man was silent. This was it? A cave? And what was a human doing here?
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Water ran over his fingers. He looked down and noticed the near end of the cave was filled with water. It smelled salty and his hands felt sticky. Wait, this was like...the sea. He scrambled toward Fes, who cringed and pressed up against the wall. The old human was clearly uncomfortable with his presence. His hair was white and straggly and his ribs poked through paper-thin skin. The man would probably break if he bent backwards. "Is that...?" Sylan asked, pointing at the pool. "The sea," the man grunted. Sylan shuddered and tried to stay calm. His hand had actually been in the sea and he had survived—for now. Tak's calming words were doing no good now that he was physically there. Tak—what happened to her? His head was clearing up. The soft lapping of water accompanied an intermittent drip. The sounds assaulted his ears. "This is Ta-roc-tap? Where exactly? Why are you here?" Fes flinched at the barrage of questions. He looked ready to flee, but had nowhere to go. "Yes. Ta-roc-tap. Forest by the sea." "Yes, I know. But where—" "In the Grotto. I was...bad." Sylan frowned. "Your accent is strange. Where are you from?" He cocked his head. "I...do not know. I stay here, in the Grotto, when Wor says." "How long have you been here?" "A long time." He grunted and muttered in what sounded like— houlvish. Sylan looked at him sharply. "You speak houlvish?" "You cannot?" "Only a little."
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"I've lived here a long time." There was something definitely weird about Fes. His language was slightly stilted, most statements sounding like questions. But that could wait until later. First, he had to get out of here and find Tak. He got unsteadily to his feet and gasped as searing pain shot across his chest. Looking down, he recalled the houlf leader clawing him. The slashes were clotted, but still tender. Ignoring them, he started to explore. Fes watched silently, still crouched, saying nothing. After a while Sylan growled in annoyance. "How do you get out of here?" "Roc," Fes murmured, pointing at the pool. "Rock?" Sylan repeated before catching on. Not rock, but roc— the houlvish word for "sea." "Roc." Sylan stared at the pool. "Through the water?" How could he go through that? The houlves must have carried him through. He slumped down on the sand. No matter what Tak might have said, he couldn't do it. How do you get through all that water? There was a sound behind him. He turned and saw Fes creeping near with curiosity. Fes then scuttled back on all fours, like a houlf. "Why are you here, Fes?" Since he couldn't go anywhere, he might as well try to learn something useful. "Ras-to tap, ka-nom Wor," the man whispered. Sylan started. It was the same phrase Tak had taught him! The same words that had affected the houlves so strangely. What did it mean? It couldn't be a simple "I love you." "Did you say that to someone? Wor?" Fes nodded. "To Wor. We were as one." "But what does it mean?"
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"Born of the forest, dying with you." Fes's eyes filled with tears. Sylan considered the words. They were strong—and had some special meaning. "Mates forever—in this world and the...next," Fes continued, tears falling down his cheeks. Even those seemed skinny and empty. "You spoke this to a houlf?" "Wor." "And...what happened?" Fes licked at the tears that touched his lips. "You will smoke the ku-tad leaves. The Ert-daiv will come to you. And you will be...challenged. To win Wor." "Challenged?" Sylan didn't like the sound of that. "Did you win?" Fes was a long time answering. Finally he stepped forward and spread his legs. "No." Sylan gulped down bile. The man's scrotum was gone. The only thing left that proclaimed his masculinity was a withered and wrinkled member. "Fes, will they do this to me, if I do not win?" "Yes." The castrated man withdrew to a twisted alcove and sobbed. Sylan stared at the pool. He and Tak had claimed each other with those words. Now he had to back them up. But...why hadn't she told him, warned him in some way? His manhood was on the line and if he failed... No, he could not fail. He much preferred death to castration, he thought. Oh, Tak—why didn't you tell me? * *



*
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The houlf growled and rumbled in his language. He held out a pipe formed from the enormous antler of a stag, hollowed out to direct the smoke. Houlves menaced him from either side and Sylan had no choice but to take it. "Smoke the ku-tad," Fes translated from where he knelt by a female houlf. She held the end of a vine that was tied around his neck. Sylan had been shocked to learn that this was Wor, the houlf Fes had loved. Despite losing the challenge, he was still hers, but only as a neutered slave, not a companion. She would be forever reminded of her shame. They stood near the sea, at the boundary of forest and rocky beach. It was cold and overcast, the wind whipping violent waves onto the shore. Sylan took the antler pipe, wincing as he moved. His head ached fiercely, for he had been knocked out again when taken from the Grotto. The houlves had emerged from the water without warning, catching him asleep. One blow to the head was all it took before they towed him into the sea and to the open sky of Ta-roc-tap. It was perhaps better that he had been unconscious, for he would surely have panicked. "Speak to the Ert-daiv. They will challenge you," Fes continued. His fluency in both languages was a great asset. Sylan inspected the pipe. A depression had been carved into the main branching, and this was tightly packed with crushed ku-tad leaves that smoldered, ready to smoke. This was how houlves talked to the Ertdaiv. He looked at Tak, who stood a few yards away, in the firm grasp of the houlf who had raked him across the chest the day before. His name, Fes had told him, was Hac. The houlf bared his teeth soundlessly. Tak smiled reassuringly, but Sylan could tell she was worried. How he longed to touch her fur.
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The houlf who had given him the pipe, the leader of Ta-roc-tap, grunted impatiently. No need to translate that. Keeping the sea at his back—the mere sight of it disturbed him greatly—he lifted the pipe to his lips. The houlves gathered around watched silently as he inhaled the smoke. It burned his lungs upon entry. He was coughing, hacking, dropping the antler pipe to the ground. It clattered on the rocks, the sound attacking his brain like needle pinpricks. His throat was suddenly dry, the roof of his mouth like scoured mountain rock. He coughed uncontrollably and fell to his knees. The ground blurred as his eyes watered. All he wanted was air. He was reaching for it, trying to grasp it, but it eluded him like a butterfly in spring. His muscles clenched. His fingers dug into packed dirt. Hands grabbed his face, lifted it. Soft lips met his own and sweet air filled his lungs. In a matter of moments his head cleared. "Sylan. You have come." It was a feminine voice, and it evoked such feelings in him—indescribable feelings. It was just...right. And perfect. "Yes. A long way." He was alone, in the thick of a forest, somewhere on the One Continent. Certainly not Ta-roc-tap. There was no sea. "But this is just the beginning. You still have a long way to go." He felt something behind him and turned. Mist hovered a foot from the ground, catching rays of refracted sunlight. It shimmered and wrapped his body in shifting tendrils. "Tiek," he breathed. "The Mother." "Yes," said Tiek. A face appeared in the mist, serene yet unremarkable. "This is the first step, Sylan. But greater challenges lie ahead."
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"What do you mean?" A sharp boom erupted from overhead. Sylan fell and looked up and saw an object plummeting to the ground. Its surface shone brightly and smoke trailed from the top. It roared through the sky at a terrifying speed. Then there was another boom. And a third. With each a new object materialized from the heavens, filling the sky with dense smoke and acrid fumes. More were appearing even as the first crashed into the treetops, striking the ground a few hundred yards away. The world shook. Trees toppled. The ground buckled. A mixture of dirt, rocks and branches advanced on Sylan like a tidal wave. He rolled over, shielding his face. "Look what they have done!" a gruff voice shouted in his mind. A large hand rooted itself in his hair and pulled up his head. "From the sky they fell, destroying the forest!" An intense fire was spreading among the foliage. "Just as they arrived, uninvited, so you come to us, to the houlves—the rightful owners of the world!" "No, no! This is not me! I have no intention of harming you. I'm here out of love!" Sylan knew this was Kaot, the Father, the creator of the mountains, and he was frightened by the power in his voice. "You do not know what love is." And the hand vanished. Through the flames he saw people emerge. Humans—dressed in coarse cloth that covered their entire bodies. They ran from the wreckage, ran into the trees, some carrying little ones, others pointing at the sky as more of the flaming objects crashed to the ground. Sylan stood—and the world stopped—then continued, but faster. He was outside time. The fires swept harmlessly past him; the plains were formed. The humans came back, buried the remains of the objects. A city was built. More humans appeared, hauling houlf carcasses.
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Night fell. The stars appeared. All was silent. "And so it began. My poor children," a voice said. A child, standing on the path before him, completely hairless and naked. It was sexless, its groin as smooth as a stream-worn rock. "You had no right to come," Ruyn the Child said. "I love her," Sylan said simply. "No, not yet. Not today. But maybe..." "Maybe what?" "You might see how it ends." Ruyn smiled, exposing a mouth of fangs. It leapt for him, straining for his throat. And he was rolling on the ground, fending Hac away. He screamed as the houlf's claws tore into his chest again, forming new slashes across his old ones. He grasped the furry neck and pressed his thumbs into Hac's throat. The houlf gurgled, eyes filled with malice. Hot saliva dribbled onto Sylan's cheek. Somewhere he heard Tak cry out to him. The sound gave him strength—strength to find the self he was intended to be. He twisted and pinned Hac beneath him. He snarled houlvishly, ignored the claws digging into his backside and shifted his hands up, throwing back the houlf's head and exposing the neck. With primal fury he dove, mouth open wide. Human teeth latched onto wet fur. He willed them to be sharp and they broke the skin. Warm blood gushed from the tear, spraying his face, soaking into the dirt. Hac screamed in high-pitched agony and spasmed beneath him. Sylan held firm and pulled with inhuman strength, ripping the houlf's throat out. The claws dropped to the side, jerking in the throes of death. Sylan fell back, rolled off the body. Something slippery dropped from
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his mouth. In a haze of confusion he could hear the sea—the rush of the waters upon land, rough and violent. He was numb. He stared at his hands, saw the fur and blood, tasted it on his lips. Then Tak appeared and the tears came. She crouched next to him, murmuring all the while, "Ras-to tap, ka-nom San." She sounded so proud. Houlves were murmuring all around him. Through all that he heard Fes speak, distant and sorrowful. "Dead. You have begun..." Yes. The words of Tiek resurfaced. You still have a long way to go. His life was just beginning. But he knew that wherever he went from here, it would be with Tak. Ras-to tap, ka-nom Tak, he mouthed silently. He could not stop crying. Tak gently laid him down and hovered over him protectively, licking the tears from his eyes.
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Polevoi (April 2001—April 2002) Originally titled The Dead Mother, I made the change to Polevoi because the other seemed too crass and uninteresting. Polevoi sounds much more exotic, and fit the subject better since it's based on Eastern European myth. This is one of my vampire stories where I was trying to find some historical reference or story to use as the basis for my own, rather than completely make up some vampire mythology. I rewrote it a year after the initial draft and cleaned it up a bit before actually submitting it anywhere. __________________________________



The earliest thing Chernavka could remember was Mother setting out to perform the opakhivanie. There had been somewhat of an epidemic that year, killing nearly half of their cattle and threatening the children of Tarusk, their little village at the eastern foot of the Carpathian Mountains. All the women of the village had left at midnight for the ritual that would call on the healing power of Moist Mother Earth to destroy the evil behind the illnesses. She remembered vaguely watching the women strip down to their underwear, shake their hair free and haul a plough around the entire village, digging a magical furrow to release the healing energy while others howled and banged pots and pans with sticks, raising an awful clamor. Soon after that, the children got better, but the cattle still died. That was when she was three, but she could remember it plain as day. Father would not let her go outside and help, because it was
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"women’s business", but she watched through the windows, observing the near-naked shapes of the village women caper about the edge of the village. She remembered that the racket they made had scared her a little bit and she eventually ran into Father’s arms, where he soothingly stroked her hair. Another memory that permeated her early childhood was the household iskrzycki. They never called him by name, though Father assured her that he had one, but referred to him as "well-wisher". They left him a slice of bread and a pinch of salt every night and in exchange he would check the cottage, making sure it was clean and tidy. Father never said whether he had seen him or not, but told us he lived in a little house directly beneath theirs, not emerging until all had gone to sleep. Chernavka knew this was true, because many nights she had tried to stay up and watch for well-wisher, but she always fell asleep in a few hours, tired from a long day of playing in the fields and woods near the village. But perhaps the most vivid memory of her early childhood was the day Mother disappeared. That was when her life really began. Mother was pregnant and Chernavka was going to be an older sister. She was so elated and tried to help her mother in any way possible, hoping to ease the daily strain put on her. She grew very large, which fascinated Chernavka. She would ask countless questions. Where did the baby come from? Did well-wisher bring it? How are you going to get it out? Mother smiled and said the Moist Mother Earth had brought it for her, presenting it to both her and Father one special night in spring. Well-wisher didn’t bring it, but he checked it every night, that was why they had added a few leaves of tobacco to his nightly offering. And so Mother grew bigger and Chernavka more wide-eyed as the winter approached. Chernavka turned five-years old that season and
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Mother was due any time now. The old midwife of Tarusk, Volga, had been preparing in earnest, awaiting the first pangs of birth. Then one day, a few weeks after the first frost, Mother disappeared. The village was in a panic. Father questioned the other women, Mother’s closest friends, and gathered that she had gone into the forest to collect roots for cooking. He went into a rage when he learned she had gone alone. "A woman almost full with child left alone! What were you thinking?!" He collected a few of the other men and they set off in the late afternoon, with only a few hours of light left in which to search. They came back at dusk, tired and worried. Father said nothing to Chernavka that night, sending her to bed early. Knowing he would probably forget to leave an offering for well-wisher, she did it herself, hesitating before adding a tobacco leaf to the bread and salt. It was a long time before she fell asleep that night. She was worried that a polevoi, a spirit of the night, might get Mother to look at him and take her soul. No one stayed in the woods at night. There were unimaginable spirits out there, waiting for those who strayed too far from the village. The next morning Father and the other men were up early, plunging into the forest to search again. It was just after the sun had reached its zenith that shouts erupted in the forest and the search party came crashing out of the trees, Chernavka’s Mother held limply in Father’s arms. She watched from a corner of the bedroom, lower lip trembling, as Mother was brought in and laid down, her large belly forming a crude tent with the blankets they threw over her. She was very pale but still alive, much to everyone’s relief. Father was sobbing and holding onto her hand, rubbing it in an effort to warm it. Volga the midwife examined Mother, wincing at the coldness of her skin.
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"Will she be alright, woman?" Father demanded. "Yes, yes, I think so," she replied, frowning as she felt Mother’s belly. "What? What is it?!" Father wanted to know. "The baby," the midwife whispered. She reached under the covers for a moment. "The baby is coming." Father fretted and wrung his hands as Volga got down to business. He started pacing back and forth and eventually Volga ushered him out. "Nothing you can do here," she told him. Father seemed to notice Chernavka for the first time that day and picked her up from the corner, hugging her tightly as they left the cottage. Mother had the baby that night—a strong, healthy boy—but died the next morning. Unconscious the whole time, she was unable to tell them what had happened to her. They buried her in the small cemetery in the woods, a simple slab of stone with her name marking the grave. After that, Father withdrew into himself and spoke to no one, still going about his daily work in the field, but almost lifeless when he came home to Chernavka and her new brother, Bulat. The villagers began to worry for them and an older woman, Elena, took care of Bulat from day to day. Chernavka helped out all that she could, but there was only so much a five-year old could do. A few days after Mother’s death, Bulat grew restless and began crying constantly, refusing Elena’s milk. Nothing could be done to satisfy him. Father would just stare at the boy in the evening, unaffected by his bawling. Chernavka would stuff her head under her small pillows, trying to shut out her brother’s crying during the night. Eventually she grew used to it and slept peacefully, until she noticed that the crying had stopped one time. She woke up in the dark and the cottage was silent. She heard Father snoring softly from across the room. She was tempted to check
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on Bulat, but didn’t want to leave the warmth of her blankets. Shrugging, she went back to sleep. In the few days that followed, Chernavka noticed Bulat was doing better. He didn’t cry all the time and seemed much more active. Father came out of his depression and actually smiled at his son, holding him a bit before retiring for the night. Bulat still cried at night sometimes, but not half as much as he used too. Chernavka thanked Moist Mother Earth and Belobog, god of light and sky, before sleeping each night. She also added a stick of incense for well-watcher, in case he had anything to with their good fortune. The winter ground on as usual, the villagers staying indoors more often as the snows came off the mountains. Father smiled regularly, spending time with Bulat and Chernavka, and she would always go to sleep happily, safe in the warmth of her family. They rarely had to get up to check on Bulat now. He was being such a good brother. Then one night, Chernavka awoke, colder than usual. The small furnace was still burning, but there seemed to be a chill overriding it. She was about to slip out of bed when she heard a sound, like the creak of the floorboards when somebody walked on them. Freezing, she listened carefully and heard sounds coming from her brother’s crib. It sounded like he was moving around and she sighed in relief. Polevoi would not come into a house. They stayed strictly to the woods. Perhaps it was well-wisher. She smiled in the darkness and snuggled up in her blankets, falling asleep in no time. Two nights later, she heard the same sound again. Father never awoke during these times; he was a very heavy sleeper. She heard the floor creak again—she was certain it was the floor this time—and Bulat was moving once more. She stuck her hand out from under the blankets slowly and felt a sharp coldness, like the one before. It was a long time
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before she could fall asleep again. She mentioned it to Father the next day. He smiled and shrugged it off, assuring her it was just well-wisher, checking on Bulat. He ruffled her hair and she promptly forgot all about it. Until that night. It happened again, at the same time, and she began to grow scared. Something was here, in their cottage! Something was touching Bulat! After another night shivering in the dark cottage, she decided she would catch this polevoi. It just had to be one of those spirits. Elena told her they never came near the village, but Chernavka wasn’t believing her anymore. One was visiting them every night! The next night, after Father had gone to bed, she lit a stubby candle and placed it in a high-rimmed earthenware pot. She covered it with one of the cracked ceramic plates they used for meals, allowing a small crack for smoke to escape. She hid it by her bed and waited for the polevoi to appear. At the right time she heard the floor creak. Bulat was moved again and she slowly reached for the pot. After a moment, breathing deeply to try and calm the fluttering in the stomach, she whipped the plate off the top, spreading a dim light across the cottage. And there, suckling Bulat in her arms, was Mother! Chernavka gaped and sat up quickly. Mother, pale and bedraggled, but wearing that beautiful dress they buried her in, turned toward the light. She flung a hand before her face and pulled Bulat from her naked breast, dropping him in the crib. Bulat began to cry and Mother disappeared with a hiss, vanishing like a puff of smoke. Father awoke at that instant, coming over from the curtained bed on the other side of the cottage. "Chernavka! What are you doing?" he asked, rubbing his eyes. He didn’t look happy at being awoken. He reached down to gather the squealing baby in his arms.
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"Father!" she exclaimed, running from her small bed and hugging his leg. "I saw her! I saw Mother! She was here!" She started to cry, wetting his smallclothes with her tears. Father’s face slowly fell. "What do you mean?" he asked. "She comes every night, Father! She was feeding Bulat!" "Mother’s dead," Father said softly. "But she was here!" Chernavka cried, staring up at Father’s stricken face. Bulat had stopped crying and Father suddenly looked at him, feeling his face. He pulled his hand away quickly. "Cold!" he muttered, growing worried. And then he noticed the baby had stopped moving. "Bulat?" he said, shaking his son a little. The baby’s arms hung to the side. "Bulat?" he repeated, louder this time. His face went pale. Chernavka peered up through her tears. "Father? What’s wrong?" She was starting to get scared. "What have you done?" Father roared, pulling away from his daughter. "What did you do to Bulat?" "What? I did nothing! It was Mother! She’s come back!" "Mother’s dead!" Father said, a look of horror across his face. "And now my son’s dead!" He pointed at her. "You did this! You called the polevoi here and it took Bulat!" Then he turned and ran from the cottage, shouting into the lanes that Chernavka had made a pact with the spirits of the night. Chernavka sat on the floor and cried, tears spilling onto the wood. It was then that she noticed the footprints on the floor, leading from the door to Bulat’s crib. The wood was lighter where each foot had landed and she reached out to touch one. When she did, they vanished from sight, as if they had never been.
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* *



*



Father rarely spoke to her after that. It was a miracle they hadn’t exiled her for a witch. Their reasoning was that she was only five-years old and didn’t know what she was doing. But many villagers whispered that Chernavka was born a witch and her full powers would manifest as she got older. She grew up lonely, with no friends and no interaction with the villagers. She was never invited to the feasts and dances held at planting and harvest times. The village boys ignored her, preferring to woo the other girls of the village. Father still let her stay with him, but he never talked to her or ate any of the food she prepared and always slept with a knife in hand and a cross around his neck. More crucifixes appeared around the village, but Chernavka would laugh silently to herself about it before sobering up. It wasn’t funny. They really thought she was a witch. Well, she knew she wasn’t, but there was nothing she could do to prove otherwise. Instead, she learned to live with her loneliness. In the years to come she spent much of her time in the surrounding woods during the day, always coming back before night. The villagers thought she was going out to guard the polevoi while they slept. She just shook her head. She visited Mother and Bulat’s graves often, crying sometimes as she sat cross-legged before them, her patched-up dress spread out like a fan about her. One day when she was twelve, during Rusal’naya week, she was sitting in the cemetery, running her hand across the cold tombstone of her brother. The villagers had all gone down to the village stream, the Little Tarusk, to banish the rusalki, the temptresses of water, back to the stream for another year and offer rites to cleanse the dead.
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They had done this for little Bulat years ago, but Chernavka had not been invited. The day was cool and she could faintly hear the villagers dancing in merriment, happy in the fact that the souls would be taken to their rightful place. The trees around the cemetery were festooned with brightly colored flowers for the week. A voice startled her as she daydreamed. "Who are you?" She turned and saw the speaker, standing to her side. It was a little boy, perhaps seven or eight, with dark, unkempt hair, dark eyes and wearing a dirty tunic that obviously didn’t fit him, stretching to his knees. He regarded her curiously. "I am Chernavka," she said after a moment. She couldn’t remember the last time someone had spoken to her. She frowned, not recognizing this boy, although he did seem familiar. "Why aren’t you down with the others at the stream?" the boy asked. "It’s Rusal’naya week." "They don’t want me down there," she replied sadly. "Why?" "I am not welcome among them," she said, not wanting to talk about it. She tried to change the subject. "Where do you live? I’ve never seen you before. Are you from the village?" The boy smiled. "No. I live not too far from here, with my father. And my mother," he added after a moment. Chernavka didn’t know of any villages near hers. "You live in the woods?" "You should meet my father sometime," he said instead, still smiling. Chernavka was beginning to get scared. Was this a poludnitsa, a spirit who only came out during midday? She licked her lips and got up. "Maybe I will," she replied. "But I must leave," she said, turning to go.
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The boy said nothing and she ran back to the village. She glanced back once. The boy was gone. * *



*



Time passed and Chernavka forgot about the boy. And then, four years later, she saw him again. She was down at the Little Tarusk, relaxing in the water after washing her dress. It was laid out on a large rock to dry, the sun shining through the trees in just that spot. Chernavka had filled out quite well and the villagers whispered that her beauty was the work of the evil spirits of the woods that she visited daily, the polevoi and poludnitsa. Others said she fed the vampires while the villagers slept at night, rising from her bed and flying into the woods. She never spoke to the villagers, but kept a close eye on them. She was getting older and eventually they might do something about her. They had grown much more suspicious of her. She had been contemplating leaving the village for the last year or so, but she was too afraid to go out into the world alone. She didn’t know what to do. She was lying in the stream, eyes closed, feeling the water run over her when she heard a splash. Water sprayed her upturned face. Quickly, she sat up, covering her breasts with her arms. It was the boy again. She knew it right away. It had only been four years, and she had forgotten what he looked like, but he seemed much older than he should be. He looked her age. He was naked, like her, a shabby tunic hanging from a tree behind him. He knelt in the water and put a hand in it, watching the water run over his fingers. Chernavka stared at him. "What are you doing here? Don’t you have any decency?" She longed for her dress.
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The young man was not looking at her. "Did you feel them?" he asked. "Feel what?" "The rusalki. When you were lying there." The water suddenly felt cold. She shuddered. "No." "I was watching you. I saw the rusalki. There were two of them. They were lying on the bank, right behind you." He pointed at the opposite bank. Chernavka looked over her shoulder. Nothing. "If they were there," she said, "why didn’t they lure me away? I’m still here." "They recognize one of their own." She abruptly stood up, not caring whether he saw her naked, and quickly went for her dress. "You’re no better than the villagers!" she yelled at him. "I’m not a witch! I didn’t kill my mother or brother!" She pulled the still damp dress over her body. "Leave me alone!" She struggled to get her sandals on. "I know you didn’t, that’s not what I meant," the young man said. "Why don’t you come and meet my father? I’ve told him all about you." "What? You’ve only met me twice." Chernavka pulled her wet hair back from her face with a bandanna. She turned to go. "Leave me alone, poludnitsa. I’m not a witch." "Come back tonight and you can meet him," the young man called after her. She ran all the way home. * *



*



Two days later she woke in the middle of the night to a tapping sound. It was coming from the door to the cottage. Chernavka held her
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breath, listening to Father sleep, wondering what the noise was. It continued and she sat up to investigate. As she did so, the sound stopped. She could hear her heart pumping in her ears. She gripped the blankets of her bed and threw them over her head, eventually falling asleep despite her fear. The next morning she got out of bed at dawn and went out to wash her face. As she was heading back for the cottage, she noticed scratches on the front door. They were deep into the wood and she bit her lip to keep from crying. Glancing up, she noticed the cross above the door was tilted, looking like a lopsided ‘X’. Putting her hands over her mouth, she fled to the woods. This was the sign the villagers were looking for. She headed for the cemetery and collapsed against Mother’s tombstone, sobbing. Soon after she heard leaves rustling and a soft voice. "Why are you crying?" She looked into the young man’s face. "You know why!" she screamed. "Why did you do that to the door? I can’t go back there now." She continued to cry, all the while wondering why she was. Nobody in the village had loved her. "I didn’t do that," the young man insisted. "Who did it then?" she cried. "My father," he replied. Chernavka gaped at him. "Your father’s a polevoi!" she whispered. She began looking around the forest fearfully. "You should really meet him," the young man said once again. Chernavka heard cries coming from the village. She stood up, wide-eyed, hair in disarray. "O blessed Belobog," she breathed. "They’re coming for me! They will burn me for a witch!" She began to panic.
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The young man held out his hand. "I can help you. I know of a hiding place none of them will find." She hesitated. There was a crash through the trees behind her and she realized she had no choice. She didn’t want to die! She grabbed his hand. He smiled and ran through the forest, dragging her after him. The cries of the villagers soon died down as they went deeper into the mountains, climbing densely treed hills all day. Chernavka had never been this deep in the forest before. The young man brought her to a cave, dark and dank. She pulled back as he started in. "I don’t want to go in there," she said apprehensively. The sky was getting dark. "You’ll be safe, trust me. There’s food inside." She sniffed and caught the scent of some kind of stew. She was ravenously hungry. Taking a deep breath to calm herself, she nodded. What was the worst that would happen? It was this or burned by the villagers. Inside there was a small fire and a pot of beef stew. Chernavka’s mouth watered. She dug in and by the time she finished, realized the young man was gone. Scared, she hugged her knees to her chest and sat close to the fire, watching shadows dance on the walls. * *



*



She didn’t remember falling asleep, but when she woke there was someone on the other side of the fire. She saw the figure immediately and didn’t move, too scared to do anything. Crickets were singing plaintively outside the cave. The figure shifted. "I’ve wanted to meet you for so long,
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Chernavka," it said in a deep, male voice. She forced herself to talk. "Wh-who are you?" "I’m your friend." "No, you’re not," she replied. The man moved around the fire towards her, but she inched the other direction. He stopped and chuckled. "I’m not going to hurt you. I want to help you." "How can you help me?" It was suddenly cold in the cave. Chernavka shivered in her thin dress. "I remember hearing a story a long time ago, about a woman who gave birth to a beautiful child and died shortly after. The father and remaining daughter took care of the young boy as best they could, but one night something strange happened. The mother was a polevoi, a vampire, and came back to feed on her child..." "No!" Chernavka screamed. "She was feeding him, giving him milk!" She started sobbing at the distant memory. "She was not a vampire! I saw her. She looked sickly, but it wasn’t a vampire!" She buried her face in her hands. "What was she then?" the man asked kindly. "I don’t know," she said pitifully. "Part of my imagination, maybe." "The babe died soon after." Chernavka nodded, still crying. She felt the man’s arms around her and didn’t object. He felt a little chill, but his presence was comforting. And it was so good to be held by someone. It had been such a long time since someone had touched her. She finally cried herself dry and fell asleep in his arms, dreaming of wind running through the trees on a spring day.
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* *



*



The young man came to her the next morning with food. They ate in silence and then he took her further into the mountains, up to a cabin high on a cliff. It was his home, he told her. She could stay as long as she wanted to. "Where else am I going to go?" she asked dryly. He just shrugged and smiled. "What is your name?" she tried. "That’s not important," he replied mysteriously. "Mine’s Chernavka." But even after she told him, he didn’t call her that. She stayed with the young man all through the winter, helping him capture game and collect firewood. Sometimes during the day they would sit near the furnace and make up stories for each other, delighting in how creative they could get. Chernavka was happy with him. She had never had a friend like this before. On a few occasions, the young man’s father would show up, only at night, and talk to Chernavka. He asked all about her life and she told him, but it didn’t take long. There wasn’t much to tell. Instead, he mostly spoke about the world, weaving better stories than his son, whom Chernavka thought was pretty good at it. The man would hold her each time and she would fall asleep in his arms, her hand on his chest. It was always dim when he came over—he insisted that only one candle be lit—and his son would never be with them. He disappeared as mysteriously as his father did during the day. One night Chernavka asked him about this. "Why don’t you ever come during the day?" She saw him smile faintly in the dim light. "I work."
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"When do you sleep? You’re always here at night." "I don’t need much sleep." She reached up and ran her fingers across his smooth cheek. He was always so clean-shaven. "Can’t we light another candle? I still haven’t seen your face clearly." "Does it really matter that much?" he asked. She smiled and sighed. "No, I guess not." She laid her head against his chest. He ran a cold hand through her hair, just like Father used to. Chernavka fought back tears. * *



*



Things continued like this on into the spring and summer. Chernavka and the young man went out into the forest more and more. The young man assured her the spirits of the day would leave them alone. He knew them all personally, he declared. They wouldn’t bother them. She laughed and they ran through the rocky hills. His father’s visits grew more frequent, until he was over every night. Chernavka wondered what the young man thought about this. But he just shrugged and said, "I usually go see my mother. She gets lonely too." So one time Chernavka asked the father about his wife, the young man’s mother. The shadowed face tightened. "She is not well." And that was all he would say about it, no matter how much she pestered him. * *



*



One night after falling asleep in the father’s arms, she awoke to a panting and a pain in her neck. She was lying on her bed and the father
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was next to her, breathing heavily. In panic she rolled away from him and stood up, fumbling for the candle that was almost out. She felt at her neck and her hand came away wet. She smelled it. Blood. "Wh-what are you doing?" she whispered, not knowing whether to be horrified or not. The father moved on the bed, coming towards her. He got his breath under control. "I’m sorry," he soothed, reaching out for her. "I was just..." He trailed off. "Just what?" Chernavka prompted. She found another candle and lit it with the first one. In the brighter light she saw the father throw a hand before his face, but she had already caught a glimpse. His skin was very pale and his eyes were the darkest black. He fell back off the other side of the bed. "I must go," he whispered and darted out the door. Chernavka went to the window to watch him go. But he wasn’t there. She washed her wound and stayed up the rest of the night, candle in hand. The young man appeared just before dawn. He saw her sitting on the floor, neck bandaged. "Who are you?" she asked quietly. The young man smiled. "My father says there’s someone you should meet. Then you’ll understand." She stood angrily. "No! I don’t want to meet anybody! I want to know what’s going on! Is he a polevoi? A vampire? My neck was cut!" She still wasn’t sure such things existed. She wanted to believe they did not. "Tonight," the young man whispered, "you’ll know everything." * *



*
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For some reason she felt tired after supper. The young man disappeared as usual and Chernavka sat in a chair to wait, knife and candle in hand. But she began nodding off, almost dropping the candle. It would not do to set the place on fire. She put it down and resumed her wait. The next thing she knew someone was touching her, a soft hand caressing her cheek. She enjoyed it a moment before realizing it was very cold. Her eyes shot open. A thin, pale woman stood before her, hand outstretched to her face. She wore a diaphanous white dress and smiled thinly. "My daughter," she said, stroking Chernavka’s face again. A full moon shone through the open door. "Mother?" she managed to say, in total shock. She faintly recognized her, but her memories were too old to be sure. What was going on? Her mother was dead! She saw her buried. "My daughter," the woman repeated. Chernavka noticed how vacant her eyes were. This wasn’t her mother. "Yes, it is," the father’s voice said from the bed. Chernavka turned her head slightly, watching both at the same time. "Did you do this to her?" she demanded. "You have made her into a demon! She really did kill poor Bulat!" The woman, her mother, reached out to stroke her face again. She edged the chair back out of reach. "No, as you said, she was feeding him. He never died. How could he die, when he was born of a polevoi?" It suddenly hit her. The young man. He was her brother. And this was his father. His polevoi father. His vampire father. She stood abruptly with her knife at the ready. "So what do you want now? Do you want me? Is that it? So the family can be
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complete?" The man grew sad and shook his head. "I know you must think me evil, but I care about this...woman." He gestured at Chernavka’s mother, who still stood in the same spot, reaching for her. "My daughter," the mother repeated in a hollow voice, eyes glazed over. "She was too distraught about her son...and daughter. She’s been like this for years, ever since your brother was born. I don’t think I was meant to take her that day, so long ago." He paused and she saw his eyes growing darker. She frowned. "She has been asking for you for a long time. I want you to take her. Take her away. Put her to rest." Something dark slipped down his cheek. A blood tear. Chernavka lowered her knife. "My daughter," her mother said once again. The daughter burst into tears, nodding. "Yes, mother. I am your daughter." She felt a stiff breeze blow by and she didn’t need to look at the bed to know the vampire was gone. * *



*



Her brother helped her bury Mother at a crossroads, a few miles outside of Tarusk. Chernavka let Bulat take care of ending Mother’s undead life and mostly dug the grave. It took all night, but they got it done before dawn, burying her standing up and in the middle of the crossroads. The shape of the roads themselves would be enough to keep her underground, so the legends said. Chernavka tried not to weep as they walked away, hand in hand. "What are we going to do?" she asked him as they went through the woods, back to the cabin. "Is the polevoi going to continue to visit us?" "He’s my father," Bulat said.
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"Are you not the same as him? You died too. How come you are out during the day?" "He hasn’t taken my blood. I don’t think he can do it. I’m the only son he has, he tells me." "And you believe him?" she scoffed. "What else can I do? He’s the only father I’ve known. He’s never harmed me once. Not ever." Bulat stopped and faced his sister. "He wants you to be a part of us. To join our family." Chernavka hesitated. She felt her neck. "What can you possibly go back to?" her brother asked. She looked to the sky, watching the breeze stir the trees. What did the spirits tell her? * *



*



That night, Chernavka was waiting for Father to come. She suddenly felt his breath behind her, caressing her half-healed skin. His hands rested on her arms and turned her around. In the subdued light she saw him smile. "Welcome home, my vedma," he said, enfolding her in his embrace.
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Static (April 2002) This was a story that wrote itself. Originally titled Between Smoke and Wind, I was desperately trying to come up with a world that didn't operate with the same physics and rules that ours did, and eventually thought up the concept of Statics after reading a book called Mute by Piers Anthony and coupling some ideas from that with the concepts found in The Death Gate Cycle by Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman. Once I had that, the story just came out. I wrote up some notes to keep all the races and strange terms straight afterwards, but the story came very quick and easy. I have since toyed around with another story (unfinished) in the same world, but have put it aside for now. My biggest concern with this one (and any others in the same world) is the reader's understanding. I wanted to make it distinctly different and alien, with character slang and all that, but write it in such a way that the reader still understood what was going on from the start. Info dumps at the beginning of fantasy novels can turn people off and I was trying to work around that. Most people who critiqued it say they understood it for the most part. I never sent this to a publication; I felt it was too "out there" for anyone to consider it. Despite that, I'm rather proud of this story and how it turned out. I later changed the title to Static because it fit the dual layer of the world and Lana's plight perfectly. __________________________________
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I Lana didn't want to leave Mother alone, but Father had gone too far this time. Father mined deg every day. It was a precious substance, used for currency throughout the realm of Iofinte, and one that took hard work and ingenuity to extract from deep within the Statics they lived upon. But even more precious to Father were the huge quantities of osp that the r'onooue provided him in exchange for deg. Osp was a drug, the most addictive drug known in Iofinte. And for as long as Lana could remember, Father had been forced to deal with the r'onooue, an old tienan named Reauth, in order to get it. He had to have it. He would die without it. Mother did not seem to quite understand this. "Why do you trade so much deg away for that crystalline trash?" she once asked, too frustrated to watch her words. "Then we wouldn't live in such a hovel. We have barely enough deg to trade for food. Why don't you just stop using it?" Father's face had scrunched up fiercely, wrinkles springing to life across his brown tienan skin. He smelled of werflin, an acidic liquid used to dissolve rock and dirt when mining. It was hard to rid deg miners of such a smell. It lingered for days, lodged itself into every bodily crevice and pore. Father always reeked of this. Lana was only eight years old then but had learned to fear his anger early on. Tired from a day of mining, he had returned home with a fistful of osp which he immediately crushed with pestle and mortar, mixed with tepid water and boiled over an open flame. And like so many other eves—just before the fade, when the skyspace of Iofinte dimmed briefly—he placed the steamy paste on his outstretched tongue,
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shivered in relief at its taste, at the high it offered, and collapsed in one of the few chairs left in their home. Most had been sold off already; the leftover deg was barely enough to support the three of them. Father stood, all six feet of him, and glared down at Mother. "Why don't you stop asking stupid questions?" he growled. A thick, calloused hand latched onto her trembling wrist. His bloodshot eyes were laced with yellow. "You know I need it." He proceeded to beat her, just one of many fades Lana spent huddled in a corner of their ramshackle home, listening to the sounds of fist upon flesh, of Mother's cries. Father never hit her in the face, only on the torso. And when that wasn't enough, when he wasn't truly satisfied, he would come for his daughter. Lana didn't like fades. The dimming of the yellow-orange skyspace was a constant reminder of Father's arrival home, of the pungent reek of osp, of the misery it caused. She tried to be away as much as possible. She frequented the mindfuzzes with friends many a fade, washed away the pain with mugs of sweet zider and the sharp aroma of ripel smoke. She found the laughter and relaxed atmosphere of other young tienan addictive, almost as much as Father's osp. She did not confide her family troubles to her friends. What could they possibly do? Their fathers worked for the r'onooue as well, yes, but they had no more say than hers. Except maybe Endi's father, Lord Thesid. He was third to the r'onooue, though he feared him like all the rest. Lana often wondered what the r'onooue was like. She had never seen him before. Very few had. He was an Earthspacer—also known as onooue, or r'onooue for one that ruled one of the many Faces of a Static. An Earthspacer could move through solid dirt and rock—any type of earth—as easily as walking around. They ruled Statics, but were the
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weakest of all Spacers for one main reason: They could not leave their Static. No normal being could. It was the nature of Statics. Waterspacers—arauyy—could move within water, but were Staticbound as well. Windspacers, however—they could travel the Lanes of the skyspace, move between the Statics that dotted the realm. Only Windspacers, the eleiia, could take one to another Static. They charged quite a hefty price for such a service, and one couldn't even be guaranteed safe passage. Thus, they came to rule all Iofinte. Water and Earthspacers answered to them, and them only. The r'onooue himself was at the beck and call of an eleiia. Lana would've liked nothing more than to leave Urtsur-static, but as each fade passed, so did her dreams. Only a Windspacer could take her away. And besides, she had nowhere to go, no deg with which to support herself. She never told her friends about Father. She couldn't bear to, didn't want their sympathy. As she drank and smoked, thoughts of home vanished, but returned the next morn when the effects of the mindfuzz wore off. This evening, just before the fade, Father took too much osp. He procured greater doses from the r'onooue now, which meant less deg for the family. Mother reached her breaking point and started yelling. Father would have none of it. The osp gave him unnatural strength. Lana cringed as he struck Mother in the gut, drove his fist in deep. He roared at her to shut up, railed at her in a deep-throated rasp. "I work all day for you, woman. For us! And you complain and you whine. Without me, you would have nothing!" He threw Mother to the floor. She gasped and held her stomach.
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"Earthlicker!" she screamed at him, tears fanned across her cheeks. "Curse the day of our union—" Father kicked her in the gut again and she wheezed in pain. Lana shut her eyes, put hands to her ears, tried to block out all sight and sound. No. Why must this happen? Why? I can't bear to watch it, I just can't. Renewed screams penetrated her skull, bounced within her inner ear. Father had gone too far. He will not get to me on this fade. The room was gone, the house was gone; she ran out onto the surface of Ujik-face, one of the five Faces of Urtsur-static. The yelloworange skyspace was blurred by her tears. Familiar faraway Statics dotted the skyspace in every direction. Deep into the town of Saeru she ran, onward, to where her friends would be. To the mindfuzz called Efib's. Guilt flooded her for leaving Mother to the fiendish tienan that was her father. But she knew it would be brief. The ripel and zider would let her forget, take it all away.



II "They can take your very soul, that's what they can do," Kessen drawled with drunken conviction. Lana sat next to him, hands wrapped around her full zider mug, and listened quietly. Kessen was somewhat of a loudmouth—him and his cousin both. They occupied a small table against the far wall of the mindfuzz. Subdued light barely infiltrated their little section of reality. The noise of dozens of patrons formed a dense cloud of sound.
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"Mother always told me they'll promise to take you to another Static for a few deg. But once they have the sticks they leave you in the Windspace, swept away as a million particles, gone forever." Tocra waved ripel smoke into her face, inhaled deeply, sighed. Her father mined with Lana's, but had been smart enough not to get involved with osp. Lana envied her to a certain extent, though she didn't approve of her rebellious attitude. Tocra wanted to do nothing more than drink and smoke. "Of that," proclaimed Alhem, "I have no doubt." Kessen's cousin, the two were nearly inseparable. He spat on the rough-hewn floor and leaned close to the oblong urn in the middle of the table, where the bluegreen smoke of ripel dirt wafted out in swirling waves. He inhaled a large tendril himself. "Oh, come now, are we supposed to be afraid of children's tales and superstition? Eleiia would not bother with such as us." Endi belched, snickered, took another drink of zider. Lord Thesid's son, Endi was the most well-off of them all. Lana knew Kessen and Alhem liked to hang out with him because he had deg. He always bought at the mindfuzzes. He complained, but knew that those who served the r'onooue were generally despised over every Face of Urtsur, and this was probably the only way he'd have friends. "Maybe not you, Endi, because your father's an earthlicker, but us—" Kessen gestured vaguely and laughed. Earthlicker. They always picked on Endi, called his father names like that. Lana didn't like the term—it reminded her of the way Mother spat it at Father. Derogatory in nature, it meant anyone who took orders from the r'onooue, did anything to please him. Endi protested weakly, as always. "He is not an earthlicker! Look at yourselves. You, Lana, your father mines deg for the r'onooue, as
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does yours, Tocra." Endi downed another half of zider. "And as for you two, the 'cousins supreme,' don't even get me started on—" "Don't say it," Kessen warned. "Any insult to my cousin, is an insult to me," Alhem said dangerously. "My father does what he can to survive." Tocra drew aimless patterns in the spilled zider on the table. Her eyes were glazed over. "As do all of ours." "Only the earthlicker has an easier time of it!" Kessen howled. "Kessen—" "Relax, earthlick, it's all in good fun." Alhem reached over, smacked Endi hard on the back. The young tienan choked on his zider, sprayed it over half the table. A roar went up from the cousins Kessen and Alhem. "You're acting like children," Lana said, speaking for the first time tonight. She let go of her full mug. A fuzz, that's all she wanted, to forget everything but the ripel smoke... "Dear, we're just poking fun!" Kessen tried to put his arm around her, but she evaded him with practiced ease. "If you can't laugh at yourself, who can you laugh at?" Kessen and his annoying advances. She didn't want to be touched, not now, nor anytime in the near future. She glanced at him. "Not at eleiia, I guarantee you that." Alhem chuckled. "I'll drink to that." He started to bring his mug to his lips. "If I had anything to drink. Cne, where are you? Move those eight legs! More zider, all around!" He looked to Endi, who groaned and fished out a few deg. The dark gray sticks clattered on the table and he began to sort them out by density. His zider- and ripelhazed brain appeared to be playing tricks on him, for he had to count
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them five times—amidst Kessen and Alhem's taunting snickers—before he seemed satisfied. "Always making me pay," he muttered. "Earthlick. Ha! If it weren't for this earthlick you all wouldn't be able to afford one lousy cup of zider. Or even a clump of ripel. Ha!" "And grateful we are to your father and all he does for the r'onooue. And for providing you with a much generous allowance." "Rest to that, yes I do!" Kessen and Alhem knocked empty mugs. "Where's that damn fd? Can't he hear?" "I'm sure he has other customers," Tocra sighed. "Don't rush him." Here you are. Fellows. Tienan patrons. Another pitcher. So I gathered. Here. Cne gn-to appeared from the smoky dark of the mindfuzz, its elongated body propelled along by the rippling of eight chitinous legs. Two stalks rose above the tabletop. One held a pitcher of zider, the other formed into a flat circle that vibrated and transmitted the fd's words audibly. It was something all fd had to do when dealing with races such as tienan and erio; among their own kind they communicated through ultrasonic vibration. Endi held up a few sticks of deg. "Here. If it's too much, carry it over to the next." Cne's free stalk snatched the precious deg from his hand, pulled it close to its dark body. Many thanks. Tienan patrons. Good drink. It made to go. "Wait, Cne, stay a minute!" Alhem said quickly. "Have a seat, chat with us a moment." I do not sit. But stay I can. Briefly. Yes. The talking stalk swept close, extended over the table and hovered there. The fd's body remained out of sight. Lana stared. Cne gn-to had always made her uncomfortable, ever
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since she had first seen it. Or him. Or whatever sex it was. Fd had four sexes, so Cne said, but it had never specified what it was, exactly. "We were just talking about eleiia, good Cne," Kessen said. He poured himself a mug with an unsteady hand. Zider sloshed over the rim. The stalk shuddered slightly. Not a pleasant topic. Tienan patrons. Perhaps something else. "Talking about them won't harm anyone." Alhem lunged for the pitcher, got it a heartbeat before Endi. "Too slow, earthlicker," he chuckled. He leaned forward to pour a mug and got a noseful of ripel smoke; he coughed violently, nearly dropped the entire pitcher on the floor. Endi dissolved into a fit of uncontrollable laughter. He huddled down in his chair, unable to stop. "Imbecile," Tocra cursed, steadied the pitcher and placed it back in the center of the table. Endi continued to laugh. Lana watched in relaxed amusement, amazed that she could smile. The ripel did that sometimes. Coupled with zider, one could get downright idiotic. Good ripel. Yes? The fd sounded confused, but accepting. Its stalk wavered over the table. "The best." Kessen nodded adamantly. "Where do you get it? Here on Urtsur?" Not from Urtsur. No ripel here. "Ah, off-static. A Windspacer brings it, then?" "Of course they bring it, stupid." Tocra flashed Kessen a thick glare. "Only Windspacers travel between Statics." "Was I asking you?" Endi finally stopped laughing and wiped tears from his eyes, straightened in his chair.
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Relax. Tienan patrons. Owe Windspacer favors. Must run mindfuzz. Cne's stalk twitched nervously. "Now what did an eleiia do for you?" Alhem asked, suddenly interested. Kessen downed a large portion of zider. "Yes, what happened?" "Don't be rude," Tocra said. The fd's stalk rotated, regarded them all in turn. Would rather not talk of this. Understand surely. Yes. It was obvious they weren't going to get any more information out of the fd. They contemplated the smoke of the mindfuzz in silence. "The eleiia strand travelers in the Windspace," Tocra finally said. "And they command the arauyy and the onooue," Kessen added, "something I'm sure your father knows about, Endi." Endi shrugged, poured himself a half-mug. "Have you ever seen the r'onooue?" Lana wanted to know. Like most on Urtsur-static, she had never seen him nor any other onooue. And of the five Faces of Urtsur, only Ujik and Stersi were uncontested, each ruled by a single r'onooue. The other three lay under continuous power shifts, the people struggling to survive while Earthspacers fought amongst themselves. "A few times. He looks just like any other tienan, like any of us— brown-skinned and hairless." Endi rubbed his smooth head and narrowed his eyes at Kessen. "To be honest, he greatly resembles you, Kessen." The tienan frowned. "That's not funny, earthlick." For once there was a hint of anger in Endi's eyes. "Neither is 'earthlick.' Be thankful I'm buying." "Okay, okay, none of that," Alhem interjected. "Let's just drink and smoke and relax."
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A slit of skyspace appeared at the shadowed entrance of the mindfuzz. Two squat figures slinked inside and Cne whipped his stalk around. Excuse. Tienan patrons. New patrons now. Enjoy. The fd scuttled away with unnatural haste. It sounded relieved. "Erio," Alhem announced as he peered at the two newcomers. Cne guided them to a small table against the wall, next to their own. The erio glanced about with yellowed eyes, furrowed their hairy brows as they caught Alhem staring. One snatched his twitching tail and wrapped it around an arm before jumping into a seat. The second pulled his mangy body up into another with his long arms, glared back at Alhem. Alhem raised his mug of zider in salute. The erio took the proffered mugs from Cne with black, calloused claws and raised them in return. Then they proceeded to down them in one massive concerted gulp. Cne ignited the urn of ripel on their table and hurried off to get another pitcher. "The erio can drink, no doubt about that," Kessen observed, taking a draught himself. "Liquid diets," Endi said. "They have no teeth, Kessen. They can only consume large quantities of liquid." "I know that, earthlick. I'm not stupid." "Oh? I thought you were." "Will you two stop that?" Tocra complained. "You're ruining my fuzz." Lana took a moment to examine the two erio. Deg miners, like Father. She spied the telltale signs: dirty fur, eyes half-lidded from long hours underground, the hunched-over way of standing, the dorsa that hung at their sides. Dorsa were imported from faraway Statics and used to locate deg within the Static rock. She'd seen Father use one many times. A dorsa looked simple—merely a grayish rod—but it glowed icy
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blue within one hundred feet of deg. No deg miner was without one. Both of the erio's dorsa were glowing right now. No surprise, since a lot of deg could be found in a mindfuzz. So it was that, and the fact that she could smell, even through the thick swirl of ripel, the acrid scent of werflin—the primary liquid used to melt away the ground. No miner went without dorsa and werflin. The job was impossible without such tools. But that smell—it reminded her of Father and she looked away, tried to halt the rush of emotion. She didn't want to think about him ever again. The image of fist upon flesh appeared, as vivid as the skyspace in the morn. You could see the most distant Statics then. If only I could reach them, leave this one behind... Someone said, "By the Statics, they stink. I get enough of that at home, with my father." Lana opened her eyes, saw Tocra wrinkle her nose. How fortunate she was to have no painful memories associated with such an odor. "Hey, erio! Yeah, you!" Alhem leaned over, waved drunkenly at the two pudgy figures gulping down mass quantities of zider. He seemed unfazed by the smell. "Ever seen an eleiia?" "Alhem! By the five Faces of Urtsur—" "Yeah, how about it?" Kessen shouted, turning more than a few heads in the mindfuzz. Cne scurried past, a blurred figure in the thick haze of ripel. The two erio snarled at each other in their harsh language. Then the closest, the one with tail wrapped about his arm, eyed the group of tienan. "They seem to be unable to hold their ripel," he observed, loud enough for a good portion of the mindfuzz to hear. A few laughs came from the deep shadows.
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His fellow snorted, low and guttural. "Tienan never can." "I don't like your tone, erio," Endi retorted. Alhem smiled jovially. "Never seen you here before. Where you from?" "Olosso-face." The erio downed yet another mug. It vanished in a liquid flash. "You seen eleiia before?" "Of course. How do you think we got here, tienan?" "You could have been born here," Endi suggested. "I'd rather travel the waterspouts between the Lef with an arauyy." "You've traveled the waterspouts?" Lana could not help but ask. Ripel always made her more outgoing, more prone to talk. Traveling was also a subject that fascinated her. Anything to take her mind far from home. "If anyone in Iofinte doesn't have the sense to stay away from the arauyy, or any type of Spacer for that matter—unless deg's involved— then they deserve their stupidity." More zider disappeared. "How much did it cost to get here?" Kessen asked. "You couldn't afford it. Why? You don't plan on leaving, do you?" "No." Kessen toyed with his mug. "Why did you leave your Static?" "Business, young tienan." The erio flashed a stick of deg. The glow of his dorsa increased four-fold when the stick passed by. "This stuff keeps every Static in place. You got deg—dense deg, mind you— you don't have to worry about anything else." "I'd like to travel the Statics," Lana murmured. Kessen heard. So did Endi and Tocra. Alhem sat and stared into his mug, suddenly oblivious. The ripel must've hit hard.
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"You don't want anything to do with Windspacers." Kessen looked completely serious, no smile this time. Endi leaned forward. "He's right, Lana. Spacers are nothing but trouble. My father knows. The r'onooue can show up anytime, anyplace, materialize out of the ground, sneak up on you when you least expect it. You can't keep secrets from them. And if you agree to travel with them, they read your mind as their substance passes through yours." He shuddered, waved smoke from his face, coughed. "I've heard that the r'onooue rids himself of his opponents by taking them into the earth and leaving them." Lana was aghast. A chill ran through her, so deep she almost stood in shock. Her fuzz nearly dissipated. "You mean—" "Yes. Locked inside solid rock, unable to escape, trapped forever..." His voice trailed off. The three men nursed their mugs; the two women stared at the ripel urn. An unimaginable fate. Lana could not even comprehend such horror. Life with Father almost seemed better. "Earthspacers may be weak, but still have impressive skills," a deep voice said from the next table over. Everyone started, zider sloshed on the table, heads whipped around. In the shadows sat a lone figure, neither tienan nor erio, but tall, with small beady eyes and yellowish skin and hair—lots of wiry hair on his scalp and face. He wore shiny tight-fitting clothes that flashed with his every breath. They looked wet, but it was hard to tell without touching. A mug of zider sat in the exact middle of his table. And no ripel urn. Lana suddenly realized she hadn't seen him come in. How could they miss him passing by? "Earthspacers? Weak?" Kessen forced a laugh. "I don't know where you—"
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"Ah, you know about the onooue, yes?" the stranger returned. "Tell me. Tell me what you know." "I know very little." Guarded, terse. Kessen didn't like to talk about Earthspacers for some reason. "But you know something." "Look, off-face or off-static, wherever it is you're from, this is my mindfuzz and I'll—" "Saltoun." "What?" "Saltoun," Endi cut in. "A Static far past the Lef. Remote place. Four Faces. Not visible to us, even in the morn." A twitch of emotion from within the shadows. "I'm impressed, Mister—" "Endi, of Ujik-face. Son of Lord Thesid, third to r'onooue Reauth himself." The man nodded politely. "I am Ilbru, of Saltoun. I am a...trader." "What do you trade?" Kessen asked snidely. Lana listened eagerly, savored every word. "A little of this, a little of that." Ilbru paused, stared at her intensely, eyes framed by two clouds of smoke that drifted over from their urn. She shivered and looked down. He addressed Kessen again. "You know an Earthspacer, don't you?" The tienan stiffened and grew red. He rose halfway. Lana tried to pull him back down and Alhem finally shook off his stupor to lend a hand. What on the Face are you doing, Kessen? They planted his bottom firmly on the seat. Alhem glowered at the stranger. "Look, sir, that's none of your business—" "Give me an answer." "Who are you, to ask such a thing?" Kessen demanded. He tried to
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get up again. "Kessen, sit down! You've had enough zider. Cne! Take this ripel away, that's it, we're through." Tocra rubbed her temples. "Damn you, Kessen, my fuzz is gone!" The fd appeared from nowhere, urn and empty mugs disappeared amidst a flurry of stalks. "Stop your whining, Tocra—" "He ruined it, dear, this whole trip is a waste—" "Move you, shut up!" Alhem roared in her face, drawing nearly every eye in the mindfuzz. The erio at the next table chortled. Tocra slammed her fists on the table. "I'm leaving." She extricated herself from the bench she and Alhem shared, stalked away through the smoke and darkness. They saw a brief window of yelloworange skyspace before it disappeared with the sharp slam of a door. No one said anything. Alhem looked ready to kill. "Alhem—" Endi started. "Damn every Face on this Static!" Alhem rose, the bench scraped back loudly. Blue-green swirled in his muttering wake. An uneasy silence fell in the immediate area. The rest of the mindfuzz returned to normal. It was just the three of them now. The three of them—and the saltouni. "My brother, Sunderr." Kessen said in resignation. He looked miserable. "He's an Earthspacer. A cursed onooue, if you must know." He rubbed his eyes. Surprised, Lana stared at him. She never knew that. Ilbru nodded. "Ah." "He left years ago. Never came back. He's still here on Urtsurstatic, on another Face. I don't know which. And I don't care, either. None of my family does." He snorted. "I don't even know why I'm
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telling you this." Cne materialized from the darkness, swept by on his way to serve a distant table. "I understand," Ilbru said. "A good saltouni friend of mine became an eleiia, developed the inherent skills soon after childhood. He left his family, his friends, everyone he held dear." The small black eyes wandered off, gazed into the depths of the mindfuzz. He fingered his facial hair. "It's hard to understand what goes on in a Windspacer's mind—any Spacer, for that matter. But I did. I understood." "Well, I don't," Kessen growled. He shook his head, drained the last bit of his zider. Lana winced as she caught a whiff of fetid breath. Too much drink tonight, definitely too much. "It is true, tienan. I told you I was a trader. To trade between Statics one needs the services of a Windspacer." He smiled wryly. "He always gets the densest pieces of deg, too." "He's not here, is he?" Endi whispered in a strangled voice just before Lana breathed, "Where, where is he?" Ilbru regarded both of them; his eyes lingered on Lana longer. "Oh, he's here. But he avoids civilization as much as possible." A pause. "Maybe you would like to meet him." Stunned silence. Then: "Not on your life, off-static!" from Kessen and "You're mad!" from Endi. Lana bit her lip, contemplated the untouched mug of zider still before her. Unlike the others, she did want to meet this eleiia, partly in defiance of her friends, partly because anything was better than home, and partly because she truly wanted to. "Not all eleiia wish to harm others—" Ilbru began. "Let's get out of here," Kessen interrupted. "Good idea," Endi seconded. He half-stood, swayed, indicated Lana's full mug. "You going to drink that?" Before she could answer
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the rim was at his lips, sweet liquor disappearing in quick gulps. "Gimme some of that, earthlick," Kessen demanded. He pulled at Endi's arm. Endi stopped, thrust the mug at his friend. "Here." Zider trickled down smooth cheeks. Lana remained seated, eyes fixed on the scarred table. She wanted very much to talk more with Ilbru. But Kessen and Endi— "Hey, Lana, let's go." Kessen's clammy hand latched onto her upper arm, jerked it roughly. "Let's find Alhem." "Kessen, stop. You're hurting my arm." "I don't want you talking to the saltouni." Lana's brain still swirled from the ripel, but she knew that he had to go. "Kessen, shut up. What do you care, anyway? You're drunk. Go home." His eyes grew wild and possessive. "Not without you, now move!" "No need for that, please." Ilbru stepped in, rested a yellowish hand on Kessen's shoulder. His clothes shimmered, nearly blinding Lana. The tienan never hesitated. Fist met saltouni face, knocked the stranger back. The mindfuzz went deathly quiet. Cne appeared, stalks writhing in fury. What do? Tienan patrons. Not fight. Not here. The two erio at the next table held their tails, ready to strike. Ilbru straightened and felt the side of his face. Said nothing. "Lana," Kessen pleaded. An eternity passed before words came. She couldn't believe it. Just like home. Just like Father. Her eyes burned a hole in the table as if it were the werflin Father used to melt the ground. "Just go, Kessen, go."
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"Look—" "GO!" She grabbed her recently emptied mug, threw it at him. He danced out of the way. "Lana!" "Leave me alone!" Endi tried to mollify her. "Lana, calm down—" Go now. Tienan patrons. Go. The fd imposed his eight-legged body between Lana and Kessen. "I think you heard her," Ilbru warned. "Kessen, we'll just sleep it off. All of us, just sleep it away, okay? Come on." Endi put an arm around Kessen's shoulder, guided him to the door. "Let go, earthlick." The tienan shrugged him off violently, but went. He looked back in anger. Lana cringed in silence. Endi had to all but shove him out of the mindfuzz, the tienan finally going when the erio advanced and another pair of tienan near the door stood and flexed their muscles. The vertical slit of yellow-orange skyspace appeared again, and the door slammed. Lana began to cry. She just couldn't get away from it. Would she ever be free? A minute passed. Ilbru touched her shoulder softly. "Young tienan—" "Don't touch me!" she sobbed, stumbled out of her chair, nearly tripped over Cne on the way to the door. "Leave me alone!" Out into the open, into the streets of Saeru, she ran. Buildings passed by in a teary blur. Lana's mind reeled, fuzz completely gone. Her head ached. Her heart felt empty. The guilt at leaving Mother alone with Father returned and set off a new wave of tears. She had to get away, far away from anyone else.
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III She didn't remember heading out of town, but the next thing she knew she had stumbled across a sparse field near the Drops: a rough section of Ujik-face consisting of massive gorges and chasms that spanned this entire side of the Face. Ujik-face had three sides; this one bordered Stersi-face. Lana had never been there. She hadn't been anywhere but Ujik. The shiftpoint to Stersi-face lay just beyond the Drops, where the land vanished and bent down at an angle to this Face—a sharp angle, and surely uncomfortable to shift at. The Drops, however, blocked the way to Stersi. They were simple right angles: fairly easy to shift at. The Drops yawned with emptiness. The skyspace held deathly quiet around her. Lana sprinted with all her strength to the nearest Drop, a hundred foot wide chasm whose bottom disappeared into darkness. Like she had done so many times as a young child, she approached and without hesitation ran over the edge and shifted onto the inner face of the chasm. The wrench of shift coupled with too much ripel caused brief disorientation. Her notion of "up" switched and she now stood along the chasm wall. She quickly jogged into the hidden darkness. This was the fundamental law of Statics: any surface you stood on was level. Beings shifted from Face to Face, into chasms, up mountains—perspective changed with each variation in the surface. She had once found it amusing to try and jump across one of the Drops. She never made it across. Instead, she would always shift and land upon the Drop's inner face, just like now—anchored by the force of the Static. Some called it the bodyrest. Others, the mysterious sor. But regardless of name, it was a force found within every Static of Iofinte.
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Only eleiia could defy this force and leave a Static. She stopped halfway, stared into the shadows of the Drop. The light of the skyspace barely reached this far in. The oppressive dark appealed to her. Something to hide me, so no one can see, no one can hear my thoughts... Something stirred back at the lip of the chasm. She looked over her shoulder, saw the tall figure of Ilbru standing right-faced to her: him bent at the waist and looking down, her straight ahead. The skyspace accented his slender frame. "Lana?" he called, emotionless. "You shouldn't be out alone, not in your condition. I feel responsible for what happened. Let me guide you home, safely." "I don't want to go home," she said after a while. The words echoed within the Drop faintly. No, I don't want to see Father. I don't want to hear Mother's cries. "Come back. Come talk to me." Not a plea, but not a command either. Just a simple request. Lana closed her eyes. Too much ripel. Damn Kessen, the idiot! Why did he have to be like that? Suddenly she felt an indescribable cold pass through her. Every nerve tingled. She gasped, saw Ilbru in the shadows, all the way to the end of the Drop in a mere breath... Panic seized her. She took off, shifted back to level-face at the lip, turned to the city Saeru. "Lana." She spun without thinking. Ilbru shifted up from the Drop, returned to level-face as well. He held out a hand and she retreated. "I won't hurt you, Lana. I know you don't like to be hurt." His black eyes glittered with secret knowledge.
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"How do you know that?" "I saw it. I felt it. A brown tienan fist landing on your torso, the weight of inconceivable anger behind it—" "No, no, this doesn't make sense." Her hand to her head. "I need to stop going to that mindfuzz. I need to stop—" "That place has nothing to do with it. I'm real, this is real. Like your Father's rage is real. "Look. Lana, look." His voice carried so much weight that she obeyed. He lifted his arm, extended it to the side. It turned, twisted...and dissolved into a cloud of minute particles from the elbow on. A tendril streamed from the cloud, looped around Ilbru's expressionless face and returned. The particles anchored back to his elbow, reformed into a solid arm in the blink of an eye. Ilbru then smacked his hands together. Lana jumped at the sharp clap, stunned. The saltouni watched her with amusement. She opened her mouth, shut it. Finally: "I must be going mad. What are you?" "A simple traveler, tienan Lana. One who likes to explore this world of ours, Iofinte." He gestured at the expanse of yellow-orange skyspace dotted by dozens of Statics, some close, some far away—all unreachable to Lana. Only Windspacers could travel upon the winds of Iofinte. Windspacers... "You—you are a Windspacer," she whispered. "Eleiia." "Yes." She stepped back. Fascination gave way to stark fear. "You've come to take my soul." He laughed. "Children's tales, Lana." "Then why? What do you want from me?" He sobered. "As a Windspacer, I'm more in tune with other living
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beings. All of us are. Some take advantage of that. Others...well, most like to manipulate people, profit off them." "And you?" "Sometimes my survival depends on it." Lana gulped at his intense stare, took yet another step back. "No." She shook her head. "I'm going now. I don't want anything to do with—" "I thought you wanted to meet an eleiia, travel to other Statics. Get away from here. From him." No need to ask who he meant. But why was she so hesitant? A whisper. "I thought I did. Probably the ripel—" "You still do. Don't you?" She froze, speechless. One tense moment—then Ilbru dissolved entirely and swept through her rigid body. Intense cold again. His hands formed on her shoulders. Solid, warm. His body behind hers. Hot breath on her hairless tienan head. "Don't you?" "I..." It was one thing to think it, but to do it...? I don't want to return home! Oh, what am I to do? "I know why you go to the mindfuzz, why you hang around those tienan, why you're so quiet. They're not really your friends, are they? You don't even like to drink zider. You just want a way to forget. To forget." He fingered the light cloth she wore wrapped about her upper torso, pulled a fold from one shoulder to reveal a dark bruise. "Such beautiful skin. A shame to cover it up, Lana." Her breath came in short, shallow gasps. The tips of his fingers traced the angry welt and she shivered. Father's clenched fist into her shoulder. The agonizing shock of pain. The tears.
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She tore away from him, adjusted the cloth to hide the bruise. "Please, leave me alone." "I saw what your father did to you, I saw it in your mind. It's wrong. And those thoughts of pain, they are very strong. They dominate your being. You would do anything to get rid of them, wouldn't you?" He crossed his arms. "Perhaps your wish can come true." "What—what do you mean?" This was crazy. Crazy! A Windspacer, here, on Ujik-face, tempting her just like the stories said. Kessen was right. They can take your very soul, that's what they can do. Ilbru smiled faintly. "What does any being crave, more than life itself? Any being that thinks as you do, as the erio or the fd do. As I do. What ensures our survival?" "I—I don't know." "Knowledge, Lana. Knowledge. If you don't learn, you don't live, you don't prosper. "As a Windspacer, I have to know the world. Iofinte. All this around you." He pointed up at one of the Statics, a dark mass, frozen to the overnorth. "What Static is that, Lana? Tell me." She didn't even have to glance at it. Every tienan child of Ujikface knew the visible Statics. "Croso." He turned to contemplate the Static, immobile in the faded skyspace. "What do you know of Statics, Lana?" "What?" "What do you know?" He locked eyes with her. Uncomfortable, she looked away. Looked to the nearby Drops that stretched to the edge of the Face, to the low, squat buildings of Saeru, to the dull dirt beneath her booted feet. Childhood lessons from a time
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when she had not a care in Iofinte returned. "The Statics rest within the mighty skyspace of Iofinte. They cannot move. No one can move between them, except the eleiia." We are all static, she realized, thinking of home, of Mother and Father. She imagined herself a Static: a many-faceted land, unable to move anywhere, unable to change the skyspace around her. I am a Static. Nothing will ever change. "You know, Lana, some of what you said isn't true. The arauyy can move between some Statics. The Lef, for example. You've heard of them?" She nodded and he continued. "Magnificent place. Truly amazing. Verdant forests, seas and rivers you wouldn't believe. It's over there, somewhere, too far away to see." He pointed past Croso-static, into the obscure depths of the skyspace, where dark shapes sometimes appeared and disappeared just before a fade. The morn was almost near, the skyspace brightening, Statics growing clearer with each passing moment. "The Lef is a series of five Statics which exist in such close proximity to each other that the rivers and streams near the edges of one Static are pulled off by the sor of its neighbor, pulled across the skyspace to another Static. Waterspouts, they are called. Raean. Waterspacers travel them. They move through water as I might air, or the onooue does earth. It's all the same, really." He raised his head to the skyspace, peered at invisible, distant worlds. "It's all the same." Lana followed his gaze, wished she could see what he had seen. He stepped near. "You want to leave, but you are scared. And you don't think your life can change." His clothing shimmered, would not let go of her eyes. Fingers passed just a hair's-width from her flushed cheeks. Home seemed so far away now. Mesmerized, she stared and
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listened and did not speak. "You cannot stand your own life, yet have no way out. And you are afraid—but don't worry. Everyone's afraid of something. Even an eleiia such as I." What could a Windspacer possibly be afraid of? "You? I—I don't—" He grimaced. "Go home, Lana. Go home, and bring him out into the skyspace. Bring him under the canopy of Statics that sear your tienan eyes in the morn. Do this. I will be waiting." "For what? Waiting for what?" She trembled, knew instinctively that the "him" he referred to was Father. He would be rising just now, blinking bloodshot eyes, grumbling about mining more of that "damn deg." Mother would be lying listlessly on their crumpled bed, eyes fixed on nothing and long since dried of tears. She didn't want to go. "I will be waiting for you." She jerked, realized he was gone. The Statics watched from all around in frozen silence. "Ilbru? Help me!" Don't leave me! You understood everything... A voice floated on the air, Ilbru's voice. "Go home, tienan Lana." The sound dug into the core of her body. It commanded her. "I will be there, when the time is right. Go home. Bring him out to the Statics. Then you will see the power that defies all that never moves, never changes, never feels. Go..." The words melted into a morn breeze, vanished into the skyspace. Bring him out to the Statics...
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IV Father was preparing to go for the day, just as she thought. She normally waited until after he left to return home. Ilbru the Windspacer seemed to be all around now, guiding her into the old nondescript house. The strength to continue came from somewhere, ghostly words urged her on. Bring him out to the Statics. This she would do. I want to change. I'm not afraid! But she was, despite her thoughts. The trembling began as soon as she caught the lingering smell of prepared osp and werflin. They hung heavy in the thick air. The main room into which she entered was virtually empty: two pitted chairs, some discarded food, a lone dorsa and a few lengths of Mother's wrapping cloth. They looked to have been ripped off. Sound came from the kitchen, at the opposite end. Father moved within the shadows of the gaping doorway. He mumbled to himself. Mother was nowhere to be seen. Lying listlessly on their crumpled bed... Mother would be sore again today, just like yesterday, and the day before. Father cursed, something landed on the wooden floor with a thud, he walked about with heavy footfalls. Lana suddenly wished she hadn't come, wished she didn't have to face his cold anger as his system burned out the last of the osp. She wished her friends were here. Even vacuous Tocra would be welcome. Must I do this alone? Oh, Ilbru—please take me away! It wasn't until Father emerged into the main room and growled at her that she realized she couldn't move. Muscles refused to obey.
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Sounds came at her, bombarded every inch of her, something clamped onto an arm. Something warm with fury. The world shook. I am a Static, she intoned hollowly. I am a Static, I cannot move, I do not wish to move, nothing will ever change— A shiver passed through her, the same way Ilbru had dissolved his body through hers. It was him. It had to be! Fierce thoughts came: I will not stand here, motionless! I am not static! Father slapped her, brought her back to reality with that simple act of violence. "At the mindfuzzes again, Lana?" he said. The corner of his mouth twitched, a side effect of osp withdrawal. "You belong here, with us. I don't want you gone during the fade anymore." Lana stared. Her mouth wouldn't work. He touched her burning cheek, looked deep into her eyes. Whether it was undisguised fear or relaxed submission, Lana didn't know, but what he saw apparently pleased him for he let go and headed back to the kitchen. Words wafted along the stagnant osp smell. "Get your mother up. Bring her out here." Lana slowly relaxed, let herself breathe again. Her cheek was surely red now, but she ignored it. Over and over, she repeated to herself, I am not static, I am not static. It had a calming effect, put everything at a distance—almost as if she stood outside her body and watched it move to the side bedroom that her parents kept. I am not static. Mother lay still upon the bed, facing away from her, just as she had surmised. She never moved until Father left for the day. It was safe then. She could cover up and go about her day, and hold to the hope that the next fade would never come, that the skyspace would never again
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darken. But time did not stand still. It moved on. And so did Lana. She bent over Mother's prone figure, lightly touched bruised skin. Cold. Lana jerked back; Mother did not respond. She abruptly distanced herself, watched from outside her body again, saw a short and gangly tienan female come around the dirty bed to crouch before an older female's face. Her eyes were closed, both hands clasped near her chest, mouth slightly open. Delicate nostrils fluttered. Lana heaved a sigh of relief, leaned into the bed. She put a hand up to Mother's mouth, felt the moist warmth of exhaled breath upon her trembling fingers. Alive, not dead! Not lifeless nor unmoving...nor Static. Not gone, but not entirely there, either. Mother was in pain. Lana remembered the large amount of osp Father had cooked up last fade. The pasty stuff had completely covered his tongue. The groans of pleasure as he sucked and swallowed it returned, clear as any Static in the morn skyspace. He had taken a lot then. Mother could not survive much more of this. Bring him out to the Statics. "Ilbru, are you here?" she whispered. It was fairly quiet outside, Ujik-facers just now rising for another day on Urtsur-static. The air in the room felt dead. She stood, left Mother to her rest, and went in search of Father. She found him in the kitchen, ensconced in a rickety chair. He was licking the small bit of osp that still remained on the pestle and mortar he had used the night before. In his eyes lurked a vicious and hungry gleam that made Lana shiver. Determination threatened to flee, but something urged her on. She
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forced herself to stand in the doorway, meet that cold stare. "Where is she?" Father demanded, pestle limp in one dirty hand, polished clean. The shallow mortar lay in his lap. "She needs her rest." Ilbru, help me! I can't do this... Father stood, dropped the pestle carelessly. It thudded to the floor along with the mortar. "She needs to prepare my equipment for today, is what she needs. Do you want to starve?" Lana shook her head, realized she had better move while she was still beyond arm's reach. The relentless use of osp had thinned him considerably, but stark sinews clearly showed under dusky skin. He was amazingly strong despite the way he ravaged his system. Lana knew— she had the bruises to prove it. His hands neared. They resembled the hirsute claws of the erio, clenched in the same manner in which they snatched at their tails. Caked dirt was visible beneath jagged nails. She shrank away, took a step back, then another. She couldn't let him touch her again. This has to stop now! "You fuzzed-out snot!" he cursed. With a quick burst of speed he closed the gap between them. The hands fell on her arm. They burned. They burned like fire, a stark contrast to Mother's cool skin. Lana hissed and wrenched her arm free. The nails scraped her skin, but she could not feel anything besides the brutal pounding that suddenly filled her head. One moment she stood before Father, the next she ran from their house. Some of her wrapped cloths came loose and fluttered about her legs. Ilbru, he comes! Where are you? She stopped and looked back, saw Father emerge into the nascent skyspace morn and squint in rage. His face called to mind that of a disgruntled erio: numerous wrinkles, perpetual scowl, brow drawn over
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the eyes. He came upon her with a fury she had never seen before. Panic gripped her. Where was Ilbru? Had she been tricked? People throughout Iofinte knew better than to trust Windspacers. Was she that gullible, that daft? That desperate? He was about to touch her again. She fell to her knees. "Ilbru!" she cried into the Static-filled skyspace. "I have brought him!" Hand descending. She looked overnorth, up past Father. Crosostatic shone with so much detail Lana thought she saw people moving on its two visible Faces. She wished she could switch places with one that very moment. The chill hit her, that all-encompassing chill that meant only one thing—the eleiia. He had come. Father flew back amidst a rush of air, landed on the ground hard. Ilbru materialized between them in a disturbing fashion: particles appeared from nowhere, spun together in a furious column and formed into the saltouni. His face was a mask of rage. His clothes shimmered vibrantly and Lana realized they were not clothes, but his...skin. Father froze, mesmerized by the undulating flashes, stark fear evident for the first time in Lana's memory. The eleiia reached down and clasped the cringing tienan around the neck. He did not squeeze. Only a touch was needed. He glanced at Lana and grinned. "I do not break my promises," he said in a soft voice. "I will do what you've always wanted to do, but never have been able to." He straightened and lifted Father beside him. The tienan writhed in his firm grasp. "You will be free." As his empty hand began to dissolve, Lana realized his intentions.
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The conversation in the mindfuzz came back, clear and crisp. I've heard that the r'onooue rids himself of his opponents by taking them into the earth and leaving them. Endi's words, spoken by one who knew an Earthspacer. Locked inside solid rock, unable to escape, trapped forever... A Windspacer moved through air in much the same way an Earthspacer did the solid Static. It's all the same, really, Ilbru had said. Other travelers could be taken into the skyspace as well, broken down into a million particles— They strand travelers in the Windspace. Lana looked at Ilbru in horror. "No, Ilbru, wait! I didn't want—" The eleiia ignored her. The rest of him dissolved instantly—and Father with him. The look on his face as he disintegrated would haunt Lana's dreams for the rest of her life. He knew it was the end. He knew he was going to die. Lana's head fell into her hands. She sobbed, thought of Father in the Windspace, all around her, perhaps passing through her right now— Change does not always come easy. Time passed. Ilbru did not come back. Nor did Father. She went inside the house to get away from the oppressive skyspace and lay down on the bed, next to Mother.



V It wasn't until the fade arrived that she felt the telltale chill pass through her. She sat outside, in the dimness, and stared at nothing. The house stood silent behind her. A few tienan passed by on occasion. The
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outskirts of town were eerie and still. She didn't move when his warm breath tickled the top of her left ear. His large hands pressed into her shoulders, strong and inviting. "He is gone," the eleiia whispered. Something stirred within her. It ran the entire length of her body. "I know." Silence stretched into the skyspace. The hands did not move. She clasped her own in her lap to hide their trembling. "The Lef Statics are beautiful this time of year," he murmured, in her right ear now. "The boundless forests of Lef Macorde, the moss mountains of Rif Ewro, the dirt dwellers of the Acetha, the raean that connect one Lef to the other—I can take you there. I can take you from this dull, lifeless Static. Change, Lana. Isn't this what you wanted?" At the cost of Father? And what about Mother? She didn't know what to do. It was what she wanted, but...oh, how she wished she had guidance, someone to talk to! Anyone, even Kessen or Alhem. But they weren't here. Father was gone forever. Mother had not yet awoken. Lana didn't think she ever would. Father had done something terrible to her, hurt her internally. It would be useless to wait around. Yet Lana didn't want to admit it. How could I leave Mother like that? I can't abandon her. She shivered, looked down to see Ilbru's hand pass left to right through her abdomen. Then he slid through, formed in front of her. He sat, touched her crossed legs lightly. "Don't worry for your mother. She's okay now." Lana stared at him. "She won't wake up." Lana tensed, made to move away. "You didn't—" "No," he cut her off. "I do not kill indiscriminately. She left on
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her own." "I have to go see her, I have to see for myself—" He caught her with both hands as she tried to get up, firmly held her down. "No. There's nothing left for you here. Nothing but emptiness. I know. I felt it inside you. It's all gone now." "What is?" "The pain." She believed him. Knowing that Mother would not suffer any longer, that Father could not inflict pain any longer—it lifted a weight from her heart. A soft breeze playfully danced over her scalp, tickled the space behind her ears. She had never paid attention to that simple feeling before, never had a reason to. She could leave now. "Where are the Lef?" she finally whispered. Her eyes took in every glimmer of the saltouni's skin, every nuance of his hairy face. The whiskers on his chin rippled with glee as he smiled. He stood, helped her up. A yellowish finger pointed overwest, just above the horizon. The fade was nearly at an end; the skyspace had gradually turned a deep red while they had talked. "There, far beyond our limited sight. You will see it soon enough, before the next fade." He tilted his head to the skyspace, sniffed the air. "A Lane is full; it is time." He squeezed her hand. "I am ready," she said, though she shook with trepidation. Then a thought crossed her mind and peace surrounded her. I am not static. His fingers began to dissolve. And they vanished into the yellow-orange of a new morn.
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On the Propagation of "The Rumor": Fact or Fiction? (April 2001—February 2004) I am not ashamed to admit that this is directly influenced by The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas Adams. I wrote the first draft not long after first reading the novel (which is fantastic), and only a month before he died. Years later I overhauled it quite a bit and made it a little more my own, but I wrote it in direct response to that book. It's a definite departure from my normal style, and it was written in part to challenge myself to try something different, but also to see if I could write something as clever as Adams. __________________________________



The following are translated excerpts from a damaged lightdisc labeled "Galactic Academy Course #231.6 - Hearsay: Rumors and Their Consequences"; lecturer unidentified; recording electron-dated GR24395.2; found within the library of a foreign pan-systemic cruiser discovered drifting near star C80.450 on the date of GR24401.6, completely abandoned. Much of the following information has not been verified, nor is it believed to be true. There has been much speculation about the exact nature—and overall veracity—of this so-called "Galactic Rumor," and the views and information expressed in these excerpts do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the publishers themselves, who prefer to rely on hard scientific fact and reason, rather than gossip or newsmongering. So we choose to refrain from any further comment and will allow
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the translation to speak for itself. Whether you believe it or not...well, that's your decision. * Translator's Note: I have tried to preserve the original lecture as much as possible. However, due to the considerable damage of the lightdisc, some words in the intact passages were rendered untranslatable. In such cases, I have filled in those words/phrases, represented by [...], according to my specific interpretation of the surrounding context. Any words within the [...] designators should only be considered suggestions or at the least, helpful bridges. * *



*



...the Wilaraherfal, squat four-legged creatures with flat faces and one of the most interesting species in the galaxy at that time. The Wilaraherfal were paragons of fecundity, and propagated at phenomenal rates. In fact, that was the primary mode of communication for this species. Studies showed that the Wilaraherfal were capable of selffertilization. It was also proven in [laboratories?], long before the Rumor circulated, that they could be fertilized from spores sucked off the skin of their fellows. So, voluntarily able to control their own fertilization and gestation, they birthed new offspring whenever they wished to communicate with each other. The size, color and amount of the newborns were like words to other Wilaraherfal. Quite shocking, if I do say so myself. Anyone with any sort of intelligence should, of course, assume that such a method of communication would lead to immediate overpopulation, but that was circumvented [for the reason] that
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Wilaraherfal almost always ate their own offspring just after they "spoke." I would think that watching two Wilaraherfal carry on a heated conversation would be one of the most interesting and disturbing experiences anyone could live through. But regardless, some of the newborn Wilaraherfal did survive—some of them had to, to ensure the continuance of... ...Rumor arrived on the Wilaraherfal's home planet of Sdedoretva and was translated to the first Wilaraherfal, and because it was of such a controversial and contentious nature, a favorite of gossips everywhere, the progeny that resulted from the first relay between Wilaraherfal was like none ever seen on Sdedoretva before. In fact, it was so novel that the propagators themselves refused to [eat] their own words. I don't know if they found it repelling or disgusting, but they wouldn't eat it, and didn't seem to want to. With any other set of words such a thing would not matter. After all, the Wilaraherfal had to continue as species; not all their progeny could be eaten. But this was just the beginning of their—and the galaxy's—problems, for the Wilaraherfal could not stop repeating The Rumor. Millions of the new Rumor-Wilaraherfal—as they came to be known—were born in a few Sdedoretva rotations, and completely wiped out the original Wilaraherfal species after they ate them to produce more Rumor-offspring. In order to keep propagating / gossiping, they now needed a new food source. This led to the extinction of 14,326 forms of indigenous life on Sdedoretva and the obliteration of all alien outposts on the planet, [who had no] chance when swamped by the sheer numbers of Rumor-Wilaraherfal. In theory, this would not have been a problem had none of the Rumor-Wilaraherfal gotten off-world. But, unfortunately, they did.
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While the planet of Sdedoretva was being consumed by the Rumor-Wilaraherfal, who in turn consumed each other until the last one starved to death—became speechless, you could say—and left the planet a barren husk, a few near-lightspeed ships had managed to take off before the worst of the propagation. Having decided to return home immediately, these ships took to near-lightspeed, the crews immediately going into the physical decomposition process necessary to survive such voyages. What they didn't know was that in their eagerness to escape Sdedoretva and failure to run [tests on?] the ship before take-off, some of the Rumor-Wilaraherfal had inadvertently stowed away, placed into the same decomposition as the crews. Well, news traveled fast in the galaxy those days and everyone thought the problem of the Rumor-Wilaraherfal was over. They settled down and went on with their lives, the system of Sdedoretva quickly forgotten...even after the first ship to escape arrived home after its threerotation voyage. The first place struck after the Rumor-Wilaraherfal Incident was the seven planet system of Ghentium. A few [passage of time?] after the ship set into port on the fourth planet of Voulkk—after the inhabitants of the ship had been physically reconstituted—the blue-skinned Voulik reported small four-legged beasts running about the Spaceport of [garbled name], eating everything in sight and birthing constantly. Transmissions were sent off-world to the other three inhabited planets of the system in haste, but within the space of a few Voulik days, before help could even arrive, the Rumor-Wilaraherfal had eradicated all life on the planet, including themselves. Initially, no one realized it was the Rumor-Wilaraherfal from Sdedoretva, free from the decomposition of a trans-system voyage. Tensions in the Ghentium system had always been volatile and the
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sudden and mysterious destruction of Voulkk set the whole system ablaze. The purple-skinned Yhilim of the second planet, Yhilmm, allies of the Voulik during Ghentium System Wars VIII and XI, immediately declared war upon the fifth and sixth planets, Warfdd and Zechuu, thinking it a secret weapon of these colder and barren planets, [who had] been jealous of the rich landscapes, verdant fields and warmth found on Voulkk and Yhilmm. Thus, Ghentium System War XII. But as soon as subsequent shots were fired, so to speak, something happened in the neighboring double star system of Nmnh. By sheer coincidence—and the calculated probability of this occurring works out to about 12,364,578,345,200 to 1 against—the next ship to arrive home [with] Rumor-Wilaraherfal happened to be a Nmnh ship, of the planet Hghb. A jungle of a planet, Hghb was covered with trees so tall and thick that the Hg inhabitants lived on top of their canopies and never once saw the ground their entire life. The Nmnh and Ghentium systems regularly kept in close contact and when all of Hghb was suddenly eradicated by The Rumor—even the gigantic trees—the rest of Nmnh joined the Voulik against the Warfid and Zechiu, thinking the "secret weapon" had been used again. It wasn't long before other systems got involved, from the larval llurllls of Bothane 2 with...[long string of untranslatable words]...fluids under the planet's surface, to the [sounds like "oh"?]: spherical creatures who maneuvered by rolling around and could see in all directions at the same time. Documentation on the [oh's] planet is most interesting, because they apparently contracted other races to build gigantic mirrored slides and ramps that could tilt all over the planet's surface, greatly facilitating transport and vision. I truly wish we had more time to discuss the
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subject, but you should take Galactic Architecturist [garbled name]'s class on Artistic Functionality next rotation. Planetary architecture has always... ...arriving at their respective homes, long after the War had started. Hardly anyone knew the original cause of the First Galactic War, since all evidence of Rumor-Wilaraherfal had been conveniently destroyed by the Rumor-Wilaraherfal themselves. So it wasn't until these other, much similar occurrences in faraway sectors of the galaxy and one in particular—which I will discuss at great length shortly—that all sentient beings began to realize the exact scope of the problem. Details are sketchy, but we are pretty sure—around 99.9% sure— that one of the ships that escaped from Sdedoretva with RumorWilaraherfal onboard was a Millim Cargoship. The Millim were a highly advanced technological society, always on the fringe of new galactic discoveries. Some of their superior technology exists to this day, in the form of near-light drives and surgical [instrumentation?]. Other bits are on display in the Academy Museum of Galactic History, if anyone is interested. You will not be graded on that, of course. But anyway, the invention that is now forever encoded in the Academy's lightdiscs as the most destructive to the Galaxy was the firstever, 100% error-proof instantaneous matter transmitter, or "Matra." Fortunately, we... ...supposed to bring star-systems closer together. The new MatraWeb was in the last testing stage when the Rumor-Wilaraherfal reconstituted on Millim. A little background information is necessary here. Of course, I can't go in depth on the science of the Matra, for that knowledge has
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been lost forever. But in simple terms, in order for a Matra to work, there had to be an n-Matra and an x-Matra, or "entry" and "exit." On a Galactic scale, this meant no less than one hundred n- and x-Matras had to be set up on various planets for testing purposes alone. Just the initial test setup alone took a few Galactic Rotations—each Matra had to be physically shipped at near-lightspeed to the recipient planets. So, can anyone guess what happened just before the Cargoship with the Rumor-Wilaraherfal landed at [garbled name] Spaceport? Now, the odds of this are even greater than that of the Nmnh ship, but it would be pointless to tell you. One couldn't ask for worse luck. Well, suffice it to say, the Matra-Web was declared operational. And as the Rumor-Wilaraherfal Rumored their way off the ship and across the planet, some inevitably walked through the n-Matras and onto other planets light years away. Some of these in turn went through the other n-Matras and so on and so forth. And [in less] than a day on any world, one hundred planets had been infested with an entity called "The Rumor." They had suddenly ceased being Wilaraherfal altogether. Ships tried to escape, but some were infested and only carried trouble to even more planets. At this point, Galactic War I died out, if you'll pardon the pun. Everyone was concerned with stopping "The Rumor." It has since become known as the Great Galactic Plague. As you all know, this occurred generations ago. Space travel and trade came to a virtual stand-still. Most planets were quarantined, in an effort to stop the spread of The [Rumor]... ...out and the secret of the Matra-Web technology with them—in order to contain the galactic threat as best they could. But the galaxy was severely set back. The Academy at that time estimated a hundred generations would pass before our Galaxy returned to the same level of
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civilization that existed prior to The Rumor, but we don't know exactly how it was then, since a lot of records from that time are quite scarce. Eaten by Wilaraherfal, perhaps. Much communication today is difficult and tedious, as you know—especially with races that don't communicate verbally—because so many translators were lost in the Plague. And as you already know, 42 worlds—all members of the Galactic Academy Coalition, based here on [garbled name]—have been declared Rumor-free. Recently, the Academy, in cooperation with our sponsoring star systems, has been building probeships for rotations now, in order to [check] distant planets for remnants of The Rumor—in any form. Information on The Rumor will be broadcast from these ships to all sentient semi-technological beings. But this could prove to be dangerous, for there is a theory going around that The Rumor at some point adapted and evolved—in much the way an organism adapts to its environment to survive extinction—and found a way to exist in streams of electrons and manipulate our current technology. We have been taking steps to...
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She Stopped to Count Stones (June 2002) I really tried to sell this one, because I think it's one of my best short stories, but as usual it wasn't accepted anywhere. I ran this through Critters towards the end of my time there and at that point I was just more curious about reader responses and comments rather that actual constructive feedback or possible changes, because I was perfectly happy with the story and wasn't planning on changing anything. It's another variation on the vampire story—one more part of my nontraditional vampire story phase. It was also one of the first where I did extensive research on the setting (Suriname) and legends and folklore of those people, in order to make it somewhat factual—something I had not tried before. __________________________________



—Inspired by the folklore of the Bush Negro people of Suriname



"Get out of here," said Kahpu, stick outthrust. "Only men can play this game." Mataja smiled and crossed her arms. "Men? Then why are you playing it? All I see are a bunch of boys." The other boys drew themselves up indignantly, slashed at the air with their sticks in fierce displays of masculinity. The calabash shell they had been knocking around, decorated with an alternating pattern of red and yellow stripes, lay forgotten at their feet. No one interrupted a
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calabash game, especially not an upstart girl with too many beads in her hair. "Boys who will become warriors," Mataja continued, "then be captured by a woman and put in calfbands." "Never!" Kahpu said. The others pounded the moist floor of the rainforest with their sticks and launched into the rhyme of the calabash game, words accompanied by a staccato beat of sticks and bare feet. Warriors we will always be From ground below to top of tree Through jungle thin and jungle thick We plow our way with stone and stick And from the jaguar, bird and snake Food and water we will take A warrior I will always be No one will put calfbands on me The boys danced around Mataja, who stared in amused silence, undaunted. Someone struck the calabash shell and the game was on, the chant continuing, supplemented by the intertwined rhythms of stick against both shell and other sticks. The oblong shell bounced about the roots of massive trees, slid over patches of moss and lichen, careened off half-buried stones of indeterminate age. In the midst of the game it seemed like utter chaos, but from a distance the group of boys moved with circular purpose, maneuvering their sticks in patterns that taught the basics of the spear and hatchet. Engrossed in their game, the boys forgot Mataja and wove through the foliage. Still stuck in the center, she was forced to move with them. Sections of broad palm leaves floated to the ground as sticks tore them apart. Lizards and insects alike scurried out
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of the way. Mataja soon got fed up. She jumped into their ranks and kicked the calabash shell, watched it soar into dense undergrowth. A stick struck her on the shin and she cried out and fell down. Kahpu lifted the offending weapon. "The warriors have spoken. No girls here!" The group cheered. Mataja studied Kahpu through her tears. Her shin stung something fierce, but she refused to touch it. They had their pride, and she had hers. "Go on, now!" Kahpu's voice was sure and clear. Mataja said nothing, got up slowly. She left the circle, scrambled up a tree and perched upon a low-hanging branch. A pair of red howler monkeys shrieked at her from overhead, disturbed by her presence. She ignored them, ignored the throbbing in her shin and watched the boys search for the calabash shell. In particular she watched Kahpu order the others around, observed the fine sheen of sweat that glistened on a dark body covered with only a simple loincloth. Like most boys, his head was shaven, though Mataja thought it time for another shave: small curly hair had begun to peek through his black skin. He would look good in calfbands, she thought, imagining the woven fabric on his scrawny legs. Green and yellow, perhaps. The shell was located with a triumphant cry and the game resumed. And as Mataja watched them an idea began to form. The sounds of the calabash song had faded by the time she leapt down from the tree. The monkeys howled again and danced about, glad to have her gone. Favoring her good leg, she trotted down to the banks of the river Cottica, alongside which their village of Diitabiki lay. * *



*
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Though it was not unusual to walk through Diitabiki and hear someone singing, Kahpu had never been awoken by such a sorrowful song. Like most, he was used to the sounds of song. But this one, in the chill dark of morning, filtered through the spread palm leaves of his family's hut and tickled his senses, demanded that he rise. He did so, donned his loincloth, hefted his calabash stick and stole outside, careful not to disturb his parents. The song was coming from the river, a short trek from home. The village lay still and dew coalesced upon the palm leaf huts. The dirt paths through the thick rain forest were moist and slimy. Kahpu paused and peered into the foliage. Leaves rustled to his right—probably a snake searching for food—and the boughs overhead shuddered on occasion as monkeys and birds shifted in their sleep. With a practiced eye, he bounded down the path without a sound, drawn by the sad, lamenting croon that still floated on the humid air. The trees broke, the river came into full view. It churned and crawled along the bank like a giant sloth. The moonlit surface rippled as insects danced across on miniscule legs. The river bent sharply to the north not far from where he stood and three large boulders—the Tando—thrust up from the inky water in defiant stillness. The song came from that direction. One of the village elders crouched there. He faced the Tando and sang esoteric words in a baritone that fluttered at the end of each phrase. Kahpu watched and absorbed the song. An obvious lament, full of many sliding drops in tone—it pulled at his heart and beckoned him closer. He edged down the bank, staying behind the elder. The three mighty boulders of the Tando loomed silently, captivated by the sound. It stopped and Kahpu frowned. It was quite odd for a song to end
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in mid-phrase. The elder turned his head and smiled at Kahpu, who suddenly wondered if he was unwelcome. "Bunsuki doesn't wish to listen tonight, I'm afraid," the man said. Kahpu recognized him immediately: kabiten Songo, their village leader. His close-cropped graying hair was hard to see in the moonlight; it blended with skin as black as the Cottica. Like Kahpu, he wore a simple loincloth, but a pair of calfbands were visible on his stringy legs. Once a warrior, he had traded in spear and hatchet for married life and the calfbands. Most said they were for decoration, but Kahpu knew their true purpose was to bind the man and discourage other women. Kahpu's lip nearly curled in disdain. He'd never let a woman put a pair of those on him. Songo stood and Kahpu with him. The boy bowed his head in respect. "What were you singing, kabiten?" "A pacification song for a newly-raised spirit. Bunsuki knows it's there, in the jungle, but will not answer." The kabiten sighed. "It seems this spirit has something to do." Kahpu regarded the Tando for a moment. Bunsuki, the river god, lived beneath such boulders and observed all that happened in the jungle, above or below water. Villagers appealed to him when there was too much rain and their village threatened by washout, or when predators stalked their people, or even when women wanted to capture a husband. Bunsuki liked song and many people came during the day to entreat the god with soft melodies. Kahpu chewed his lip. "Who would summon such a spirit?" "I do not know, young warrior." He cocked his head. "Why did you awake at this time? What brought you here?" "I heard your song, kabiten." "Well. Perhaps there is a reason why of all in the village, it woke
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you, and you alone." Kahpu bristled and rapped his stick upon the ground. What was the elder implying? That this spirit had something to do with him? He took a deep breath and regained control. It would not do to talk back to the kabiten. "I sense a bit of confusion in you," Songo remarked as he started into the trees, on the path that wound through the center of Diitabiki. Kahpu followed and swung at a few fronds. He chose his words carefully. "I'm not sure what to think of this. What if it is bad?" "For you, or someone else?" The young man glowered in silence. Songo had the annoying habit of rooting out everyone's faults. The kabiten changed the subject in mid-stride. "You have taken the path of the warrior, yes?" "It is the only path," Kahpu said. He spied a busa snake dangling from mossy branch and wrapped it around his stick with a couple of vicious twirls. Then he whipped his arm and flung the lethargic snake into the undergrowth. He chuckled and tapped nearby stones in rhythm with his footfalls. "Not necessarily. There are others." "The calfbands are not for me." Songo stopped as they reached the edge of the village, turned and laid a calloused hand on Kahpu's shoulder. "I once thought the same thing, young warrior, but we all change. The river never stops flowing. It reaches the Tando and is ruffled, but continues in another direction. Remember that." Kahpu glared at Songo's back as the old man vanished between squat huts. No one was going to tell him what to be. He was a warrior, and Bunsuki had better respect that.
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And Bunsuki had better let me sleep! He trotted home and no sooner reached the threshold than a scream erupted from inside. His father, Djuka, emerged from the hut with a wild look and seized his son's shoulders. "Kahpu! Wake the elders! A spirit has come for your mother! An azeman, an azeman from the depths of the jungles—she was here!" And he ran off shouting before Kahpu could say a word. In no time most of the village had gathered before the hut. Warriors had their spears at the ready, eyes on the surrounding jungle. Songo shook his head and addressed Kahpu and his father. "Her blood has been drained, but she will recover." He turned to Djuka. "You should not have let her sleep barefoot. An azeman is drawn to plump toes." "But the azeman have left us alone for many years!" Djuka caught himself and looked down, lowered his voice. The many eyes of the village were on him. "She would not listen to me." Kahpu resisted the urge to strike his father with his stick. Like most men, Djuka had once been a warrior but now made a show of running the village. The calfbands had softened him. Women really ruled, silent and hidden, beneath roofs made of palm leaves. Songo touched Djuka on the shoulder. "Bring her water and cassava. She will soon recover." "What about the azeman, kabiten? What can we do about her?" The elder thought for a moment, rubbing his bearded chin. "Prop a broom against the door. The next time she comes—and she will come again, they always do—she will be forced to stop and count the bristles. Once done, the desire to enter your home in search of blood will leave her and she will retreat to the forest. Kahpu can do this, yes?" Kahpu nodded. He fancied himself utterly fearless, just like a
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warrior should be, but the tales he remembered of the azeman sent a shiver through him. An old woman who lived off the blood of others, the azeman burrowed into moist earth during the day to hide from the sun. Her skin was pale, sallow and wrinkled, her hair a tangled slimy mess. With her fangs she liked to sneak up on unsuspecting villagers who exposed their feet at night and suck blood from the big toes. Kahpu's mother, Brasaka, had told him the story many times to get him to cover up at night. An azeman had not appeared since before he was born. Kahpu hefted his stick. "When next the azeman appears I will beat her soundly and watch her run howling into the night." Songo chuckled, as did the warriors and a few of the other village elders. He patted Kahpu on the head and said in a soft voice, "While I have no doubt of your skill, young warrior, remember the song. If this spirit intends to do something, it will have to be done before Bunsuki can quell her." Kahpu glared at him as he left, glared at the dispersing villagers, glared at his anxious father. He took a deep breath to calm himself, remembered the azeman, and went to get their raggedy broom. * *



*



"What are you doing?" Mataja asked with a sweet smile. Kahpu did not look at her. He was positioning several small stones across the broad path in a meticulous fashion. Irregular patches of sunlight dotted both him and the ground. "I am setting a trap for the azeman. When she tries to come back to the village, she will have to use this path. And when she comes across the stones, the urge to stop and count them will overwhelm her. All azeman like to count things." He
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snorted. "Every warrior knows that." "But the azeman has not returned for several days. Who says she ever will?" "Kabiten Songo says so. Bunsuki refuses to hear his songs. The spirit is restless still." "And you have decided to take it upon yourself to capture her." Kahpu's head snapped up. "The azeman came for my mother, not yours. Now leave me alone, girl! This is warrior business." He went back to his stones. Mataja did not go. She relaxed on a nearby log that had begun to rot. A multitude of bugs scattered as the wood shifted. A group of macaws burst from the canopy overhead and soared down the path. She twirled a lock of her beaded hair about a finger and watched him place stones. "Are you sure you have enough?" she asked after a bit. "You can never have enough stones. The azeman will count them all, regardless." "And when she is counting them, what will you do? Swat her with your stick?" Kahpu growled and stood, a half dozen stones in his fist. "I have no time for games!" It looked like he was going to throw them, but checked himself. "What do you care, anyway?" Mataja lowered her eyes. "I don't want you to get hurt, Kahpu." She thrust out her lower lip and put on her best submissive face, just like her mother had taught her. You cannot fail, daughter. No man can resist such a look. As expected, Kahpu relaxed. "You don't? Why?" "Because I like you. You will be a great warrior someday, Kahpu."
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According to Mataja's mother, flattery was the easiest way to a man's heart. They want someone to pay attention to them, someone to tell them they are right. Give them what they want and they'll put the calfbands on themselves. Mataja had taken the advice to heart. She did not want to turn into one of the old husbandless crones who lived at the edge of the village. She wanted a husband and daughters of her own. She had been watching Kahpu for a long time now. Maybe I'll let him be a warrior for a while. As long as he's mine— Kahpu was nodding and hefting that knobby stick of his, completely full of himself. "That I will be." He nodded one last time. "I must finish placing the stones now. They have to be just right, or the azeman will not see them." "Can I watch?" The boy looked pleased and actually smiled. "Of course. But stay back—you might ruin their placement." "Oh, certainly." Mataja remained on the rotten log and flicked a ladybug off her woven wrapskirt. By the time Kahpu finished fussing with his stones, shadows covered all the forest. Mataja had offered comments from time to time, all of which Kahpu appeared to consider but always discarded. So stubborn, she observed. He offered to escort her home and she accepted because she knew it made him feel important. He smiled again and led the way, twirling his stick. Monkeys dashed by more than once and macaws, parrots and toucans had begun to settle down for the night. Mataja smelled manioc cakes and cassava long before they entered the village and her stomach growled. Kahpu licked his lips and picked up the pace. Drums could be heard; the booming rhythms cried out for the five Kumanti gods to watch over their people tonight.
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"Bunsuki and the others will keep us safe this evening," Mataja said in an offhand manner. "Well, if the azeman returns, I'll be ready." He gave her a shy glance. "I suggest you cover your feet tonight. She might come visit you." "Yes, Kahpu, I'll do that." "Good." * *



*



Kahpu crouched just off the path, hidden in the darkness of the dense rainforest, and waited for the azeman to come. He tried to stay awake, but was tired from the day's work of placing stones and listening to Mataja talk. In truth, he had no problem with her—as long as she respected his warrior status—and had actually enjoyed her company today, though he would not admit this to anyone, least of all to her. He did not mind girls—it was the calfbands that worried him most. He saw what his father had become. Kahpu jerked as a snake slithered by and adjusted the sweaty grip on his stick. When the azeman comes, I must be ready. Can't be caught unaware. His eyes searched the path, made sure the stones were still there. They were. Songo was singing again. The long, drawn out notes could be heard this far away and it served to keep Kahpu awake if nothing else. He could not sleep to such a sound. He wondered if any of the other villagers had the same problem. He froze as he heard movement to the west, just down the path. The azeman! He rose into a half-crouch, fully awake now. Bushes twitched and soft footfalls barely cut through the thick air, almost lost in
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the unceasing cacophony of night insects. Stick tucked in his armpit, he snatched up the woven net he had taken from beneath his father's hammock. Small rocks were bound around the edges to weigh it down. Djuka used it to catch fish in the river every morning and would be mad to find it gone, but Kahpu thought he would not mind if the azeman were caught. She was bigger than any fish a man in calfbands would ever see—or catch. The thing's step was quick and lively, almost a brisk trot—but with a slight limp—and Kahpu crept towards the path with the silent skill of a warrior. When she stopped to count the stones, he would throw the net over her, beat the bloodthirsty beast senseless and drag her into the center of village. Maybe Bunsuki would tell her to leave then. Shadows shifted. A thin figure came into view, barely visible; the moonlight hid behind a thick mass of clouds. It had the shape of a female, with long hair and thin limbs, but no other feature could be discerned. Hunched over, she stopped and just as Kahpu had expected, began to gather up stones, counting them in a whisper that was hard to distinguish from the rustle of leaves. Kahpu wiped his sweaty hands on his loincloth. His heart fluttered, beating faster and faster. No, I'm not scared. The azeman has been snared by the stones. She can't do anything to me. Kahpu took a deep breath, steadied himself, held up the net and launched out of the undergrowth. "Hii-yah!" Kahpu cried in imitation of older warriors as his feet landed on the path. He flung the net over the stooped figure and the weighted ends beat an irregular pattern of dull thumps on the ground. The azeman screamed and dropped the stones, went down in a flurry of limbs. Got you! The young warrior spun his stick in the air and danced
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toward the entangled beast, using the same moves from the calabash game. He made ready to strike. "Stop! Kahpu, stop! It's me—Mataja!" The figure continued to struggle, unable to get free. Djuka's net was a fine piece of work. Mataja? He faltered. His night vision was useless—it was just too dark. No, it can't be her. The azeman is trying to trick me! She is trying to get free! "Your tricks won't work on me, filthy beast! You will leave my mother alone!" The stick came up again. "You water-brained idiot! I'm not the azeman, I'm Mataja!" The figure finally broke free of the net and Kahpu recognized the multitude of beads the girl wore in her braided hair. He picked out the white of her wide, scared eyes. He slowly lowered the stick. "What are you doing here?" he demanded, disgusted. "I told you to stay home! This is no place for a girl!" "I want to help you!" "I don't need any help!" She looked down and Kahpu thought she was going to cry. With a groan he offered his hand and pulled her to her feet. "Thank you, Kahpu." "Go home, Mataja. You've ruined the stones. Now I have to replace them." He began to retrieve the net. "But I want to help," she ventured. "I told you—" "What if I just watch? Off the path, perhaps in a tree where it's safe?" She helped him with the net. "I want to see you capture the azeman." Kahpu eyed her closely, thought about it. What would be the harm
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in letting her watch? He would have a witness to verify his story. And besides, she was pleasant to look at—even if she did wear too many beads in her hair and talked too much. He made a brief show of indecisiveness then finally nodded. "Okay. But you'll have to stay in the tree and keep your feet tucked beneath you. The azeman can spot bare toes a long way off." He let her help replace the stones, but had to redo all her work. "They're too close," he said, trying to stay calm. There was a reason only men became warriors: women wanted to do things their way, and not the way they should be done. If it was this bad being around one now, Kahpu could not imagine wearing calfbands and sharing a hammock with one. A warrior I will always be, no one will put calfbands on me! He sang the calabash song to himself, over and over, until Mataja finally scampered up a tree and nestled between two thick moss-covered branches that grew an arm's width apart. Kahpu sighed in relief and settled at the foot of the mighty tree, ready for the rest of the night. The stones were back to their regular formation, the net piled within quick reach. His stick lay upon his crossed legs. "Do you think the azeman will come tonight?" Mataja said after a while, just as Kahpu began to doze off. He awoke with a start, realized Songo's song had stopped. All that could be heard was the chorus of crickets. "I don't know. Be quiet." Another stretch of relative silence. Then: "Perhaps your stones are too far apart." Kahpu slapped his knee. "The stones are just fine!" "But she might not notice them if they are so spread out." "The azeman will notice. Now be quiet, or she'll never come."
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"Yes, Kahpu." He liked the way she said that. Smiling, he rested his head against the soft bark of the tree, stared into the darkness and promptly fell asleep. When he awoke, he found Mataja curled next to him, breathing in a soft and slow rhythm. Morning sunlight filtered through the rainforest canopy and birds began to greet the new day with a variety of trills and warbles. Kahpu cursed, dislodged himself from Mataja and scrambled to the path. He ignored her weak protest and heaved a sigh of relief. The stones were still there. The azeman had not come. He gathered them up and placed them by the side of the path. "What are you doing?" Mataja asked, rubbing sleep from her eyes and picking a few bugs off her hair. "Moving the stones for later." He thumped his stick on the path. "I thought I told you to stay in the tree." He tried to sound stern, but his heart was not in it. To be honest, he had liked the feel of her warm skin against his and was mad at himself for it. Don't be weak, young warrior. No one will put calfbands on me! "I was cold," she said, eyes downcast. "Next time listen when I tell you something. You could've been hurt." "Walk me home?" He gathered up the net and threw it over his shoulder. "Okay." * *



*



The azeman did not come the next night. Instead, Mataja took her place, arriving soon after the villagers had smothered their fires and
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propped brooms against their doors. Kahpu was angry, but she didn't care. She wanted to see the azeman, this "spirit" that had appeared the day after her prayers to Bunsuki at the Tando. The river god had obviously sent the azeman in response, and she meant to be there when Kahpu finally caught it. That was the only way she could secure him for herself. "Get back to your hut!" he had said when she dropped down from a tree and squatted next to him. "This is no place for—" "A girl, I know." She edged closer; their knees brushed. He stiffened and refused to look at her. "I just want to watch, Kahpu." "Well—" He subsided into grumbles and rolled his stick back and forth across his thighs. "Where's the net?" He shot her a sullen look. "My father hid it." "Why?" "Never mind." She let it drop, though she knew he had gotten in trouble for taking the net the night before without asking. She made a show of scratching her nose to hide a smile. Nothing happened that night, other than the two of them falling asleep fairly quick and Kahpu cursing up a storm when he awoke. Mataja had slept next to him once more, knew he enjoyed it, and listened to him rant and rave with maternal patience. "Why are you mad? She didn't come. The stones are still where you placed them." "Yes, yes, I know!" With a growl he snatched up a stone and threw it into the trees. An indignant monkey shrieked and scampered about until Kahpu tossed another and hit the beastie in the back. It ran away howling.
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"We'll just have to try again tonight." He mumbled something under his breath but did not question the "we." Mataja nodded, pleased. She could envision his calfbands already. The following night it rained, a steady drizzle that put both of them in a bad mood, though Mataja tried her best not to show it. Patience, she reminded herself. No woman's quest is without stones in the path or bends in the river. She suffered through the wet night, her only comfort the fact that Kahpu drew closer and put his arm about her when they began to shiver. "To keep warm, so we can be ready for the azeman," he explained. "Of course," she agreed with a straight face. He was stiff at first, but finally relaxed and once again fell asleep. Mataja alternated keeping an eye on the path, squeezing water from her hair and watching Kahpu sleep. His eyelids fluttered and she knew he was dreaming. Perhaps he is dreaming of me, she thought and almost laughed. The night seemed endless, as did the rain. No azeman appeared. Kahpu looked anxious on the third night and glared at her when she arrived. Mataja had heard the other boys teasing him during the daily calabash game, changing their rhyme to poke fun at him: A warrior you will never be Mataja's got calfbands you see Over and over they chanted and knocked the shell around. From where Mataja hid in a tree, she saw that Kahpu played the game but did not sing, refused to look at any of the other young warriors. He struck the calabash shell with grim determination, as if to prove that he deserved to be a warrior. Afterwards, he stalked into the rainforest and
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cut down vines and bushes alike with vicious swipes of his stick. So on the third night, he glared and did not speak despite her proddings. He merely set up the stones and resumed his watch. Mataja started to curl up next to him but he shrugged her away. "I don't need your help tonight, girl! This is warrior business!" The words stung and she found herself tearing up. "But, Kahpu—" "The azeman has not come because you have been here! How do you expect me to catch her? Go away!" His rejection was harsh and dug deep. She crept away and wiped her eyes once out of sight. Fool! she cursed herself. Why even bother? Kahpu obviously wanted nothing to do with her. Why did she keep trying? Because I'm sick of being treated as nothing. I can do anything Kahpu can—perhaps better! Deep in the jungle, she stopped and watched a lanky sloth make climb a nearby tree. The going was slow, but the creature was making progress. Up, up, up it went, unfazed by the quickness and urgency of the other denizens of the trees. It's like the sloth, she realized suddenly. Just take your time and you'll finally reach the top of the tree. Many small steps will eventually cover a large distance. She could not capture Kahpu by passing a few branches. And she could not leap directly to the canopy far above. It would take time. She had started the climb and the first step was to get this azeman, prove herself to him. She nodded vigorously and smiled. The tears were gone. An idea quickly formed to replace them. She trotted back to her family's hut, snatched her father's stone knife from under his hammock. Securing it in the seam of her wrapskirt, she returned and waited for Kahpu to fall asleep, as he had done every night. He's not much for standing guard, she observed. When she heard
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his muted snores she wove her way onto the path and contemplated the stones. She still thought they were too far apart. Without a sound she rearranged the stones, moved them closer together. The azeman could not miss them now. She quickly left the path and hid in a tree on the opposite side from Kahpu. All she could do now was wait and hope. * *



*



A curious shuffling roused Kahpu from his slumber. His first feelings were anger at falling asleep again. Then disappointment that Mataja had stayed away like he told her too. Her rebelliousness attracted him to her the most, and he had fully expected her to be at his side, wrapped around his left arm. The shuffling again, like feet dragging along the path. He was suddenly all ears. The azeman had come! He jumped into a crouch and repositioned his stick, but remained hidden. She had to stop and count the stones first, then he could strike. But not until then. A shrouded figure, obviously female, limped into view, hunched over like the elders when they beat their drums on full moon nights. Again, the canopy obscured any light that shone from the sky, so very little detail could be made out. For a moment he thought it was Mataja, then shook his head. No, it was too big—bigger even than his father. It had to be the azeman! He could hear the stiff wheeze of her breath. She stopped, grunted and bent even further to examine the stones. A gurgle of pleasure escaped from her lips and thin arms proceeded to snatch up every stone. Kahpu had her now! His heart began to beat faster. Palms sweated, feet shifted.
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Another moment, and he would charge, ready to— A shape emerged from the far side of the path, one arm held high, a small object in hand. It cried out in female voice, headed directly for the startled azeman and plunged the object into her crooked back. The beast wailed in a high-pitched tone that curdled Kahpu's blood. It dropped the stones and stumbled, fell into the foliage just before Kahpu and thrashed about. Leaves shook and shuddered, mosquitoes and gnats flew out from their resting places and buzzed about in fury. Kahpu stared, unable to move. "Kahpu!" came Mataja's triumphant voice from the path. "Kahpu, I got her! I got the azeman!" The sound reenergized him. His muscles worked again and he took a step forward, stick at the ready. "Mataja? What—I thought I told you to—" The azeman jumped from the brush with such agility that it was a dark gray blur. It tore what looked like a stone knife from its back and advanced on Mataja, who stood stunned and helpless. "Mataja!" Kahpu cried, rushing to her aid. He spun his stick in the air, danced onto the path with calabash-trained feet. The girl ducked and rolled as the azeman shuffled near. The beast tripped and slammed into the ground, knife tumbling from her gnarled hand. Mataja quickly rose and joined Kahpu. Before he could marvel at the girl's presence of mind, the azeman snarled and spun around. It moved surprisingly fast. In one brief instant a shaft of moonlight found its way through the trees overhead, illuminated a pale, wrinkled face, yellowed eyes and fangs caked with grime. The azeman's stringy hair reminded Kahpu of thin vines after a heavy rain. Then the glimpse of her vanished as she charged. He imagined she was a calabash shell and danced forward without
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thought. His stick twirled, swept across her feet and came about to connect with her ribs. The beast screeched and fell, Kahpu jumped over her and struck again. Stick into stomach, a quick sidestep, stick on skull. A dull thunk reverberated through the stick, almost numbed Kahpu's hands. Blood dripped from the azeman's temple and onto the path. Another circle of strikes and the azeman had had enough. She spat blood and scrambled away, disappearing into the night before he could bring his stick to bear again. Kahpu made to chase her, but a delicate hand latched onto his arm. Mataja. "Let her go," she said calmly. "She won't be back." Kahpu caught his breath and looked at the end of his stick. It was coated with dark, viscous blood. Drops of the stuff were everywhere on the stone-scattered path. He turned to Mataja. "You could have been hurt," he said. To tell the truth, he had feared for her life. Fighting was a warrior's business, not a woman's. She smiled and let go, retrieved her bloody stone knife and wiped it on some nearby leaves. "But I wasn't," she replied. He frowned. "Why did the azeman come tonight? Since you were here—" "I rearranged the stones." A smile broke out on his face before he could stop it. "You got her to come." She looked down shyly. "You couldn't take the stones away, because that was the only way to catch her, but if you changed the way they looked—" "You could catch her," he finished, nodding. They stood in silence for a few moments, deep in thought. He thought of the azeman and knew it would not come back. She was gone—but she had not been the only one to stop and count the
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stones in the path. Their eyes met and he looked away, suddenly nervous. What should he do? Do what you can for now. Pick up and count the first stone. He drew an aimless pattern in the dirt with his stick and asked, "Can I walk you home, Mataja?" "Of course," she said, a slight tremor in her voice. He started to go but stopped, looked at the mess of stones on the path. "We won't need these anymore," he said and they cleared the path before starting home, side by side.
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Set Free the Sun (August 2004—September 2004) This was written post-Critters, the last true short story I wrote, and I had a very hard time writing it. I knew I had a decent concept and story, but getting it down on paper was tough and after a few restarts I had to force this version out. I only revised it once and left it at that. I never tried to sell this one. The concept of Geomancers and Astralists is something I may explore in the future, but for now it only exists in this story. In the end I think I was trying too hard to create a multilayered story and that effort pushed back at me. __________________________________



Before the fire that changed his life forever, Heith had never been certain about anything in the world outside Tephen Wood. When he was a young child, his mother Randa would tell him dark tales of the Arcanists of the outside—how they disrupted the order of the world with their Geomancers and Astralists, and how their Mindseers could pluck the very thoughts from your mind and control your body with a blink of an eye. "They are unnatural folk," she said one night when he was eight years old, snug in the rickety bed the Woodsmith had built him, scratchy woolen covers tucked beneath his chin, a single candle burning in his mother's hand. It flickered whenever she moved, almost snuffed by the rush of air, but always flared up again when motionless. "They pull stone from the earth and beasts from the astrala," she continued in a soft voice. She leaned close to kiss Heith's forehead and
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her sandy hair fell forward to tickle his nose. "And they bring nothing but death and destruction to the world." Heith rubbed his nose. "Like Samentu," he chimed, on cue. He knew the story by heart. "Yes, that's right, honey! Samentu was a Geomancer, the worst of them all, and a very, very bad man on top of that. It was his Folly that changed the world and showed the people how evil Arcanists really are." "And that's why we live in Tephen Wood. So we can be safe from the bad Arcanists." "You got it, sweetie. Now, it's time for bed. And don't worry about the bad Arcanists. They can't get you here." She stroked his forehead with a cool hand. Heith regarded her with liquid eyes. "I don't want to be an Arcanist, Mother. And I don't want any of them in Tephen Wood." "Oh, don't worry, honey. You won't be. And they don't come here." She kissed him again. "You promise?" "Of course." "Mother—where's Father?" Randa sighed and set the candle on the floor. "He's not coming back to Tephen Wood, Heith, you know that." "But why?" He had asked that question often, and she had always answered in the same way. "You know why, honey." "Because of the Arcanists!" He thought it a game, for those words never failed to elicit a smile and kiss from her. "That's right. Now go to bed, and dream of cloudless skies in which to set free the sun." "I will." She had never failed to say those words to him before she
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extinguished the candle with a gentle breath and crept to her own bed. At the time, he was too young to notice the worried look in her hazel eyes when they spoke of Arcanists, but when he grew older he saw it more and more—especially when Trader Gelsis stopped by the Wood. The adults were suspicious of Gelsis—of all outsiders, actually— but tolerated his visits with cool civility. Heith stood by his mother numerous times as Gelsis set up his wares on large pieces of canvas spread out in the village square. Each time, Randa would glare at the handsome young Trader as children gathered to ogle beaded necklaces from Aterof, small figurines of carven ivory from Mendan and damascened stilettos forged by the masters in Nybir, which lay far beyond the mountains in the north. "Useless junk," Randa muttered, a firm hand on Heith's shoulder. She squeezed hard and spat on the packed dirt of the square while children gasped at the detail of a figurine or the intricate damask of a blade. "We don't need things from the outside here in the Wood. Who knows who made it, or where it came from. I don't want you taking anything from Gelsis, do you hear me?" Heith thought the Trader looked nice, for he smiled and laughed with all the children, and his features were pleasant to look upon, but he knew better than to disobey. "Yes, Mother." Children began to trade stones and crystals from the nearby Rock Cave for the foreign trinkets. It seemed to Heith that Gelsis was getting the short end of the stick. Rocks and stones could be found anywhere. It made him wonder. "Mother, if they are so bad, why are Traders allowed to visit?" She spat again, a small mass that hit the ground with a sharp thwick. "Because it is the will of the village. Most people think they
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need things like figurines and fancy knives. But listen here, son. We don't need nothing from the outside, okay? None of that Arcanist stuff. Right?" "Right," Heith agreed, knowing it was true. His mother always knew the truth of things. Not allowed to trade, he watched as his friends Erry and Bore fondled every item, handed Gelsis some topaz and opal that had been garnered from the Rock Cave and scampered away, stilettos and trinkets clasped to their chests. Yet despite his feelings towards things from the outside, he was still a child, and could not help being curious. He chased after his friends, found them hacking at the low-lying branches of a fir tree with their shiny new blades. "Heith," Erry cried as he approached, "see how sharp this is?" He swung a mighty blow, his blue eyes wide amidst freckled cheeks, long red hair tangled and dirty. Erry's mother had given up on his errant hair and let it grow, which only made things worse, for Erry did little in the way of care. To make himself feel better about not getting something from the Trader, Heith decided that his friend had been allowed the stiletto not for use as a toy, but so his parents could chop off his snarled hair with ease when he slept tonight. The blade cut clean through and the branch dropped to the ground. Erry snatched it up and waved it about. "See! Ain't that sharp?" "It sure is!" Bore, a chubby lad who would not do anything without someone there to guide him—hence his nickname—agreed. "These knives can cut anything, they sure can." Heith watched them further debranch the young evergreen, wanting deep down inside to join in the fun, but leery of his mother's words. What if the blade had been made by Geomancers, extracted from the earth with their evil magic? Would it make him evil—make
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him a murderer like Samentu in the stories? He did not want to find out, so he said nothing. When Erry finally tired of the new game he tucked the stiletto in his leather belt and headed back to the square, ever on the lookout for new mischief. "Let's go find crazy Morry and scare him with our knives!" "Yeah!" Bore seconded and nearly cut his pudgy fingers off trying to tuck his own stiletto in his belt. He waddled after clump-haired Erry and Heith brought up the rear. Old Morry usually wandered the Wood most days and evenings, rolled tobokan leaf lodged between his lips, the tip smoldering and ash smeared on his face, hands and clothes. He was a crazy old man who heard voices and could not think straight. Heith's mother said he had been cursed by a Mindseer when he was young, his mind scrambled like the eggs Heith's mother made almost every morning. He looked scary, what with his patchy hair, gaunt eyes and missing teeth, but was completely harmless. Heith had seen him walk by his window at night countless times and had fallen asleep to his mutters and persistent cough when he was but a baby. Morry felt like a part of the family. They smelled him before they saw him—the ubiquitous stench of tobokan smoke surrounded him like a miasmic flurry of gnats on a humid summer day—and when they did see him, he was in the company of Trader Gelsis. The young man had a friendly arm around Morry's stooped shoulders and as he whispered to the old codger, he slipped him a pouch of pre-rolled tobokan leaf, which was snatched in a heartbeat. Morry never went long without puffing on leaf, an unpopular habit among the other Wooders, who preferred to suck on it. Heith never remembered Gelsis ever talking to Morry and frowned as he caught up with Erry.
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"What is he doing?" Erry shrugged, only mildly perturbed that Morry was occupied. He fiddled with the hilt of his stiletto. "Just being nice to the old man, I guess." "Why would he do that?" Bore ventured. Erry and Heith ignored him. "I wonder if he'll tell any stories this time," Erry mused. Heith shrugged, not really interested in stories of the outside. Gelsis supposedly told the older children tales of the lands beyond, but Heith had never heard them himself. Besides, his mother had told him everything he needed to know about people like Gelsis: they did the will of the Arcanists, whose only goal was death and destruction. If Gelsis did tell any stories, he must have done it while Erry and Bore had mangled that poor fir tree, because he left that evening, bound for the deeper woods to the south. Heith had never been there—he had never been anywhere, actually—but rumor had it the forest was filled with ghosts, victims of Arcane magic. It was not a place for sane people, his mother said, much less Wooders. "We have everything we need right here," she liked to say. "What do we care what lies beyond the horizon?" Most of the Wooders were of the same opinion. Those who were not, never spoke of it—though Heith did not know or understand this until much later in his childhood. * *



*



Heith began to collect rocks when he first started to accompany his mother to the Rock Cave on the edge of the village. All kinds of rock could be found there: granite, limestone, opal and gneiss, odd-shaped
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crystals of quartz, shiny Fool's Gold and the occasional topaz of pale blue or yellow-brown. Iron ore was particularly valuable and made into tools by Nevius the Smith. The Cave was open to all the villagers and many collected the fine sedimentary specimens, strung them on leather necklaces as charms or mounted them on their doors to ward away Arcanist evil. Heith had his own necklace, made by his mother when he was born. An oblong fragment of red smoky quartz, he wore it tucked beneath his shirt, against his skin at all times. Randa said it would cloud the mind of any Arcanist who tried to subvert him and he believed her. He had been protected so far. He did not always go when his mother rooted around in the Cave, but at eleven years Randa thought him old enough to go alone and gather rocks and crystals for the people of Tephen Wood. The first day on his own he was given a small metal pick, a leather satchel and a lantern, and escorted to the deepest part of the cave by Stonemason Dippel, a local craftsman. It was an area shored up with thick beams of wood and damp with chill, an area that he had never been before in all his previous trips. The Stonemason left him there, alone, to explore and gather. Where he had been fascinated by the Cave before, he was now enthralled. He loved to feel the grit of dirt and rock under his fingers, to see the shadows cast by his lantern bend and distort every time he moved, to sit in the absolute silence of the earth and have nothing to worry about. Nothing existed in the Cave—not Tephen Wood, not his mother or friends, not the outside with their Traders and Arcanists. Nothing but Heith and the rock that surrounded him. He was quite adept at procuring useful rocks, as well. He seemed to know exactly where they were; whenever he started to dig, a new
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treasure appeared within ten or twelve strokes of the worn pick. Soon he amassed an impressive personal collection in his home, rocks arrayed on two simple shelves he had nailed up. The more time he spent in the Cave, the more distant Tephen Wood and its people became. He would much rather stay alone in the dark of the earth, but when his mother did manage to keep him home, he usually helped her around the house or capered about the outlying forest with Erry and Bore. Yet he never felt quite right out in the open anymore. A cloudless sky made his skin itch and the thick canopy of the forest only provided a temporary relief. Erry noticed a difference soon after Heith began working in the Cave. "You should get out more, Heith. Your skin is paler than old Morry's hair—what little he still has." "Yeah," Bore said, ever on the heels of Erry. "Don't you ever come out of that cave?" the first went on, as if chubby Bore had never spoken. Heith shrugged. "I like it there. It's very peaceful." "You wouldn't like what I'm doing with my pop, in the woodshop, then. It's noisier than Morry without any rolled tobokan. And wood dust gets in your eyes, makes you sneeze—we have to wear cloth masks sometimes, depending on what my pop's making." Erry went on about the woodshop for a while as they trudged through the undergrowth and kicked at random stones. A smooth one caught Heith's eye and he picked it up, put it in his pocket. He could not feel its weight at all. Bore ventured a few meaningless words on the Commons, the gathering place his father owned, before Erry changed the topic of
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conversation. Heith sighed in relief; talk of other's fathers made him uncomfortable, for obvious reasons. They stopped and Erry looked around, lowered his voice to a whisper. The three stood near a thick stand of pine; the smell of sap bristled Heith's nose hairs. "Rumor has it Trader Gelsis is coming back." "So? He comes every year." "I know that, Heith, but this time he's going to stay after to tell some stories. Stories about the outside." A chill ran down Heith's spine. Stories? "What do you mean?" he asked. "I mean he's done this before. Told stories to the older children after he leaves. He tells the adults he's leaving, then makes camp an hour's walk away, across the south streams, and waits for those he's invited to come by. He's been doing it for years now—telling the others about the Arcanists, about Samentu and his Folly." "But we already know about that." "We know what our parents have told us, but can they know everything? They never leave the Wood." "Okay...so how do you know about this?" Bore started to get antsy. "Danial told us." Danial was an older boy of the village with dark hair and a patchy beard who liked to sit in the square and stare at anyone who walked by. Heith did not know him very well, but knew that he was quiet and had a great sense of precognition. Whenever someone needed something, he always seemed to be there to help. "How does Danial know?" "Because he heard the stories last year, rockbrain, how do you think?"
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Something did not make sense to Heith. "But why did he tell you? Danial's four years older than us." Erry opened his mouth to retort, caught himself, thought about it for a moment, then dug into the ground with one booted foot. "You know, it was kind of strange, wasn't it, Bore?" The portly boy nodded. "We saw Danial in the square, like always, sitting there watching, and Erry said he must be waiting for Gelsis to arrive again, but it wasn't loud—at least not enough for Danial to hear—but he came over and—" "He came over and told us that's exactly what he was doing there," Erry interjected, "and that we should come hear the stories Gelsis tells after he leaves. I don't think I was talking very loud, but there must have been a gust or something to carry my voice, because he knew exactly what I said. Just the wind, that's all." But he did not sound too convinced. "My mother said Gelsis is in league with the Arcanists and is bringing their evil to the Wood." "Your mother says a lot of things," Erry snorted. Heith clenched his fists. He felt his face turn red, like the quartz about his neck. "Don't talk about her like that! She only tells the truth." "She tells you what she wants to tell you—which could be anything. All our parents do it, Heith." He crossed his arms. Bore mimicked the pose, stuck his nose in the air. "When Gelsis comes, I'm going to go hear his stories. Unlike you, I want to know what's happening outside the Wood." "Yeah," said Bore. They went home in silence, each wrapped in his own thoughts, even Bore. Heith helped his mother with the new cottage door that evening—
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helped embed a fine selection of rocks and crystals into depressions that Heith had carved over the past month. The base of each rock had been formed and buffed to be sure of an exact fit, and they were now ready for the final attachments. The design was protective in nature, an oval crossed on the diagonal by three lines of rock, all skewed in relation to each other. Limestone formed the oval, the lines comprised of quartz, topaz and rare opal. Some were smooth and some were rough, some dark and others light—but they all fit together into a perfect design, one which would guard their home against the evils of the outside. "It's like our village, Tephen Wood," Heith's mother murmured as she pressed each stone into the sanded oak of the door. "All different people, inside and out, but part of the same pattern. Our own pattern— one that's safe from the outside." Heith nodded. It made sense, even though he knew very little of the dangers outside, be they Arcanist or otherwise. He recalled the stories he did know, wondered about certain things that his mother had never explained. "Why didn't they just kill Samentu when he destroyed Donamer all those years ago?" he asked as he placed a shard of smoky quartz, similar to the one about his neck. "No crime must go unpunished, Heith. Samentu wanted to die after his Folly, but they would not let him. The Mindseers froze his body and life functions, left him to stand watch over the waste that once was Donamer until the end of his days. He was still alive, but needed no food or water, sleep or respite—all that functioned was his mind, so that he could contemplate the horror he had unleashed by his Arcanist powers." "And he still lives?" Heith already knew the answer, but he could
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never get over Samentu the Geomancer's cruel fate. "As far as we know." She glanced at him. "But Tephen Wooders don't concern themselves about Samentu. It is enough that you know he has been punished." "What about the other Arcanists, Mother? How can they be evil if they punished him?" Randa tried to fit another stone in the door. It would not go in no matter how hard she pressed. "I can't get this one in," she muttered, Heith's question ignored. "Here, let me help." Heith placed his fingers over hers, added his strength. The depression in the door was a bit too small, but with the extra pressure the stone popped in with a pleasant snunk sound. "Ah! Thank you, Heith. See how much easier things are when people work together? Not like the selfish Arcanists, who don't look out for anybody else, and abhor the very concept of family..." Heith said nothing as she trailed off. He wondered how she knew so many things about the Arcanists, but was too afraid to ask. They finished the protective charm and had a quiet meal. Morry walked by their cottage during it, muttering nonsense in that raspy voice of his. The fiery glow of his rolled tobokan could be seen through the mesh window screens whenever he inhaled on the leaf. It reminded Heith of the sun obscured, but not swallowed, by a thin mesh of dark clouds. That night, when she tucked him into bed, she uttered the same words she had every night for as long as he could remember, accompanied by a sad smile: "Good night, Heith, and dream of cloudless skies in which to set free the sun." "What does that mean?" he asked suddenly, stirred by an odd curiosity. Randa hesitated and looked away. She held the lone candle tight,
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knuckles stark white. "Please, Mother. Tell me?" "Your...your father used to say that, long before...you were born." Eyes snared by the flicker of the flame, she did not notice the restraint on Heith's face. He wanted to ask her everything, to know who his father was and what he had done, where he had gone. All he knew was that he had left long ago. "What does it mean?" he repeated. When the answer came, he did not know whether to be surprised or disappointed. "Nothing. It means nothing. Just a saying. Now go to sleep." And she left with a whisper of bare feet on the wooden floor, like a ghost in the wind. Heith closed his eyes, but he did not dream of cloudless, nor of the sun. Instead, he dreamt of the unknown world beyond Tephen Wood and imagined what it was like. * *



*



"Tomorrow, at midday," Erry breathed into Heith's ear. "Gelsis will meet whoever's willing to listen." "You can talk louder," Heith said. He leaned against the curved wall of one of the many passages in the Rock Cave. "We're the only ones here." "You never know." The young man peered into the darkness in both directions; the dim glow of the lantern accented his pursed lips, darting eyes and freckled skin. "Gelsis only tells those he trusts, but someday one of the adults will hear about it—" "I wonder why anyone hasn't," Heith pondered. "How is Gelsis
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able to trust all the children of Tephen Wood? We talk more than the adults do." "I don't know. But no one's ever told, and I don't intend to be the first." Erry paused. "Are you going, then?" "Maybe. I'm not sure." "You're not afraid of your mother, are you?" "Of course not!" "Even Bore's not afraid of his parents, 'cause he's going. You, however—" Heith sat up a bit straighter. He was not dependent on his mother, like everyone believed. He could take care of himself, make his own decisions. "Okay, then. I'll go. I'll meet you here tomorrow morning. You and Bore." Not willing to be the laughing stock of Tephen Wood—a mother's boy who spends all his time in the Rock Cave by himself—he arrived at the Cave before anyone else the next day. His friends soon showed, along with quiet Danial and his sister, Larryn. The two were a year apart, but almost identical in looks: raven dark hair, brown eyes, tall and narrow faces—though Danial's was covered with that sparse beard. Larryn greeted them with a shy smile. Danial just took charge and led them into the forest, first south, then southeast. Heith had been in the outer forest before, but not as deep as they seemed to be going. And despite Erry's assurances, he was worried his mother would find out. He had never disobeyed her, never—until now. He stopped, and the others continued another ten or twelve paces before Erry faltered and called to him. "Heith! What are you doing?" The whole group turned to face him. Danial frowned and started
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back. "Come on, we have to get to the fifth stream by midday, or Gelsis will turn us away. We don't have time for this." For some reason, things did not feel right. Heith shook his head, kept his feet rooted to the faint path. "I can't go." "Sure you can." "Heith," Erry hissed, a bit embarrassed before the older kid, "don't let Bore show you up. Let's go." "I...can't. My mother—" "Your mother's not here—" Danial cut the redhead off with a long stare. Erry blinked and shrank back without a word. Bore and Larryn just watched from down the path, Bore shuffling his feet, Larryn dry washing her hands. "Heith." Danial caught him with his stare. "You're going to come with us to see Gelsis, okay? And you won't talk about what goes on today to anyone, will you?" Danial's eyes were the brown of oak bark, and they glistened like purest water. Heith wanted to do what Danial said. He no longer desired to obey his mother, but wanted to learn things on his own, choose a path for himself. His tongue seemed to be stuck in his throat, so he merely nodded. Why did he even question Danial—or Gelsis for that matter? What's happening? This isn't me. That thought existed as well, somewhere in the cluttered landscape of his mind, but was shoved so far away as to be useless. He nodded again through the distant confusion, allowed his body to move after Danial, one foot in front of the other, deeper into the trees. They found Gelsis just where he said he would be, across the fifth stream to the southeast. Heith had never been in this area of the forest and kept close to Erry, the only person he felt he could trust. He had
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expected more kids to be there, but aside from his group, there were only three others—older kids from the Wood. The Trader crouched on a flat rock and waited for them to gather round. His horse was tied to a nearby ash; it appeared to be asleep. Heith sat on the soft ground with the rest. His goal had been to stay as inconspicuous as possible, but Gelsis addressed him first. "I don't think I've ever traded with you, young man, but I've seen you in the village, watching me. What's your name?" Heith felt eight pairs of eyes on him, all surprised that Gelsis wanted to waste time on the new kid. "It's Heith, Trader sir. My mother—she doesn't allow me to trade with you." "And why is that, do you think?" "She doesn't like anyone from the outside." Gelsis frowned and Heith quickly clarified: "From outside Tephen Wood." "Yet you disobeyed her to come here." The Trader flicked a stern glance at Danial, who shrugged. "I didn't want to—" "Well, since you're here, I ask that you and everyone else do just one thing. Do you know what that thing might be?" No one did. "I want you to listen. Just listen—and decide for yourself what is truth. "You're curious about the world outside, I know you are." Some of the children nodded, and Heith did the same without conscious thought. "You should probably know the truth, if you truly want to preserve your lives in Tephen Wood—or if you don't." Gelsis got comfortable on his rock and began: "I'm sure you all know of Samentu the Geomancer, and his
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subsequent Folly, yes? Did you know that he still lives—and is standing on the edge of the Ash of Donamer right this very moment, cursed by the ancient Arcanists to gaze upon the horror he created until the end of time?" Here he paused with a tolerant smile. "I see some of you are confused." "Samentu actually exists?" Erry sputtered. "It's not just some story?" "Oh, he's real all right. In fact, the Ash of Donamer, where his frozen body stands, is only a full day's march from here." This information stunned everyone except Danial, who just nodded. They could hear nearby grass rustle as insects wove their way through the dark green stalks. Heith realized he held his breath; he expelled it slowly. Samentu—the actual person from the legends—still alive and so close to Tephen Wood? He did not want to believe it. But the way Gelsis that spoke, with such conviction and honesty, made him believe. This went against all his mother taught him, but she was so far away at this moment. "Yes, it's that close," Gelsis continued. "But I want to talk about the Ash of Donamer. Does anyone know what that is?" None were quick to answer. Finally, Heith spoke up. "The land that Samentu burned." "And what about the people there, the Donameri?" Heith glanced around for help, but all kept their eyes averted. "They—they escaped, and moved to other places." Gelsis smiled—not mocking nor patronizing, but sad. "Do you all believe this?" The children nodded. Danial snorted.
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"There have been truths hidden from all of you. Truths you might not ever learn, if your parents have their way. "The truth of it is, children: the Ash of Donamer is not just the land, but the Donameri themselves, ripped apart by the lobban that Samentu summoned from the astrala—the binding energy of their being swallowed and the remaining substance left to drift over the land. The Donameri are not dead. They still live, but only as a fine mist that covers the barren land, as the ash produced by the fire of the lobban." Gelsis launched into the tale and told them how Samentu the Geomancer craved the solitude and containment found in the deep places of the earth, like all Geomancers do. He wanted to create his own world, detached from this one. Dabbling in the Arcane powers of Astralism—a skill he was not proficient in—he summoned forth the lobban, diffuse beings from the astrala who feed off the binding energy of all living things. Samentu planned to uproot the Caaran Mountains just north of Donamer with these beings, then send them back to the astrala. But in his greed he lost control of the lobban, and they swept down into Donamer, diffusing anything in their path: trees, rocks, rivers, homes—people. Needless to say, Samentu fled and by the time true Astralists learned of the deed, found the lobban and sent them back to the astrala, there was nothing that could be done for the Donameri. The diffusion was so great, that not even the most skillful Astralists could reconstruct them. All they could do was to hunt down and punish Samentu. The search lasted three years and involved every Arcanist in existence. And when he was found, punishment was swift and cruel. "Samentu still lives. He stares at the Ash of Donamer every moment of his existence. He cannot die—the Mindseers made sure of that."
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Gelsis finished and met the eye of each child. Heith tried to hold his gaze, but looked away quickly, disturbed by what he had heard. "Arcanists are not evil. Only Samentu was. But some will perceive a group of people based on a single example. This is wrong. And this is what some of you are being taught." Had Gelsis told the truth? If so, many of the people in Tephen Wood were living a lie—Heith's mother included. No. Heith refused to believe it. His mother had always been honest with him. Why would she tell such lies? Heith could not prove her wrong, true, but—neither could he prove her right. "Why would our parents lie to us?" Erry asked, echoing Heith's thoughts. "There are many reasons they would do so," Gelsis said, "and unfortunately, most of them are selfish. They might have had a bad experience with an Arcanist before, or perhaps they were raised that way, just like you are being raised. But to keep others in ignorance, to force their beliefs on you—not even Arcanists would do that. And I know that for a fact." "How do you know?" Heith blurted. Dead silence followed. Gelsis stared at him, as did everyone else. Heith wished he could disappear, perhaps be devoured by the lobban of the story, the particles of his being spread out onto the forest floor and soaked up by the dirt. "Because I know many Arcanists, Heith. I know a lot of them very well. Trust me." But Heith did not trust him. He was hiding something—something important. There ensued many questions by the other youngsters of Tephen Wood, but very few answers. Gelsis had a penchant for indirect
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answers. It made Heith suspicious, but he stayed quiet for the rest of the afternoon. He noticed that Danial had listened with rapt attention the whole time. Erry seemed a bit skeptical at the end and Bore just went along with him. He had never been able to form an opinion on his own anyway. As for the others, some believed, but most were not convinced. "I trust you will keep this secret from those in the Wood," Gelsis said as they made ready to leave. "Think about what I've said and form your own opinion. And if you want to learn more, talk to Danial here, or wait for my next visit." Heith wondered how Gelsis could trust them all to keep their mouths shut. He noticed the Trader whisper a few words to Danial, who nodded as if they were instructions of some sort. There was something odd about Danial, and Gelsis was a part of it. Then Gelsis said a few parting words that changed everything: "Goodbye, Tephen Wooders, and may you set free the sun." Other than his mother, Heith had never heard that expression from anyone else. He turned about and rushed the Trader. "What? Why did you say that? Where did you hear that phrase?" He stumbled over the words in an excited babble. Maybe Gelsis knew something about his father! "'May you set free the sun?' It's a traditional Tagian farewell." "Tagian? But Tagia is where the...Arcanists dwell." A city rumored to be hundreds of miles away, it was the place where the Arcanists learned their art. Tephen Wooders were quick to spit on the ground when speaking of it. "That's right. How do you know of it, may I ask?" Heith knew the others were watching closely and lowered his voice. "My mother tells me that before I go to sleep. She said my father used to say it a long time ago." He chanced a glance at the Trader, who
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tapped his lips in thought. "I never knew him." "Was he from Tagia?" "I don't know. My mother won't tell me anything about him." Gelsis' firm but gentle hand gripped his shoulder. "She shouldn't keep secrets from you. That's worse than being an Arcanist in my book." Heith nodded and took a deep breath. Then he asked, "What does it mean—to 'set free the sun?'" "It's a wish for the person to always keep their mind open, to always keep the sun clear so that it may illuminate every path that comes your way—to uncloud your mind and seek only the truth of things. "Set free the sun: keep everything in sight and choose the path that's right for you." The explanation only further confused Heith. If his mother was keeping secrets from him, why say something like that? He made no reply. Gelsis squeezed his shoulder one last time and let go. "Perhaps you should talk to your mother and get some answers. And then maybe the clouds that obscure your vision will dissipate." * *



*



Heith was not surprised when Danial ran away a few days later. He disappeared in the night, vanished from his home without a word or a farewell note. All of Tephen Wood was in an uproar. Heith knew that Danial had gone to join Gelsis. Nothing else made sense. And he wanted to tell Danial's parents—but found he could not. Whenever he approached about it, his tongue and lips went numb and he forgot what he had been going to do for a brief moment. Almost
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as if someone had put a spell on him. Arcane magic. He grew scared and sought blessed refuge in the Rock Cave. He stayed there for days on end and shunned the company of his friends and the demands of his mother. She wanted him to stay home. There were Arcanists about, she said—they had kidnapped Danial. She might as well have said Gelsis, for he knew everybody suspected the Trader. Five of the village men went out in search of Danial. They took old, rusty weapons with them, blades that had spent the last few years gathering dust in the forgotten chests and darkened corners of homes. Danial had been misled and brainwashed, and they intended to bring him back. Heith dug for rocks to take his mind off events, but after a few days, he started to have trouble finding them. Only empty dirt appeared wherever he applied his dull metal pick. The earth seemed distant of a sudden. Precious crystals eluded his grasp and the Cave no longer spoke to him. Something had changed. He sat in the darkness of a deep tunnel, in an area that few Tephen Wooders had ever ventured. The lantern was out, its oil spent. Heith did not worry, however. He could find the way back without light, though he had no desire to do so right now. No one would bother him here, for most people did not like the close quarters of the deep, the impenetrable black, the silent echo of dormant life—the heart of the world that vibrated and hummed above, beneath and around them. In the earth he waited, unable to face the outside. He heard people call for him, heard the gradual absorption of his name as it echoed down the passage. He did not answer and they gave up. His hands roamed over the dirt and stone of the floor, felt the cold damp of ground water. The hush of a secret breeze ruffled his hair and lulled him to sleep when
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he grew tired. Whether it was night or not, he could not tell. He hungered, but learned to ignore it. Heith knew that worse things could happen. He thought of Danial and his strange, quiet ways, and of Gelsis and his stories. He thought of all the times his mother had talked of the Arcanists. Set free the sun. Did she know what that meant? Heith was sure she did. After a time, only a few conclusions could be drawn: Heith's father was Tagian, or he and Randa had spent time in Tagia, long ago. But only she knew the truth. When he finally heard his mother's voice from the entrance of the Rock Cave, he grew aware of a burning inside of him, a tingle that reached through his chest from the rock behind him. What this burning was, he could not say. His awareness of it increased as his mother drew near. She sounded worried and frightened. "Heith? Please come out. I know you're in there." Closer the sound came, and the faint light of an approaching lantern illumined walls convoluted by the random strikes of Heith's pick. He remained motionless and let her come. She came into view, spied him and heaved a sigh of relief. Tears filled her eyes as she knelt by his side. The lantern thumped on the ground. "Oh, Heith, I've been so worried about you. Why did you run off?" Her hands found his shoulders, pulled him close to her breast. He did not resist. "Everything's okay now. They found Danial. They brought him back." Heith found his voice, dry and sore from days without water or use. "Found? They found Danial?" Did that mean they had found Gelsis as well—and perhaps killed him? "What happened?" His mother stood and pulled him up. "It doesn't matter. As long as
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you're safe. You need to come home, get something to eat." "I'm not hungry. What happened to Danial? Did they find Gelsis?" She narrowed her eyes. "How did you know about Gelsis?" "How do you know about him?" She slapped him full across the cheek—hard. Heith was so stunned he fell back to the cavern floor. She had never hit him in his life. "Don't talk back to me. And what I may or may not know is none of your business. You should be thankful I care enough to not tell you." The dam broke. Heith scrambled to his feet and looked her straight in the eye. Rage coursed through him and he could no more control the words that flew from his mouth than he could stop the sun from rising. "Thankful? I should be thankful that you have lied to me all these years?" "And just what did I lie about, Heith?" She clenched her fists and the veins on her neck stood out, but in the depths of her pupils Heith detected a hint of fear. "About the fact that father is Tagian! 'Set free the sun,' remember?" "You don't know what you're talking about." "Tell me about my father." He forced himself to be civil. "Please." "You are too young," she snapped. "And there is nothing that I wish you to know about your father. He lied to me about everything. He left us, and he lied to me." She turned away, hid her face beneath hair and hands. Heith heard a faint sob escape the makeshift barrier and resound through the Cave.
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He stood again and let her cry. His cheek throbbed, but he paid it no mind. What should he do now? He did the only thing that had ever relaxed him: he took up the pick and began to hack at the wall. Chunks of rock and dirt flew out, crumbled as they hit the floor. Soon, a head-sized hole appeared, but not one piece of ore or crystal. Again and again he struck, harder and harder. A soft, pale hand stopped his arm as he raised it. "Son," his mother said, "please come out of this cave. Come home with me and I'll explain all." Heith let his arm drop. "I can't find them anymore, Mother. I tried and tried, but they're all gone." "What can't you find, honey?" "The rocks, I can't find them. Before, I could feel along the wall and know exactly where to strike. As if I could actually sense them. But now—it's all gone." "Maybe it was just luck." She brushed his dirty hair back from his forehead. "No, it wasn't luck. I could feel them." He pushed her away and dug his hands into the cavity. The crystals were there, they had to be. "Heith, stop that. You're not feeling well. You need food." He saw the geometric shapes in his mind, just out of reach. Behind the dirt, beneath the rock—all around him. He wanted to extract them, to uncover the certainties of earth and look on them in the sunlight, wash them in clear water and see the truth of it all. To know what it looked like clean and polished, the years of sediment—layer upon layer—lifted away in a single instant. "Heith, we can find the rocks later. Come back and get some rest. You can stay in bed all day—"
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Snap. Heith's mind shuddered and he fell back. Barriers that he had been unaware of dissipated into the darkness. The clouds had cleared, and the sun shone full on his mind. He swept his hand through the air and Cave trembled. Dust and dirt fell in waves from the ceiling and coated the two Wooders. Heith blinked his eyes to clear the grit. His mother coughed, groped for the subdued lantern. "Heith! The Cave is collapsing! The Cave—" And then she stopped as he proceeded to pull a vast array of minerals straight from the earthen depths. They emerged in response to his hand, pushed through the layers of sediment and soil, floated into the dusty air of the tunnel. Holes appeared in every surface as multicolored chunks of quartz and topaz, rough opals, twisted pieces of iron ore and deep sections of obsidian and granite extracted themselves from their intrusive locales. It sounded like a thousand cornstalks being twisted at the same time, for one long minute. Then, as suddenly as it began, the sudden rush of rock stopped. The earth relaxed. Relative silence. Heith lowered his hand, slowly, and the hundreds of rocks and minerals that clustered about him and his mother settled to the cavern floor. They alit with a chorus of dull thumps. Dust still swirled in the lantern light, but Heith had no trouble making out his mother's face. Her mouth hung open, eyes wide and bloodshot. Frozen in the act of retrieving the lantern, she had not moved since the extraction of rock. Heith stared at his hand and took a few deep breaths. Exhaustion swept over him and he could feel the weight of the rock above with his mind. He wanted to reach out and pull it down, bury them both in rock,
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and it took all his willpower to clench his fist and thrust it into a pocket of his leather breeches. His mother spoke first. "Not you, too." Shoulders slumped, she looked down, defeated. "What do you mean?" Heith finally asked. "Your father—he was—is—" He cut in softly. "A Geomancer?" Her whispered reply was like fine dirt rubbed over rough limestone. "Yes." His father was a Geomancer. That was why Heith loved the earth so much. The power had always been there, but repressed—until now. What had set it off? Something was missing— "Wait a minute. Did you say 'is?' He still lives?" Heith plowed his way through the ankle-deep layer of rock that covered the floor. "I'm not sure, son. I haven't seen him in—" NO! I will not stay here! I would rather die! Searing heat bombarded Heith's mind and he crumpled onto the bed of rocks. Randa screamed his name in the distance. The Cave was gone, and Heith now stood in a roaring fire—a cottage set ablaze, Danial and his family inside, trapped. No, not trapped. He wanted them to die. All of them. Fire consume us! Danial's thoughts! Everything fell into place. Danial was a Mindseer. Gelsis had known and used him to control the children and suppress unwarranted thoughts—even Heith's own geomantic powers. And Danial would rather die than be forced to live in Tephen Wood the rest of his life, sheltered by people who wanted nothing to do with the outside, with the Arcanists of Tagia. That's not the way! Heith thought back. Set free the sun—don't be
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consumed by it! The Cave snapped back into focus. Heith's mother crouched near him, hair in disarray. Tears of confusion streaked her dirt-smudged face. "Heith, what's wrong? Oh, please don't die on me, you're all I have left—" He sat up and she screamed in fright. "Danial. I have to go help him." He lurched to his feet. "What? What happened? Heith!" He did not bother with the lantern or his mother. Through the darkness he staggered, aware of earth around him. He could see the tunnel in his mind, plain as day. To the surface he went and emerged into open forest, into the bright and cheery sounds of a cool spring morning. Smoke rose to the north. The crackle of flames and shouts of villagers cut through the trees. Heith heard his mother's faint cries and ignored them, ran in a dead heat to Danial's house. Tephen Wooders were proud of the wooden cottages they built on their foundations of stone. They said they were better than the massive stone castles the Geomancers extracted for people across the breadth of the land. But when it came to fire, the thatch and cured wood of the cottages stood no chance. They went up like wildfire. A line of Wooders had formed from the house to the nearest well, and they passed buckets of water back and forth to quench the flames, but to no avail. The fire was too great, too spread out. Every side burned steadily. Danial had no avenue of escape—just like he wanted. "Get back!" Heith cried as he marched to the front. He knew how to put out this fire. "Boy, don't go near there!" an older man yelled from the line, redfaced and sweaty. He broke off and tried to grab Heith, who shrugged
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him off. "I said, get back!" He held out his hand and searched the earth below. Deep granite resided there, at his command. With a flick of his wrist and a moment of concentration—so natural it felt like he had done it all his life—a wall of granite burst through the ground to separate the villagers from the fire. Dirt spilled down both sides as it rose to a height of five feet. Heith saw the people on the opposite side fall back in shock and amazement. He heard cries from the fire, felt the terror of Danial's parents through the earth, and focused on that. His bones ached from the strain of extracting stone, but he paid it no mind. He had work to do. As sweat streamed down his face, he closed his eyes and delved into the rock beneath the blazing cottage. Through striations of soil he went, latched onto more chunks of granite scattered in the deep places of the Wood. With a mighty heave of his mind he pulled on them, broke a dozen free from the chains of the Earth and lifted them into the cottage itself. A horrendous roar cut through the air and the land quaked. Heith lost his balance and went down hard, but still maintained control. The logs of the cottage walls cracked, split and buckled as the stones burst through. Embers filled the air in a fantastic cloud and Heith cursed as some fell on him and sizzled on his bare skin. The world was awash with fire and stone, smoke and sound. Heith felt the three in the house; he knew exactly where they were. He moved his hand in a circle. The stones responded and twisted, some melded together and surrounded portions of the fire to cut off the air while others collapsed in a smothering heap. Inky smoke and clouds of ash billowed out. Heith inhaled some and coughed uncontrollably. The last of the stones carried out his orders and ceased movement altogether.
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It took little time for the smoke to clear, for a brisk wind soon swept through Tephen Wood. Heith lay near the wall of granite that now stretched the length of Tephen Wood and fought for control of his lungs. By the time he opened watering eyes he realized his mother sat at his side. She rubbed his back and murmured soft words. He blinked, noticed a couple dozen pairs of feet near his face. He looked up. The sun was blotted out by a cluster of heads, but he glimpsed patches of blue sky and gray smoke through the cracks. "If you're going to punish me now, then get on with it," he croaked. He dug a hand into the dirt, comforted by the latent life within. Randa touched his cheek—a gentle touch, reminiscent of his days of innocence. "No, son. No one's going to punish you." Someone knelt near, rested a thick hand on his arm. "You saved their lives. You put out the fire." "They're alive?" he asked, though he did not need confirmation. He could feel Danial and his parents through the earth. "Yes." "Then Danial and I are leaving." His mother helped him sit up. "But, you don't have to go—" "No, I do. You know it as well as I." She opened her mouth to protest, but a touch to her arm halted the words. It was the man who knelt on Heith's other side: Stonemason Dippel. He caught her eyes and shook his head. "He is right. It would be best if he left." "But..." She swallowed her tears and struggled to find the right words. "But where will you go?" "To Tagia. To find my father, and become what I've always been. A Geomancer."
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He climbed to his feet. The crowd shuffled back to reveal the whole of the sky. The bright noonday sun cut through the few tendrils of smoke left from the fire. Heith stepped forward, the crowd parted. Danial stood at the edge of the mass of blackened wood and fused granite that used to be a cottage, skin burnt in numerous places, a smile of relief on his sooty face. His parents sobbed at his side. Thank you. Heith faced his mother. "Goodbye." She sniffed, fluttered her hands, then engulfed him in a fierce hug. "Take care, son. Find your father. And remember...to set free the sun." "I will, Mother." And he did.
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Water Burner (March 2001—April 2001) This story was later expanded into a full-length novel, Those Who Steal Water. The title was inspired by a song called Earthburner by the death metal band Broken Hope, and the story came about solely from the title. If there were a person called a "water burner," what would that person be like? What kind of world would they live in? From that I created the Tide Basin and the Tideall, and the rest followed. Not my best story, but I felt the need to expand in a novel and improve upon it in that medium. __________________________________



Far below, the Tide Basin glittered softly with the faint starlight of the Lioan night. It was a new Moon; the black void in the sky pulling at the waters of the Basin, the only natural water body on this divided world. Erth Vrgil leaned against the balcony, mesmerized by the Basin that lay nearly half a mile beneath him. There was a soft breeze, caressing his shaven head, playfully pulling at his thin, blue ExoWaoan robe. The Tide Basin is the World, he intoned in his head, remembering the long ago lessons of his father, deep in the Strato. The Moon controls the Basin, bringing the waters higher, reminding us of our places in the Tideall. The Strato, the Meso, the Exo. Work to overcome the Basin. Rise above the waters that threaten to engulf the world as we know it. Vrgil's eyes locked onto the source of all Lioan life, the truths of childhood running through his mind. A soft hand on his arm, like the breeze, brought his eyes from the
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Basin. "Vrgil, come back to me." He gently grabbed the hand, noting the smoothness of the skin, the long, delicate ruby nails, the fine sculptured bone hidden inside. It was a beautiful pair of hands, so much different from his own, grown into Burners through months of mind and body control. His fingers were twice normal Walioan size, the skin stretched and molded into long slender tubes terminating in receptacles. His nails had long since fallen off, the skin at the end hardened, lining the receptacles with calluses. Into those receptacles the water of the Basin was drawn, burned into the magical energy that sustained all of Lioan: the Etern. With the Etern the Tideall had been built, the outer Wall rising almost a mile at its highest point, to protect and house the Walioan during their everlasting struggle with the thieving Sulioan, far across the Basin. The small hand in his large, molded one did not flinch or tighten at his touch, as so many others did. His eyes followed the hand, up across a glistening, hairless arm and to the slender body of a naked StratoWaoan female, her black robe still lying at the foot of Vrgil's disturbed bed. Her reddish hair swayed in the breeze, covering her shoulders like a cape. Her red lips lifted in a soft smile as she stared past him, her pupilless eyes seeing nothing. Vrgil brought Cyveth's hand to his plump lips. Burning the water overhydrated his body for weeks afterward, causing swelling and edema that were fatal for a normal Walioan, but easily assuaged by a Burner. He knew his bloated appearance could be frightening, but blind Cyveth was immune to that. "Many Walioan would be appalled to be near me, much less touch me," he murmured. "I am in no position to judge, anymore," she answered, voice mingling with the rustle of his robe. "By removing my sight I have shed the confines of visual discrimination. To hear someone's voice, or to
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touch them, is enough for me." He pulled her into his embrace, reveling in the touch of another. A Burner is oftentimes lonely, for his appearance can be disturbing. But they were tolerated with the highest respect, for without the Etern they created, the Tideall would collapse and the Basin would sweep over them. The slaves of the StratoWaoan were Vrgil's favorite distraction, for they were all taught to blind themselves at puberty. "No more comforting words could me spoken to me now, Cyveth." "I'm glad," she replied. They disengaged and she joined him at the balcony, her face lifted to the cool breeze. "What do you see, Vrgil?" she asked, a slight note of longing in her voice, despite her earlier statement. He looked into the night, his large hands resting on the balcony wall. "I see the Basin," he said, "far below, churning, rising by the power of the new Moon. The stars glitter on its surface, winking in and out as the waves move back and forth. The Basin stretches north and south, the walls of the Tideall following its edge, rising higher to the north, where the richest of the ExoWaoan live." "Can you see the Exotoa?" "Yes. The faint outlines of its five spires rear into the sky, keeping watch on the Basin and on the Walioan of the Tideall." The Exotoa was the tallest structure in all the Tideall, almost one and a half miles tall. Vrgil had never been within the five crowning spires, but it was said the slightest wind swayed the spires like the motion of the Basin waters. "And Ruunrip, far in the distance?" He looked across the Basin. "There is a thin line of lights, at the edge of the horizon," he said. "From this height the distant shore is barely visible." "The Exo?"
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He smiled, though she could not see it. "From the Exo, the walls of Ruunrip are just visible, a hazy slash of horizontal black during the day, nearly as tall as the Tideall." "But not as tall." "No." She sighed and reached for his hands again, stroking the scarred skin. "Must you leave, so soon?" she asked wistfully. "I am ready to Burn again; I must." "No one talks to me like you do." "No one is as lonely as I am." His eyes strayed back to the depths of the Basin. Its water would soon be inside his hands, the Etern soon in the grasp of his mind. "Gthe Urtal wishes to go against the Sulioan. The Tideall is strong now. This is a good chance to push Ruunrip." "Why do we Raise the Basin on the Sulioan?" "Because they steal the waters. Because they steal life." There was a long silence. Finally Vrgil turned to Cyveth and stroked her brow. Did she know how beautiful she was? Her blank eyes closed at his touch. "We have the rest of the night," he whispered huskily. "Yes," she agreed, reaching into his ExoWaoan robes. * *



*



"Vrgil," his father Nivim said nervously, bringing the ten year old's eyes from the blank wall he was staring at. "There is someone here to see you." Vrgil's sharply dilated eyes focused on the figure who entered the room. He wore a blue robe, the robe of an ExoWaoan, which contrasted sharply with the black of their own StratoWaoan robes. The hood was
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down, and Vrgil could make out the bald, plump head and thick neck that was revealed in the dim candlelight. Vrgil jerked and stood up quickly as he spied the visitor's misshapen hands, folded before him. The hands of a Water Burner, the wielders of the Etern. His chair scraped loudly as he stood hastily, a small object falling out of his lap and onto the floor. The Water Burner smiled slightly and moved past Nivim to pick up the fallen object. It was a book, and the giant hands held the item as if it were gold, cradling it gently. He glanced at the spine, which read The Principle of the Tideall - by Gthe Deuwm in the sharp, complex letters of the Walioan. "Ah, the Tideall," he remarked, impressed. "A necessary subject, for a StratoWaoan, you think?" Vrgil just stared at the hands uncomfortably, the grotesque digits recalling all the frightening stories about Burners he had been told in his short life. At ten years of age, his lessons had not been visited by the Burners yet. He swallowed hard and found his mouth suddenly dry. His tongue worked silently, unable to say anything. "This is Erth Firav," his father said. "I told him of your interest in the Tideall." A brief silence ensued. Vrgil cast about his mind for something to say. Erth Firav gestured at his father with those large hands, who bowed and left with a soft rustle of robes. Vrgil was alone with the Burner. Erth Firav set the book on a nearby shelf, grown out from the wall ages ago by a Water Burner. "Your father has told me many things about you, Vrgil. I listened with much interest." His swollen cheeks puffed out even further with each new breath. "Your fascination with the Tideall and the Basin, for example. Explain it to me." His hands folded together in front of him.
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Vrgil managed to bring his eyes to the Burner's face and keep them there for a little while. "The Basin is the source of life," he said, repeating the rotes that all Walioan knew by heart. "And the Tideall protects us." "Protects, from whom?" "From the Sulioan, across the Basin." The hands moved and Vrgil could not help looking at them. "Tell me something," the Burner said, coming closer. "Have you ever seen the Basin Raised? Against the Tideall?" Vrgil blinked. "No, Erth Firav. No...no StratoWaoan is allowed above the Strato, as you know." He bowed his head, reminded of his status. "We cannot watch the Basin from here. I have never left this level of the Strato. But I have spent much time at the Watch, with my father." Erth Firav moved a step closer. The hands moved into Vrgil's line of sight. "These hands, the creators of Etern," he lifted them closer to Vrgil's face, "they frighten you? Appall you?" Vrgil was forced to look at them. The fingers, stretched and elongated, were thicker at the ends where they terminated in gaping holes at the tips. The black voids stared back at him. The voids where the waters of the Basin were sucked in. Where the Etern emerged. Vrgil had never been this close to them before. "Most Walioan avoid Burners," Firav said softly. "Our distorted bodies frighten them. 'It is not natural,' they say." He paused. "Especially the StratoWaoan, at the bottom of the Tideall. But as you know, we rarely come down here, except for a Choosing." Vrgil licked his lips. "What about the Meso?" "The same, only slightly more tolerant, since we are seen there more often. The Tideall rises every day. Soon the MesoWaoan will be
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unable to see the Basin, like the StratoWaoan." He suddenly withdrew his hands, folding them into the sleeves of his blue robe. He turned, moving slowly to the other side of the dim room. His fat, bald pate gleamed dully. "Have you ever seen a Burner before, Vrgil?" he asked, not turning around. The StratoWaoan took a deep breath. He had been so close to a Burner! Rarely are the Strato granted such an honor. "Once, Erth Firav, from a distance. He was repairing part of the wall at the Watch." "So you saw him Burn?" The memory floated across Vrgil's mind. The Burner, face and arms swollen unbelievably, clad in the blue robes, hands spread before him. The purple-green glow of the Etern about the rims of his fingertips. The holes, filled with the power of life. He had been entranced, unable to look away from that glimpse of the Etern. A glimpse few StratoWaoan were allowed to see. "Yes." The Burner nodded and stood silent, as if in contemplation. Then he turned and retrieved Vrgil's book, grasping it in a huge hand and holding it out to him. "Continue reading, StratoWaoan. Continue to learn." Vrgil took the book with shaking fingers and then the Burner was gone. * *



*



Erth Vrgil stood before the base of the Exotoa, looking up at the five swaying spires above, squinting in the morning sun. The base was approximately one mile above the surface of the Basin, at the top of the Tideall, and the spires continued up almost another half-mile. The sight was always awe-inspiring and no matter how many times he went to the
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base, he couldn't help craning his fat neck to stare up at the spires, where the five Druv lived, the highest of all the Walioan. He pulled his blue robes closer about him to ward off the chill air and stronger winds of the heights. This close, he could hear the ever present creaking of the spires as they moved to the wind. He turned at a sound behind him and bowed his head. "Gthe Urtal," he murmured to his superior, also clad in blue, but with a purple band at the hem of his robe. "Vrgil," the Burner said around his swollen tongue, eyes watering from the wind. "The ship." "Yes, Gthe." They turned, making their way to the edge of the Tideall, where the large Burnship floated at the ready. Figures hurried across its deck. A Burner, Yuvel, stood to the side, breathing heavily and dripping torrents of sweat and water. His robes clung to his body, sticking into the crevices of his distended belly. His hands smelled faintly of salt, the residue left over by the wielding of Etern. "Gthe Urtal," Yuvel wheezed, "the ship is full." He seemed about to collapse. Water ran off him in intricate rivulets. Neither Burner made a move to help him. "Thank you, Erth Yuvel," Gthe Urtal said gruffly, moving past to inspect the ship. Vrgil nodded to the Burner, looking at the Etern-crafted vessel, where a few young Burners were moving about, making the final preparations. The ship was made of a light pumice-type rock called hyth, found in the Northwest Fires of Lioan, where the volcanoes were still active. Imported by caravan to the Tideall and molded with Etern to a smooth surface, the Walioan constructed large ships out of the material called Burnships. A long half-cylinder, pointed at one end with a simple set of sails to catch the winds, the Burnships were used on and over the Basin. The porous interior of the ship was ideal for storing Etern, to be used by
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the Burners aboard. Filling a Burnship with Etern was a demanding task, and usually took five to six Burners in succession over a span of three days to complete. Yuvel was the last of these. There was a commotion and Vrgil glanced behind him to see a group of ExoWaoan making their way from the base of the Exotoa. Two Walioan, clad in the red robes of MesoWaoan, hurriedly ran to where Erth Yuvel still stood, shaking with exhaustion. They brought out large bolts of cloth and proceeded to wipe the Burner down, absorbing into the cloth both the water from his body and the puddles forming around him. The Walioan purify the water, and return it to the Basin. They are eternally grateful for the power of the Etern. The Sulioan keep the water, and do not return it to Basin. They steal the life of the Etern. The Basin must be Raised against them. The tenets ran through Vrgil's mind as he watched the MesoWaoan work, finally leading Yuvel away. "Gthe Urtal," a new voice said. The entourage of ExoWaoan stood before them. Most of them were Burners and simple ExoWaoan, but the figure who spoke had a hem of green on his blue robes. He was a Druv, an ex-Burner who didn't wield the Etern anymore. His swelling and bloating had receded, but his skin was still distended, hanging down in fatless folds on his cheeks and neck. His hands were somewhat smaller than Vrgil's, shrunk from years of disuse and nearly healed at the fingertips. His bald head was sickly and pale. On his arm was a slender female, in the blue Skin of the Vinnn, the mistresses of the Druv. The Skin covered her entire body, perfectly molded to her lithe and muscular figure. The Vinnn's dark hair fell almost to her knees and was held back from her face by her ears. Unlike the slaves of the StratoWaoan, the Vinnn were allowed to see.
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"Druv Ghiln," Urtal said, bowing. Vrgil imitated him. The Druv ruled all of the Tideall; they commanded the utmost respect. "We wish you all the strength of the Etern," the Druv intoned hollowly. His shriveled hands twitched slightly, as if remembering past glories. "May the Basin be Raised in a fury." "Yes," Urtal agreed. The Vinnn disengaged and stepped forward, eyeing both Vrgil and Gthe Urtal. "I offer the blessing of the Vinnn," she murmured, reaching for Vrgil's hands. He relaxed and let her take them. Closing her eyes, she pressed them to her lower stomach, near the source of Walioan life, the womb. Vrgil was thrilled by the touch, reminded of Cyveth, but controlled his reaction. The Vinnn were just as powerful as the Druv. To anger one could mean his life. She let go and repeated the blessing with Urtal, who stood stiffly, not looking at the woman. Druv Ghiln grunted as the Vinnn returned to him, linking with his arm. They slowly walked away, back to the Exotoa. The other ExoWaoan with him murmured blessings as they took their leave, trailing the Druv sycophantically. "The ship," Gthe Urtal grumbled. A rope ladder hung from the stern and he gripped it with his Burner hands, hauling himself up with obvious effort. Vrgil waited patiently, as did those already onboard; an Erth was forbidden to help a Gthe, for it showed weakness. Same with a Druv. The five Druv see all. They watch from the Exotoa, watch the Basin and Ruunrip. Watch for the Basin Rising. Urtal heaved his bulk over the railing with a few curses, but the Burnship hardly moved despite his weight and erratic movement. Vrgil could feel the magnificent power of the Etern filling it. Raise the Basin. Raise it, against the Sulioan, who steal the water. The ones who steal. He started up the ladder.
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* *



*



"Vrgil, you have a chance to move up in the Tideall, to climb higher than the StratoWaoan. You must do it." His father, Nivim, gripped his hands as they sat at their meal table, pleading with him. "This is a rare opportunity. You know that." Vrgil glanced down at his black robes. The StratoWaoan was the lowest caste of the Tideall, living in the lower levels of the structure, most males doing routine, non-skilled labor, many of the females forced into slavery of some sort. His mother, Terril, was a slave, brainwashed and deprived of her sight. It hurt him whenever he saw her, which was a fortunate rarity. "I don't want what has happened to me happen to you," his father said quietly, sensing the indecision in his son. His father worked at the Watch at the inner wall of the Tideall, reporting any damage or questionable construction to the MesoWaoan, who oversaw the StratoWaoan. The MesoWaoan lived in the levels above the StratoWaoan, high enough where they could see the sun and stars, see the sky, see the glories of the Basin with its gift of Etern. "B-but my hands..." Vrgil stuttered, afraid. To become a Burner, one must control the body and force the hands to grow into receptacles, so that the water of the Basin could be Burned. He would become bloated and fat as his body was saturated with water. The condition could not be reversed. There was no going back, once the first transformations began. To go back, was death. "It is necessary," Nivim assured him. "It is a better life. Better than this." He gestured around their sparse apartment, lit by flickering candle stubs. His drawn face grew sad. "So much life is wasted here, in
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the Strato. This dull world is not for you. You are smart, Vrgil, your fellow learners know that. Erth Firav knows that. He has personally recommended you to Gthe Urtal." "I must think...about it." Vrgil pulled his hands away, putting them inside his robe, not wanting to look at them anymore. Would my father still hold my hands, if I became a Burner? Would he still want to see me? Many Burners lost their family as they changed. Too many Walioan were slaves to the judgment of their sight. "You must do it, son. You must." He got up, leaving Vrgil alone, bent over the table, hands pressed to his stomach. "I have to go to the Watch." Nodding dumbly, Vrgil was silent. That night, as he lay on the bed in his room, staring at the dull stone ceiling, the Sulioan Raised the Basin against the Tideall. The whole of the Tideall shook with a massive groaning, candles falling from their holders and items sliding off the shelves. Vrgil normally ignored the rushing and slight vibrations caused by the Raising. The Sulioan attacked almost every day. But this time—this time something was different. Something was wrong. He scrambled out of the room, nearly tripping on the hem of his robes. The tunnels outside the apartment were filled with chaos, lit by the few meager torches still attached to the walls. StratoWaoan screamed and gibbered frantically, running back and forth, most of them women and children. The blind female slaves groped about, colliding with each other, crying for help. Vrgil cast about for an adult male, but could not find one in the immediate area. Most were at the Watch, where his father was. A horrendous crack sounded, followed by a deep boom so powerful everyone still standing fell to the floor. The whole place was a
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mass of writhing black robes, many—including Vrgil himself—trying to get back to their feet. Vrgil then felt a wind, a strong wind, and frowned in puzzlement. There were never winds this powerful in the Strato, which was completely closed off from the sky by the walls of the Tideall. A faint rushing sound grew louder with each passing second. Screams began anew. A torrent of water, dark-green in the torchlight, came careening down the tunnels, sweeping away all in its path. StratoWaoan were sucked into the river, pulled along effortlessly by the strong current. The torches were extinguished, plunging the Strato into the pseudodarkness in which the StratoWaoan could still see with their greatly dilated eyes. Vrgil had only a second to blink before the water struck him, dragging him under and filling his mouth with a slightly salty taste. The Basin! The Tideall has cracked, and the waters have entered the Strato. The Sulioan have Raised the Basin against us. Now that Vrgil knew what was happening, he was able to act. Yet, he hesitated. What of my father? He was at the wall. He could easily reach the Meso, if they had warning. But there was nothing he could do for his father, except hope. He struggled to the surface of the newly-formed river that raged through the tunnels of the Strato. He caught brief glimpses of StratoWaoan struggling around him, blubbering with fear and drowning. There were ladders to the upper levels at various intervals and Vrgil grabbed one, using every ounce of strength possible to hold on to the slick bars. The water was rising quickly; it was only two feet from the ceiling. The MesoWaoan who normally guarded the ladder was gone. StratoWaoan were forbidden to use the ladders, but he hauled himself up through the ceiling portal anyways, the water threatening to take him as it tugged at his sodden robes. He made it up to the next level, coughing
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up the water of the Basin, sprawling on the floor. He heard a faint alarm, then the portal he had just come through closed with a hiss and a green glow, catching his robe as it shut. He tried to get up, but the black cloth was stuck fast. Finally he shrugged himself out of the thing, the indicator of his station, and stood naked as other StratoWaoan rushed by him, black figures interspersed with a red MesoWaoan here and there. A week later, recovering in the upper reaches of the Strato, he learned the bottom four levels had been flooded, leaving everyone there dead, his parents among them. The Sulioan had Raised the Basin against the Tideall with great force, surprising the Walioan, cracking the Tideall. Erth Firav was pleased to hear he had survived and came to him as he rested, still fraught with tears. "Vrgil, you must help against the Sulioan. Burners are fixing the Tideall, but we need others to fight. To Raise the Basin against the Ruunrip, to destroy the thieves." The Erth sat next to Vrgil's bed, his distorted hands in his lap. Vrgil stared at those hands with red-rimmed eyes, then slowly looked at his own. He raised them up. "With these hands, I will Burn the waters of the Tide Basin..." * *



*



Vrgil leaned over the prow of the Burnship as it touched down on the Basin. His hands reached down to the water instinctively and he closed his eyes, feeling the power beneath him. He was tempted to Burn the water, to create Etern, but it was not the time. Yet the nearness gave him comfort, and he felt good.
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The ship gently rocked on the shallow waves of the Basin. Vrgil brought his hands back up as he felt Gthe Urtal approach behind him. He faced the older Burner. "It is always good to be near the Basin," he said slowly, flexing his hands in anticipation. There was no greater fulfillment for a Burner than creating Etern. The Tideall towered above him in the near distance, blotting out the sky, the solid, brown rock wall formed by centuries of Burning rising a mile into the clouds. It was perfectly smooth, any imperfections or damage removed by Etern. The wall stretched north and south, the ends vanishing into pinpoints on the horizons. The top was almost lost to Vrgil as he squinted into the bright sun. He could not see the Exotoa, the spires they had left behind ten minutes ago. "Yes," he agreed. The swelling of his body was going down; he would be Burning soon. He would be Burning against the Ruunrip, far to the east, across the Tide Basin. "Only one Druv blessed us." Urtal shrugged. "There have been many Burners at the Ruunrip recently. They tire of descending the spires every other day." He signaled a nearby Burner, the one designated Captain. "Keeve, east." Keeve bowed and moved aft, ordering the other Burners to the three sails. They grew taut, catching the ever-present wind that clove through the Basin. Vrgil looked eastward as the ship slowly pressed forward. It would be almost a day before Ruunrip of the Sulioan was visible. They relaxed as the ship cut through the water, the Tideall slowly receding. As it ebbed away into the distance, Ruunrip appeared, not nearly as tall as the Tideall, but massive in its own right. Another Burner went below decks after a few hours, to the compartment where the bulk of the Etern was being held. Vrgil could feel him tap into it,
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could feel the image of the ship waver as Etern was used to bounce the light into the Basin. They were in essence invisible. Vrgil shook himself and cleared his mind. He stretched his hands. The receptacles tingled. He felt Gthe Urtal stirring near him. "The Etern," the older Burner whispered. Vrgil nodded. Soon they would begin. Soon they would Raise the Basin. The ship steadily plowed on, a mere shimmering of light easily overlooked by the Sulioan along Ruunrip. As they came within half a mile of the structure, Urtal gave the order to furl the sails. Keeve then drew from the ship's Etern, forming a cushion of air beneath the vessel. There was a slight creak and the sea motion stopped as the invisible ship rose into the air, still moving forward. Ruunrip dominated the horizon. It was so very similar to the Tideall, yet so different. The color was slightly darker and more transparent, and the inner structure did not feel the same. The signature of Etern was odd to Vrgil, who was used to that of the Tideall. The top of Ruunrip was just under one mile high. Vrgil could faintly see figures moving about there. A large ship, a Sulioan Vairwind, streaked by far across Ruunrip's surface. Made of melted sand, the glassy surface of the Sulioan's giant ships glinted in the sun of Lioan. His body began to involuntarily swell as the moment of Burning neared, his cheeks bulging and neck merging with his chin. Urtal was breathing heavily beside him. There was a grunt from behind them. "We are ready, Gthe," Keeve reported, voice slurred by his puffed-out lips and gums. "Begin," Gthe Urtal gasped, raising his hands. Vrgil imitated him, searching for the Etern of the ship. He felt its power. His hands ached. The Raising was beginning.
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* *



*



"Slowly, Vrgil. Slowly." Erth Firav's voice was soothing, admonishing him gently when he went too fast or made a mistake. Sweat started to bead out on Vrgil's shaven head, the mark of his new station. He wore the red robes of the MesoWaoan now; the blue robes were only for those who were full Water Burners. He stared at his hands, concentrating on the cells of his skin. The Burners had taught him much in the past year: how to control his sleep patterns, how to regulate his involuntary body functions, how to shape cells and how to detect and fashion Etern, the power of the Basin. The last was very important, since he couldn't yet Burn water and create the Etern; his hands had not become Burners yet. The Shaping, as it was called, had begun two days ago. He would spend ten hours a day for the next seven months in a small room, shaping and transforming his hands. It served many purposes, besides enabling the Burner to create Etern. The Shaping taught patience, endurance and strength. It also tested the limit of one's mind. Vrgil knew that many an initiate had died during the Shaping—you either changed or went mad and died. Quitters were quietly disposed of. It was a one-way path; there was no going back. His hands had not changed much yet, but he was just beginning, getting familiar with their cell structure. He knew what to do, but an Erth was always present to guide him along. It had to be done just right, or they wouldn't work. Erth Firav leaned forward attentively. "There you go. Slowly, now." Vrgil gritted his teeth. He was stretching the cells, pushing against their cell walls. He felt slightly bloated, for they made him drink a lot of water in order to enlarge his cells, which were mostly water anyways.
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There was a slight tingling in his right index finger as he felt a multitude of cells responding. It felt quite strange. The first step was to stretch the skin of the fingers past the bones. This created a large auxillary space into which the receptacles would be fastened. Once formed, the skin would be hardened through numerous blisters, eventually turning into callouses. The change would be permanent. Vrgil was somewhat hesitant at first, but the thought of his father dying, drowning in the waters of the Tide Basin, thrust mercilessly at the Tideall by the Sulioan, urged him on. He could not quit now; he had made his decision, that night with Firav. The days passed. Grueling days in the candlelight of the room. All that existed was the room and his hands. After each ten-hour session he would collapse onto his bed, exhausted, and eat the food brought by a StratoWaoan slave before falling asleep. He could not feed himself, for his hands were strapped into protective braces, the shape held undisturbed while he slept. He usually needed about twelve hours each night. Everything became a blur. After a month his nails began to fall off. They bled at first, but that stopped after a day. The tips of his fingers stung; his whole hand ached. "Good," Firav would murmur, rubbing his nearly invisible chin with two large fingers. "A good sign, that you heal so fast," he said, mainly for Vrgil's benefit. The Burner might as well have not spoken. Vrgil was so engrossed with the Shaping that many times he didn't notice that he wasn't alone. After three months, when he had grown his fingers almost two inches, he didn't even remember eating anymore. The hands drove him on. The agony was shunted off into a corner of his mind. He had to survive, to Burn the waters. To Raise the Basin against the Sulioan.
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At five months, the receptacles began to form. His eyes bloodshot and watery, Vrgil continued to burn the image of his fingers on his mind. The world around him was a black void, a distant, hazy maw of nothingness. Things other than the Shaping were happening around him, but he couldn't tell what. There were impressions of encouragement, coming from beyond the void. He could vaguely remember having a body, and that body moved, but didn't know how to do that. All he knew was that the Shaping was nearly complete. The receptacles were on their way, cavities forming at the tips. Pain was no longer an issue. He had experienced enough pain to last several lifetimes. It served to strengthen him. Vrgil then opened his eyes and discovered he was lying in a large bed, candles burning on either side. He gazed about in confusion for a few moments, wondering where he was. He tried to move but his body screamed in protest. Gritting his teeth, he managed to get into a sitting position, gasping with the sudden effort. His body felt heavy. The bulk under the sheets was much larger than he remembered of himself. The Shaping. Suddenly it all came back to him. His hands. Molding his hands, forming the receptacles. Blistering the tips with his mind, hardening them. The Burners, fully formed. Erth Firav and five other Burners smiling at him gently as they wrapped his finished hands. This bed, where he had spent the last week resting. He jerked as the door opened with a soft whine. "You are awake," Erth Firav said, coming in, hands folded before him. It reminded Vrgil of the day he had first met Firav; he had entered his room the same way then. "How do you feel?" Vrgil tried to talk, but his throat felt like coarse sandpaper. He coughed harshly. Firav approached and a glass of water was lifted to his
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lips. Vrgil now noticed the ewer on a stand to his left. The water was like nectar. Never had it tasted better. After a few swallows Firav lowered the glass. "I..." Vrgil wheezed, licking his cracked lips, "I can barely move." "You haven't been exercising your muscles correctly," Firav said. He gave him another drink of water. "There is only so much the others can do to keep them toned. It happens to everyone who Shapes. Your strength will return, in time." Vrgil's eyes were suddenly drawn to the bedsheets, to the two lumps at the ends of his arms. He could feel a dull throb in his hands. Erth Firav followed his gaze. "Yes," he smiled. "It worked. You will soon be ready to Burn." Vrgil tried to sit up more but the Burner pushed him back gently. "In time, Vrgil, in time." When at last he was able to get out of bed, when his shaking legs became stable and the wraps could be taken off his hands, he made his way to a mirror and cried when he saw himself. No longer the slender StratoWaoan from far below, he was now large and fat, his pudgy cheeks and bald head proclaiming his new status. His hands were an alien thing; he couldn't believe they were attached to his body. But in time, with the help Firav, he learned to accept it. And when he thought of his father, and the way he had died, he could do nothing else. So it was, in due course, that he found himself at the top of the Tideall, at the uppermost level of the Exo. A great many Erths and Gthes were gathered to present him with the blue robes of an ExoWaoan. The robes which his father had dreamed of for him. The sun shone brightly on his pale skin as they stripped the MesoWaoan red from him, burned it, hosed his naked body down with Basin water, let him dry in the sun as a Gthe intoned the words of the Basin and draped a
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new robe of blue about him. Erth Firav's eyes shone with pride as all the Burners congratulated their newest member. "Now, you will learn to Burn, Erth Vrgil," Firav said, raising his hands before him. Vrgil raised his own, seeing how they matched everyone else's around him, and was no longer afraid of being changed—of being different. * *



*



To Burn Etern was to feel life. To Raise the Tide Basin was to command life. The Basin was the source of all life on Lioan. The Basin could build, the Basin could destroy. It was Vrgil's turn to destroy. The Etern rushed into the receptacles and into his hands. Vrgil and Urtal drained it from the Burnship, and filled themselves to bursting. Vrgil could feel his body bloating. The purple-green glow of Etern at his fingertips grew with each passing moment. He heard Urtal groan next to him. The Burner was getting old, but he still had much control. They raised their hands simultaneously, directing the Etern down in a glowing shaft of power. Into the waters of the Basin. Vrgil shivered as the Etern mixed with the water from whence it came. The Basin churned, similar to boiling, and waves formed on its surface, steadily striking the base of the Ruunrip with increasing force. Vrgil felt the pressure build. Urtal felt it too, for suddenly he grunted and they both pulled. Pulled hard. The Burnship was flung back a bit as the Basin rose in a giant dark-green tidal wave, the foamy crest smashing against the top of the Ruunrip. Those on the top had only a few seconds to react before the
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sudden onslaught of water washed over them, ripping their bodies apart from the force. A passing Vairwind was snatched from the sky by the liquid, disappearing in a rush of green. The entire structure was engulfed and Vrgil could hear it groaning from the weight of the water, yet it held. As the water receded, Vrgil saw that it was whole. He cursed and made ready for another pass. The Etern raged through him, his hands encased in purple-green. He already felt overhydrated, even with Gthe Urtal helping him, but he knew his threshold and he had had a long rest before this mission. He drew up from the Basin, for the ship was being depleted rapidly. His hands Burned the water. Somewhere, Urtal screamed, and Vrgil felt his power increase as well, ripping the water skyward. Again! he cried silently, flinging the Basin against the water stealers, the stealers of life, the Sulioan. * *



*



Vrgil gasped as he drew the water through his fingers, filling his entire body. His stomach churned and his legs wobbled. Salt assailed his nostrils. "Easy!" Gthe Urtal barked sharply, thrusting out one of his hands to take some of the water. "Do not overdraw! You could easily burst. Skin is toughened by years of Burning, but no amount of years can guard against this. Your body will be tossed across the Basin." Urtal pulled the water out of him. "Let it out, slowly." A wave of nausea swept over him as the fluid left. His hands suddenly ached again, as they had for weeks, ever since he had started to learn how to Burn. The tips were red and raw, the callouses soft and pliable. Vrgil swallowed hard, trying to calm himself. Control. Control
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your body, control your hands. Do not let the water overtake you. Do not succumb to the power. Do not attempt to steal the water and keep it for yourself. Do not become like the Sulioan. He repeated the words of his teachers to himself, trying to relax. Gthe Urtal was silent, letting the student learn, and finally Vrgil opened his eyes. They were standing on the deck of a small Burnship, hardly moving in the calm Basin. The sun was out and the wind was almost nonexistent—a rarity down at water level. The ubiquitous Tideall towered behind them. "Control, Vrgil. Control the water," Urtal said sternly, as if he'd read his student's mind. "Horrifying is the death of one who is greedy." Vrgil nodded. "Yes, Gthe." "Try it again." He leaned over the side slightly, hands outstretched to the water. Closing his eyes, he pulled—slowly. The power filled him, urging him to take more, but he resisted. He wanted to succeed, wanted to prove to Urtal and Firav and the others that he could handle the Etern, that he could Raise the Basin against Ruunrip. He could smell the salt again, but not as sharp. Urtal was a faint presence beside him. "That's it," he murmured with grudging approval. Gthe Urtal was a hard Walioan to please and Vrgil felt a wash of pride run over him. He was Burning the water. * *



*



He was creating life, to destroy life. Again the Basin slammed against Ruunrip. And again it held. Two more times Vrgil roared, pulling as much power as he dared, and then more after that. Gthe Urtal was gone, the Etern bursting his body
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like a wet paper sack. Two of the Burnship's crew were also gone, washed off the deck by the Basin. Vrgil was hardly aware that the ship was slowly sinking back to the water, where the Basin floor lay dry and exposed, all the water pulled out and dashed on the Sulioan. Someone was screaming in his face. After the fourth time, Ruunrip cracked. Water rushed into the dark crevice and Vrgil could swear he heard people scream. The Sulioan. Those who had stolen his father and his mother. Those who had stolen his people. Rubble rained down out of the crack, tumbling to the Tide Basin. Vrgil faltered, then collapsed to the deck. He could not move; his limbs were so bloated as to be frozen. He briefly saw Keeve's pudgy, pale face in front of his an instant before passing out. * *



*



"They are banishing me, Cyveth," he mumbled around sore lips. "I just wanted to say goodbye." "But why?" the slave cried, reaching for his hand. She found it and drew in a sharp breath. "What...what happened?" She ran her shaking hand over Vrgil's. "Your hand..." "Yes, I know." The hand was disfigured, the receptacles burned off from an overflow of Etern. They had finally stopped bleeding, after three days, but he would never Burn water again. "What happened?" she repeated, a hint of fear in her voice. "I got greedy," he replied after a moment. "I could not control myself." His eyes welled up with tears. He brought his damaged hand up to her face, but could not bring himself to touch it. She stared at him with those large, blank eyes.
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"But where will you go? Not back to the Strato?" She unconsciously felt her own black robes. "No. To the Sulioan." Those who steal water. "But you Raised the Basin against them!" "Yet I became like them. I stole the life from three Walioan." She seemed to be at a loss for words and pulled her hands back, not willing to touch his deformed body. He looked worse than a Druv, his skin hanging down in large folds, most of his swelling gone. A lonely life was ahead of him. "Do you know," he said softly, wishing he could touch her, "that you remind me a lot of my mother?" As the full Moon rose into the sky, Cyveth left, and he spent the rest of the night staring at the Tide Basin far below, glittering softly in the faint starlight of the Lioan night.
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All That There Is (May 2000—November 2011) This is one of the first serious short stories that I wrote, before I started participating in Critters. Most of my initial attempts at writing were somewhat weak, but I've always liked this story because of the idea behind it. I thought about rewriting it later on, but never thought it was worth it and never tried submitting it anywhere. I did a complete overhaul for this collection, but the story remains much the same as when I wrote it 11 years ago, and I include it as a personal indulgence. If anything, it shows how much my writing has progressed over the years. __________________________________



Adrian Nikurian stared out the porthole of his Star-class Patroller, Sierra. He liked to watch the stars go by, watch the galaxies that spread across his vision. One can see so much in deep space, he mused, eyes glued to the balls of gas. Space fascinated him and he would sit for hours on end and look out into it, amazed by its vastness. He had always wondered: Where did all this come from? Sure, everybody had their theories, but none of them had been proven. If the galaxies were in the Universe, then where was the Universe? In some giant Multiverse? And where was that? It could go on and on, until Adrian's head started to hurt and he got depressed. Thinking about the Universe always led him to the same revelation: This is all that is. This is all that is. What else was there? Humans had evolved on Earth long ago and expanded out into the Universe, but had yet to find
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other sentient life. Adrian thought of Earth, the other planets in the Solar System—which people just called the Solar, now—the myriad of stars and planets surrounding them, and confusedly marveled that this was all that was. This was the way things had turned out. Before this Universe, what was there? If this place, this existence, had never been, what else would there be? It completely blew Adrian's mind sometimes. Explaining this concept to others was always difficult. Adrian fully understood it—at least he thought he did—and when he dwelt on it too long, he would start questioning human existence. His wife, Merisa, never seemed to be able to grasp it. She would furrow her pert little brow and pinch her nose in confusion, growing exasperated because she just couldn't "get it." Adrian always became frustrated and Merisa would eventually give up with a little laugh, patting him on the cheek softly and bringing him close for a kiss. "Even if I don't understand it," she told him, "I believe you know what you're talking about. I would never doubt you." And he would silently thank her, then thank the stars for sending her to him. He had never been much into religion—it had regressed quite a bit since mankind had begun traveling to the stars—but he always prayed to the stars, to the Universe. You have to have something to believe in, even if it was just yourself. Lost in his thoughts again, he was startled by a light touch on his shoulder. Two arms snaked around his neck to rest on his chest, stroking it softly. "Lost in space again?" Merisa said sweetly, her mouth near Adrian's ear. Her breath was warm and felt good. "Danger, Will Robinson!" Adrian said cheerfully, quoting the old 20th century television show. It was funny to watch those old programs. What imaginations people had back then! Humans had never given up dreaming. Just look where he was now. Merisa laughed, voice like the bubbling of a stream. An
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exhilarating shiver ran down Adrian's spine. By the stars, he loved that laugh! He turned around and drew her toward him. He grunted at her weight and she laughed again, touching her swollen belly with pride. "He gets heavier and heavier every day," she remarked. Adrian reached out and rubbed the belly, feeling for his unborn son underneath. It was their first child. And sometimes it worried him. First of all, they were in space. Births were not uncommon in space anymore, not with the advent of artificial gravity wells on ships that allowed people to stay in space for extended periods of time. Before that, Earth Exploration required its employees to land on a planet with gravity near Earth's to prevent muscle atrophy. A strict exercise program was initiated for all branches of EE. There were various exercise routines employees performed on their tours, many of which lasted one to four years. A long time to be in space. Adrian wasn't too worried about the actual birthing process—they both had been trained in standard medical procedures—but he was worried about how artificial gravity would affect the growth of their son. It would be another year before they returned to Earth. Second, they were the only people on this ship. Star-class Patrollers were small, meant for a crew of two to four, and were mainly sent on scouting missions. Adrian and Merisa were on a three-year patrol of the outer Solar. In the grand scheme of things, it wasn't that far from Earth, but it was far enough. They had both a wormer and a lightdrive, but didn't use either. Using a wormer this close to Earth was risky, due to the fact that space around the planet was clogged with ships, satellites and stations. It made planning your trajectory difficult. Only certain ships were given clearance to use their wormers here and the short list didn't include Patrollers.
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Using the lightdrive, of course, was now expressly forbidden by the EE, on the ship only for the direst of emergencies. It was a complex piece of technology that broke down the ship and its occupants into light particles and shuttled them light-years across space. There was one rather ghastly drawback: sometimes things would not be reassembled correctly. Generally this was only parts of the ship, causing power failures or hull breaches. But there were humans, who for some genetic reason—so the scientists said—would be put together wrong. Sometimes this led to death. But most of the time, it led to deformation and alienation. These people were nicknamed "lighters." Lighters had become scorned and shunned by humans by their looks alone. Adrian had met a few lighters before and had to grudgingly admit that they were sickening to look upon. He could understand why many EE workers had demanded they be sent back to Earth. They made crews uncomfortable and lowered morale. Plus, some were so altered they had to be attended to by a ship's crew to survive, costing them labor and work hours. Many lighters had defected from the EE and the human race in general and lived as pirates, stealing EE ships and technology. Adrian and Merisa had never been "lighted," as it was referred to, and hoped they never would have to. Neither of them knew if they would be deformed or not by light speed travel. And to cap it all off, it was illegal to get pregnant while on an EE tour. It could lead to revoked licenses and grounding on Earth for the rest of your life. There were too many risks involved in giving birth in the depths of space. Females were given birth control injections before they set out. These injections were usually powerful enough to stop ovulation for the length of the tour. But for some reason, Merisa's had failed. With nothing to do on Sierra other than endlessly scanning the
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myriad of stars, Adrian and Merisa had taken to having sex almost every day. They would lay naked in each others arms for hours, staring at the stars or pleasuring one another. Sometimes they would take breaks—it was hard for Adrian to keep up with Merisa's voracious sexual appetite—but they never went long without it. The past two years had been great. But now all of that had changed. Adrian was worried about what would happen when they got back to Earth. The EE Commission would not be happy. They did have an excuse, of course, and it technically wasn't their fault, but that wasn't going to be good enough for EE. He had considered going back to Earth early a few times, but quickly dropped it. That would only get them in more trouble. They would have to have this baby and hope they would be able to care for it with the supplies onboard. Time would not be a problem. They had plenty of that. He took his hand away from Merisa's stomach and cupped her face. "Oh Merisa, I hope this works out. I have to admit," he confessed, "I'm a little worried." She smiled sweetly again and put her hands over his, bringing them to her mouth, where she kissed them tenderly. "Don't be," she said. "Everything will be fine." Adrian nodded and put on his best smile to hide his doubt. He turned around and they watched the stars together. Two days later a strange thing occurred. The couple had completed their sweeps for the next four hours and with nothing to do, had taken to the bed again. Despite Merisa's pregnancy, Adrian could still get aroused easily. It was a failing of his that embarrassed him, but Merisa didn't seem to mind. She was quite the nymphomaniac herself. They didn't have intercourse anymore, but there were other ways of
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pleasuring each other. Merisa's head had been in his crotch for a good ten minutes when one of the bridge alarms went off. The first thing that went through Adrian's mind was not his training. He did not try to identify the alarm, merely groaned at the loud sound and cursed the damn thing. Merisa rose up and looked out the door of their quarters and down the narrow corridor that led to the bridge. "Merisa!" Adrian cried pitifully, his member still longing for her generous mouth, almost ready to explode. "Forget the alarm for a minute!" His wife turned to him, incredulous. "You're not serious. We can't ignore that!" Cursing, Adrian rolled off the bed and pulled his shipsuit up over his still-hard member. The ship shook suddenly and he fell to the ground, suit half on. Merisa clutched at the bulkhead, narrowly avoiding bumping her belly on the doorjamb. They heard a large scraping noise and the Sierra shifted again, more violently this time. "What the fuck...?" Adrian muttered, finally getting his suit on. He had never gone completely limp so fast. "That felt like something hit us," Merisa murmured, making her way into the corridor. On the bridge, the alarm was still blaring. Adrian shut it off and looked out the main viewport. Nothing. He scanned the outer hull. There it was. On the port side, back towards the storage area. Another ship. "Where in the world did that come from?" he wondered aloud, rapidly scanning the charts Merisa was pulling up on his screen. The ship seemed to have appeared from nowhere, materializing on the port side and attaching to the Sierra immediately afterwards. That explained
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the scraping sound. "Maybe we can shake it off," Merisa suggested, swinging in her seat to juggle the myriad of duties designated to the co-pilot, not at all hindered by the pregnancy. Adrian nodded and fired up the lukewarm main drive, turning the ship suddenly and sharply. The unknown ship was firmly attached, however, and five seconds into the blast their trajectory veered back in the other direction. Adrian fumbled at the controls. "They're using their drive to pull us the other way," Merisa said. "Shit, they must've welded to our hull," her husband noted in disgust, looking at the hull integrity readout. The hull was thickening around the spot where the ship had attached and after a moment both ship's hulls would be molecularly one. It was a relatively new technology, used mainly for construction of large-scale Cruisers. Nobody used it to attach to ships, which meant only one thing. This was not an EE ship. Adrian and Merisa looked at other, reaching the same conclusion at the same time. Pirates. Most likely lighters. "Fuck!" Adrian yelled, jumping up from his chair and leaving the bridge. "Stay here," he ordered Merisa, not willing to risk her or the baby. "Get one of the guns. Keep the door locked." "Don't go out there, not alone," Merisa said, worried. She gripped the arms of her chair, knuckles white from the strain. "I'll be fine, honey," he assured her, leaning in for a quick kiss. It turned out to be a long, deep one, broken only when the Sierra shook again. Adrian reluctantly pulled away from his wife. "Don't let anyone in but me," he said in the doorway. She nodded and he could tell she was trying to stifle the tears. He needed her alert, not sobbing like a child.
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"Keep it together," he snapped. "No one but me!" She smiled weakly and took a deep breath, nodded again. As soon as he backed out of the doorway, she shut the door and sealed it behind him. * *



*



Adrian stopped at the door to the storage bay. Gripping his blast gun in a sweaty hand, he listened carefully for any activity on the other side. He started going through the possibilities in his mind. What could they want with a vessel like Sierra? There was nothing of value onboard. He thought of what they could do to get out of this. They could issue a distress beacon to the nearest EE outpost, but it would take a couple of weeks for help to arrive. He cursed silently. What could these pirates want? And then it hit him. The wormer. They had to be after the wormhole drive. That was the only explanation. Only EE made such technology. For anyone else to get it, they would have to steal it. And without their wormer, they would have to use the lightdrive to get home and he really didn't want to do that. But that was only if the pirates left them alive. A loud wrenching noise beyond the door startled him out of his reverie. Adrian pulled himself together, recalling his training. Gun at the ready, he listened to the scraping sounds from the storage bay. They were tearing out the inner hull in order to board Sierra. Adrian knew he only had a minute left to make up his mind. I can't let them get past the storage bay. Keep them contained. But how? He quickly went through some of the EE training scenarios in his mind and turned to one of the various lockers and compartments nestled along
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the ship's main corridor. Opening it, he ripped out a couple of darkness grenades and night-vision goggles. A loud metal tear came from the storage bay. He quickly put on the goggles and readied the grenades, took a deep breath and opened the storage bay door just as he heard movement and voices on the other side. There were two people coming through an opening in the Sierra's hull, both wearing blast masks and carrying laser rifles. They wore shipsuits of a silvery sheen and Adrian knew by their texture that they were laser-resistant. His blast gun would have little trouble getting through, but lasers were useless against them. No matter. Laser weapons were used more for stunning and disabling a victim. Blast guns were for injury. Adrian dove to the side immediately, taking cover behind two large food bins, the door shutting behind him. The pirates opened fire, rocking the bins dangerously. Adrian could smell the plastic melting. He pulled the pin on one of the darkness grenades and threw it over the bins. He flipped on the night-vision goggles as he heard it explode. The laser rifles continued to fire for a moment, then ceased. He could hear muffled cursing as darkness descended upon the storage bay. A darkness grenade produced a dispersion field that deflected all photons of light. No one was able to see while in the zone of a darkness grenade, which was big enough to cover the storage bay and then some. No one—except for someone with night-vision goggles, a common piece of equipment on EE ships. Adrian smiled as a bulkhead came into view before him. After a few moments of laser silence, he slowly eased around the bin to look. The pirates were standing against the edges of the opening in the hull, rifles at the ready, but looking around confusedly. The one on the left shouted back into the opening.
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"Darkness grenade! Can't see shit!" His voice was strangely slurred behind the blast mask. "Get the Cap'n!" the other called back. The two continued to look about warily, searching their immediate area with outstretched hands. Adrian brought up his blast gun and aimed it. On full power, it went through the left pirate's resistant suit in three seconds. Adrian kept the blast trained on the man as he went down to the ground, writhing in agony. The other pirate called for his partner, only heard screams and turned back to his own ship. As soon as Adrian knew the first pirate was dead, he whipped the blast to the other before he could escape, leaving a giant scorch mark along the bulkhead before it hit the man. He went down, screaming just as loud as the other. Seconds later Adrian ceased fire and hunkered down behind the bins, looking out occasionally for any activity. There was none apparent for at least ten minutes and he was getting anxious. The darkness grenade would wear off in a few minutes so he prepared a second one, waiting for the first hint of light to throw it. Then a voice came from the opening, startling Adrian. "We don't want to harm you. We just want your wormer. That's all. And then we'll go." The voice was very soft. Adrian couldn't tell whether it was a man or a woman. He didn't answer. "Come now," the voice said again. "Don't be like that. Our scan has shown another passenger on the bridge. Actually, one and a half passengers. Now you wouldn't want anything to happen to the unborn one, would you?" Adrian grew livid. They were threatening his wife and their baby! You can have the wormer over my dead body. He quietly inched to the edge of the food bin to get a look at this person. "We have a few probes, you know. I can send one out to the front
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of your ship to blast the bridge. And I wouldn't even have to leave the spot I'm standing in." The voice sounded very smug. Taking a deep breath, Adrian crept around the food bin, training his blast gun on where he knew the opening was. As soon as he looked, he realized his mistake. There were three pirates standing there, wearing night-vision goggles, laser rifles trained on him. The blast gun was shot from his grasp and before he had a chance to move, lasers hit him full in the chest, throwing him back against the bulkhead. He was unconscious before he hit the floor. * *



*



Adrian awoke to the screams of his wife. The sound dug its way into his mind like a drill. He jerked his head from side to side and tried to move. Through the haze of sound and darkness, he realized he was tied, arms behind his back. His chest burned. "Ah, he awakens," a voice said. Adrian recognized it, but took a moment to place it. Everything came back in a rush. The pirates attaching to Sierra. Leaving Merisa on the bridge. Throwing the darkness grenade. That voice. It was from the storage bay. He cracked open his eyes, squinted against the light of the bridge. A human male was crouching before him, or at least the semblance of a human. The body looked normal, but the face was completely rearranged. His left eye was on the side of his head, near his temple, and one of his cheeks was gone, extending the mouth farther back and rendering half of his teeth visible. Hair grew on his nose and snot slowly dribbled down a burnt upper lip. The man raised a handkerchief to wipe it. He had long, stringy hair that was tied back in a ponytail.
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Adrian recoiled in disgust. The man smiled grotesquely. "I see my appearance frightens you," he said in that feminine voice, shrugging. "I'm used to it. Your appearance, however, interests me very much." He reached out to Adrian's face with a six-fingered hand. Adrian shied away from the man's touch. The man smiled tolerantly, dropped his hand and stood up. Merisa was behind him, tied in her co-pilot's chair, back to him. Two other pirates, both of them mildly deformed, were poking her swollen belly with their laser rifles. She screamed again, struggling in her bonds. "Leave her alone!" Adrian shouted, trying to move. Merisa heard and tried to turn. "Adrian! Help! Our baby!" Don't panic, Adrian told himself, seething as the pirates continued to prod her stomach. He struggled again even though he knew it was useless. The pirate before him just smiled. "You're from EE," he said. "Do you know who we are?" "You're lighters," Adrian said through clenched teeth. "Yes, I suppose you could say that. Although we prefer to be called the Remnants." He leaned closer to Adrian. "You see, you 'normal' humans like to cast us away, just because we couldn't handle light-speed. People so revolting to look upon and costly to care for are too much of a hassle for you. We are the Remnants, sir. We are what is left over from the age of light-speed travel, as short as it was." He paused for a moment. "But we won't be for long. This is the first step in taking our homes back." Adrian stared at him. "Who are you?" he asked finally. The other lighters had stopped tormenting Merisa. She sobbed quietly in her chair. "I am Iris. From Light City, beyond the Solar. Have you heard of it?"
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Adrian shook his head. "It's on a little asteroid out there. Living is harsh, but we do what we have to do, in order to return Home." Iris stood and moved over to the front viewport, stared out of it. "We knew an EE Patroller would come this way soon. It was only a matter of time. And now that we have it..." "You want the wormer," Adrian finished for him. "Yes, that's right." Iris turned abruptly, approached Adrian again. "Adrian! Don't give it to him!" Merisa cried weakly between sobs. "It's alright, honey," he reassured her in as calm a voice as he could. Iris wiped his nose again. "Yes, it's completely fine, honey," he said, mocking Adrian. "All you have to do is give me the drive and we'll let you live." Adrian nodded toward his bonds. "Doesn't look like I have a choice, does it?" Iris smiled. His open cheek turned the smile grotesque, stretched it halfway up the side of his face. "On the contrary. I want you to give the drive to me, Mr..." "I'm not telling you my full name," Adrian asserted. The lighter shrugged. "No matter." He gestured at one of his guards. "Find their credentials. All EE personnel have them. Probably in their quarters." The guard nodded and left the bridge. Adrian glowered at Iris. "I'm not authorized to give you the wormer." "I know that. But we're a long way from any EE outpost, aren't we? They won't know. If you give it to me, I'll be exempt from stealing it. And you... well..." "I'll be court-martialed for giving it to you."
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"Which is what I need your name for." The lighter smiled slightly, rear molars plainly visible, yellow and crooked. The guard returned a moment later. "Adrian Joseph Nikurian," he proclaimed in a gruff voice, tossing some papers to Iris. He glanced at them. "Adrian and Merisa Nikurian. Nice. Married four years. And it seems you got an extended honeymoon, traveling around the Solar for three years. Exotic." He dropped the papers on the floor. Squatting in front of Adrian once more, he reached out to caress his face again. Adrian turned his head and wrinkled his nose at the lighter's foul smell. His left eye twitched violently, while the right focused on Adrian. The interminable snot dripped across Iris's lip, but he made no move to wipe it. "It would be so easy if you just gave me the drive, Adrian." He leaned closer. A string of snot dripped down, hanging over Adrian's cheek. "If you do not, I might be forced to do something bad. And I don't like doing that." His six-fingered hand moved slowly across Adrian's stubbled face. His tongue snaked out between his lips. The snot landed on Adrian's cheek with a skincrawling coldness. Adrian spat heartily into the lighter's face, right where the left eye should have been. "Get away from me, you deformed faggot." Iris glowered and brought the handkerchief to his face, wiping both spit and snot away. "I've had others killed for less than that," he said dangerously. He almost quivered with anger, left eye spasming about. "Far less! But I'm going to let you live. Yes. Because I like you, Adrian, and I want you to see what I'm going to do to your wife." He looked at Merisa, who still cowered in her bonds. "Actually, to be honest, I don't really like her. I'll probably just kill her instead." Merisa's struggled in her bonds. Adrian still couldn't see her face,
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but knew she must be terrified. The two lighter guards grinned hideously and trained their rifles on her. Inside, Adrian was furious, but outside he was calm. Remember your training. Think, Adrian! He glared at Iris. "Don't fucking touch her," he said, trying to buy some time. "You know, Adrian, have you ever thought about the Universe? About existence in general? Have you?" The sudden change in the lighter's attitude caught Adrian off guard. His left eye stopped twitching and went still. Adrian realized that that left eye had yet to blink once during this entire interrogation. "What do you mean?" he asked uncertainly, eyes flickering to Merisa. She started to sob again, head down. God, it hurt to see her like this. "Well, I've spent a lot of time out in space, alone, thinking. I wonder sometimes what is beyond here. I mean..." He paused for a second, presumably to choose the correct wording. "I mean, is space all there is? Do you understand what I'm asking, Adrian?" He turned his deformed face on him. Snot ran. Adrian was chilled to the bone. For the longest time he had thought the same thoughts. He had asked the same questions. Adrian grew uncomfortable. Just coincidence. Focus—you need to find a way out of this, to free Merisa. "I think so," he replied guardedly. Iris watched him for a moment, silent. "Do you really? I'm not sure you do. In the whole vastness of space, Adrian, this is all that is here. Humans, empty planets and stars are all that there is. That's what I'm saying. What else can there be?" He spread his arms, gestured to the viewport. "Why are you telling me this?" Adrian asked. Iris sighed and dropped his arms. He pulled out his handkerchief,
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wiped his nose and smiled. "I ask that of everyone I meet, Adrian. No one seems to be able to grasp the concept. I'm hoping someday I'll find someone...who understands." Adrian licked his dry lips. "And if you do?" He shrugged. "I don't know. I don't expect to find anyone like that. Sometimes I think I was the only one given the gift of understanding it." He smiled ruefully, causing Adrian to grimace at the sight. "Somewhat of a waste, don't you think?" he said, indicating his deformed body. "Who's going to listen to a lighter freak?" The left eye twitched again, cast about wildly. Adrian didn't know what to say. He understood exactly what Iris was thinking, but felt repulsed by some kind of...aura...about the man. It wasn't his appearance. It was something deeper. Adrian didn't want to share his understanding of the Universe with this person. And as he continued to think, he began to believe that this lighter was right: only one person was given the insight to understand the Universe. One of them was not going to survive. He began to think frantically as Iris ordered a few guards back to the engine room to disable the drive. The other two guards left ran their rifle muzzles along Merisa's breasts. She started crying again. If only I could see her face! Iris came closer to Adrian once again. "I'm going to ask one more time, Adrian Nikurian. Give the wormer to me. If you do, I will not harm you. I will take the drive and go." Adrian cringed at the lighter's bad breath. What to do? There had to be a way out of this. He ran through every possible scenario. Was there something about this ship that could help him? EE had developed new technology at a frightening rate the last few years, mostly innovations in Planet-class Cruisers. What had they done to the
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Patrollers? To Sierra in particular? Sierra was commissioned just last year, right after the Fall patents were issued. He had taken training on the new features integrated into the Patrollers. Both he and Merisa had. There was the temporary field disruptor—that was of no use. It might have protected them against the lighters had they been paying attention to their assignment instead of having sex all the time...pointless to berate himself about that now. There were the new failsafes against using the lightdrive—to prevent accidental use. There were—wait! The failsafes on the lightdrive! These pirates were lighters. They were genetically susceptible to alteration after traveling light speed. If he could activate the light drive...but what of him and Merisa? And the baby? He glanced at his wife, head down. He could only see her arms and a shock of her brown hair, part of her nose, the bulge of her belly. It was a chance he had to take. He didn't know whether or not they would make it—they hadn't gotten the genetic tests done before they left. But he knew one thing: the lighters would not survive. No one had ever survived a second pass with a light drive after being "transformed" the first time. He knew what he had to do. There were voice-activated controls and failsafes for the lightdrive. Only the Captain of each Patroller could activate it with the right code, and only in his or her voice. If only he could speak the entire thing without Iris catching on. The lighter didn't look stupid, but Adrian would have to bet that he didn't know about this new failsafe on the Patrollers. He smiled slightly. Hopefully the ship would hold up; they were constructed differently now due to the wormers, but for intents and purposes it should hold up. It would be pointless to have a lightdrive otherwise. "I would rather take a trip at light speed than give you the drive," he said sweetly.
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Iris's face screwed up into livid mask of scar tissue. "You fucking bitch. Looks like I'll just have to take it. After we kill your wife." He gestured at the guards near Merisa. Adrian quickly launched into the sequence, yelling it loudly. "Sierra Adrian Nikurian delta-omega-nine-seven-upsilon-oh-oh-seven LDS activate. Begin fire trajectory five-oh-seven-seven-six-oh-z fifty percent initial ninety-eight percent intermittent twenty-four percent recession begin five seconds Sierra." Iris gaped at him. "What the hell was that for?" The guards hesitated as they brought their rifles up to Merisa's temples. Merisa jerked in her chair. "Adrian! No!" "I had to, honey," he replied, eyes never leaving the Iris's face. "Goodbye, Iris." The lighter whirled to the control panel. "What the fuck did you do? I've never heard of—" The ship suddenly lurched, threw him and the guards against the consoles. The lighter got up and quickly scanned a screen. "You piece of shit!" he roared, as lightdrive readings flitted across the screen. "You've just doomed yourselves!" "I've doomed you," Adrian corrected, voice drowned out by the rising whine of the lightdrive. It had never been used on this ship before and he had no idea what to expect. It was only to be used in the direst of emergency. He prayed it didn't fail. I wish I could see your face one more time, Merisa, he sent silently. Iris was frantically trying to shut off the drive without success. He grabbed one of the guard's laser rifles and shot up a few consoles. The ship began to pick up speed. He cursed again and howled at Adrian, who heard not a word.
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The ship accelerated, unhindered by the extra weight of the lighter's attached ship. The force pulled Adrian against his bonds, the straps digging into his arms. The ship tilted slightly. Iris screamed into one of the ship's intercoms. He was so loud Adrian could just make it out. "Destroy the light! Shoot the fucker! Now, goddammit!" The static-filled reply was lost in the whine of the drive. There were only seconds left before the ship would begin to break down. It tilted even further and Merisa's chair slowly spun around. Finally, her face. Adrian looked at her, at her tears, at her beautiful face. He gave her a reassuring smile and prayed she would make it through this. Her and the baby. The baby was especially important. He prayed to anything or anyone to protect them. Let me be the one who gets transformed! Don't harm them. Merisa looked back at him, wide-eyed and frightened, cheeks glistening. "I love you," he mouthed, unaware that the lighters had been flung back against the wall as the ship's speed approached light speed. "I love you, too," she mouthed in return. Her chair turned again, then locked in place as massive g-forces consumed them. They hit light speed and everything fall apart. * *



*



All that there was, was light. Pinpoints of light, dancing everywhere. Adrian knew they were there, but he didn't see them. But he knew. He was one with everything around him. Merisa moved through him. The ship moved through him. The lighters moved through him. Yet none of it filled him with happiness or with disgust. It was just there.
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Everything was light. The whole Universe was him. He was everywhere. He was all that there was. All that there is. All that there would be. * *



*



The ship came back in a rush of ear-deafening sound and violent vision. The world spun around him and he lost control of his limbs, tumbling about the floor of the bridge. He could tell it was the bridge, but it felt different somehow. It seemed bigger. It was bigger. Feeling came back and sharp pains filled every pore. He lost control and voided himself in his shipsuit. He smelled its foulness and felt the wetness as he tried to regain equilibrium. A baby was crying. He knew because it was so loud, flashed across his brain like an old-fashioned bullet from a revolver. Confused, he looked around, still in a half-daze, his sight only now settling down. Yes, it was smaller. The ship had not gone through light speed very well, probably because the pirate ship had been attached, disrupting the hull integrity. The whole bridge had been stretched after reassembly, extending at least half again more than the original length of the ship. He glanced out the main viewport and saw the lighter's ship still attached to Sierra, but skewed at an odd angle, bent around to the front of the ship. There was a big hole in the side of it—most likely a result of light travel—and he noticed globs of matter drifting in the space between the two ships. Globs that had once been lighters. The baby's incessant cries made him turn from the viewport. A baby? He still didn't remember everything and tried to get up, but only fell back down as another wave of dizziness hit him. What had EE said about post-light travel? He couldn't remember. He began to crawl
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towards the baby noise. He then realized his bonds were gone. His hands had been tied behind his back, he knew that much. The jump through light speed must have removed them. His hands encountered a mound of sticky goo. Recoiling from a sudden stench, he pulled back and squinted. A mass of flesh, blood and bone lay before him, barely recognizable as a person. He saw enough to know who it had been. Iris. There was his handkerchief, covered with dry snot, lying beside it. That had come through light perfectly fine. But not the lighter. Not any of them. He saw other puddles of goo off to the side—the other lighters. Adrian closed his eyes, desperately fought the urge to vomit. The baby. Concentrate on the baby. Why was the baby important? Go to that sound. He skirted the remains of the lighters and located the baby, thirty feet away. It lay there, small and helpless, covered with birthing blood, umbilical cord still attached to the placenta, like the lighter ship melded with the Sierra. It was a boy. He kicked and clawed at the empty air, and his continuous cries started to grate on Adrian's nerves. A baby. My baby? But where is Merisa? How could she have given birth as we traveled light speed? He reached down and picked up the baby, cradling him in his arms, the placenta hanging to the floor. He saw movement to his right. He turned—a leg twitched not far from him. The rest of the body was under what had once been a chair, but was now a flattened piece of melted metal and plastic. Damn the attached pirate ship! He edged nearer the body, a chill coming over him. He didn't want to, but he peeked under it—and collapsed to the floor, crying. "Merisa! Merisa..." He nearly dropped the baby in his grief.
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She lay there, her stomach relocated across her arm, a gaping hole where her belly had been. Her face was unrecognizable, but he knew it was her. Her other leg was a foot shorter than the twitching one. The shipsuit was still there, but only half on; the other half was wadded inside the upper thoracic cavity. Adrian could see her heart beating from where he sat, pumping erratically, trying to push blood through vessels that didn't lead anywhere. A growing pool of it fanned out from underneath her. One eye was intact, bloodshot, and it stared right at him. Unblinking, like the lighter's eye. Adrian hugged the baby to his breast and turned away. He could not bear to look. Oh, Merisa! He cried along with his son. It did not take Merisa long to die. The next time he looked at her again, she was still, and so was her heart. The baby in his arms finally quieted. He looked at his son and marveled at the birth that had just taken place. Light—the energy of the Universe—had forced his child into this world. The infant stared at him curiously. The new father reached out and rubbed the baby's nose with his finger. He intercepted it with a tiny hand. Adrian gasped and smiled through his tears. "You will do great things one day, son," he predicted. "Great things." He rocked the baby to sleep as the Sierra drifted through space.
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Leaving Time (June 2002—July 2011) I was getting ready to move to Virginia in the summer of 2002, and that prompted me to write a story about change. The quote that leads the story off I found after I had come up with the concept for the story: vignettes throughout time of one person leaving another that correspond to a phase in a leaf's life, from living green on the tree, to dying brown on the ground. The thing is, I never finished the Brown vignette; I just stopped at Red and left it incomplete. I don't remember why or what I had originally planned on doing for that color. So I decided to finish it now, in 2011, with what seems the logical ending and add it to this collection. __________________________________



Change is a measure of time and, in the autumn, time seems speeded up. What was is not and never again will be; what is is change. —Edwin Way Teale (1899-1980), U.S. writer and photographer



Green The argument took place at the beginning of the cool time, when the colors changed on the arms of the wood. Neg liked the warm giver. He was old and his bones ached more and more with each passing day. The warm giver helped with the pain.
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The tribe had plenty of wood for it to feed on. And it was always hungry. He and some others decided to keep the warm giver and pass it from wood to wood all through the very cold time. They would also use it for light when the over head was dark, and put animals into it to make their skin taste better. Neg thought it a good idea. So did some others— but not all. Tur was scared of the warm giver. He, of all of them, had seen it first, when it had turned many woods black. He said it came from the flashes in the over head, during the over wet. It is not ours to take, he said. Many listened to him. Neg had known Tur all his life. He did not know what to think of Tur's fear. Warm giver could help us, he said. They fed it constantly, never resting. Many thought it was safe, as long as it ate. What about Fek, Tur said and pointed to a younger one, skin warped and hairless in many places. Fek had once tried to play with warm giver. It had not wished to play and tried to make his skin taste good, like it did the animals. Fek had cried for days and no one had wanted to take a bite of his skin. We will not touch warm giver, Neg said. Warm giver will help us as long as we do not touch it. Tur would not hear. We do not want to do this, he said. We will live as before. Much of the tribe had gathered behind him. They grunted their agreement and eyed warm giver from where it danced about much wood, near the opening of the rock home. Neg and his part of the tribe wanted them to stay. Their skin and bones would not hurt during the very cold time. All of them would live through the cold white. Tur was scared. He shook his head. Warm giver will harm you,
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he said. And then he turned and left the rock home. Much of the tribe followed him. Neg watched him go and was sad. He let water run from his eyes. Tur had been his friend. He looked down at warm giver and stretched out his hands. Feeling returned to his skin. The very cold time would be better now that they knew how to keep warm giver happy. He and the others that were left sat around warm giver and wondered how many of those with Tur would come back when the very cold time ended.



Yellow "I don't want you or Lucius to go, Father!" "We have to, Cassie. We have been called upon to fight for the Empire, and we must not shirk our duty." Cassandra bowed her head, would not look at Father. "But I don't understand." He knelt and poked his finger under her dainty chin, brought it back up. She looked into his smooth and kindly face, relaxed before his smile, inhaled the soft scent of his finely curled and oiled hair. Her older brother Lucius stood off to the side, clad in his Legionnaire uniform, pack on his shoulder. He seemed anxious, ready to go. "Cassie," Father said in a patient tone, "you like our home, yes? You like Ostia Antica?" "Yes." "Well, the Empire keeps our home safe, allows us to live peacefully."
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"Is that what Lucius does?" she asked. Her brother glanced at her, smiled tightly, turned his attention back to the Decumanus Maximus, the main street that ran through their town. It was midmorning, and a myriad of Romans thronged the cobbled way, going to and from the port on the Tiber. "Yes, the Legionnaires protect us all." "Then why can't you stay and protect us here? Why do you have to go across the sea?" It did not make any sense to her. "Well—" Father stopped and rubbed his chin. "You see, Cassie, there is a land across the sea. A place called Carthage." "Lucius told me about that! It's in Africa!" "Yes. Well, there's a bad man there, a man that wants to come to our land and make everyone unhappy." "Who is it?" "His name is Hannibal, and he is very mean. He has killed many, many Romans before and will kill more. We have to kill him so he won't do this anymore. That's what Lucius does. I make swords for Lucius and his friends, so I have to go to make sure they have swords." "So if someone loses a sword, you make them a new one?" "That's right!" "But—" Cassandra sniffed and felt tears coming again. Father had never gone over the sea before. She was scared because Mother was scared. Mother had not even come down to the Porta Romana to say goodbye. "Why can't someone else make swords?" Father sighed and brought her in for a hug. Cassandra didn't want him to let go, but Lucius appeared impatient and cleared his throat. "The ships will be leaving soon, Father," he said. "Yes, I know." Father drew back, held Cassandra at arm's length, wiped away her tears with calloused hands. "You be a good girl now,
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okay? Take care of your mother." A cool breeze swept through the street and Cassandra shivered. Fall approached, but it was nice all year where Father was going. "You're going to miss the leaves," she said. They liked to take trips into the countryside, have picnics in the patches of forest up the coast. She loved the way the sunlight wove through the yellow, orange and red of fall leaves. Father had been there every year, until this one. She tried not to cry again, but it was hard. He smiled and stroked her hair. "Your mother will take you to see the leaves. And when they fall, keep some of them for when I come back. I'd very much like to see them." She brightened. "I'll get yellow ones. Those are your favorite." "That would be great, Cassie. And don't forget orange ones for yourself." "Father—" Lucius cut in. "I'm coming." He gave Cassandra one last kiss, stood and shouldered his pack. "I'll see you before winter, okay?" She nodded, tears finally giving way. He ruffled her hair and followed Lucius. Both were swallowed by the steady flow of Romans. Cassie stood on tiptoe, looked for Father's soft face, but could not find it. Traffic was picking up; Mother would be worried where she was. But first—a prayer for Father and Lucius. Down the Decumanus she went, weaving in and out of citizens, to the Baths of Neptune, the Terme di Nettuno. She came upon the massive mosaic of the sea god at the entrance, wherein he rode a chariot drawn by four horses. Their hooves pawed the air, breakers curled around their sable bodies. Neptune himself reared over the equines, dark body thick with muscles, hair and beard a rough sea-green. A commanding eye watched over all who came before him.
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Cassandra dropped to a quick knee and addressed the god. Please, give Father safe journey across the sea. Let him come back. She regarded the mosaic for a moment then jumped up and headed home. Mother would have to go to the forest with her. They would soon have leaves to gather.



Orange "The New World awaits me, Father," Diego said. He refused to back down. "It awaits everyone. It is there for our taking!" "Son," Senor de Ojeda said, shaking his head, "this Urabi is a dangerous place. Alonzo says so." "But you let him go. Why not I?" "First of all, your brother is much older than you. And second of all, if something happened to Alonzo, we would only have you. I do not want both my children dead, halfway around the world!" Senora de Ojeda wrung her wrinkled hands. She drew near, shawled shoulders at the level of Diego's crossed arms. She pleaded with him to stay. "Darling son, please don't go! I cannot bear the thought of both of you in those horrid jungles, among the Indians—" Sobs took over. Diego's face softened. He tried to put an arm around her, but she stepped into his father's open embrace. The older Spaniard glared at his youngest son. "Your mother cannot bear the thought of you leaving. Do you want to break her heart again?" Diego looked away, across the villas of distant Huelva, to where the Rio Tinto joined the Rio Odiel and spilled into the glittering blue of
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the Oceano Atlantico. The caravels of Francisco Pizzaro were moored there, ready for his third voyage to the New World. Diego's brother, Alonzo, would be going back once again in hopes of securing more land and riches for the King. Now that Diego was old enough, he wanted to accompany his famous brother. "Alonzo said it was okay," he said in weak protest. "I can serve as a deckhand—" "Alonzo has survived his two trips by luck. Who says you'll be any luckier?" "Am I not allowed to make my own decisions? Must I stay shackled to you forever?" Senor de Ojeda stood there, wife in arm. "Very well," he said in a voice dripping with controlled anger. "Go. Go across the ocean to this New World. You'll see that as soon as you get there, you'll want to come back. Back to those who love you. Because gold and jewels and land won't love you like we do." The old man led his wife away, down the hill to their villa, nestled near the forest of pinewood, cork oak and chestnut at the foot of the Sierra Morena. It was mid-autumn, the leaves of the oak and chestnut turning various colors, predominantly orange—while the pines stayed green, like they did year round. Diego looked at the trees, thought of the unchanging pine as his parents and Spain. The others changed with time, adapted to new circumstances—as Pizzaro and the other conquistadors were doing. The New World was the future of Spain. The villa of his parents—could only be the past. Some of the leaves had already started to fall. Diego had no time to lose, for Alonzo would set sail tomorrow. He squared his shoulders and turned from the impassive Sierra Morena, headed toward the port of
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Huelva and the world beyond.



Red Karen and Willem sat at the base of a mighty oak, gnarled roots for seats, autumn leaves scattered about the forest floor. Tense, they suffered through the mutual silence. Karen stared at her hands, at the dry red leaf she cracked apart with deft movements of thumb and forefinger. Red dust drifted into a pile before her crossed legs. Bushy brown hair flowed from a severe central part and hid her face from Willem. She did not want to look at him. She hated to create anger, but it had to be done. "I wish you had told me this before," he said finally, barely able to control his voice. It snuck through Karen's shield of hair, stung both ears. "I didn't feel this way before," she mumbled. More of the leaf crumbled between her fingers, just like her relationship with Willem was now doing. "Do you not love me anymore? Is that what it is—that I bore you somehow?" She heard him shift on the roots. "Because if it is, please tell me. Stop lying." "I have never lied to you, Willem. I just—" She stopped, searched for the right words. There was no way to explain, but she had to try, for his sake. "You just what?" "I have to go. It's the right thing to do. Surely you know what that feels like."
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"No, I don't." Her head shot up, hair tumbled back, the leaf completely disintegrated in clenched fists. "Yes, you do. Stop being irrational. You say you love me, right? Well—why do you love me? Can you answer that?" He met her fierce gaze with narrow green eyes encircled by sunken flesh. He never slept well when something bothered him and it showed today. It had been three days since Karen had moved out and accepted the position in the Mars Base program. Karen had applied on a whim, not really knowing what she was doing other than it felt right, and after rigorous testing—which she had not told Willem about—had passed the competency tests. All that remained was the training. That would take a year in itself. Then six months to Mars, seven years on planet, and six months back—nine years at the minimum. Nine years away from Willem. There was nothing left to do but return his engagement ring, allowing them both to move on with their lives. She was willing to give it all up. The red planet called and she had to answer. Willem, however, did not understand. He wanted her, but to wait for nine years? How very different they would be then. He struggled to answer her question, could not do so. Staring at the network of roots around them, he said, "I love you, Karen. That's all that really matters. And I know you love me, right? Why do you have to go to Mars?" He picked at a patch of moss. "It's so far away." Karen sighed. "Willem, it has nothing to do with you. It has everything to do with me. I have to do this. I must do this. Surely you've felt this way about something before." "Yeah, about you." "That's different."
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"How so?" "I don't want to argue, Willem." "Who's being irrational now?" he growled and swiped at some dead leaves, the orange, red and brown of autumn. They came to this little plot of forest often to escape the city, to escape life in the oppression of modern day urbanization, to be alone. Karen felt that after today, this place would cease to hold a special place in her heart. It was here, after all, that Willem had asked her for her hand in marriage—an institution that was slowly dying around the world as more and more people set their personal journeys and explorations as top priority and shoved family to the backburner. There were too many people on Earth anyway. "I'm doing this, Willem, and there's nothing you can do to change that. I need to do it. I have to do it." She stared at the ground, at the deadening weeds, the cracked dirt between the roots of the nearby tree. The earth was thirsty here, but there was little water to give. Humans came first. It made her sick in a way, but she understood the necessity. Willem was quiet for so long that she finally looked up. He gazed off into the distance, eyes wet. "What am I supposed to do?" he asked in a small voice. "It took so long to find you. I don't want to be alone forever." "Oh, Willem, you won't be alone. You'll find someone else, I know you will." He shook his head. "I won't. You were my only chance." He glanced at her briefly, looked away, swiped at the leaves again. They crinkled like tissue paper. "I'm sorry." She placed his ring on the ground between them, atop a red leaf,
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nestled between two twisted roots. "I have to go."



Brown "What is it?" the boy asked in a frightened voice. Pale, wide-eyed, he stared through the porthole in the pod. He did not understand what was going on. "It's all brown and empty. There's nothing out there. I want to go back to the ship." "It's a new world," the boy's father said, tiredly. He shifted in his seat, barely enough strength to lift his arm and grasp at the boy's sleeve. He tugged at it. "Come down from there, now. I need to talk to you." The boy peered out the porthole for a moment longer, then turned to his father. He clambered down from the back of the seat and approached the older man, who sighed. "Are we going out there?" the boy asked before his father could say anything. "I'm not. You are." "Me?" "Yes." The father breathed in slowly, blinked his eyes. It was close. He did not have much time left. Quickly now. "Son... you will have to go on alone. You will have to leave me." The boy stared at him, eyes impossibly wide, almost bulging from their sockets. "What do you mean? I can't go out there, I don't know what's out there! I want to go back!" He started to cry. "Son, son..." the father tried to comfort him, but the boy began to tremble and shook his head wildly. He abruptly collapsed to the floor like a bunch of wet rags and sobbed against his father's leg.
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"Papa, Papa, I can't do it—" "Yes, you can." "No, no—" "Son. Listen to me." His weakened voice could barely be heard over the boy's sobbing. Not much time left. "You can't go back to the ship. And I can't be there for you. You'll have to go out there on your own." A sharp pain stabbed his side and he grunted, twisted in pain. "Papa!" The boy immediately stood up and grabbed him, shook him. "Papa, what's wrong!" "I'm dying, dammit!" the father yelled through the pain. God, it hurts so much. I was so stupid, trying to fix the sleepship on my own. I've killed them, killed them all. His own tears began to flow. "No, no you can't die, you'll live forever, you'll go out in the brown land with me, you'll help me, you'll—" "You have to do it yourself." The father gasped for precious air. It felt like his lungs were collapsing. Every breath took a mighty effort. Dark spots danced across his tear-blurred vision. "No! I'll stay until you get better, I'll—" The father began to sob then. "I'm sorry, my boy. I can't help you. I can't—" Pain seized him up again. He was faintly aware of a banging sound. "Papa! There's someone out there! Someone outside the pod! They want to get in!" Images of the boy jumping up to the porthole flashed in his mind. "They are all hairy! Aliens! I'm scared, Papa!" He felt the boy clasping his hand, felt his tears on his cold skin. The pain subsided for a few brief moments, a few sweet moments of respite and clarity. He found he could focus on his child. A sudden calm washed over him and he sagged against the harness holding him in the seat.
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"Son. My child. You are on your own. We are the only ones left. I don't know who is out there, but they don't know. They don't know who we are, or our world. You will have to teach them." "Teach? But I don't know anything!" Banging on the pod again, much louder this time. The father thought he could hear grumbling outside. The boy looked up at the porthole, frightened, eyes wild. "Humans. Teach them...about humans. About the ones we were supposed to be caring for." The last of our race. He was slipping away. He knew for certain this time. Slipping completely away. If only I could see them. See this brown world we landed on. See where humanity will end. End because of my stupidity. "I—I don't understand." "You are...the last." "The last what?" The father stroked his boy's brown hair for the last time. Unwashed in the days since their pod ejected from the sleepship, it left a greasy feeling on his fingers. "The last..." But the word did not come. He felt all the air ease out of him. He left mortality to the sound of his boy's sobs and the banging on the pod's hull.
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Moving Earth (December 2002—January 2003) When I started writing longer works, I was into themes. I tried to make each story or concept mean something, or have some kind of underlying pattern, and not just be simple entertainment. I think differently now about my writing, but one concept I had at the time centered around elements and I wrote about 180,000 words of a novel called Elementology before putting it aside because it just wasn't working that well as a whole. I drew from that work to form my first self-published novel, Bonebearer, and I have a wealth of concepts to reuse in future works, so it wasn't a total waste. This story is an excerpt from that defunct Elementology novel, a novella centered around people who represented the element of air. So not a short story in the true sense, but it's a good example of how I took what I learned from writing short stories and applied them to novella / novel form, and is a fitting way to end this collection. __________________________________



1 Nic's father went off to war when he was very young—too young for him to even remember what the man looked like. But he had an image in his mind, painted by the words of his mother. And he knew it was war, because that was what everyone in the plateau city of Tevin's Leap said: war with the Vormen, so they called themselves now. "More like a last ditch effort to stop their progress into the Inland
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Sea, near the desert there, than actual war," so said the old Kres mages who had remained behind when the brightest and most powerful of the Kres left, so long ago. "What became of them, we do not know, for they never came back." They talked of such things when the people of Tevin's Leap gathered at the plateau's single Foci, a towering open-air structure of melded stone and dirt, made by the Kres. By people like Nic's father. Like Nic himself. "Not even one?" a youngster would ask at the gathering, just like he had asked before, and would again. The people of the Leap sat in concentric circles within the Foci, the Kres in the very middle, women and children—and some pureblood Ionans—around the outer edge. "Not a one. They gathered on every great plateau, from Garym's Loft up on high to Cleven Tor in the south, and soared down to the paths of old, pushing their way through the silver-gray catkins that line those ancient ways. At the Spiral Line of the Warinweald they joined together and marched east, headed for the foul pit in which the filthy vorers hide. Into the trees they went and were never heard from or seen again." The Kres shook their heads and hummed softly to themselves. Women nodded and held their suckling babes close. Widows and spinsters chewed on the fleshy stems of milkroot plants. They shook their heads in concert with the Kres. "But why did they go?" someone else ventured, though everyone already knew the answer. The chief element of the Foci, aside from the earth which comprised it, was remembrance. Nic's people believed that memories were the only way to know that one existed. Without memories, the past was questioned, as well as the future. Without memories, there was only the present—isolated and alone, surrounded by uncertainty. For the Kres, the company of others made the present bearable, until they moved beyond memories and time and the many
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other idiosyncrasies of the earth. Dramus Fael-Hartle, the eldest and most learned of all the Kres, answered this one. "Because in all things there is a balance. The fleeting sky has the solid earth. The fiery sun the cool waters of the seas and rivers. Light and dark. Creation and destruction." He looked around, met everyone's eye in turn. Not a one dropped their gaze. "We Kres have pulled the mountains from the earth. We have created the entire world that you know. Those beyond the curve of the horizon— Vormen—they remove what we make, take the natura that we freely gave to the earth for their own greedy whims." "Do they not quest for the sky, along with us?" "They have twisted our ways! Once we worked together, long ago, but now they dig ever deeper into the earth. How does one except to go up when they're going down? We are the only true seekers of the secrets of the sky." "But to reach the heights of Garym's Loft you have to go down our mountain first!" one of the spinsters cried from the edge, hoping to prove Dramus wrong, though everyone knew he was right. "Only for those unaware of the levels of reality, such as yourself," the Kres snapped back. He stroked each cheek once with his right hand, then passed the back of it over his eyes, palm outward. The sign of obstinacy and refusal. I took your words from the air and sent them back to you. The spinster bowed her head and said no more. They continued to discuss the ways of the world, of the mountains they lived atop, of the day when the peaks would reach so high into the sky that those who were aware would be able to set out of this life and into the next, and continue on toward the sun. A common ritual, performed in the Foci every solstice and equinox. Nic had been to all during his lifetime, but could only remember half of them. The other
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times he had been a child on his mother's lap, near the outer edge of the circles. His father Orren had been in the center with the other Kres, teaching the ways, joining their minds together, doing their best to keep the earth moving. But Orren was gone now, one of the many who had left to find the Vormen and stop their destruction of the earth. "For without earth," the Kres said, "we cannot build mountains, and thus cannot pass into the sky." And Nic's mother, Velenia, spent most of her days on the edge of the Leap, staring off into the distant world, where people barely managed to eke out an existence in the forests and plains and deserts. She still thought her husband was coming home. "He's out there somewhere, I know it," she said every evening as the earthwatchers served their meal. It was her mantra. Nic was convinced it was the only thing that kept her sane. Orren had been everything to her. Nic had his own mantra in response. "He'll come back, Velenia. He'll come back." He did not believe it, though. It had been over fifty solstices since that day. They fell silent and ate, the earthwatchers presented stone platters of chopped vegetables and broiled fish, along with granite bowls of crisp mountain water from the nearby spring. Earthwatchers lived in the caverns beneath the plateaus and helped the Kres build the mountains and Foci. They looked the same as the Kres—in fact, they were both descended from the same peoples, the Old Ionans—but paler and stooped from years in the caverns. All had dark eyes with small pupils and squinted whenever they came out in the open to help the Kres, as their people had always done, ever since the Great Divide. One of them, a young woman with long flaxen hair, was new. Nic felt attracted to her immediately and watched intensely as she placed
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water at their right hands. She glanced at him from under colorless lashes, turned quickly away and stood near the entrance of their home with the other earthwatchers, waiting for them to finish. Nic's eyes wandered to her throughout the entire meal. She returned his looks a few times, but examined the floor more often than not. Silence reigned as Nic and Velenia ate. Afterwards, he approached the girl outside, where many earthwatchers went to and from the caverns, heading for their nightly worksites. They preferred to aid the Kres then, more comfortable with the dark sky. It reminded them of the cavern ceilings. The Kres liked to work at night as well, for hidden from the fires of the sun they could concentrate wholly on moving the earth. She ducked her head to Nic out of respect. "What's your name?" he asked in a soothing voice. Earthwatchers were peaceful, concerned with nothing more than helping the Kres. "Helyn." Her voice was as crisp as the mountain spring water she had brought him. "I'm Nic." She nodded and looked away shyly. "You have beautiful hair," he murmured. "Thank you." He noticed how she sometimes squinted when she looked towards light—a fitful torch outside a home, or the stars in the cloudless sky. "How often do you come out of the caverns?" "This is only my third time. Until today I've always mapped the caverns with my father." "That's quite a task, I hear." "Yes. The caves change so much, as you...the Kres...build the mountain. We relocate to new caves every moon, almost."
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Nic had been down in the caverns a few times himself, had seen firsthand what she spoke of. As the Kres created the earth and added it to the existing mountain, the tunnels and caverns below shifted and rearranged on a continual basis. Some caverns were closed off while new ones opened. A good portion of the earthwatchers spent all their time monitoring the movement of caves, so that their settlements would not be sealed off, in most cases forever. Thus, they were forced to move frequently. There were stories of whole communities becoming trapped because of short-sighted earthwatchers. Nic shivered. He did not like to go into the caves. No Kres did. It lessened their communion with the earth, took away the space needed to create earth. They needed wide open places—like the plateau cities—in order to effectively displace the air around them. "Have you been in the caves before?" Helyn asked when he remained silent. "Yes. A few times when I was younger. Come, walk with me to the Leap." The earthwatcher frowned. "We are on Tevin's Leap." "No, the Leap. The actual place Tevin leapt from to give it its name." "Oh." She ducked her head. "Forgive me, Kres." "You are forgiven." Earthwatchers were simplistic folks and hated to err, whether it concerned work or etiquette. He took her hand and they strolled across the plateau, weaving through the narrow ways between the tall buildings of molded stone that comprised the city proper. Early evening was the quietest part of the night, when Kres were either sleeping or preparing to harness natura. Tevin's Leap was a large plateau and it took them a quarter-hour to reach the eastern edge, which consisted of nothing more than a broad, empty
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shelf of rock. The drop beyond measured close to a thousand feet, all the way down to the plateau city of Tevin's Landing. Helyn would not go near the Leap. Heights frightened her, she said. "There's nothing to be afraid of. I'll hold on to you," Nic offered. The earthwatcher did not want to refuse a Kres, but she was truly scared. "I...can't..." "You forget that I am Kres, Helyn. There is no need to fear a fall." Like all the Kres, not only could he displace air in order to move earth, but he could displace air to move his body through it. He could fly, just like the birds that winged their way north and south with the seasons. She hesitated, but finally joined him, gripped his arm tightly. Her body felt nice against his. He took her close to the edge, close enough for them to peer over it safely. The world below was a black void, broken only by scattered pinpricks of light—the torches and fires of those on Tevin's Landing. Wind whipped down from the upper portion of their mountain, which they called Arenteau, and ruffled the thick gray and black gowlskins they wore wrapped around chest and waist. Nic could feel Helyn tremble through the gowlskins, and not just from the cool wind. "It's high," he said, "but as I said, no need to worry." They regarded the darkness of the heights for a moment. Then Nic spoke. "Tevin Iam-Kathia was the first to displace air with his body. He grew up on this very plateau. From this spot he tested his skills and succeeded. Many Kres had tried for years, but were not strong enough to move so much air. It is very tiring to gar." "That's how you create earth," Helyn murmured. "Yes. It's an ancient word for 'force.' Which is what we do. Force
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earth into air." "The Mountains." He nodded. "Kres were weak in those days, when the mountains were hardly foothills. We have come a long way since then. And flying was the first step in the long journey to the sky." Up into the clear sky he gazed. Helyn kept hers focused straight ahead. "And what happened to Tevin?" she asked. "He flew, of course. Circled a few times and then spiraled down to the next plateau, now called Tevin's Landing. He opened up a whole new world and each generation after has grown in power. Unfortunately, those of Garym's Loft impressed him into their service and surpassed us in height and power." He pointed to the north, where a great inky shape blotted out the stars. "Our peak was once the highest of all the Kres. Now it is second to the Loft." "It is dark. Does no one live there?" "They live on the northwest face, out of our sight." He glanced at her speculatively. "You know very little. Are not the earthwatchers curious about their home?" Here she smiled sadly. "We love our caverns, Kres. We love the feel of stone all around us. It's comforting. And it's all I know." She shrugged. "I've never really been curious about the outside, but it is my turn to serve the Kres, and I must do my duty." "And after that? What would you do?" "I would go back into the caverns, and map the changes over time, like my father and his brother, and my eldest sister." Now she gave him a speculative glance in return. "If you will forgive me, Kres, you don't seem too familiar with your earthwatchers." She was too attractive for Nic to be angry at her insolence. And she probably knew it, too, he surmised. "I have never been in the
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caverns," he confessed. "Not many Kres have." "Yes. Whereas you are comfortable in such confined spaces, we are not. Without large amounts of air around us, our handling of natura becomes very clumsy." "And if you need to travel to another plateau?" He gestured at the Leap. "Take a guess." "I understand—" "Would you like to fly, Helyn? Up to plateau Arenteau?" "No, I...I should get back. Forgive me, Kres." She disengaged and bowed her head, held her open palms out, a sign of respect to the sky she was about to leave. The Kres required it of all earthwatchers. "I will see you again," he called as she left, flaxen hair streaming in the dark like a ghostly comet. When she vanished, he turned back to the Leap. Moving to the very edge, he stared eastward into the night and let the wind play along his back. Into that darkness did Orrin, my father, go. He very much wanted to see the man and learn from him, as it was meant to be, father to son. Instead, he was apprenticed to an impotent Kres, childless and old. Many such pairings had been made since the departure for war. Their numbers were depleted, but hardly gone. More children were needed to carry on the work of those who would soon pass on, and it took many years for a child to learn the garing ways of natura. Nic himself had trained for nigh one hundred and fifty years, and still felt like a helpless baby compared to some of the greater Kres on plateaus Arenteau and Garym. He thought of Helyn. She was very attractive, with wide hips and firm breasts—as far as he could tell under the bulky gowlskins. The perfect child bearer, he concluded. The Kres preferred not to further
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dilute their blood with that of the Old Ionans, but times were changing. If they were to escape the threat of the Vormen and attain the sky, and forever forsake this land, it needed to be done. A sudden gust of wind caught him unaware and pushed him offbalance. He let himself go with it, fell forward into the yawning emptiness, and let the winds and his natura carry him over the peaks of his homeland. He could see very little, only the dark masses of each mountain, but he knew it was there. And someday I will be past all of it, and never have to set foot there again.



2 "He's out there somewhere, I know it," Velenia said, as was her wont. Nic said nothing this time, tired of her words. She never seemed to gar anymore. All day she would watch the eastern horizon and wait for her mate Orrin, or fly down to the Landing, or even Maunmak and Cleven Tor to the southeast, in hopes of finding him there. Travelers on foot would reach plateau Nebbigen on Cleven Tor first, the lowest of all the plateau cities. Only no outsiders had ever reached Nebbigen, especially not the lower races of the world. "He's coming, I can feel it," she continued in a whisper as the earthwatchers cleared the food the Kres had not touched. Eyes downcast, Helyn refused to look at him, doing her duty only. Nic planned on having words with her later. "Velenia, he left a long time ago." "Not as long as a Kres lives." "But longer than the earthwatchers, or those of the lands below.
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The earth and air are different down there. Even if they did find the Vormen, they may not have survived the air. It's too thick in such places." That was a topic that had been debated for years among the elder Kres. Since relatively few even ventured past plateau Nebbigen, the theory had neither been proved nor disproved. It remained a theory, and would until a group of Kres tested it for themselves—and no one had any such desire to do that. Except maybe Velenia, Nic thought with a frown. "He lives." Nic smacked his palms on the granite table. "Then why don't you go find out, then? You're no use up here. You have not gared in years!" Her lips set in a firm line. "I birthed you." "Yes, but now we are both Kres: we are equals. And you have forgotten our purpose." She glared and left, went back out to watch for Orrin. Nic stared at the table for a while. A touch on his shoulder startled him. Helyn. All the other earthwatchers had gone for the night. "Why do you treat her so?" Nic looked at her hard. "Forgive me, Kres," she murmured, folding her hands in front of her. Straight flaxen hair fell forward and covered the sides of her face, put the rest into shadow. "I would like you to walk with me," he said after watching her for a long minute. "Come." They took another stroll to the Leap. Helyn hung back again, but Nic linked his arm in hers and pulled her to the edge. He inhaled deeply, reveled in the sweet scent of rock and snow that the wind brought from the summit. Helyn merely trembled and no doubt wished she were back in the caverns, safely surrounded by stone.
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"I do not like it here," she said in a meek voice. "But I do. And I like for you to be here with me." She struggled with this a bit, but earthwatchers were not to question the Kres. They only worked and obeyed, and were content with that—though there had been some to the contrary, Nic knew. In addition to serving as homes, the caverns also had tunnels that led to the other plateaus and deep into the bowels of the mountain. When they were unblocked, that was. The mountain constantly shifted, but the earthwatchers who made the maps and moved their people from cavern to cavern knew what paths were clear and when. Not all earthwatchers liked life in the mountains. There were stories of some leaving and escaping, others leaving and becoming trapped in a closing tunnel. Such a fate chilled Nic to the bone. He forced himself to concentrate on Helyn, to listen to her soft but anxious breath, to feel her racing pulse through their arms. "Do you want to fly?" he asked, though he already knew what her answer would be. "I'm sorry, Kres—" "You can call me Nic." "Nic. I...I cannot. I must go..." She tried to disengage but he held her close. A strange feeling came over Nic. He did not want her to go. Just her presence made him comfortable, made the sky clearer, the wind sharper, the natura sweeter. "I will go into your caverns if you will fly with me," he found himself saying. What did it matter, if he had her? She was a long time in answering. When she did, her voice quavered. "Even then, Kres, I don't know—" "I will visit your home first, then. And after, we'll see if you honor and obey like the earthwatchers always have." He did not like to do it,
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but there was no other way. He wanted to be in the air with this woman, even though she was not Kres. "When?" she asked faintly. It pained him to say it, but he had to. "Tomorrow. After the evening meal. Tonight I must work at the Foci with Rance KiethCytra." Rance was the childless teacher he had in place of his father. The old man may be a bit daft, but it had no effect on his skill. It was their night to contribute to the rising mountain. She nodded as if she understood, though clearly she did not. "Then..." "I must go." He led her away from the Leap. Relief washed over her face. "Tomorrow, after the meal. I will go down into the caverns. And then you will fly with me." He did not really want to force her, but sometimes one had to be firm with the earthwatchers. They could be forgetful. Or get their own ideas. And with that they parted. * *



*



During the meal the next evening, Helyn seemed antsy. She avoided his eyes like the earthwatchers did the open sky. Velenia wallowed in typical sorrow and self pity. Nic ate sparingly, a bit nervous himself. It was easy to say he would go into the caverns, but now that it was going to happen... As a child, not long after his father left, he and some of the other young Kres would dare each other to go into the caverns for ten seconds, or a minute—or even five minutes. A few were able to do it for a minute, but rarely did anyone manage to stay within for five or more minutes. When you spend all your life in contact with the forces inside
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you, in the rock and sky, it's unbearable when one of them is cut off. Nic had never entered the caverns. He had been too scared. When Velenia left muttering under her breath and the earthwatchers shuffled off, Helyn lagged behind until only she and Nic remained. They shared a long silence. "You don't have to come with me, Kres," she ventured from where she stood near the door. "I will understand." Nic was immediately angry. "Why do you say that?" Was she questioning his will? Her mouth opened and closed, at an obvious loss. "Do you think I cannot do what I say?" Nic stood and adjusted his rumpled gowlskins. "Lead the way, earthwatcher." He was angry at her, but more at himself for giving her the chance to doubt him. A Kres is firm, he recited, words learned from his teacher Rance, like the mountain beneath him. A Kres is firm, like the winds of the clouded heights. A Kres is firm, like the intensity of the fiery sun. And a Kres is firm, like the drive of the spring down the mountainside, but also fluid like the water, adjusting to every change of the world, every curve and cliff of the slope. He thrust his shaking hands into his gowlskins and followed Helyn into the chill night of the plateau. Their breath steamed and wreathed their heads with halos of mist. Helyn attempted to speak as they passed the tall buildings of the Kres, but Nic silenced her with a sharp word. He wanted to get this over with so he take her over the Leap. How long does she think I'm going to stay? His legs wanted to lock and turn him about, and it took all his willpower to keep them moving. His stomach began to flutter, similar to the feeling whenever he touched Helyn's pale skin. Soon they left the buildings behind. The portion of the plateau
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between them and the mountainside was plain rock and scree dotted here and there by cobweb leeks—or sempervivum, as some still called it. The small evergreen plants formed mats across the open swath, their foliage arranged in tight rosettes and webbed with small white hairs, giving the appearance that they were covered by spiderwebs. Nothing was further than the truth, though. Spiders were rare on the high plateaus and found mostly in the lower reaches of the mountains, in areas the Kres never visited. Beyond the cobweb leeks the cavern of the earthwatchers yawned, a wide horizontal hole in the mountainside, around two hundred feet across. A few earthwatchers were passing in and out of the mouth, but otherwise it was empty. Nic and Helyn moved slowly through the leeks, careful not to step on any. Being early fall, the plants were unremarkable. But in the summer they flowered red and pink starshaped flowers that lit up the entire plateau. Nic made a note to fly Helyn to the other plateaus so she could see the garing hazels of Lower Garym, or the pink saponaria of Cleven and Nebbigen, the lowest plateaus of all the Kres. They were a sight to behold from the sky. All thoughts of flying and flowers vanished from his mind as Helyn came to a halt. He stopped at her side, eyed the cavern's maw uneasily. Sweat coalesced on his palms despite the chill. He wiped them on his gowlskins, noticed that Helyn glanced at him from the corner of her eye. "Kres, you don't—" "Just remember what I asked of you. I do this for that reason only." "Yes, I see." She shuffled her feet. "Should I lead the way?" "It's your home." She started toward the cavern. Now, while her back is turned: run,
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run away! If only he could. No, he had too much pride to back down now. He said he would do something, and he was going to do it. Even if it drives you mad? Ignoring the conscience he so much wanted to obey, he took a step just as Helyn looked back. Keep your eyes on her face. On her hair and gowlskins, on her slim arms, her pale skin. Concentrate on that, and you won't notice the rock all around you, pressing down on you, cutting off your feel of the sky... A bead of sweat trickled down his forehead. He grit his teeth and kept moving. One foot in front of the other. Left, right. Left, right. A deep shadow engulfed him and the stars disappeared. He focused on Helyn's flaxen hair, now turning a dark shade of gray. The rest of her body, already covered by gowlskins, melted into the darkness of the cavern's mouth. She seemed to be shrinking and fading and he called her name in a worried voice. Immediately she turned around and grew in size and brilliance. Coming closer to him. A soft, cold hand touched his own. She was moving away from you, not shrinking. Fool Kres—you think to go where only the earthwatchers can. Already the world had been stifled, so much so that if not for Helyn's hand on his, he would be wading back through the leeks by now. "Strange, isn't it," he grated, "that I am of the only people who can create earth, yet I am terrified to be surrounded by it." He did not care whether she knew or not. "I understand," she soothed. "No! You do not understand. You are not Kres." His eyes left her flawless face for a moment, wandered into the emptiness of the adit. A man appeared from that emptiness, an earthwatcher on his way to help the Kres. He jerked in surprise at seeing Nic and almost fell. Quickly
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he recovered and moved past, murmuring, "Forgive me, Kres." "That must be a sight: a Kres within the cavern of the earthwatchers." Nic took a deep breath, calmer than before, yet still shaky. All too aware of the stone looming above him, he bent unconsciously. Helyn frowned and looked up, realized the problem. "It's only stone," she started, then caught herself and finished, "Forgive me, Kres. I spoke out of turn—" "Forget it. And now you know why all of the structures on the plateau are open-air and roofless. The Foci most importantly. The shape of the building allows us to focus on one portion of the sky, while still being able to access the whole of it. It is an ancient design, used by those who came before the Kres." "Of whom do you speak?" the earthwatcher breathed. Her hand remained in his, squeezed it gently. Nic shook his head. "It does not concern you." This talk was helping a bit, but the pit of his stomach felt like it was going to claw its way through his abdomen. He had to go back. Damn my pride! I've stayed long enough to win a thousand bets. "Is there no light in your caverns?" he found himself asking, delaying the inevitable. "There is much phosphorescence in the deeper portions, but only a little in the inhabited areas. That or the glow of embers. We do not need much light." "Yes, I know." She forgot herself again. "Then why did you ask?" Nic growled and let go her hand. "I'm—" No, don't apologize. Kres do not apologize for anything. Everything a Kres does has a purpose in the world, went the old
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saying. And there was none more fitting. What should I say? Nothing. He would say nothing, just turn and leave. And so he did, to Helyn's astonishment. "Kres," she said uncertainly, voice echoing a bit within the cave entrance. "Nic," she tried again, "where are you...going?" Nic ignored her, wanted nothing but get out into the open. He had ventured into the cavern farther than he had thought. The brightness of night—and such a thing existed, compared to the gloom of the cave— beckoned, coaxed him out like the smell of blood did a gowl from its slovenly lair. Helyn's voice faded away. Cool mountain air tousled his thick brown hair as he finally emerged. Relief flooded his veins. He wanted to forget his embarrassment, but he could not. It was not the way of the Kres. Memories were cherished and treasured, lest one question his own existence. Rather than forget, he pulled an opaque veil across that corner of his mind and turned his attention to the present. He could feel the sky again.



3 Dramus Fael-Hartle, the eldest of all Kres on plateau Tevin's Leap, talked long into the equinox night. In the great Foci of the Leap the Kres had gathered, arrayed in their circles as they had before, and as they ever would be. Nic sat in the second circle with the other apprentice Kres and listened to stories he already knew by heart. Tales of the Kres before even Tevin Iam-Kathia's time and the construction of the first Foci in the foothills around the Warinweald, or the "Wary Forest," as it had been called of old.
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"These Foci were not as great as those to the east, where the Kres came from. How could they, when only those who could gar built them?" He dry-washed his leathery hands. Dramus was old—old enough to remember Tevin in his glory days, almost five hundred cycles of the seasons past. Nic listened intently and wondered if he would ever live to be so old. But if he did, who would he tell of? Who was the Tevin of his time? Or the Garym Islei-Moorde, the strongest garer of all, who single-handedly raised the peak of Garym's Loft past Arenteau after the time of Tevin? Garym had died young, a victim to the stress of constant garing, but his name lived on. Kres sometimes talked of him as if he still existed. Those upon Garym's Loft certainly did. Dramus had gone silent while Nic mused, and the Kres began to stir impatiently. "Tell of the Great Divide, Kres," someone murmured from the outer circles, a widow probably. They asked the most direct questions, having no fear of the elder Kres. "Hmmm. An old story from an old time," the Kres replied evasively. His bushy eyebrows twitched and he rubbed his bulbous nose. "But surely not forgotten," another woman ventured. Dramus glared, but a few others added their voices, asking for the story of the Great Divide. Nic stayed silent with the other central Kres. At a certain point in the Kres' development, they stopped asking for knowledge from others. Instead, they drew it from the world around them through silence and listening. "No, not forgotten. Of course not. We forget nothing. All our past is in our minds, or flowing with our blood, or secreted deep in our bones." He took a drink of water from a nearby bowl and cleared his throat. "Listen and remember my words, fellow Kres. For one day I will move on, and only you will be left to continue the story." He turned
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in a stiff circle and searched the crowd with bloodshot eyes. Nic thought the Kres lingered on him longer than the others, but quickly rid himself of the idea. To Dramus, all the Kres were nameless minds, receptacles for memories. Movers of earth. "The Great Divide did not always exist," he began, soft of voice. Those on the outer edges leaned forward to hear better. The sound of spinsters chewing on milkroot stems dominated the room until a few glares put it to an end. The whole of the Foci quieted and listened. "It was once called the Great Union, the perfect liaison of mind and matter, earth and sky. There are levels in the world, planes on which realities function and rest. The Elementology we called it of yore: the inherent interaction between all things in the world. Visible, invisible. Extrinsic, intrinsic." He stretched out his gnarled hands and pressed the palms together, one on top of the other. "The earth and sky touch, this we know." The hands separated an inch. "In between rest all the peoples of the world, in a narrow plane of physical reality. Some are trapped forever, unable to touch the boundary of earth, nor that of sky. Others can reach up and poke their fingers into the sky, a few their entire arms. The same is true of the earth below. "Once all the people in this plane existed together in a steady balance. The Great Union. But over time portions of that balance wore away, as all things of a physical nature tend to do, and caused the Great Divide. One group of people used too much power to sway another group, too many used power for their own gain—there are endless possibilities. But what caused the most damage, what prompted the Divide, was not the excessive use of intrinsic physical power, nor the forces that the bind the planes of earth and sky to each other. "It was that people stopped working together. They ceased to unite
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their power. And slowly the elements shifted, and the world tilted, and the people split." Dramus' hands drew farther apart and twisted away from each other. When they stopped, they rested at odd angles, unparallel and skewed. The old Kres held them that way for a long moment, then curled up the gnarled fingers and buried them deep into his gowlskins, as if embarrassed at what the world had become and hiding it. A long sigh issued from his quivering lips. "Once people lived and loved and learned, all as one. Long ago, that was. Before these mountains existed, and before the Vormen and their forsaken pits beyond the eastern horizon. Before we fled the lands of old." Before the Great Divide. The unspoken words echoed in Nic's mind. He had heard all this many times before; he had it memorized. Suddenly he began to think. The Union had ended, once. Would the same happen for the Divide? He wanted to ask, but kept silent. He was past the stage of asking questions. Someone did it for him. "Can there ever be another Union?" It was a widow from across the way, behind Dramus Fael-Hartle. A babe wriggled in her arms, but made no noise. The old Kres turned to regard her. "Yes. Another Union will come. Whether we are beyond the earth then, and trapped between the sky and sun, I do not know. When these mountains reach the end of the sky, perhaps." Contemplative silence, then Dramus continued, touching on the departure of the Kres to the east many years ago. "The Vormen are remnants of the Great Divide, as are we. They dig their fingers into the dirt and unearth the follies of the past, of the time when people lived between the earth and sea. During the Union, all lived as one, with one purpose. The Kres stay together, but the Vormen are many, like pebbles
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in a swiftly flowing stream: divided, unable to progress, eroded. "Not all wanted to seek out the Vormen. They took their own path, and should be left there. Some wanted a new Union. Others wanted them destroyed, so that we could achieve the sky. And that was why they went—and failed. Since then, no Kres has set foot beyond the plateaus. Little need do we have of the world below." Many of the younger Kres nodded at this, as did all the elders. Dramus bowed his head and shut his eyes. The story was over. Everyone, including Nic, followed his example and focused on the air above. Not a sound penetrated the interior of the Foci, not even the gentle rustle of mountain breezes. For a long time, only stillness existed. Union. * *



*



"Nicandrew Orrin-Velenia." "Yes, Kres." Nic knelt and bowed his head before Rance KiethCytra, his childless teacher. The fitful flames of his small home licked the granite walls, flickered with every breath the old Kres took. He sat on a stone chair lined with fur and wool, which was spun by the earthwatchers of the lower plateaus and brought up through the caves. "I am weary tonight. I do not wish to go to the Foci. You know how to gar the mountain. You hardly need my guidance any longer." Besides being impotent, he had problems with his legs. His muscles had begun to deteriorate—a common fate among old Kres—and no amount of garing could cure it. The same thing had eventually happened to Tevin Iam-Kathia, and Garym Islei-Moorde before him. Death would come for all Kres, Nic knew. All they could control was the when and where.
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"But...you are my teacher. I cannot go without you." "You can and you will. Dramus knows my time is coming. You will be allowed to gar without me." The Kres laughed harshly and the wrinkles on his face danced about. "Help is always wanted. Why would they turn you down? They need garers now, more than ever." A strange sound came into his voice, like he knew something was going to happen and was already resigned to that fate. Nic got the sense that it concerned all of Kres, and not just their plateau of Tevin's Leap. "They will continue to need garers, long past the time when I am gone," Nic said slowly. Rance shook his head. "No. I think the time is near. Dramus spoke of the Great Union and Divide, and I knew change rode the downdrafts from plateaus Arenteau and Garym." "Dramus always speaks of the Union and Divide. The spinsters love that story." "Because it gives them hope, young Nic. It gives them hope that they might regain the prestige they had before their mates left or died. Remember, the story of our people is of a division. A parting on sour terms, you might say. But reconciliation will come. It is inevitable. It is the way of all things in this world." Nic nodded in agreement. "Yes, of course." "It has been a long time since the Divide. I believe you will live to see the Reunion. Perhaps Dramus will, as well." What would he do, if such a thing came to pass? Nic did not know. The peak of Arenteau was his life. All he knew was garing the mountain. What if the Union happened before they reached the sky? What of that? The more he thought of it, the more it confused and saddened him. He did not want his life here to change. He was content. And he had
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found Helyn, a person with whom he could help further the Kres and ensure that they would continue to raise and move the earth. He stood to go and bowed his head, but Rance was not finished. A leathery hand gripped Nic's barely calloused one, pulled him close. "In this time, more than any, the Kres must work together. There is also a division within our people, though most choose to ignore it." "What do you mean? We all aspire to—" "Yes, but some more than others. Each mountain wants to be the first. Garym's Loft rises the highest of all, because as his descendants, they think they are best. The Kres are proud—too proud, sometimes." Rance began to squeeze Nic's hand, gently at first, but tighter and tighter with each word, until discomfort turned to outright pain. He pried the old man's fingers off and jerked back. Anger washed across Rance's face. "Go and gar, young Nic. Build the mountain. But take a look around and observe your fellow Kres for once. And don't forget to look up, and down as well. This is not the only plateau in the mountains." "I will do what is demanded of me as Kres," Nic returned coldly. While he had been thankful to have been given a teacher after his father's departure—though the teacher was childless—he had never liked the man's attitude. Rance did what he had to do because others expected it of him. He was Kres, and that was why he gared. Not because he could reach the sky, move on to the next plane of existence. But for Nic—that was the reason behind all of it. His people were blessed with the power to gar, to feel the tension between earth and air and shift it to their needs. They alone had the power to fulfill their purpose in life. Many times, Nic felt sorry for those below the mountains, in the forests and on the plains, even the Vormen in their futile pits. Their lives were meaningless. They could achieve nothing
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squabbling amongst themselves, more concerned with the physicality of the earth. The Kres rise above all. We will pass on. * *



*



"Did you know, Nicandrew, that once we existed in the vast ocean that surrounds all the lands, creatures of the deep waters, subject to the whims of all the elements? The lowest of all beings we were." They stood on the ledge of Tevin's Leap and watched the sun rise in the east. The portion of night just before dawn was Nic's favorite time. After a long night of sitting in the Foci, feeling the mountain beneath him, displacing the air around the base and building earth, he liked bathe his face in the first rays of the sun. The sight encouraged him to continue the efforts of the Kres. The sun: their ultimate goal. Someday, they would all share its warmth from within the fiery orb. Lemuel Cyin-Elgra turned to regard his companion. "Did you know that?" "Do I look like an earthwatcher?" Nic snorted, annoyed at the distraction. He liked to watch the sunrise by himself, but Lem had insisted on joining him after the night's garing. Young, new to the ranks of the Kres, Lem was constantly amazed by every word his teacher or Dramus or another elder spoke. Of the most recent generation, he was one of the few whose teachers was actually his father. "Cyin was telling me about it the other day. All beings spawned in the nutrient rich waters of the ancient world. Everyone: us, the Vormen, the lesser peoples in the forest and beyond." He gestured to the fogshrouded murk of the Warinweald. When the sun cleared the horizon, the fog would turn to crooked tendrils of mist that fought to retain their
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hold on the woods. Yet they were no match for the almighty sun, the giver of all life. Nothing could contend with that—they could only equal it. "But over time they learned and changed, until they ruled all the water," he continued. "Then they set their sights on the next plane, the land." "Lem," Nic said, not bothering to hide his irritation, "every child in Kres knows this. The spinsters know it. Dramus tells us of the triumph over water every new moon." "Yes, but—" "Leave me to the sunrise, or be quiet. Show the sun the proper respect it deserves." Lem opened his mouth to say more, but Nic shot him a fierce glare. The lanky Kres fell silent and slumped his shoulders, gazed upon the breadth of the world with a bored expression and shuffled his feet. Nic clenched his hands and patiently waited for the sun. The faint purple aura that marked the first hint of sunrise had changed to red while Lem had prattled on, then to a brilliant band of orange and yellow that limned the central portion of the horizon. There were no clouds this morning, and Nic was grateful, though clouds did create awesome patterns with the sunglow on occasion. The edge of the sun poked above the hazy border of the world. Nic gasped as the orange faded to yellow, then a luminous shade that was all colors, and yet none. The sight stilled even Lem, and the two of them watched in reverent silence as the curve of white-yellow grew, then shrunk until it closed on itself. A perfect sphere. Not a single flaw. "A glorious sight," someone murmured behind them, soft as the rustle of gowlskins. They turned and quickly bowed their heads. "Kres," they said
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respectfully, Lem's voice wavering, Nic's firm and strong. "I assume the night's garing went well?" Dramus Fael-Hartle asked with a glance at Lem. The youngster seemed to have to lost his tongue. Nic spoke up for him. "Indeed, Kres. The mountain grows at a great rate. We move more earth every day." "And draw that much closer to the sun," the Kres added. But he glanced to the north, where the foothills of Garym's Loft crawled out of the Spiral Line of the Warinweald, a barrier of chestnut and pine whose bark had been twisted by the constant winds that barreled off the Chresoram Mountains. Nic had heard Rance speak of it many times, though he had never been there himself. Nic and Lem followed his blue eyes, looked at each other. Garym's Loft had surpassed their own peak of Arenteau long ago and grew at an unprecedented rate. While some of the older Kres pretended that all of Chresoram remained unified, Dramus and others knew the truth. If Garym's Loft passed beyond first, then all the rest would be lost. As a young Kres, Nic had always wondered about this. What would really happen to those left behind? "It will be closed to us," Rance had responded in his grumpy voice when asked. "No matter how much we might build the world, or how high we fly, it'll only be sky. The land will be forgotten over time and we will lose the secrets of the earth. Neither Kres nor Vorman will sense natura. Like the fish and snakes of the sea—living out a weary existence, born again and again, in an endless cycle." The Kres had shuddered and quickly changed the subject. "Not a fate I wish to have." Nic addressed Dramus Fael-Hartle. "What can we do, Kres, if they succeed?"
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The Kres sighed. "There is nothing that can be done. Nothing at all. It grieves me to see our people at odds with each other." You don't like being second-best, you mean. Dramus tried to look pitiful, but Nic could see the envy and longing in his eyes. He saw the same in Velenia's eyes every morning, on her way to scan the horizon for Orrin, his father. No matter how many times he told her the Kres would never come back, the longing remained. The Kres never give up, he recalled someone saying, at a gathering in the Foci on some nameless day. "There is much earth to be created yet. Time remains. Perhaps there could be an understanding between the peaks, as there once was when the mountains did not exist." Dramus continued to explore the north with an intense gaze. Lem kept his head down in respect, clearly nervous in the old Kres' presence. Nic squinted as he faced east and bathed in the radiance of a new day. He closed his eyes, breathed in deeply. When he opened them again, both Dramus and Lem were gone, back to the houses of stone for much needed rest. Nic watched the sun a moment more before heading for his own home. The sun. Reach for the sun. He lay on the floor of the stone house and stared at the sky through the open roof. The cold rock gradually turned warm as day lengthened. Catabatic winds howled over the plateau. The world rested—for now.



4 "Do you wish to do it...tonight?" Helyn kept her face hidden with her flaxen hair. Nic reached up
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and pushed some of it behind her left ear, exposed pale skin and azure eyes. "Do what?" he asked. It took great effort for the next word to pass her thin, colorless lips. "Fly." Barely a whisper. Velenia and the rest of the earthwatchers were gone. Nic sat alone at the small table of stone, Helyn standing close by. An extra brazier had been placed in the room; the moon had not yet risen and the place was dark. He wanted to see her face, and the gloss of her beautiful hair. "No. But I didn't—" here he hesitated, then finished instead— "not tonight, though. Some other day." He would not admit weakness to an earthwatcher. Bad enough that she had been there to witness it. The memory of the enclosed space lingered strongly in his mind. If she asks me to go back, I will do it. He could not say no to such beauty. "Do you wish me to leave?" He did not know what he wished, other than to talk. "Tell me about your family. Your father and brother, and the changes in the caverns." He gestured to Velenia's vacant seat. "Sit, if you will." She lowered herself onto the fur-lined chair of carved stone. Though made by her own people, she acted as if it were the strangest thing on the plateau. "What do you wish to know?" "Anything. How often do you have to move your people?" "It depends." "On how much we gar." "Yes. That, and other things. You can probably sense it, but sometimes the earth moves on its own: it cracks and breaks, grinds together. In the deeper places, where the tunnels venture toward the
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other plateaus, you can hear the stone talking. Like long, slow moans." Helyn's eyes took on a faraway look. "Despite the danger it represents, the sound is very soothing. Many times have I fallen asleep to the earthmoan." "The earthmoan." Nic liked the feel of that word. He doubted he would ever hear it, though. "Do you know anyone who's been...trapped in the caverns? Do they ever get out again?" "I have been trapped in a cavern before." He stared at her. "You have?" He could not imagine it. Absolute darkness and silence, the earth all around, pressing in... "When I was a child. We were in the middle of preparations to relocate. We lived in a very large cavern then, so spacious you could not see the ceiling. The place was riddled with stalagmites, and we used them as barriers to create walkways and small living areas." She paused a moment. "It was violent. And scary. I was alone in our home when it happened. Father and Jachel were out supervising the movement of the first group of earthwatchers." "Jachel?" "My brother. Five years older than me." She sounded a bit sad, voice trembling. Something happened to him—during the move? He listened close as she continued. "The whole of the cavern shifted—jumped a few feet at least—and knocked me down, knocked the wind right out of me. It was followed by a horrendous crack, so loud I went deaf for a good week after. I thought the world itself was about to fall apart. I could only lie there. As the shaking subsided a slow grinding noise began to build, coming from everywhere. I heard screams as well, screams of terror. "I tried to get out of my home, but I was too scared to move. I—"
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She stopped and swallowed. Her face seemed paler than normal. Nic watched in fascination. Never had he seen an earthwatcher so emotional, so flustered. The subject deeply disturbed Helyn. "You don't have to continue, Helyn," he began, though he wished she would. He was curious, despite his fear of the caverns. "No, I will finish it. I owe you that much, at least." "What do you mean?" "You came into the cavern with me—if only for a little while. And I haven't...flown...yet." She looked away in embarrassment. They shared a respectful silence. Then Nic prompted: "What of your home? You were trapped?" She nodded. "Not too far from my home, beyond a few crowded walls of stalagmites, the roof of the cavern had come down. Shifted, really—a whole mass of rock, too big to comprehend. We earthwatchers don't even try. But when the world stopped moving and I finally got out into the open walkways, I saw it: a massive wall across the whole of the cavern. It even cut through some homes. Even...people." "Were you trapped there long?" "Many days. We lived in an offshoot of the main cavern; only a few hundred of us were trapped and there was no other way out. Earthwatchers usually settle areas with at least four or five exits, but that place...very poor planning. That mistake was not made twice. We had plenty of food and water, but air was a concern, though the caverns are ventilated in many hidden places. Tiny shafts riddle the entire mountain from plateau to plateau. Everyone gathered near the wall, because areas of earth that shift remain unstable for a long time afterward; it could possibly shift again. We had to be ready for that. If not, well...we would only last as long as our supplies." "But you survived."
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"Only because the earth moved. I thought it never would. I love the caves, but I've never been so terrified in my life. Except maybe when..." "When?" he pressed. A whisper now. "When I stood on the Leap with you. The other night." "There's nothing to be afraid of. I would never let you fall." Helyn chose not to respond to that. "I think I know how you felt now, when I took you into the cavern." Kres superiority wound its way back to his softening mind. His voice turned cold and hard. "You have no idea how I felt." "But—" "You can't feel the earth like I can. The natura, all around you, above and beneath. Within you. To have it cut so abruptly, so decisively—it's just not the same. You can never know." She looked away, confidence shaken. "Forgive me, Kres." "You can never know." And I feel sorry for you, because your kind will be left behind when the day comes. He suddenly felt disgusted by her presence. Why should he bother with such a lowly creature? As he sat there, the sense of natura was overwhelming. It seeped through the rock beneath his feet, infused every bone in his body. Arenteau crackled with power. It washed over him like the winds off the snow-capped heights of his home, stilled his being. Back stiffened, eyes widened. Then it passed. Had they altered their method of garing in the Foci? No, they would not do such a thing. Unless they were attempting to speed up the creation of the mountain, in hopes of gaining on Garym's Loft. Helyn was still turned from him, unaware of the surge in natura. Nic watched the light of the rising moon play off her flaxen hair. Was
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she the one? Did he wish to further the Kres with her? Tradition dictated that once a mate was chosen, another could never be chosen. It had always been that way, since before the Great Divide. Thus the plight of the widows and spinsters, women who had lost their mates: they were considered outcast, unable to gar properly without their male partner. They were the weaker half of the Kres. And they never got over their loss. * *



*



"I'm going to find him," Velenia said a few nights later. Done with her meal, she sat and watched Helyn and the other earthwatchers clear the stoneware. Nic finished off a bowl of spring water. Eating and drinking were inconveniences, but necessary ones. It reminded the Kres that they still belonged to the plane of earth, were anchored to it—until they could pass on. "He's gone, Velenia." Tired of the same subject every night, he hardly glanced at her, said the words automatically. "I'm leaving tomorrow. To the Landing. Then from there to the foothills, near the Spiral Line. I'll pick up the path in the Warinweald." This was new. Nic carefully set the empty bowl on the table, eyed his mother for a long while. An earthwatcher snatched the bowl in deft silence. "What are you talking about? They left hundreds of years ago. Any trail they might have left has been long destroyed by the elements." "I can find it. They went east, didn't they?" Nic tried another angle. "You can't leave. The others won't let you." "Dramus doesn't care. I can't have any more children. What need
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has he of me?" "We need every able garer—" "I will gar for Arenteau when Orrin comes back." The widow refused to see reason. "The land of the Vormen is too far away." "If Orrin got there, I can too." She stood and made to leave. The earthwatchers moved against the walls, giving her a clear path to the egress. Nic sighed and glanced up, squinted at the stars through the open roof. Another cold and cloudless night. A faint greenish glow limned the lip of the far wall; the moon had risen. "If you leave, you probably won't make it back," he warned. "What do I care, as long as Orrin's with me?" But he won't be! he screamed at her silently. Anymore than you are here, in reality. She left and he brooded. He did not even notice when Helyn touched his elbow with a cool hand. "Kres?" she tried. Velenia won't leave. She's been talking like that for decades now. She had long ago ceased to be his mother. Just a useless Kres, another reason Garym's Loft rose higher and higher each night, left the other peaks floundering, mere bumps on the path of the earth to the sky. "Nic?" He stood abruptly. "I'm sorry." Then he cursed for apologizing. Kres did not apologize. He tried to soften his tone. "Go back to the caverns. I have things to do." She hesitated, saw something in his eyes and bowed her head without question. "Yes, Kres." Wrapping his gowlskins tight about his shoulders, he headed for the Foci. The plateau seemed deserted, the narrow alleys and lanes
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between the Kres homes silent and barren—strange for this time of night. Weeds stirred to a gentle night wind. Nic's breath frosted in the air. The nimbus moon cast everything in a green glow. He heard noise as he approached the Foci, the holed walls of the structure towering over the simple stone homes. Sound wafted from the squarish portals that helped to focus the natura within—voices, Nic thought. Many voices. Some kind of commotion. Kres were huddled about the four entrances of the Foci, at each cardinal point. Something was going on inside, no doubt about it. A few Kres emerged from other areas of the plateau just as Nic did, faces awash with confusion and curiosity. Widows and spinsters hung about the fringes of the crowd, he noticed as he drew close, but the Kres unceremoniously pushed them out of the way. He wondered if Velenia was around or at the plateau's eastern edge as usual. The moment Nic reached the milling mass at the eastern entrance, it began to part. Old, dignified Kres shuffled from the Foci, withered within their gowlskins. Foreign Kres, some bearing looks of contempt, others respect. Dramus Fael-Hartle appeared halfway through the procession, talking closely to a Kres that looked even older than him. "Where are they from?" Nic heard someone ask quietly as he moved out of the way with the rest of the Leap. "Plateaus Arenteau and the Landing. A gathering." Nic stared in fascination. A murmur ran through the Kres. Not since before his memory had there been a gathering of plateaus. Not since my father left to fight the Vormen. "But what for?" another asked. A young Kres, who probably could not gar on his own. The Kres to Nic's right answered. "Disturbances in the earth." The foreign Kres were free of the Foci now, and headed for the
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actual Landing itself. "There were no disturbances. We would have felt it—in the Foci." "Plateau Nebbigen sensed it, I hear." Someone snorted. "They couldn't sense themselves." Nebbigen was the butt of many jokes, being the lowest plateau in all of the mountains. Few of the crowd dared to follow the Kres. Nic blocked out the voices around him, stared at the retreating back of the garers from all the plateaus of Arenteau. What exactly had happened? And though he had no definite proof, he knew it had something to do with the natura surge he had felt a few nights ago. A sense of worry drove him from the crowd. He hurried back to his home, then turned around at the threshold and headed for the eastern rim of the plateau, Velenia's usual haunt. "Velenia?" he called as he arrived. The immediate area was deserted, the rock of the mountain plateau ending abruptly a dozen yards away. The star-studded sky dominated the world to the east. He looked both north and south, decided to go south since the plateau came against the mountain face a few hundred feet in that direction. If he could not find her there, he would follow the rim back north, all the way to the northern side of Arenteau. Could she really have left? Nic had a hard time believing it and expected to come upon his widowed mother any moment now. Yet the plateau's edge remained empty—until he reached the small outcropping that was Tevin's Leap proper. The foreign Kres were still there, along with the Leap elders. The crowd continued to linger about the nearby Foci as well, eyes on the Leap. Nic stopped short of the gathering and looked out into the night, looked down onto the dark mass that was the foothills and Warinweald by day, but only swallowed all light and life
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while the sun rested. Velenia's down there. She left. Somehow he knew. Like the Kres knew of the disturbances—the ones he had sensed. They were connected. He had to leave.



5 He did not tell Helyn. There was no time. Back home, he packed a bit of food and donned all the gowlskins that he owned: four of them, wrapped about his torso. He tied two smaller pieces of cured fur to his feet, more to protect them from the uneven landscape than the cold. Kres feet were harden to temperature, but not physical abuse. After another check to make sure the gowlskins were secure, he returned to the plateau's eastern edge again and launched into the air. Quick, like a shooting star. The world was gone. Down he went, air displaced around his body as he pulled at the slight bit of natura in the atmosphere—enough to move him along, but not create earth. For that he needed to be in contact with the ground, preferably within a Foci. But the Foci only exist on the plateaus. You'll have to deal with the reduced power. As long as I can bring Velenia back, I don't mind. Air displacement became automatic. Thoughts turned to Velenia. He wondered why he wanted to bring her back. Was it so that he would not be alone? Helyn could take her place—almost, but not fully. She was not Kres. He admitted it to himself, now. Of all things, I fear being alone
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the most. He had chosen Helyn, as if he knew Velenia would leave. But was it right to chase after her? And if he brought her back, what then? You'll have to put up with her, all over again. Every night, lamenting her lost Orrin, waiting for him, wanting to go after him. It's the widow's curse. I can't change that. Yet he intended to, if only because he felt something more was at work here. That strange surge in natura. The gathering of plateaus. Perhaps other peaks had felt it too, were discussing options, sending Kres to investigate... Awareness whipped back to the night sky. Kres between peaks rarely interacted with another, but when they did, the encounters were unfriendly: so said Rance and many of the elders who remembered the last time Kres came from Garym's Loft. No matter that he had no idea what to do if he met one—he intended to be ready. The wind tugged at his gowlskins, rippled the fur. Eyes probed the limitless dark. Floating in the void. He passed the plateau of Tevin's Landing during the next hour. It was nothing more than a soft glow of saffron on the bulk of the mountainside. If anyone there sensed him, they did not bother to investigate. His descent continued long into the night, uninterrupted. The air became slightly warmer and thicker. When he wheeled to the southeast in order circumvent the peak of Cleven Tor—the smallest of all the Kres-inhabited mountains—wisps of light and dizziness undulated across his vision. Displacement wavered and he was forced to concentrate or fall. Nausea threatened. He had to stop and rest. At the midpoint of Cleven Tor now, near the plateau of Cleven, its Foci just visible in the glow of brazier and earthwatcher fire. His eyes adjusted to the darkness of the rock and sought out a safe refuge, a place he might stay until evening fell again. For some reason he knew he must
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not be seen—even though the Kres of Cleven were not half as strong as those of Arenteau. Cleven lay on the southeast face of the Tor, and he stayed to the east, out of sight. And just as the curve of the sun poked over the horizon, he found a few deep impressions in the mountain face—enough to shelter him from the wind and the sight of any who might chance to pass by. A slight hollow, like a wrinkle on the skin of the earth. He alit in time to see the glorious sunrise. It looked the same here, near Cleven, as it did on the Leap. Nic sat within the hollow of rock that entire day, watched the sun completely pass out of sight, tried to acclimate himself to the change in atmosphere. The air here was thicker, more compressed. It made him light-headed. If Velenia had come down here, she suffered the same. Unless she had fallen, tossed against the mountainside, unable to fly and deal with the air. Nic shook his head. She was not lost. Wherever she may be, she was alive and sheltered. He shivered beneath the gowlskins and ate a bit of dried gowl meat. The animals did not live as high as the Leap, but earthwatchers from the Landing sometimes found or caught them in the deadfalls and narrow passes that riddled the area about their plateau and sent stores through the tunnels to the Leap. The meat was always tough and stringy—usually from older gowls, too stupid and blind to avoid the traps. Nic had never seen a gowl—only their fur, which all Kres wore. The earthwatchers of the Leap had not either, though stories trickled through from the plateaus below. Large beasts they were, with black and silver fur. They walked on four legs and lived in caves just above the foothills, fed on the rodents and vermin of the wild. Sometimes they
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attacked earthwatchers—or so they said. Nic was very skeptic of any beast having enough intelligence to attempt to best a more intelligent being, even lesser ones like the earthwatchers. Perhaps I'll see one here, on Cleven Tor, he wondered. Not likely. The longer he sat there, the stranger the mountain felt—natura seemed diffuse, very unconcentrated—and he shifted position to be more in the open, hoping the strange feeling was just the closeness of stone. But no matter where he moved, it remained the same. He dozed on and off, uncomfortable. Nary a soul appeared the whole day. By dusk, clouds had appeared over the Tor. Thick clouds, the same kind that dropped curtains of snow on the upper plateaus and stayed just out of reach of the Kres. That is our goal. To get above those. As they swallowed the dark blue of the deepening sky, Nic rose and took off. Past plateaus Cleven and Nebbigen he went, on ever-thickening air. The day of rest had done him good. He could breathe easier now, though he still felt dizzy at times. It took two more uneventful days to reach the foothills of the Kres Mountains. By then he could barely keep aloft. The air was too rich; he almost passed out during a brief dive. And the land was unlike anything he had ever seen. All those years on the Leap, the world appeared to be a discoloration of the sky: not real, not a physical place where people lived. Nic had never wondered what it was like beyond the mountains, nor had he cared. Yet now—it was all too real, and he did not know what to do. He collapsed on the soft grass that covered the fringes of the verdant foothills. It was quite warm—warmer than it ever got on the Leap. Large, drooping conifers spread out to the east and formed a natural border to the foothills. Their sempervirent branches glistened
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with early morning dew. To the north, clumps of an odd-looking flower grew, towering spikes of lilac-pinks, azure and deep indigo. Some grew higher than Nic himself, like a spear toward the sun, while others drooped down and touched the grasses. He sneezed violently as their scent reached his nose. For a while he lay there, sneezing, eyes watering. It's those flowers, the towering spikes. He lurched to his feet and stumbled towards the line of conifers. Beyond them must lay the Spiral Line, where the Warinweald truly began. But first he had to get out of the foothills. It was hard to keep balance. Silver-leafed bushes blocked his way as he passed through the trees, red berries ripe and burgeoning. He pushed by them, arms flung out. Gowlskin-covered feet scattered ages of desiccated pine needles. Silver-gray catkins brushed his head the further he went. Like the spiked flowers, they rose high into the air, only these bent over and dangled in the path. The trees thinned out, but the silk tassels multiplied until he burst into a field of them. The way they hung there, it appeared the world was upside-down, growing from the sky. No, all things come from the earth and go to the sky. That is the progression of life. He ran the truths of his people over and over in his mind to keep from going crazy. The sneezing had gone away, but tears still streamed from both eyes and he began to hyperventilate. He lost his footing and tumbled amidst the catkins. The sky vanished. Too much air. A swirl of silver-gray and green. Soft fingers, lightly touching his stubbled cheek. Stubbled? A hand found a face, explored its roughness. Hair, on the face. Kres don't grow hair on their faces, he thought as a whole flurry of silk fingers enfolded him in their euphoric arms.
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* *



*



"Come with me, Nicandrew, quick." "Where are we going?" "To the Spiral Line, where the Warinweald begins. You are needed there." "What do you mean? Who are you? How do you know my name?" "There's no time to explain. Your mother's in trouble." "Velenia? Where?" "Down by the Spiral Line! Hurry! It may be too late." "Am I awake?" "In mind. Don't worry about your body. We'll come back for it." "We?" "While we sit here and argue, your mother is close to death. And if she dies, I will tell her how you refused to help." "You can talk to the dead?" "I can sense across all planes. Now come!" "How?" "Just leave your body. Will yourself to move." ... "I can't—it's too hard." "Nonsense. You are Kres, Nicandrew, descended of the Saphic. I can tell from your skin. This skill is inherent in you." "Who are you?" "Stop asking stupid questions and come!" ... "I did it!"
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"See how easy that was? Now let's go." "We are moving fast." "When you exist across planes, you are not bound by their limitations." "How can you exist over more than one plane? I thought you could only be in one for each life." "There is more than one type of being in this scape, Nicandrew." "Scape?" "World." "Is that the Spiral Line?" "Yes. A barrier to the winds of the Kres mountains. Their boles have been twisted by them for hundreds of years, bending—but not breaking. We must go past them. Your mother is just within." "How did she get so far so quickly?" "Need can overcome many obstacles." "The need for Orrin. Did she find him?" "No. She found the scum of Warinweald instead." "The scum?" "You shall soon see." ... There was a change in the balance of senses. Touch and taste and smell remained elusive. Sound held steady while sight increased. Where everything had once been shadowed and gray, color slowly bled through like water inching up a dry cloth. Sunlight flickered. The forest coalesced. Detail unearthed. A scene of confusion laced with grunts, a struggle on a bed of dried leaves. Velenia lay on the ground. Two men straddled her, held down thin flailing limbs. They were hairy, the men, both in face and arms. Their features were twisted into lascivious leers, a counterpoint to the rusted
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knives in their fists. Slender spears of coppiced wood rested nearby. The strange men seemed to be adjusting Velenia's clothes. Puzzled and unsure, Nic's spirit hovered over the area with his nameless and unseen companion. Then the clothes began to come off. What are they doing? Nic asked. With the world intruding again, his inner senses had diminished. They wish a bit of pleasure with your mother. I don't understand. He watched his mother closely. She tried to get free of the men, but they held her down with firm grips. She doesn't appear to be hurt. Why did you say she was going to die? Because I looked into their minds. They are going to kill her when they are through. Velenia was naked now. Through with what? With violating her. The man over Velenia's leg had pulled down his dirty and torn leather breeches. Nic started, then swooped down on them, hands outstretched, intent on choking the man. But he passed right through him—or the world moved on him, twisted around so that Velenia and the hairy men were behind and above him. A quick thought and everything spun back the way it was. Colors streaked and solidified—as long as he stayed in one place. You said we were going to help her! We can't let this happen! She is a widow of the Kres— I know exactly what she is. And I can help. But you must help me in return. Anything! We— You agree? Yes! Then follow me!
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And Nic rotated the forest with numb presence, brought the man over Velenia's leg into himself, so that they overlapped. Minds touched. Nic stretched across multiple planes, felt juxtaposed senses. Hunger against satiation. Thirst against contentment. Anger against peace. Lust. Force. He wanted no part of it. Gripped with an ethereal claw, he snatched the dark and cloudy shimmers of emotion, tore them asunder and let the winds take the writhing shreds. They whipped into nothingness. Nic sensed the same happening to the other man, the one near Velenia's head. For one brief moment he was aware of both simultaneously. Then they were gone. The bodies collapsed, fell to either side of Velenia. Naked and frowning, she stared. Her gowlskins were strewn about the trees. The light chirping of birds. Cool breeze. She sat up. She is free. Everything vanished in a scream of green and brown and bright black—and colors he could not even comprehend, much less describe. His entire being shook. The air shimmered. * *



*



When he awoke, firmly in body, his vision was blurry. He wiped at his eyes, but to no avail. They were dry. He felt grass—a pleasant sensation, much like the fur of a fresh gowlskin. He got to his knees. A gowlskin threatened to fall off and he shrugged it back into place. He tried to stand and was greeted by a bout of nausea. Back to the grass, the fresh and fragrant grass. "I can't see," he said to no one in particular. The nausea passed
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shortly, but his head began to ache much like the muscles in his legs did when he stood too long garing at the Foci. His face seemed stretched. The air shimmered. You will see when I allow you to see. Where had he heard that voice before? And where was Velenia? Another attempt to stand, another fall. He gave up and took long, deep breaths. She is safe. For my help you agreed to help me. "Who are you?" His hand came up and explored the air. No sensation. I am a spirit. I once had a name...though I have long forgotten it. "You are dead." I am not. Nor am I alive. Yet I cannot completely leave this plane until my purpose has been accomplished. An untimely death robbed me of that. "And what do you want of me? Why won't you let me see?" As a descendant of the Saphic, you are bound by your agreement. A freely given word is all I need—especially in work so important. Nic brushed sweet grass with trembling fingers. The world never felt more distant than it did in that moment. "I don't understand." I was the keeper of the balance, Nicandrew—before the Great Divide. And I have been trapped ever since that day, hovering about the pivot of all the physical world. "What am I supposed to do?" You will guard the pivot, until another comes to relieve you. "Another Kres?" Yes. "Who?" Your son, Nicandrew. Your son.
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* *



*



He forged through the denseness of the Warinweald, the spiralgrained chestnut and oak of the Spiral Line, the hazel, beech and maple of the interior. A vast array of greenery greeted him, roughly caressed his cold skin, tore at the gowlskins he refused to take off despite the sweltering heat. Sunlight streamed through the upper foliage and formed a pebbled map of brilliance on the soft dirt and weeds and flowers. Scents assailed him from all sides. He sneezed again. The spirit had allowed Nic to see and guided him with an invisible, but firm, hand. They were going to the "pivot," but where or what it was, Nic had not a clue. Hungry and tired, compelled by the spirit, he could only place one foot in front of the other, continue to move. He prodded his captor for answers. "Where is this pivot you are talking about?" A day's travel from here. "How far is that?" It did not answer. "Do you have a name?" I did, once...but I have forgotten it. All I know is that the pivot must be watched, and that a physical Kres must watch it. "Why didn't you just take Velenia?" It must be a male. Besides, she is weak in mind and body. "And you tricked me into helping you." Nic knew he should feel quite angry about it, but felt hardly anything. He wondered if that was the spirit's work as well. You agreed. That's all that matters. "I think you lied. Those men—whoever they were—were not
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going to kill Velenia. What would be the point?" The thought of murder turned his stomach. It was unheard of on the plateaus. There is no point to their lives. They live here in the forest, alongside the other spirits and revenants, peaceful and enraged ghosts. I feel them move through the undergrowth. Their very presence disrupts the balance I have fought long to maintain, as the watcher of the pivot. "Why don't you do something about it? Control them like you control me." They don't believe in me. They only believe in themselves and what gives them pleasure. They believe in the light of the day and the shadows of night. Only what they can see and touch. They have no sense of the other planes, and never will unless someone teaches them. Nic thought about that for a while. Small, furry creatures flitted here and there in the brush. Birdsong permeated the forest as the sun and temperature continued to rise. "What if I don't give you a son?" Do you wish to stay in this wood forever? "I don't even want to stay a day. I don't trust you, spirit. I don't trust any of this." He concentrated on the earth, searched for natura. Perhaps I can break free, he thought. Natura was there—but weak and insubstantial. Trying to grasp it was like pulling a handful of water from a pool with fingers splayed out. The hand of his mind became wet, but dried in moments. There was nothing to hold on to. You will soon lose your power to gar, Nicandrew. I think I...lost mine as well, when I came to the Tree. But I can't remember...cloudy. Nic began to panic. Lose the ability to gar? He tried to stop his legs, willed them to turn around and head back for the Spiral Line and the foothills. He slowed...but did not stop. The spirit refused. "Let me go!" he half-screamed. What had he gotten into?
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I can't. You are compelled. He struggled in vain. Words formed in the throat, died before they got to his rictus lips. All he could manage was an internal curse, an epithet of silence. They moved together. Nic lost all further memory of the journey, open eyes closed to the plane of earth. ... The image of his mother lying naked on the ground. Panting. Senses glazed. Two inert hairy bodies beyond, smaller than her though they were male, broader of chest and face. Reminders of earthwatchers. Helyn's wealth of flaxen hair. The gaping entrance to her cave—the place Nic wanted to go but could not. Within were the secrets of life. Person into void. Male into female. Earth into air. Earth into air... Somewhere he watched. People there, magnificently tall and slender, smooth alabaster skin, naked as trees in winter. Standing inside a massive Foci. Concentrated, amplified. Square portals quivered with solid air. Alternating male and female. Couples: move together, flow apart. Like the daily altercation of sun and sky. Together, apart. This was the way of things. Union. Divide. Greatness. The people merged, tongues intertwined. And power. Power unimaginable—and the birth of greed and pride. Of those self-centered. Tilting. Do you see what the earth saw? It is your turn to splinter away, to flow apart. But I am not ready. You are ready. And you will remember when it is time to remember, Kres. Walking a solitary path, within sight of others. Touch is gone. There is only
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the Tree. Brittle and bent it loomed, dominated the clearing. Wildflowers and honeysuckle lined the verdant borders. Yellow weeds fought for his attention. Grackles called with song. A hawk circled overhead. He ignored them all—all but the bent Tree. It had been split midway up and the dying upper half tilted precariously, swayed to a brisk afternoon wind, hard off the mountains. He waited for it to fall. It did no such thing. Its heart is empty. Riven. All that is left is me. He felt an urge to respond, did not know how other than to blink his eyes and adjust the heavy furs wrapped about his frame. Your son. When you come together, you can flow apart. The stream...into the endless ocean of possibilities. What is an ocean? He approached the Tree and searched every inch of its surface, peered into every crack and wrinkle of bark, reveled in its roughness against his smooth skin. A circuit of the bole revealed an inner chamber filled with puzzling objects and questions he would have asked if he knew how. The sky? That is one way. And many others exist. He wanted to stay in the Tree. I will stay with you. Accumulation is nigh. Without the Tree there were more trees, and creatures of distinct color and mind. Beyond those were masses of rock that seemed familiar. And flat lands beyond even that—the dead lands of scavengers. And beyond that— —worlds that mattered not. He would wait. The air shimmered around a tree that refused to fall. He remained
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within. Earth into air...
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